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ABSTRACT
DEMOCRACY AND THE DANGEROUS MAN-
MAFIA JUSTICE VERSUS CITIZEN VIRTUE
SEPTEMBER 1997
L. MICHAEL MCCARTNEY, A.B., FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
M.A., AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE
PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Nicholas Xenos
Organized crime in the United States has, in the words of political theorist Sheldon Wolin,
exerted "significant power and influence, controls enormous wealth, and exhibits many of the
same features which ordinarily arouse the interest of political scientists, e.g., organization,
authority, power, kinship ties, rules, and strong consensus." And yet, "despite the promising
research possibilities," as Wolin has noted, "no textbook on American government provides a
place for organized crime in 'the system,' no study of 'polyarchy' or community has taken
cognizance of it."
This study seeks to remedy that defect. Through scholarly research and the author's own
experiences in the criminal justice system, it explores the political nature of organized crime with
particular emphasis on the Sicilian and the Sicilian-American mafias. The study finds that the mafia
variety of organized crime tends to substitute for the state as the recognized political authority when
at least three basic conditions are met: (1) When the state fails to adequately protect its citizens, (2)
when a climate of cultural mistrust of state authority exists, and (3) when there is an adequate
supply of dangerous men who know how to employ force to obtain order in the manner described
by Niccolo Machiavelli in The Prince.
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INTRODUCTION
Ifonly it were all so simple. If only there were evil
people somewhere insidiously committing evil deeds,
and it were necessary only to separate them from the
rest of us and destioy them. But the line dividing good
and evil cuts through the heart of every human being.
And who is willing to destroy apiece of his own heart?
Alexander Solzhenitsyn
This book is a search, conducted without any warrant other than the author's own
belief that it can help uncover a means to the accomplishment of two ends.
The first is to make the study of organized crime -- and thus the complex issue of
honor - more central to the study of political science. 1
Such an attempt addresses an "empirical oversight" first called to the attention of
political scientists by Princeton's Sheldon Wolinin 1969. Wolin then pointed out that
political theorists have long had a "preoccupation with the problem of 'corruption'," and
yet the disripline has not really "taken cognizance of American organized crime, one of
the principle sources of political malfeasance in the United States. Wolin noted
"Throughout the history of political theory a student
will find a preoccupation with the problem of 'corruption
'
Today, however, we scarcely know how to talk about it,
1 This text focuses on the American mafia, also known as La Cosa Nostra, because it is the organized
crime group in the United States most often identified with the concept of honor and because it has
dominated other such groups throughout the last seventy years in this country. Inked, mafiosi refer to
themselves as " men of honor." The reader is alerted at the outset, however, that the terms " mafia" and
"organized crime" are not synonymous. There are at least nineteen other organized criminal groups
operating in the United States, and thousands of individuals not themselves members ofthe mafia enjoy
its protection and earn profits from association with it. See President's Commission on Organized Crime,
Report to The President and the Attorney General, The Impact: Organized Crime Today," (Washington,
D.CrU.S. Government Printing Office, 19S6), pages 33-129.
For a broad discussion of organized crime in general, see Robert J. Kelly, Ko-Lin Chin and Rufus
Schatzberg, eds.., Organized Crime In The United States, (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994). Of
particular interest in the text are articles by Michael Maltz, "Defining Organized Crime," page 21 ; Alan
A Block, "Organized Crime: History and Historiography," page39; Jay S. Albanese, "Modelsof
Organized Crime," page 77; Peter Reuter, "Research on American Organized Crime," page 91, and Dwight
C Smith Jr., "Illicit Enterprises: An Organized Crime Paradigm for the Nineties," page 121.
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except when it flourishes in non-Western societies. Yet it is
a common and documented fact that 'organized crime'
exerts significant power and influence, controls enormous
wealth, and exhibits many of the same features which
ordinarily arouse the interest of political scientists, e.g.,
organization authority, power, kinship ties, rules, and'
strong consensus.
"Despite the promising research possibili ties,
no textbook on American government provides a place
for organized crime in 'the system,' no study of
'polyarchy1 or community has taken cognizance of it.
It is not farfetched to suggest that this empirical over-
sight is connected with the belief that moral knowledge
is empirically irrelevant," 2
Obviously, the social scientist who ventures into this void described by Wolinis
going to have to analyze conflicting notions of virtue and confront the difficult issue of
morality and politics. Even apart from the obvious methodological difficulties inherent in
trying to study societies that thrive only in secrecy, the question raised by Wolin is itself a
daunting one: Is moral knowledge empirically irrelevant to political science? And, if so,
what do we mean by "virtue" and how do we understand "corruption"? How, in other
words, can a science of human behaviour that treats morality as empirically irrelevant
connect with a public that defmes one of its central political concerns as "moral decline"
and blames the loss of virtue for what it sees as the government' s inability to provide a
climate of safety and security?3
2 Sheldon Wolin, "Political Theory As A Vocation," in American Political Science Review, Vol. LXHI
December 1969, No. 4, page 1074. The problem has been exacerbated since Wolin wrote. The President's
Commission listed, in addition to the American mafia (La Cosa Nostra) the following powerful organized
crime groups operating the country: The Sicilian mafia, four major oudawed motorcycle gangs (Hell's
Angels, Pagans, Outlaws and Bandidos), the Mexican mafia, La Nuestra Familia, Aryan Brotherhood,
Black Guerilla Family, The Texas Syndicate, Chinese Triads, Vietnamese gangs, the Japanese Yakuza,
Cuban/Marielito organizations (La Compania), Columbian cocaine rings, Irish groups, and Russian
mafia. Additionally, Dominican, Jamaican and Nigerian organizations are growing in power. See
President's Commission on Organized Crime,The Impact, pages 33-129.
3 Data for this conclusion is contained in a poll taken jointly in September, 1994, by Peter Hart and
Robert Teeter for the Wall Street Journal and NBC News. The results were widely published, including in
the Daily Hampshsire Gazette (Northampton, MA, September 29, 1994), page 7.
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The Central Thesis
The central thesis of this text is a rather simple one, yet one that seems to have
been largely overlooked by political science, as Wolin noted It is that the nation, at least
since the Progressive Era, has been served by two governments: one that operates in the
upper-world, in the light of public scrutiny and regulates commerce and politics in the
legitimate and public economic sector, and another that operates in the under-world, in the
shadows, and regulates commerce and politics in the secretive iUegitimate, economic
sector. Both the legitimate and the illegitimate economies provide goods and services that
are in great demand by large numbers of the self-same American public. Both worlds,
upper and under, require some governmental agency to provide order and security so that
the quotidian mechanics of commerce can operate with the relatively high degree of
certainty of political stability that businesses everywhere require. In both the legitimate
and the inegjtimate worlds of commercial enterprise markets require some form of
political and social order.
Both worlds, the upper-world and the under- world, sharing the same public, must
to some degree work cooperatively in order to satisfy the same public.
The difference is that the demands made upon these two governments are not alike
in nature and thus, given a different set of political assumptions, they require opposing
political theories to make them effective. The one governing the legitimate economic
world is modern, liberal and democratic. The one governing the illegitimate economic
world is feudal, anti liberal and despotic.
My contention is that both the liberal-democratic and the antiliberal-despotic
governments have worked fairly well together throughout most of this century to satisfy
the majority demands of the American public for a wide array of both legal and illegal
3
goods and services. Furthermore, both have found a common ground for assisting each
other in the establishment and maintenance of order in what would otherwise be a restive
upper-world of frustrated citizens, angry at being denied certain opportunities to indulge
in pleasures (alcohol and drugs, for example) and pastimes deemed illegal (gambling and
prostitution, for example), and a chaotic underworld of undisciplined opportunists
constantly warring with eachother over the chance to enrich themselves by providing the
illegal services in great demand by an otherwise law-abiding public.
Central to my main thesis is the claim that political science - while having
acknowledged the importance of ah manner of other groups that exert political power and
influence the direction of government (political parties, labor unions, political action
committees, lobbyists, etc.) - has failed to take sufficient account of organized crime
political force inAmerican society. This remains the case even thirty years after Wolin
first noted that fact.
as a
Complications of the Central Thesis
That is the simpler of the two tasks that confronts one who wants to persuade the
discipline to look more closely at organized crime as a significant political force in
American society.
The more difficult task arises when one tries to explain why political science has
overlooked this phenomenon, leaving it to sociologists and, most recently, to economists
and historians, as a field of academic interest. Why is political science the only one of the
social sciences to refuse to recognize the importance of organized crime when organized
crime perceives itself as a political force with both an ability and a mandate to govern
those sectors of American society where Constitutional authority is either unwilling or
unable to establish and maintain order?
4
And that second task (not how organized crime exerts political influence but why
the discipline seems so indifferent to it) raises the complicated issue of public morality
versus private honor. It leads into the regions of citizen virtue versus mafia justice. It
raises the question of the relationship of the dangerous man to the realization of liberal,
democratic ideals.
Far from being irrelevant to American politics, the question of morality, an
uncomfortable one in modern terms, is thrust to the forefront of political discourse as
soon as the mafia is introduced as a legitimate subject of theoretical concern Mafia bosses
are incarnate, contemporary MachiavehYs who both fascinate and repel us, but, in either
case, compel us to consider the relationship between morality and effective executive
behavior in an extensive commercial republic.
So, to make the case for the political significance of organized crime in America, I
involve myself in the complex project of addressing two strong strains of antiliberalism
that have, in an exceedingly odd and paradoxical way, served to both further and
constrain the aims of liberal democracy in the United States. Those two strains, both non-
Marxist and anti-Communist, can be understood in political scientist Stephen Holmes'
terms as (1) anti-individual antiliberalism and (2) super-individual antiliberalism The
former fit best into what I describe as the Moral Code and the latter into what I describe as
the Honor Code. Holmes, himself a defender of the classical liberal tradition, says of anti-
liberalism in general that it has certain common beliefs:
(1) That liberal ideology has infected and degraded all
members of Western societies, employers as well as
employees, rulers and ruled alike.
(2) The ideal of individual liberty is itself one to be
impugned.
(3) Secularism is a moral disaster.
(4) The cutting of ethnic roots is a human catastrophe.
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(5) The authority of science and the spread of materialistic
attitudes are two of liberalism's most abhorrent sins
(6) That Marxism and liberalism, while superficially
opposed, share a common ancestry and are likely to be or
to become, secretly allied That is, they are both offshoots
of the spiritually hollow Enlightenment tradition4
The anti-individual and super-individual strains of this antiliberal tradition,
Holmes says, differ from each other in the following ways:
"Anti-individualists worry about liberal
permissiveness; super-individualists worry about liberal
conformism Anti-individualists complain about a terrifying
lack of restraint in liberal society, while super-
individualists worry about a surfeit of restraint. The former
say that liberal man is impious or too free, the latter that he
is boring and not free enough The former praise
conventional social roles for providing moral orientation
and a sense of place, the latter condemn social roles as in
authentic masks.
"Yearning for depths of authenticity or heroic self-
expression, super individualists argue that the legal order
flattens the individual with rules and proceduralisms and
submerges him in everyday banalities. Longing for security
or place, by contrast, anti-individuals blame liberalism for
releasing all normative constraints and comforting social
bonds, leaving people undirected and unmoored. Finally,
super individualists associate liberalism with the death of
nonconformist doubt and dissent, while anti
-individualists
blame it for the collapse of real consensus."5
While they are not entirely synonymous, I employ the terms Moral Code and
Honor Code to represent differing aspects of the antiliberal philosophy. Moral Code
adherents are what Holmes calls "non-Marxists anti-mdividualist antiliberal" reformers.
Honor Code subscribers fit better into his category of "non-Marxist super-individual anti-
liberals." I use the term Legal Code to represent the continuing effort to liberalize the
Constitutional republic of the Founding era so as to make it ever more inclusive and
protective of the civil rights of an ever-expanding array of new American citizens. My
4 Stephen Holmes, The Anatomy ofAnti liberalism, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1993),
pages 1-2.
5 Holmes, Anatomy, page 258.
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Legal Code corresponds to what Holmes calls liberalism "The core practices of a liberal
political order are religious toleration, freedom of discussion restrictions on police
behaviour, free elections, constitutional government based on a separation of powers,
publicly inspectable state budgets to inhibit corruption and economic policy committed to
sustained growth on the basis of private ownership and freedom of contract"
Furthermore, he attributes to liberalism "four core norms." These are personal
security (the monopolization of legitimate violence by agents of the state who are them-
selves monitored and regulated by law), impartiality (a single system of law applied
equally to all); individual liberty (a broad sphere of freedom from collective or govern-
mental supervision, including freedom of conscience, the right to be different, the right to
pursue ideals one's neighbor thinks wrong, the freedom to travel and emigrate, and so
forth), and democracy or the right to participate in lawmaking by means of public dis-
cussion through a free press. That public disagreement is a creative force may have been
the most novel and radical principle of liberal politics."6
This text argues that all the traits of liberalism and its four core norms, as they are
defined by Holmes, are lethal to the Honor Code as practiced by the ideal mafia. Democ-
racy, liberalism and consumerism it turns out, are more dangerous to the dangerous man
of honor than he is to them
Another related perspective is that of historian Carlin Barton who writes about an
analogous situation in ancient Rome: Honor as represented in both the gladiator and the
martyr. In this work, martyrs fall under the Moral Code and gladiators under the Honor
Code. But Barton issues a warning that is well to be taken by readers of this text: while
they appear very different, martyrs/Moral Code reformers and gladiators/Honor Code
men of honor have more in common than appears on the surface. As Barton points out:
6 Holmes, Anatomy, pages 3-4.
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"We are wont to see the gladiator (or the mafioso,
in my terms) and the martyr (or the reformer, in my terms)
operating in mutually exclusive emotional spheres' One is
the epitome, for us, of Roman profane decadence and self-
indulgent luxury, the other of inspired will and the most
severe ascetic of self-denial. A Roman audience would not
have easily made this distinction.. Both the gladiator and
the martyr operated within an ambivalent vocabulary of
emotion and gesture - the vocabulary of the condemned,
the defeated, the dishonored. I want to suggest... parts of a
close and complex discourse of honor and sacredness that
the Birds of Prey shared with the Lambs."7
Similarly, I want to show that there is a discourse of honor and sacredness
between Moral Code reformer and Honor Code mafioso that makes their American
audience hesitant to distinguish too facilely or quickly on questions of right from wrong
between the two - an ambiguity that leaves us at once perplexed and fascinated.
At the street level, not only are moral questions not irrelevant to those obliged to
enforce the law, those who must execute the society's commands, but they are the most
troublesome and problematical issues that vex the lives of mature, reflective and
conscientious officers of the law - the very sort that we would hope to retain in public
service, especially in law enforcing capacities.
My contention is that highly idealistic, moralistic law enforcers fmd themselves
confronted with the problem that Machiavelli so neatly described how to impose order
and obtain compliance with the law in an anomic society that has lost a capacity it once
enjoyed (if "enjoyed" is the right word) for acting virtuously. Because he so emphatically
distinguishes moral right and moral wrong from effective political force (virtu) and
political weakness (corruption of virtu), Machiavelli is a source of both admiration and
consternation to conscientious law enforcers in America today.
Machiavelli, and those law enforcement agents who study him, share with social
and behavioural scientists a concern for the effects of "normlessness" on civic behaviour.
7 Carlin Barton, " Savage Miracles: The Redemption ofLost Honor in Roman Society and the Sacrament
of the Gladiator and the Martyr," (The Regents of the University of California, Representations 45,
Winter 1994).
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In the condition that Machiavelli calls "corruption" and that Emile Durkheim calls
"anomie"
- a condition of social confusion and civic dissipation resulting from the loss or
blurring of established values
- codes of behaviour that once connect people to
each other and to their community are no longer recognized as legitimate.
For discussion' s sake, the problem may be defined by combining the Aristotelian
concept of "good" and "bad" forms of government with his notion of a system of
distributive justice based on separate spheres of necessity and freedom In other words,
as the following diagrams attempt to demonstrate, polity (or republicanism) devolves into
anarchic democracy when those who were once confined to the private realm of necessity
insist upon enjoying the rights of democratic citizenship in the public realm of freedom
This is meant neither as a defense of republicanism nor as a criticism of the attempt for
democratic inclusivity. It is simply a description of the problem confronting the American
law enforcer as h/she often sees it, and it is likewise the source of chaos and corruption in
the view of the ideal mafia tradition
Aristotle lists six types of government, in which three forms are "good" and three
others are "bad" ("good" being defined as the use of public power in the public interest
and "bad" seen as the use of pubhc power for the sake of private interests). The "bad"
forms are corrupted versions of the "good" 8 These are:
Good Bad
Monarchy vs. Tyranny
Aristocracy vs. Ohgarchy
Polity (republicanism) vs. Democracy (anarchy)
8 See Aristotle, The Politics, Book Three, Chapter Seven: "Whenever the One The Few and the Many
rule with a view to the common weal, these constitutions must be right; but if they look to the advantage
ofone section only, be it the One or the Few or the Mass, it is a deviation."
9
In the Aristotelian schema, a system of distributive justice works well for those
who are admitted to citizenship in the polity, the civic republic. But his system of order
and justice depends upon the exclusion of a great number of the polity s inhabitants from
the privileges of citizenship, lest the polity become corrupted and devolve into a
democracy. Democracy is a corrupt form of pohty, Aristotle says, precisely because it
seeks to provide "for the benefit of the men without means." 9
Those eligible for citizenship m the Public Realm, the Realm of Freedom, enjoy
equality of opportunity, the freedom to pursue their native potential to its fullest, and the
tolerance necessary to make the free expression of competing ideas meaningful. But that
Aristotelian Public Realm of Freedom exists only because it is supported by a Private
Realm, the Realm of Necessity to which are confined all non-citizen males, all women,
children and slaves. 10
The two spheres, diagramed below, combined with the assumption that
democracy has a tendency to devolve into anarchy, represent an Aristotelian conception of
the difficulty facing American law enforcers and mafiosi in our society today. The
problem evolves from our national effort to create an ever more representative democracy
from what was founded as a pohty, a Constitutional republic. For nearly one hundred and
fifty years, America has gradually expanded the Realm of Freedom by becoming
increasingly more conscious of the natural rights of all humans and has continuously
moved in the direction of trying to guarantee "liberty andjustice for all."
9
Aristotle, The Politics, Book Three, Chapter Seven.
,0
Aristotle says, forexample, "All these questions might be regarded as part ofthe larger question — our
inquiry into the relations of ruler and ruled, and in particular whether or not the virtue of the one is the
same as the virtue ofthe other. For suppose that we say they are the same, and that the highest quality of
excellence is required ofboth, why should one completely rule and the other completely obey?" He goes
on to discover "natural differences" that justify the segregation of his society into the realms of necessity
(the ruled) and freedom (the rulers): "For the rule of free over slave, male over female, man over boy, are
all natural..." Aristotle, The Politics, Book One, Chapter 13.
10
But expanding the Realm of Freedom implies a corresponding shrinkage of
paternalistic and bureaucratic authority in the Realm of Necessity. This is a condition
abhorrent to the mafioso, and one that has likewise caused a great deal of discontent in
police departments across the nation" Anstode is, to the mafioso, quite wise and correct
in claiming: "For the male is more fitted to rule than the female, unless conditions are
quite abnormal, and the elder and more fully grown more fitted than the younger and
undeveloped.. so long as one is ruling and the other is being ruled, there is a strong
tendency to mark distinctions in outward dignity, in the style of address and in the honors
paid...As between male and female this relationship of superior and inferior is
permanent" 12
Pr »vate Realm Public Realm
(Necessity) (Freedom)
Bureaucratic/hierarchical Democratic/liberal
Mere life -- Survival The Good life -- Leisure
Husband/Father/Master Citizen
Wife/Mother/Children/Slaves Public office holders
Obedience, loyalty Liberty, Equality
Compliance Tolerance (ruling, being ruled)
The Realm of Necessity by definition deals with subsistence needs and is focused
on producing those things necessary for survival. Where survival is the issue, the law of
self-preservation presumes that democratic ideals of equality, liberty and tolerance must
be forgone in the interests of strict obedience to quick and effective executive action
Therefore, the argument goes, the Private Realm, the Realm of Necessity, can only be
effectively governed bureaucratically and hierarchically. When survival is at stake, debate
and reflection and tolerance of competing opinions are not generally healthy alternatives,
" Springfield, MA, police chiefPaula Meara, for example, had to battle continuously through the courts
in order to advance through the ranks of her Department She speaks openly on theproblem.
12
Aristotle, TTie Politics, Book One, Chapter Twelve.
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as any Marine Corps boot camp drill instructor will affirm When self-preservation is the
governing principle, ideas of equality and liberty and tolerance are likely to produce chaos
and the primitive war of each against all that Hobbes described
In the Aristotelian model, the male citizen who enjoys equality, liberty and
tolerance in the Public Realm, the Realm of Freedom, acts monarchical^ as husband,
father and master in the household world which provides him the leisure from the
quotidian concerns of survival and affords him the luxury necessary for the good life in
political society.
The problem in Aristotle' s polity, in a republican society, sets in when those
confined to the Realm of Necessity, those expected merely to obey a patriarchal authority,
assert their natural right to become members of the Realm of Freedom They refuse to
obey husband, father, master. They argue that they are also human beings entitled by
natural right to the same exercise of liberty, the same equality of opportunity to realize
their own potential, and the same tolerance of conflicting opinions, life-styles, values,
interests and beliefs. Those expected to remain passively, dependently and submissively
in the Private Realm of Necessity upset the order of things and challenge basic notions of
distributive justice when they aggressively seek release from the duties of providing their
superiors subsistence so as to join as full citizens in the Public Realm of Freedom
It is at this point - where those historically confined to the Realm of Necessity
rebel and insist upon inclusion in the Realm of Freedom, and when, in other words,
polity begins to devolve into democracy - that Machiavelh and Durkheim, among others,
see corruption setting in Machiavelh blames the feminizing of the ancient Roman capacity
for masculine virtu, for which he holds Christianity responsible, as being the cause for
the corruption of the Empire, and thus the decline of western civilization "Thus, as time
passed, able men became as few in number in Europe as in Asia; and this type of ability
12
was
lican
reached its final decline when all ability was conquered in Rome. When Rome
corrupted, almost the entire world came to be corrupted" 13 Polity, based on republic
virtue and the maintenance of separate spheres of necessity and freedom devolves into
democracy, based on a cacophonous chorus claiming entidements and rights that are often
in sharp and irreconcilable conflict with each other.
The commitment of liberal democracy to equal opportunity, equal rights to life,
liberty, private property and the pursuit of happiness, and tolerance for all manner of
different beliefs, makes it difficult to judge that which is "right" from that which is merely
"popular." Compounding the problem in a society based on consumerism is that
continued economic growth - upon which leisure, luxury, the good life and the
commodious acquired needs upon which an advanced civilization depends -- requires that
consumption be perpetually stimulated, however artificially. It becomes a necessity to
deliberately create in the public mind the belief that mere wants are in fact real needs.
Nicholas Xenos traces the roots of this modem, classically liberal phenomenon in
the Scottish Enlightenment. He writes:
"The techniques and innovations employed... to
exploit the new-found elasticity of demand thus helped to
solidify the expectation of changing fashion, of frequent if
sometimes subde shifts in taste and style. An environment
was thereby created in which people were increasingly
confronted by things they desired but did not have. The
spreading of commercial relations... established money as
the mediator of desire, helping to fix it upon things that
could be purchased, particularly upon the vasdy expanding
world of fashionable things. Because these things had a
price, all that was needed to possess them was money --
not family name or breeding -- and so they were
at least theoretically within reach, making them possible
objects of desire.
13 Niccolo Machiavelli, The Art of War, (New York: Penguin Books, 1995), page39.
Durkheim sees the egoism fostered by liberalism a threat to a basic "element of morality" which
"consists in the attachment to a social group. If man is to be a moral being, he must be devoted to
something other than himself; he must feel atone with society, however lowly it may be." Emile
Durkheim, Moral Education, (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1961), pages 78-79.
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"The thinking that was done about needs was
adjusted accordingly. Needs that are conceived of as
naturally based can be approached discreetly... But when
these needs become intertwined with a fluid, ever-changing
social world of emulation and conspicuous consumption
they become transformed into an indiscreet desire
constantly shifting its focus from one unpossessed object
to another." M
Recall Stephen Holmes' description of antiliberalism' s complaints about modem
value systems and it begins to become clear that the classically liberal society produced by
the elasticity of demand described by Xenos will become fatal to the men of honor.
So, right and wrong, want and need, moral and immoral all become matters upon
which there is little or no agreement. Eventually, the concepts of legal and illegal follow
suit as a society incapable of deciding what it will and what it will not tolerate avoids the
problem by 'normalizing" crime. It expands the latitudes of acceptable behaviour so that
many forms of what were once considered "deviant" remain technically unlawful but
socially permissible. Senator Daniel P. Moynihan described this process as "defining
deviance down" 15 Political theorist Jean Bethke-Elshtain adds:
"But a striking feature of our epoch is that those
very rights, the terms of democratic equality itself, have
fallen into disrepute. Rather than rights serving as a frame
within which democratic individuality can be shored up -
in which self is made possible by the debates and dialogues
a rule-governed democratic culture sustains — we hear ever
more cynical appraisals of the rules, regulations,
procedures, guarantees, and premises of constitutional
democracy...One finds, then, at this moment, the
distressing spectacle of an assault on civil liberties, coupled
with a perfervid ideology of victimization" 16 (This is a
sentiment fully shared by Charles Taylor). 17
M Nicholas Xenos, Scarcity &. Modernity, (New York: Routledge, 1989), page 10.
15 For a corresponding idea of the way in which political cynicism foments what Elshtain calls a "culture
of mistrust, see Michael Nelson, ed., "Issues and Themes: Spiral of Deligitimation or New Social
Covenant?", Th e Elections of 1992, Washington, D.C.: C.Q. Press, 1993, pages 109-25.
,s Jean Bethke Elshtain, Democracy on Trial, (New York: Basic Books, 1995), pages 22-24.
17 Charles Tay lor, The Malaise ofModernity, (Concord, Ontario: House of Anansi Press, 1991),
page 1 17.
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Political scientist James Q. Wilson makes a similar point The increase in property
crimes, and in crime in general, he says:
"...reflects a profound, worldwide cultural change:
prosperity, freedom, and mobility have emancipated people
almost everywhere from those ancient bonds of custom,
family, and village that once held in check both some of
our better and many of our worst impulses. The power of
the state has been weakened, the status of children
elevated, and the opportunity for adventure expanded; as a
consequence, we have experienced an explosion of artistic
creativity, entrepreneurial zeal, political experimentation --
and criminal activity. A global market has integrated the
market for clothes, music, automobiles -- and drugs."
Quoting political philosopher Charles Taylor, Hshtain adds:
"'A fragmented society is one whose members find
it harder and harder to identify with their political society as
a community. This lack of identification may reflect an
atomistic outiook, in which people come to see society
purely instrumentally. But it also helps to entrench
atomism, because the absence of effective common
action throws people back on themselves.' We are
thrown back on ourselves, into the currents of consumer
excess or the cold comfort of ever more computerized and
centralized bureaucracies.
"18
Political theory offers two general methods for controlling crime: morality or
force. As Wilson notes, a decline in the former implies the need for a rise in the state'
s
use of the latter. But under our Constitution a problem results. Wilson points out:
"There are only two restraints on behaviour —
morality, enforced by individual conscience or social
rebuke, and law, enforced by the police and the courts. If
society is to maintain its behavioural equilibrium, any
decline in the former must be matched by a rise in the latter
(or vice versa). If familial and traditional restraints on
wrongful behaviour are eroded, it becomes necessary to
increase legal restraints. But the enlarged spirit of freedom
and the heightened suspicion of the state have made it
difficult or impossible to use the criminal justice system to
achieve what custom and morality once produced This is
the modern dilemma; and it may be an insoluble one, at
least for the West" 19
1
Elshtain, Democracy on Trial, page 24.
,9 James Q. Wilson, "Crime and Public Policy ,", James Q. Wilson and Joan Peterson, eds., Crime, (San
Francisco: The Institute For Self Government, 1996), page 491.
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Political discourse devolves into a rancorous shouting match amongst those who
insist upon the political recognition of their "nght" to be different rather than upon their
"obligation" to conform to some communal standard of normative behaviour. And neither
morality or law can be consulted to induce order from the chaos.
This is one way of viewing the causes behind the Hart-Teeter poll cited above
(page two): a "moral breakdown," a "loss of virtue," a growing sense of fear and
insecurity based on a broad belief that the government lacks the power to stop the chaos
and establish order. Again we witness an emerging sense of political paranoia, a tendency
toward scapegoating rooted in a misapprehension of reality that has recurred regularly
throughout our history. In the most bizarre of its recent manifestations, that paranoid
projection of inner fear targets the federal government itself. The United States of
America, in the past defended by even the most outlandish prophets of doom as the
Redeemer Nation under siege by alien forces promising an Armageddon, now stands
accused itself of being part of a Satanic plot to destroy liberty.
The federal government is indicted by the ashes in Oklahoma City and Waco, by a
bullet hole through a door in Ruby Ridge, by the stand-off of the FBI by the Montana
Freemen and by the militia movement in general, of being a coconspirator of the
Antichrist so feared by prernillennialist Americans reflecting a long national tradition in
which apocalyptic religious beliefs infuse political opinions.
This is the circumstance confronting the law enforcer in the United States today.
H/she is confounded by the moral confusion of the transitional society in which h/she is
expected to maintain order. Ancient and medieval ideas of political order resting upon
moral virtue and citizen self-control are relics of a theoretical past. The modem age is one
that depends upon state power. But the Constitution so divides, checks and balances the
law enforcer's power that h/she cannot read Machiavelli, Hobbes or Nietzsche to
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supplement the moral force h/she might have expectedm vain to have possessed after
having read Anstode or Aquinas. The law enforcer in the United States today sees
h/herself as being in the double bmd of bemg given responsibility for enforcing norms
that an anomic society is uncertain whether it really wants enforced, while at the same
time being denied the corresponding authority to discharge that duty forcefully enough to
command respect for the executive branch that it represents.
The post modern condition leaves the American law enforcer in a limbo. Neither a
hierarchy of moral values or the effective use of swift, certain and dramatic force are
available as instruments for obtaining compliance with the statutory law. Where is h/she
expected to turn for guidance?
When a consumer culture encourages its people to be almost singularly governed
by self-interest; when the accumulation of transitory pleasures and the avoidance of
symptomatic psychic pain are the dominant motive forces of citizen behaviour; when
people are deliberately confused about the difference between the reality and the
appearance of happiness and the good life in a culture dependent upon stimulating
appetites to the point of greed; when the dualistic importance of the immaterial as well as
the material -- of the ancient conception of the "soul" in both its rational and spiritual
aspects - is eliminated as a factor in explaining human behaviour and is replaced by a
scientific reliance upon empirical materialism and bodily appetites, what distinguishes
man from animal?
When an appeal to moral virtue -- to wisdom, courage and temperance - is
discouraged by sdentific methodology and replaced by the utilitarian pleasure-pain
calculus and the refinement of instinct by the process of evolution, what methods of
control are left to the law enforcer except the resort to force? And when the law enforcer is
denied by the Constitution, by the Legal Code, the ability to use force effectively enough
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to make the risk of breaking the law outweigh the prospective benefit, to what or to
whom does h/she turn?
To the mafia, perhaps. To the self
-proclaimed Men ofHonor.
One of the arguments made in this text is that the American mafia has been a
partial solution to many of these issues in twentieth century America.
This is true, in part, because the mafia evolves from a tradition that does not
recognize Aristotle's Public Realm, the Realm of Freedom, as the significant source of
genuine political life. Instead, the mafia evolves from a tribal tradition that sees the Private
Realm, the Realm of Necessity, as the only true source of survival and security. The
tradition of honor as represented by the mafia is one constantiy focused on issues of
necessity, self-preservation, survival, protection, loyalty and trust The mafia tradition
results from hundreds of years of Sicilian political experience in which the Public Realm,
the Realm of Freedom, always proved illusory. Dominated, controlled, exploited and
abused by a series of oppressive occupying governments over a period of centuries,
Sicilians came to view the Public Realm as a mere appearance of "good" government
which in reality was always bad for the natives of the island themselves. 20
The reality as viewed through the mafia' s lens has always been that liberal
democracy and its promises of equality, tolerance, freedom and equal opportunity can
never be realized by a constitutional government. The mafiosi believe this because they
remain convinced that any monarchy will devolve into a tyranny, any aristocracy into an
oligarchy, and any republic into an anarchic and chaotic democracy. They simply do not
trust the Public Realm They invest all their hope for the advancement of their own best
interests in the Private Realm where concerns for self-preservation and security make
20 See Max Lerner's introduction, The Prince, pagexliii, for a concise explanation of the view that, in
reality, leaders in every field do not act according to professions of virtue butseek power ruthlessly and
hold onto it tenaciously in either dictatorships or democracies. In dictatorships people are openly coerced.
In democracies they areduped and manipulated.
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obedience, loyalty and hierarchical compliance with a paternalistic system of honor
absolute necessities.
The opposing idea of a "good life" of leisure and luxury in the Public Realm the
Realm of Freedom, fostered by democratic beliefs m liberty and equality and tolerance,
have, in the experience of the traditional mafia man of honor, proved to be illusions.
Likewise, luxury and leisure are seen by the genuine mafioso as effeminate goals that,
when realized, sap the man of honor of physical and mental strength Success of that sort
corrupts him It drains him of the masculine virtu that he needs to possess if he is to keep
at bay the threats to survival which are constantly posed by forceful but whimsical,
capricious feminine fortune.
Capable of divorcing private morality and ethics from the public behaviour made
necessary by the requirements of survival in otherwise anarchic conditions, able to act the
animal to deal with people so devoid of virtue or a moral sense that they fear only force,
the mafia has been an occasional ally of the government in dealing with "the problem of
dirty hands" which always confronts the American executive and h/her agents. When
morality and legality make effective means of control ethically problematical for
professionals in the United States justice system, the mafia has been an understanding
and available helpmate.What Michael Walzer says about Machiavelli can as easily be said
about the mafioso:
"[He] points to a distinct set of political methods and stratagems which good men
must study...not only because their use does not come naturally, but also because they are
explicitly condemned by the moral teachings goodmen accept — whose acceptance serves
in turn to mark men as good These methods may be condemned because they are thought
contrary to divine law or the order of nature or to our moral sense (the view of my Moral
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Code adherents) or because in prescribing the law to ourselves we have individually and
collectively prohibited them"21 (my Legal Code adherents).
We are both attracted and repelled by the mafioso, the man of honor, for the same
reason that Max Lerner says we are drawn to and repulsed by Machiavelh - both expose
our modern dilemma to the world and to ourselves: how to adapt democratic and moral
ideals to the reality of political power.22
At that shadowy seam in American society where the upper-world meets the
underworld, the mafia has, for years, shared with legal authorities the political
responsibility of governing
Since the dawn of the modem age political theorists have wrestled with the
realization that self-interest is a kind of natural law of human behaviour that endlessly
complicates the problem of justice -- of reconciling private pursuits and the common good
in such a way as to produce willing consent to a system of legal administration designed
to protect the public interest One of Machiavelh' s great insights is that self-interest is
natural and the problem and the solution of justice and order. Since that which is at
once part ofnature and the source of the problem cannot be eliminated - self-interest
must be converted somehow into the solution of the problem of justice and order. To
restate Wilson' s point, a decline in our capacity to rely for order on moral virtue requires
an increase in our reliance upon the use of force by the state.
21 Michael Walzer, The Problem ofDirty Hands, page 168.
22 Lerner, The Prince, page xliii.
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At this juncture Niccolo Machiavelli meets James Madison, and at this
intersection, too, the American law enforcer develops a deep interest in knowing more
about political science. H/she seeks to eat from the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge of
Good and Evil.
Modern political theory broke with the past in a most dramatic way. Instead of
teaching the necessity for the cultivation of moral virtue as necessary for overcoming self-
interest, it taught that order, and any subsequent hope for justice, depended paradoxically
upon maintaining the law of self-interest in uninterrupted operation Whereas ancient and
medieval idealists held that political stability required that we be able to overcome self-
interest, Machiavelli and the mafia believe quite the contrary. Compliance with the
statutory law, in their view, depends upon the the natural law of selfinterest. The artful
use of authoritative force by those with the responsibility for rmmtaining order in the
society requires power: violence, or the threat of it, along with manipulation
Any authority expecting to produce virtue from corruption and order from chaos,
and maintain that desirable state of affairs, required the power to both punish and reward,
in other words. But punishment, the fear of pain, and reward, the anticipation of
pleasure, can work for authority only so long as the natural law of self-interest is operable
amongst those subject to it A citizen who is not self-interested (whether martyr or
warrior) is immune to force: h/she is neither fearful of the threat of punishment or
susceptible to the manipulations of reward, as Machiavelli taught.
Obviously, the liberal hope of the Legal Code is that enlightened self-interest will
make it obvious to citizens that their own welfare is best served by obeying the law. But
the law is written, enforced and adjudicated from the perspective of those whose self-
interest is already enlightened and informed by their obvious access to the corridors of
legal power. Laws are written by and for those who are most likely to profit from and
21
thus obey them in the first place. The deterrent penalties and expected gams factored into
the risk/benefit calculus by which citizens are expected to gauge the relative ments of
obeying or breaking the law is geared largely toward the broad American middle class. 23
The deeper one dives into the underworld, however, the more one discovers that
the law of self-interest is seenm a different perspective. Self interest appears differently
,
depending upon the strata of society from which one views it, and perception determines
behaviour. As we descend downward through various levels of affluence to the region of
stark subsistence, self-interest and survival become indistinguishable. The idea that
compliance with the law and the advancement of one' s own best interests are
synonymous loses it capacity to persuade.
It is here, in the dark regions of the American underworld, that man and law and
the moral and utilitarian principles that guide them, lose their compelling influence. It is
here that the beast and force reign It is here, where neither the Moral Code or the Legal
Code has binding power, that one learns to appreciate the Honor Code.
Importance of the Liberal Arts
The second purpose of this work is to help find a medium — a text — through
which to interest students of criminal justice in the study of political science.
A book of that sort would help higher education programs in criminal justice
conform more faithfully to the ori ginal recommendation of the President's Commission
On Law Enforcement And The Administration Of Justice - the group that first urged
creation of such programs in American colleges and universities. In its 1967 report,
23 For an analysis ofthe different ways in which the criminal law is perceived by members ofdifferent
American social classes, see Edward C. Banfield, The Unheavenly City Revisited, (Boston: Little, Brown
and Company, 1968, reissued in 1995) pages 52-77 and 179-234.
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entitled The Challenge OfCrime In A Free Society - the Commission cautioned higher
education institutions not to replicate training academy curricula in the design of such
majors, but rather to focus in-service and prospective criminal justice personnel on liberal
arts subjects. The Commission was fearful that criminal justice programs would devolve
into what criminologists refer to derisively as "Handcuffs One and Two" courses. 25
The real need, the Commission implied, was to introduce law enforcement
officials to the centuries-old debate about the nature ofjustice, the constitution of the good
life and the production of happiness amongst the greatest number of citizens. In other
words, crimina l justice programs should not focus on how to enforce existing laws, but
should examine, instead, whether those laws promote justice and the good life or
whether they are impediments to those ancient goals of political science. "
At the college or university level criminal justice practitioners, and future
practitioners, should focus on why the law is as it is and not merely on how to most
efficiendy obtain compliance with it. They should, in other words, be introduced to the
upper level of Plato' s Divided Line, the realm of true knowledge, characterized by reason
(the dialectical capacity for abstract and analytical thought) and understanding (the
ability to fully comprehend the complexity administering justice in a free society).
Training academies, by way of contrast, focus on the equally necessary but quite
different task of instructing officers in the techniques of enforcement and the policies and
* President's Commission On Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice, The Challenge of
Crime in a Free Society, (Washington, D.C.:U.S. Government Printing Office, 1967).
25 For a survey of the content ofcriminal justice programs at Massachusetts Community Colleges and the
attitudes professionals have toward them see George R. Gaudette, Descriptive Analysis of Criminal
Justice Degree Programs OfThe Massachusetts Community Colleges, (unpublished doctoral dissertation,
Amherst University ofMassachusetts library).
26 The Commission recommended the development of: "Programs to encourage college education for
police in liberalarts and sciences and curriculum development to guide police-science programs away
from narrow vocational concentration." See The Challenge of Crime, page 285. (My italics)
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procedures that have been developed to make implementation most efficient Training
academies, in other words, concentrate on the lower level of Plato' s Divided Line, the
realm of opinion, characterized by belief(ibc simple faith in and acceptance of sensory
perceptions or popular opinions as givens) and imagination (mere supposition) and
require of officers only that they imagine themselves in certain real
-life circumstances and
believe that what they are being told is something in which they should have faith. 27
Deeper understanding of the problem of political fairness, the Commission
believed, would improve an officer's ability to exercise discretion in the enforcement of
the law and would enhance his or her ability to contribute to legislative and policy changes
intended to improve the quality of American justice. That goal becomes ever more
important as law enforcement agencies adopt such new methods as "Team Policing" or
"Community-Oriented Policing." These concepts move police agencies away from the
traditional bureaucratic model of organization in which authority flows downward and in
which responsibility flows upward - a hierarchical system in which an elite upper
echelon of superiors plan and manage and in which the great mass of subordinates are
expected to passively and submissively accept policies as given and to follow orders. 28
Team and community approaches impart greater autonomy and discretion to
officers in an effort to make them more responsive to the differing needs of diverse ethnic
populations and different demographic environments, thus improving relations between
citizens and law enforcers and creating a climate of cooperation rather than fear.
These newer approaches to law enforcement enhance the role of rank-and-file patrol
27
Plato, The Republic, transl. by Richard W. Sterling and William C. Scott, (New York: W.W. Norton
& Company, 1985). Between Books Viand VII the translators insert a diagram of the Divided Line,
which they describe as "atheory ofknowledge thatseeks to pointthe way from the bondage of illusion to
the freedom of rational perception." The Allegory of the Cave and the explanation ofthe dialectic, both
contained in Book VH, are aimed at accomplishing the same end.
28 For a seminal text advocating the bureaucratic model of managerial organization see Frederick Winslow
Taylor, The Principles ofScientific Management, (New York: W.W. Norton& Company, 1967,
originally published in 1911).
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officers, troopers and agents in contnbuting to the planning, evaluating and implementat-
ion of different strategies and policies peculiar to the particular neighborhoods or regions
to which they are assigned 29
But these approaches are also intended to attract and to retain in law enforcement
careers intelligent, thoughtful, judicious men and women The need is for criminal justice
personnel who want to function as reflective professionals, ones who exercise good
judgment and who are accorded wider latitudes of responsibility, discretion and personal
accountability. These sorts of persons, it is assumed,would become bored and
disheartened by the mere carrying out of orders expected under a bureaucratic system of
simple task management Between mafia vendetta and the sense of moral obligation to a
Higher Authority and the routine of bureaucratic task management, the conscientious law
enforcer working under the constraints of the Legal Code is desperately in search of the
meaning of "justice" and the best method of delivering it. 30
Furthermore, it has been my experience (as a probation officer, a criminal justice
planner and consultant, and in twenty years of teaching criminal justice at three different
state college campuses throughout Massachusetts) that law enforcement officers are, by
and large, intensely concerned about the relationship between morality and politics. Many
enter into criminal justice careers because (hey are idealists fully committed to certain
29 For a descriptive analysis of of the application of various management theories to the criminal justice
process see Kenneth J. Peak, Justice Administration: Police, Courts and Corrections Management,
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1995). Peaks notes: "An area ofconcern among futurists is law
enforcement's organizational structure. Increasing numbers of law enforcement executives are beginning to
question whether or notthe 'pyramid '-shaped police bureaucracy will be effective in the future.
Communications within the pyramid structure areoften so broken down and frustrated by levels of
bureaucracy
;
perhaps the organizational structure, the argument goes, could be changed to a more
horizontal design to facilitate the flow of information and ideas." (page 440).
30 See, for example, From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology, (transl. & ed. by H.K Gerth and C. Wright
Mills, New York: Oxford University Piess, 1958). Weber says "...the increasing demand ofa society,
accustomed to absolute pacification, foroiderand protection ('police') in all fields exerts an especially
persevering influence in the direction ofbureaucratization. A steady road leads from modifications of the
blood feud, sacerdotally, or by means of arbitration, to the present position of the policeman as the
'representative of God on earth." (page 213).
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standards of moral behaviour. Indeed, the law enforcement agent is expected to be ever-
ready to sacrifice h/herselfm the service of abstract principles of law and justice and to do
so disinterestedly on behalf of people not known to h/her personally.
They are expected to be prepared and willing do the unnatural thing - to run
toward life-threatening situations and not away from them Their willingness to do the
unnatural implies a commitment to a super-natural motive, an ideal. In the main, they are
less attuned to materialistic, modem utilitarianism than to ancient and medieval ideals of
morality. Utilitarian ideas of the greatest good for the greatest number, liberal doctrines
that restrict the state' s powers to force compliance with the law, and democratic ideals of
liberty, equality and tolerance do not harmonize with the moral rigidity characteristic of
many law enforcers. To them, as to Socrates, they seemed more a recipe for anarchy by
promoting the popular over the right form of conduct
They find Plato's description of justice, one dependent upon a hierarchical order
of properly ranked moral virtues, attractive. And the Christian backgrounds of so many of
them predispose them toward an Augustinian sense that the only really beneficent role of
the state is to maintain order among the unregenerate so the elect may live in peace. And
yet, they are in an excellent position to observe the Machiavellian influence that organized
crime often exerts on the political system The great gulf that eventually develops between
ideals and reality, between morality and politics, is an issue they struggle with daily.
Morality versus Honor
With respect to the first goal — to make the study of organized crime a more
central concern of political science ~ it happens that an analysis of the mafia tradition in
the United States invariably leads the scholar into a study of morality and honor, two
concepts which offer entirely opposite points of view on one' s understanding of political
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corruption In his introduction to Niccolo MachiavelTs The Prince, Max Lerner captures
part of the problem with which this text struggles:
"There is in all of us, along with the ethical and
normative strain, a strain of hardheadedness and of
acceptance of the framework of human passions and social
reality within which we have to work. One can trace it back
to Aristophanes and the way in which he deflated
contemporary dreams and illusions by getting back to the
essential limits of the human animal. In every generation
since him the young men have been divided between the
pursuit of some passionate ideal and the hard-bitten inquiry
mto how things actually get accomplished in a real political
world" 31
Would that it were so simple, though, that we could make easy and clear-cut
distinctions. The temptation which reality requires us to reject, is to simply defme
morality as representative of idealism and honor as denoting realism. But that
oversimplifies the issue. Both the moralist and the man of honor are driven by ideals,
albeit different ones. It might be fair to say, for the sake of identifying the differences
between the two, that the morality of the idealist is what produces the real martyr and
the realism of the man ofhonor is what produces the idealistic warrior or gladiator. 32
And the two, moralist-idealist and man of honor-realist, are figures with which we
in America have a very ambiguous love-hate relationship. A deep belief in morality and
an equally deep respect for honor permeate our culture. And yet, in our pluralistic
democracy we are suspicious of both; even as we hope for some universal standard of
objective right and wrong, we are reluctant to believe the martyr when h/she professes
certain knowledge of some exclusive truth that transcends empirical verification and even
as we admire the self-possessed personal loyalty of the man of honor and envy the respect
31 Niccolo Machiavelli, The Prince and The Discourses, (New York: The Modern Library, 1950),
page xxxv.
32 For an explanation of the historical roles played and functions served by martyrand gladiator in ancient
Roman culture and politics see Carlin Barton, The Sorrows OfThe Ancient Romans: The Gladiator and
the Monster, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993), and the previously cited Barton, Savage
Miracles.
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paid to him, we resent him for holding himself above the statutory laws that circumscnbe
our own conduct Furthermore, the martyr and the warnor also have an ambivalent
relationship with eachother: most often they oppose eachother, but sometimes they are
uneasy allies.
This ambivalence between us and them and between they themselves results
because both the moralist-idealist and the man of honor-realist, for different reasons,
have little use for liberal democracy. The moralist, convmced that he or she has access to
the one and only truth or truths, sees such liberal and democratic values as liberty,
equality and tolerance as serving no purpose other than to allow the misguided to stray
further from the path of righteousness. The man of honor is equally disdainful of those
same liberal virtues because he shares with Machiavelli and with Hobbes the belief that
liberty, equality and tolerance provide a recipe for chaos, insecurity and danger.
Consequendy the moralist-martyr and the warrior-man of honor are both figures
that we in liberal democracy find to be sources of both attraction and repulsion To help
illustrate this point I use the terms Moral Code and Honor Code merely as heuristic
categories.
The Moral Code suggests that politics is intended, in the words of historian
Richard Hofstadter, as "an arena for the realization of moral principles of broad
application — and even, as in the case of temperance and vice crusades - for the
correction of private habits." It assumes we can deduce objective, universal standards of
right conduct — either through reason or natural law or Scripture, or all three - and that
we can then fashion a right plan, a relatively inflexible system that will produce an
ordered society through the force ofjustice.
Political theorist William E. Connolly describes what I call the Moral Code by
referring particularly to Augustine, Hobbes and Kant:
28
"What.. is the idea of an intrinsic moral order? It
consists of two broadly defined themes usually connected
to eachother m a relation of mterdependence and tension
1 he two themes revolve around the word order In the fust
version order operates as a verb (to order). An ultimate
command is treated as the basis of morality. The command
may emanate from a god or a law of nature or a
transcendental subject presupposed bv every person who
acts rationally. Augustine, Hobbes (on some
interpretations), and Kant can be thought of as carriers of
this first concept of moral order. They differ, of course
among themselves, but they converge m finding the highest
basis of morality in a command, in an order emanating
from an authoritative source that cannot be superseded
"But the word order also functions as a noun
Here it refers to a structure or design that places things in
their appropriate place. This concept of mtrinsic moral
order is not (necessarily) grounded in a command, but in
an inherently harmonious design to which things may be
predisposed or toward which they tend when they are on
the right track Aristotle (on some readings), Augustine,
and Hegel are significant carriers of this second conception
of moral order." 33
All manner of vices denote personal and political corruption under the terms of the
Moral Code, both because they fly in the face of the command aspect of morality issued
by a Higher Authority that obliges us to be good and temperate, and because intemperate
persons upset the harmony and balance of the community in which they live, thereby
producing social disorder. By Plato's account, for example, Socrates had this to say
about the moral corruption that turns order into chaos in the individual and, by extension,
in the community and the state which lacks a morally virtuous citizenry:
"Here the soul's three parts (reason/wisdom
spirit/courage and appetite/temperance) become contending
factions, meddling in one another's business to the point
where civil war breaks out Or one part of the soul rebels
against the rest with the purpose of seizing the government
power, usurping the very authority to which it is properly
subject Such anarchy and dissension can only be the
33 William E. Connolly, The Augustinian Imperative. A Reflection On the Politics of Morality,
(Newbnry Park.CA: Sage Publications, Inc., 1993), pages 34-3 5.
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product of intemperance, cowardice, ignorance and
every kind of vice. All these evils together concoct the
essence of injustice." 34
Proponents of the Honor Code are equally concerned about the problem of order.
But in contrast to the Moral Code, the Honor Code guides the conduct of a more
Machiavellian or Nietzchean kind of person who, in one sense, sees the Moral Code as an
insufficient instrument for producing order amongst a people corrupted by self-interest
and driven by a pervasive lust for the power needed to indulge it In a second sense
(especially when the Moral Code combines with the Legal Code), the mafioso sees it as a
harness on the nobility of spirit, one put in place by weak and timid men to contain the
strong and the daring. Adherents to the Honor Code deride what Nietzsche calls "the
persistent morbidity of civilized man, his biological struggle against death, or to put it
more exacdy, against taedium vitae
,
exhaustion, the longing for 'the end"' 15
The mafioso, while in most cases devoutly religious regarding the next world,
believes that God helps those who help themselves in this one. He is ingenious in a
Machiavellian sense at being able to separate private moral concerns from effective
political and economic action By severing private moral beliefs from public political
behaviour he raises the same question once phrased by Nietzsche:
"Nobody, up to now, has doubted that the 'good'
man represents a higher value than the 'evil,' in terms of
promoting and benefiting mankind generally, even taking
the long view. But suppose the exact opposite were true.
What if the 'good' man represents not merely a
retrogression but even a danger, a temptation, a narcotic
drug enabling the present to live at the expense of the
future? More comfortable, less hazardous, perhaps, but
also baser, more petty ~ so that morality itself would be
responsible for man, as a species, failing to reach the peak
3
*Plato, The Republic, page 138, (Book IV at 444b).
35 Friedrich Nietzsche, The Genealogy ofMorals, (Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Company,
Inc., 1956), page 256.
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believes that God helps those who help themselves in this one. He is ingenious in a
Machiavellian sense at being able to separate private moral concerns from effective
political and economic action By severing private moral beliefs from public political
behaviour he raises the same question once phrased by Nietzsche:
"Nobody, up to now, has doubted that the 'good'
man represents a higher value than the 'evil,' in terms of
promoting and benefiting mankind generally, even taking
the long view. But suppose the exact opposite were true.
What if the 'good' man represents not merely a
retrogression but even a danger, a temptation, a narcotic
drug enabling the present to live at the expense of the
future? More comfortable, less hazardous, perhaps, but
also baser, more petty — so that morality itself would be
responsible for man, as a species, failing to reach the peak
"Plato, The Republic, page 138, (Book IV at 444b).
"Friedrich Nietzsche, The Genealogy ofMorals, (Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc.
1956), page256.
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of magnificence of which he is capable? What if morality
should turn out to be the danger of dangers?"36
The mafioso views the statutory law and those who obey it as an example of what
Nietzsche calls "slave morality." In fact, mafiosi indirectly dende the Platonic conception
of wisdom (which defines it as a virtue that enables us to distinguish the impulsive desire
for transitory pleasure from the foresight necessary for long-term happiness) by referring
to themselves as "wise guys." They are "wise" guys because the grow wealthy and
powerful by making available to those lacking in vntue the goods and services that
provide fleeting pleasures at best and self-destruction at worst, while abstaining from the
same vices themselves. And they are "wise" guys who lord themselves over law abiding,
ethics-bound serfs on the landscape of the urban manor because they think themselves
perceptive enough to see the enslaving aspects of morality and law as described by
Nietzsche:
"The slave revolt in morals begins by rancor
turning creative and giving birth to values - the rancor of
beings who, deprived of the direct outlet of action,
compensate by an imaginary vengeance. All truly noble
morality grows out of triumphant self-affirmation Slave
ethics, on the other hand, begins by saying no to an
'outside,' an 'other,' a non-self, and that no is its creative
act This reversal of direction of the evaluating look, this
invisible looking outward instead of inward, is a
fundamental feature of rancor." 37
Indeed, it was the obsession with outside threats to American national security,
expressed by rancorous men like like Senator Joseph McCarthy and Federal Bureau of
Investigation director J. Edgar Hoover, that made it possible for the mafia men of honor
to form and thrive throughout the first half of the twentieth century in America. The belief
that an "alien conspiracy" threatens America is a recurrent theme in the history of the
36
Friedrich Nietzsche, The Genealogy ofMorals, page 155.
37 Nietzsche, Genealogy, page 171.
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Umted States. Hoover did not recognize, much less attack the indigenous Amenc;
mafia as a source of political corruption because he was convinced that the danger to the
United States system of government was Communism - the alien other that he feared
mostly because it offended the Moral Code that framed his world view. Communism was
"godless"38 whereas the mafiosi were at least believing Catholics - and thus, by
definition, rabid anti
-Communists.
In fact, Catholics, especially Jesmt-tramed Insh Catholics, were eventually enticed
into the ranks of the FBI because of their dogmatic opposition to Communism, not
because of any interest in domestic crime problems. Hoover eventually began to enlist as
FBI agents the graduates of Catholic colleges and universities because he was impressed
by the heavy emphasis their curricula placed on teaching religious moral values. This was
especially true of Hoover' s fondness for Jesuit-trained graduates because they were so
steeped in the theology of divine election suggested by Augustine (an entire course in
"Grace" was required of us at Fordham) and in the transcendent natural law tradition of
Aquinas. Theoharis and Cox point out:
"Since its creation in 1908, the Bureau had been
staffed with white Protestants, many of them from the
South. Beginning in 1940, however, Hoover dispatched
recruiters to New York City, whose sizable Catholic
population at the end of the Depression, while relatively
well educated and just as stoutly anti-Communist as the
hard-shell Baptists, was still disproportionately
underemployed Catholic girls had earlier been recruited in
the city because, as one former agent recalled, they had
good stenographic and typing skills and dressed and acted
demurely. Thereafter it was only a matter of time before
their brothers and cousins attending St. Johns and
Fordham applied
"At first the the ethnic recruitment was slow,
notwithstanding the brilhant projection of the G-Man
persona by the Irish-American actor James Cagney.
38 Two respected biographies that help illustrate the moral underpinnings ofHoover's obsessive anti-
Communism are Athan G. Theoharis and John Stuart Cox, The Boss: J. Edgar Hoover and the Great
American Inquisition, (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1988) and Curt Gentry, J. Edgar Hoover:
The Man And His Secrets, (New York: Penguin Books, 1991).
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According to the same agent, 'The Irish and Itahans, who
were Catholic and therefore okay, nevertheless had all the
wrong image and style - long hair, a flip manner agweness to acting streetwise. The Jews at CCNY'(City
College of New York) were all wrong for another reason -
they weren t reliably anti-CommunisL And blacks were •
recruited only when the pressure was put on much later So
Catholics were ultimately preferred Hoover especially
favored Irish Catholic youths, finding them generally'
clean-cut and good-looking and earnest about their religion
He actively sought them out,.." 39
Likewise, Kenneth O' Donnell, the appointments secretary to President John F.
Kennedy, said "If you want to look at the FBI, basically they're mostly Insh Catholics
who were recruited because they knew they wouldn' t be Communist because of their
rehgion They went out to Insh Catholic colleges - the Holy Crosses and the Fordhams
and the Notre Dames - and recruited until it was replete with them And Southerners." 40
The Irish Catholic FBI agent and the Catholic Sicilian or Italian mafioso were
often drawn from the same ethnic neighborhoods. The Irish Catholic was recruited into
the FBI not because of his distaste for organized crime" but because he shared Hoover's
conviction that America's greatest peril was alien to its shores: Communism a godless
political faith that promised to convert the entire world to a new form of paganism
The FBI fit into Nietzsche's description of the morality of the slave cited above. It
was dedicated to saying no to an outside, an other, a non-self, and that no was both its
creative act and the act that created it In contrast, the mafioso embodied Nietzsche's
alternative description of "aristocratic valuations: "...such values grow and act
spontaneously, seeking out their contraries only in order to affirm themselves even more
"Theoharis, The Boss, page 202.
40 Ovid Demaris, J. Edgar Hoover As They Knew Him: An Oral Biography, (New York: Carroll & Graf
Publishers/Richard Gallen, 1975), page 192.
1,1
In fact, Irish -Italian intermarriages were common. I know of several cases, confided to me by colleagues
and students, in which thesisters of law enforcement agents and prosecutors are married into mafia
families, creating an odd strain in the sibling relationship.
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gratefully and delightedly. Here the negative eoneepts, humble, base, bad, are late, palhd
counterparts of the positive, intense and passionate eredo. 'We noble, good beautiful,
happy ones. ' ""2
Joseph Bonanno, one of the most famous and best educated of all Amencan mafia
chieftains, explains the Sicilian understanding of the word mafia, a term which still
remains of uncertain origin, m a way astonishingly similar to Nietzsche' s descnption of
the "aristocratic valuations." Bonanno says: "As an adjective, the word has many
connotations, but all share the same general import: spirited, brave, keen, beautiful,
vibrant and ahve...A horse can be said to be mafioso; so can an apple or a woman So can
a man'"
0
The Enemy Within Not until the 1960's, when Robert F. Kennedy became
U.S. Attorney General, would the FBI be compelled, against its will at first, to desist
from its practice of "looking outward instead of inward," in Nietzsche' s phrase. Kennedy
focused the investigative agency on the American mafia, the perceived threat of which he
described in his book - the title of which, The Enemy Within 44 was in itself an oblique
rebuke of the past concerns of Hoover and the FBI. Robert Kennedy, prince of Camelot
and the new liege lord of the FBI, 45 scoffed at the resentful J. Edgar Hoover, claiming
that the Communist Party in the United States was in fact pitifully weak and no threat to
the nation To add insult to injury to Hoover, Kennedy even went so far as to suggest
that most of members of the American Communist Party were actually FBI agents who
had infiltrated the organization in order to function as spies. Kennedy proclaimed the start
of a domestic war on crime that would pit his own Moral Code against the Honor Code of
42
Nietzsche, Genealogy, page 171.
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Bonanno, Man ofHonor, page 3 1.
44 Robert F. Kennedy, The Enemy Within, (New York: Harper & Row, 1960).
45 Kenneth O'Donnell says that, unlike in past administrations, under Kennedy "the Attorney General was
in charge of the FBI when I was there..I'd say Mr. Hoover assumed that he was working for the Attorney
General." Hoover's reaction to that? "Very unhappy," O'Donnell said. See Demaris, J. Edgar Hoover,
page 184.
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the mafia. Because he had served as chief counsel to the McClellan Committee, a Senate
group that explored the influence of organized crime in the labor and management fields,
Kennedy began by investigating labor leaders like Dave Beck and James R. Hoffa of the
International Brotherhood of Teamsters Those inquiries led him inevitably to the
mafia. He wrote:
"The tyrant, the bully, the corrupter and corrupted
are figures of shame. The labor leaders who became
thieves, who cheated those whose trust they had accepted,
brought dishonor on a vital and largely honest labor
movement The businessmen who succumbed to the
temptation to make a deal in order to gain an advanta°e
over then competitors perverted the moral concepts of a
free Amencan economic system Neither the labor
movement nor our economic system can stand this
paralyzing corruption Premier Khrushchev has said that
we are a dying house, a decadent society. That he says it
does not make it true. But that corruption dishonesty and
softness, physical and moral, have become widespread in
this country there can be no doubt"47
To investigate is one thing. To become obsessed is another - and Robert
Kennedy grew obsessed with the mafia. "Organized crime, he' s got a fetish on it,"
O'DonneU said, adding that the young Attorney General's focus and priorities were much
more narrow than other officials in his brother's administration'8
46 Senator John L. McClellan, an Arkansas Democrat, was the Ion g-time chair of the Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations. At his urging, and after much debate, the bipartisan Senate Select
Committee on Improper Activities in the Labor and Management Held was established by unanimous
vote on January 30, 1957. McClellan said the Select Committee was established because officials of the
International Brotherhood ofTeamsters (IBT) refused to cooperatewith the Permanent Subcommittee.
"[They] would notproduce records; they repeatedly challenged thejurisdiction of the Permanent
Subcommittee to probe the inner workings of the union; they exerted considerable and constant pressure
upon members of Congress in both houses to have Teamsters activities rest in the traditionally gentle
hands of the Senate's Labor Committee." see John L. McClellan, Crime Without Punishment, (New
York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1962), page 19.
47 Kennedy, Enemy Within, page 324.
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"Now Bobby, he's worried about his things, and his things he thinks are important to him...Now we
are sitting in a place (the White House) where we get judgments from all over the government, from all
over the country. Bobby doesn't have that He's working with the Justice Department and he hears about
judges and crimes, dealing with two committees in Congress on appropriations." Demaris, J. Edgar
Hoover, pages 186 and 182.
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This seems due, in part, to Kennedy' s overarching commitment to the Moral
Code, one as unflmchmg as was Hoover s, despite the fact that the two men hated
eachother. Kennedy s conception of morality is such, as seenm the above quotation,
that he does not hesitate to claim that the "free Amencan economic system' is based upon
"moral concepts." Not all would agree that Adam Smith's "invisible hand" was indeed
connected to the arm of God But the admixture of the ideals of both the Moral Code and
the Honor Code, the grudging respect one shows for the other which makes it impossible
to either ignore then differences or to delineate them as entirely separate and distinct
categories of thought, is captured in this comment by Kennedy:
"The great events of our nation's past were forged
by men of toughness, men who risked security and their
future for freedom and for an ideal. The foot soldiers at
Valley Forge, the men who inarched up Cemetery Hill and
those who stood by their guns at the summit, the men who
conquered the West, the Marines who fought at Belleau
Woods and at Tarawa did not measure their sacrifices in
terms of self-reward And because of what they and
countless others like them achieved, we are now a
powerful and prosperous country." 49
One picks up from that passage a celebration of the overall theme of martyrdom -
the selfless sacrifice of one's own life for the sake of a transcendent ideal, the fruits of
which are enjoyed by the living on whose behalf the martyr died But the imagery to
which Kennedy resorts to praise the martyr is that of the warrior or gladiator. Again, in
the following passage, he is insistent that his concern is a moral one, and yet he resorts to
a Machiavellian notion that luxury itself is a culprit because it saps masculine virtu and,
by inference, makes us a moiefeminine kind of people:
"But have the comforts we have bought, the
successes we have won the speeches that we make on
national holidays extolling American bravery and
generosity so undermined our strength of character that we
are now unprepared to deal with the problems that face us?
Kennedy, Enemy Within, page 324.
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The records of the McClellan Committee are studded with
disturbing signs that we are not prepared Dangerous
changes are taking place m the moral fiber of Amencan
society...
"It seems to me imperative that we reinstill in
ourselves the toughness and the idealism that guided the
nationm the past The paramount interest in self, in
material wealth, in security must be replaced by an actual,
not just a vocal, interest in our country, by a spirit of
adventure, a will to fight what is evil, and a desire to serve.
It is up to us citizens to take initiative as it has been taken
before in our history, to reach out boldly but with honesty
to do the things that need to be done. To meet the challenge
of our times, so that we can later look back upon this era
not as one of which we need to be ashamed but as a turning
pomt on the way to a better America, we must first defeat
the enemy within" 50
Machiavelli could easily see value of many of these observations, for it was he
who warned that "when princes think more of luxury than of arms, they lose their state"
and, just as Kennedy recalled the sacrifices of American soldiers, Machiavelli praised the
warrior Severus because "he was a military man, capable of enduring the most extreme
hardships, disdainful of delicate food, and every other luxury." 51 Necessity, the need to
anticipate danger and to act decisively to turn a crisis into an opportunity for civic
improvement, is a trademark Machiavellian teaching. But Machiavelli, at least the earlier
Machiavelli who speaks in The Prince, would doubtlessly not concur with Kennedy that
morally good, idealistic people can restore or maintain liberty in a corrupt country, and he
would have little faith that order and obedience could be obtained without first cashiering
liberalism and democracy. Machiavelli says, for example:
"And as the reformation of the political condition of
a state presupposes a good man, whilst the making of
himself prince of a republic by violence naturally
presupposes a bad one, it will consequendy be exceedingly
rare that a good man should be found willing to employ
50 Kennedy, Enemy Within, pages 324-25.
51 Machiavelli, The Prince, page 53 and page 73.
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wicked means to become prince, even though his final
object be good; or that a bad man, after having become
prince should be willing to labor for good ends, and that it
should enter his mind to use for good purposes that
authority which he has acquired by evil means.
"From these combined causes arises the difficulty
or impossibility of maintaining liberty in a republic that has
become corrupt, or to establish it there anew. And if it has
to be introduced and maintained, then it will be necessary
to reduce the state to a monarchial, rather than a republican
form of government; for men whose turbulences could not
be controlled by the simple force of law can be controlled
in a measure only by an almost regal power."52
The challenge that Machiavelh's observation poses for any reform-minded,
Kennedy-like crusader is to be a morally good person who somehow obtains powerful
political office in a corrupt state without resorting to unethical means; maintains his
integrity while employing his authority only to restore virtue to the republic; and
accomplishes the goal while sharing power with evil-minded members of the other
branches of government which compete for influence in a system of checks and balances.
That is tall order and one that only a Moral Code reformer would embark upon
with such conviction of future success. Such a tall order, in fact, that three years after
launching his crusade against organized crime Kennedy paused to wonder whether
Machiavelli hadn' t been right all along. In an interview he mused
"What is really needed is a minor dictator who
listens to everybody involved, weighs all the factors, then
decides and says, well, this is what has to be done now,
and this is what you are going to do."S3
Machiaveili, the realist, might well have perceived that Kennedy's true motive was
a desire for princely power and heroism lurking behind a rhetoric of morality and
idealism In the quest for distinction and glory, the would-be hero has to hunt down and
"Machiavelli, Discourses on the First Ten Books ofTitus Livius, (New York: Random House, Inc.,
1950), page 171.
"Newsweek, March 18, 1963.
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conquer some worthy opponent in order to demonstrate h/her supenonty over, andh/her
capacity to protect us from monstrously evil forces at large m the society. Machiavelh,
the political tutor of the mafia men of honor, also appreciates what Kennedy calls "a spirit
of adventure, a will to fight what is evil" and nobody could be more supportive than
Machiavelli of the former Attorney General' s admonition that we must "reach out
boldly... to do the things that have to be done." But seen through Machiavelli' s lens,
Kennedy would as likely be creating the dragon he sought to slay as discovering it by
chance encounter in his travels around the country on behalf of Senator McClellan
Machiavelli says:
"Without doubt princes become great when they
overcome difficulties and opposition, and therefore
fortune, especially when it wants to render a new prince
great, who has greater need of gaining reputation than a
hereditary prince, raises up enemies and compels him to
undertake wars against them so that they may have cause
to overcome them and thus climb up higher by means of
that ladder which his enemies have brought him There are
many who think, therefore, that a wise prince ought, when
he has the chance, to foment astutely some enmity, so that
by suppressing it he will augment his greatness." 54
The mafiosi who subscribe to the Honor Code concur with Machiavelli that
people may profess that their actions are guided by moral principle, but in fact are
motivated by raw self-interest Eulogizing his slain brother Robert at the funeral of the
former Attorney General and Senator, Edward M. Kennedy said with a quavering voice:
"Other men look at things the way they are and ask, 'Why?' He looked at things they
way they ought to be, and asked, ' Why not?' " If he did deal in illusions, that line in the
eulogy could help explain what made the funeral "necessary" - a term often used by
mafiosi regarding those whose deaths were dictated by circumstances.
54 Machiavelli, The Prince, page 79.
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"It now remains to be seen what are the methods and rules for a pnnce as regards
his subjects and friends," MachiaveUi writes. He adds:
"But my intention bemg to write something of use
to those who understand, it appears to me more proper to
go to the real truth of the matter than to its imagination; and
many have imagined republics and principalities which
have never been seen or known to exist in reality; for how
we live is so far removed from how we ought to live that
he who abandons what is done for what ought to be done
will rather learn to bring about his own ruin than his
preservation"55
The mafiosi are also cynical about Moral Code reformers because they know that
there have been occasions when the United States government has enlisted organized
crime as an ally in the interests of national security. The so-called "problem of dirty
hands" frequently arises in politics, confronting the public official with the dilemma of
choosing between ethical and morally upright principles that are ineffective m securing the
objective at hand, or in foregoing principle in favor of unethical and immoral means that
accomplish a necessary end S6
Foremost among the instances in which the United States government has sought
out and enlisted the help of the mafia in the accomplishment of national security objectives
are Operation Underworld and Operation Mongoose. In the first case, the Office of Naval
Intelligence entered an arrangement with New York mafia boss Charles "Lucky" Luciano
and other mafiosi to help defeat Fascist saboteurs and spies during World War Two, and
in the second case mafia capo John Roselli, Chicago boss Sam "Momo" Giancana,
55 MachiaveUi, The Prince, page 56.
56 For a discussion of this and related problems, see for example: Carl B. Klockarsand Stephen D.
Mastrofeki, Thinking About Police, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1991); Delos Kelly, Deviant Behaviour,
(New York: St Martin's Press, 1989); John A. Rohr, Ethics For Bureaucrats: An Essay on Law and
Values, (New York: Marcel Dekker, Inc., 1978); Kenneth Culp Davis, Discretionary Justice, (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1971), and Harvey C. Mansfield, Jr., Taming The Prince: The Ambivalence
of Executive Power, (New York: The Free Press, 1989).
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Tampa boss Santo Trafficante and New Orleans boss Carlos Marcello were recruited by
the Central Intelligence Agency in a plot to assassinate Cuban Premier Fidel Castro"
In fact, Notre Dame Law School professor G. Robert Blakey, author of the
Racketeer Influenced and Conupt Organization Act (RICO), 58 the federal government'
s
principle weapon in suppressing organized crime, says:
"The reason the Kennedys were so resented by the
mafia was that they had renounced a century-old alliance
between gangster and politician that had. .been an
imperative for survival."59
Consequently, the mafioso takes a much more cynical view of morality and
recognizes the value of force m obtaining and mamtaining order. His motive is the
restoration of order in conditions of anarchy where an appeal to moral virtue as a source
of compliance with the law is futile. In Machiavelh' s terms:
"Whence it may be seen that hatred is gained as
much by good works as by evil, and therefore... a prince
who wishes to maintain the state is often forced to do evil,
for when that party, whether the populace, soldiery, or
nobles, whichever it be that you consider necessary to you
for keeping your position, is corrupt, you must follow its
humor and satisfy it, and in that case good works will be
inimical to you"60
57 Foran accounting of Operation Underworld, see Rodney Campbell, TheLuciano Project, (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1977); Luigi Barzini, The Italians, (New York: Bantam, 1972); Howard Abadinsky,
Organized Crime, Chicago: (Nelson
-Hall, 1994, pages 137-38); Timothy Shawcross and Martin Young,
Men ofHonour: The Confessions ofTommaso Buscetta, (London: Collins Publishing, 1987), and
Richard N. Smith, Thomas Dewey And His Times, (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1982).
Foran accounting of Operation Mongoose see Abadinsky, Organized Crime, page 196; G. Robert Blakey
and Richard N. Billings, Fatal Hour, (New York: Berkley Books, 1982); U.S. Senate, Select Committee
to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities, The Investigation of the
Assassination ofPresident Kennedy: Performance ofthe Intelligence Agencies, (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1976), and the same committee's Alleged Assassination Plots Involving
Foreign Leaders, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975).
58 18 United States Code, Sections 1961-68.
59
G. Robert Blakey and Richard N. Billing, Fatal Hour, (New York: Berkley Books, 1981), page 288.
60 Machiavelli, The Prince, pages 71-72.
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rioso
And it is precisely the image of a "prince" after which the old-school mafi
attempts to model himself. "Let us now speak of virtuous men or at least of men who try
to be virtuous ," explains Joseph Bonanno. "Different cultures produce different models
of the virtuous man My culture reveres a model of excellence: the prince. This word has
many meanings, not just the obvious ones of son of a king, or nobleman or person of
high rank. 'Prince' comes from the Latin root word which means 'one who takes the first
part' In this sense, therefore, a prince is he who sets the example because he is the first
one to show himself, the first one to take part, the first one to declare his principles." 61
What sets the mafioso apart from adherents to the Moral Code is his
unquestioning acceptance of Machiavelli' s claim that when the prince acts to produce and
maintain order in conditions that would otherwise be chaotic and anarchic, "there is no
appeal" from his command and "the end justifies the means." 62
The Honor Code tends to prevail when the law is ineffective and when the state is
either unable or unwilling to impose order in a way which produces popular consent
One condition that can generate adherence to the Honor Code is a situation in which, says
Italian sociologist Pino Arlacchi, aggression is "a socially sanctioned form of action"
where one finds "a tragic and brutal world, sparing neither the weak nor the defenseless,"
and one so Hobbesian in its war of each against all that "nothing, at bottom, could be
really unjust"0 Typically, such circumstances are produced by a condition of real scarcity
61 Joseph Bonanno, A Man ofHonor, (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1983), page 403.
"Machiavelli, The Prince, page 66.
M Pino Arlacchi, Mafia Business: The Mafia Ethic And The Spirit Of Capitalism, (London: Verso, 1983),
pages 12-13.
See also Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, (New York: Viking Penguin Books, 1985), page 188: "To this
Warre ofevery man against every man, this also is consequent; that nothing can be Unjust The notions
of Right and Wrong, Justice and Injustice have no place. Where there is no common Power, there is no
Law: where no Law, no Injustice. Force and Fraud are. .the two Cardinal virtues."
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of the material and political resources necessary for survival and secunty, and the only
natural law that seems evident is that of self preservation Correspondingly, the only
natural right recognized is that of self-protection 64
In such circumstances "men of honor" may arise as patrons to the weak and the
powerless.- These men offer themselves as protectors and assume the personal
responsibility for advancing the best interests of their clients and hold themselves
personally accountable for so doing. In exchange, clients accord patrons distinction cede
them superior status and, m bestowing honor upon them promise absolute personal
loyalty and obedience. Corruption then becomes weakness of quite another sort, a lack of
what NiccoloMachiavelli calls virtu - the ability to anticipate what fortune has in store
and to use one' s physical and mental powers to turn the danger produced by any crisis
into an opportunity to advance one's own interests and those of one's clients.
To ignore or outwit the universal system of law in order to privately advance the
personal interests of clients, far from being considered corrupt, is regarded as a mark of
distinction In terms of the Honor Code, one is expected to be partial, to have a double
moral standard that requires the patron to behave one way toward the in-group of clients
and quite another toward the out-group, which consists of everybody else. The man of
honor, the patron, is concerned not with theforce ofjustice but with the justice offorce.
I distinguish real scarcity from the condition of invented scarcity described by Nicho las Xenos. He
illustrates how, in an advanced commercial society, it is necessary to artificially stimulate consumption
and consumer demand fer beyond the necessities of mere survival. Emulation and envy are deliberately
fostered in consumer-based societies to prevent theeconomic engine upon which a luxurious standard of
living depends from stalling. Needs and wants are deliberately confused in order to create an impression of
scarcity and through price elasticity a perpetual cycle of desire, envy, consumption back to desire and envy
is maintained. The mafioso, the man of honor, on the other hand, tends to prevail in mo re primitive
conditions where a real scarcity of resources threatens to produce anarchy and dangers to survival See
Nicholas Xenos, Scarcity and Modernity, (New York: Routledge, 1989). Also see, Xenos, "Liberalism
And The Postulate of Scarcity," in Political Theory, Vol. 15 No. 2, May 1987, pages 225-243.
It is likewise the case that they may not One of the most difficult chores ofstudents of honor in the
modern era is to determine why such men arise in certain places where conditions favor them and not in
others where conditions seem equally favorable. That phenomenon is discussed later in the text
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Far from considering themselves justifiable targets of the Justice Department
crusade begun under Kennedy in the early 1 960' s, the mafiosi m America have thought of
themselves as a parallel government that produces order m an otherwise anarchic
underworld and which kept the American labor movement out of the reach of the
Communist Party
- services renderedm the process of enriching and empowering itself.
For example, the late Paul Castellano (murdered by rival John Gotti in 1984),
former boss of New York City' s Gambino Family, said bluntly:
"It's our job to run the unions." 66
And Frank Perdue, the chicken retailer, explained to federal authorities why he felt
it prudent to seek the protection of Castellano and Family soldier Peter Castellana, Sr..
Testifying about the mafia control of the wholesale and retail meat industry in New York,
Perdue said:
"I decided that if I could be protected., that I
would get my share of his (Castellana) business... And
then if he doesn' t give me a problem, harassment, you
know, canceling or things like that... I have no problem
dealing with him I know who he is. But I have my
money, he unloads my trucks on time. We have no
problems."
Why did he go to Paul Castellano for protection in the first place? "I don t know,"
Perdue answered "I just thought, you know, they have long tentacles, shall we say, and
I figured he may be able to help." Did Perdue think this because Castellano was a
powerful organized crime figure? "Yeah," he said "Mafia. The Mob."67
66
President's Commission on Organized Crime, Report to the President and the Attorney General, The
Edge: Organized Crime, Business and Labor Unions, (Washington.D.C: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1986), page 24.
"President's Commission on Organized Crime, Report to The President and the Attorney General, The
Edge: Organized Crime, Business, and Labor Unions, (Washington, D.C: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1986), page 24.
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The governmental function exercised over the underworld was descnbed by
Carmine "The Snake" Persico, an enforcer and subsequent boss of Brooklyn' s Columbo
(formerly Profacio) Family. In a conversation secredy taped by Albert Seedman, former
chief of detectives in New York City, Persico is talking to "Woody," a man who had
swindled $500,000 from Mays Department Store in Brooklyn Persico, then a "collector"
for the ruling Mafia family, is heard explaining, in overly simplistic terms, the compelling
obligation of taxation in exchange for effective representation the shadow world governed
by organized crime:
In a telephone line legally tapped by by Detective Seedman, "Woody" asked
Persico why criminals had to pay a share of their illegal earnings as "tribute," sometimes
called a "street tax," to the mafia Family in control of the territory where they operate.
The tape reveals the mafia's sense of its political importance:
Persico: When you get a job with the telephone company,
or maybe even Mays Department Store, they take
something out of every paycheck for taxes, right?
Woody: Right
Persico: Now why, you may ask, does the government
have the right to make you pay taxes? The answer to that
question, Woody, is that you pay taxes for the right to live
and work and make money in a legit business. Well, it'
s
the exact same situation -- you did a crookedjob in
Brooklyn (in Colombo Family territory). You worked hard
and earned a lot of money. Now you have to pay your
taxes just like in the straight world Why? Because we let
you do it. We're the government" 68
Albert A Seedman, Chief!, (New York: Arthur Fields, 1974), pages 70-74.
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CHAPTER I
A SHORT HISTORY OF REFORM AND REPRESSION
At a certain stage in my read ing, I naturally met with the
principle works of Machiavelli. They made adeep and lasting
impression upon me, and shook my earlier faith. I derived from
them not the most obvious teachings - on how to acquire and
retain political power, or by what force of guile rulers must
act if they are to regenerate their societies, or protect themselves
and their states from enemies within and without, or what the
principle qualities of rulers on the one hand, and of citizenship
on the other, must be, if their states are to flourish - but
something else. Machiavelli was not a historicist he thought
it possible to restore something like the Roman Republic or
Rome of the early Principate. He believed that to do this one
needed a ruling class of brave, resourceful, intelligent, gifted
men who knew how to seize opportunities and use them..."
Isaiah Berlin "
It is not my purpose to write another history of organized crime in America. There
are literally dozens of such books already in circulation many of them very scholarly and
highly documented It is my purpose merely to follow up on Wolin s remark and initiate
an inquiry into the political significance of the mafia and to venture some conjecture with
respect to what it might have to tell us about the relevance of honor and morality to
political science. In doing so, as stated earlier, it is my second purpose to lure the
American law enforcer into the field of political science. But it is necessary to establish the
context in which American mafiosi could conceive of themselves in the Machiavellian way
described above by Berlin, and to explain how a secret society of dangerous and anti
liberal men could survive and prosper in a liberal democracy ~ one that has not only
tolerated the mafiosi but one that has generated dozens of books and films for an audience
anxious to learn as much as it can about the onerata societa .
Isaiah Berlin, "The Idea of Pluralism," from The Crooked Timber ofHumanity, (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, Inc., 1991); reprinted in TheTruth AboutTruth, Walter Truett Anderson, ed., (New York G.P.
Putnam's Sons, 1 995), page 49.
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It is important to understand that the mafiosi saw themselves as best able to
provide what a stable society most needed - the very things that attracted political theonst
Berlin to MachiavehY s works: "a ruling class of brave, resourceful, intelligent, gifted men
who knew how to seize opportunities and use them, and citizens who were adequately
protected, patriotic, proud of their state, epitomes of manly, pagan virtues. That is how
Rome rose to power and conquered the world, and it is the absence of this kind of
wisdom and vitality and courage in adversity, of the qualities of both lions and foxes, that
m the end brought it down Decadent states were conquered by vigorous invaders who
retained these virtues." 70
Suffice it to say for our historical purposes that the mafia developed m the United
States as part of a cyclical process of reform and repression that has characterized
American politics since the beginning of this century. Criminologist Tony Proveda is one
source of enlightenment on those alternating periods of liberal reform and anti liberal
repression He notes that the power of secret United States intelligence agencies expanded
greatly throughout three repressive eras in recent American history: (1) during the Red
Scare of the 1920's, (2) the McCarthy period of the 1950's and (3) the law-and-order age
of deterrence begun in the late I960' s under President Richard M. Nixon and which
continues to the present Proveda adds:
"All the periods of expanding domestic intelligence
were preceded by a major era of social reform The Red
Scare was preceded by the Progressive era, McCarthyism
by the New Deal, and the anti radicalism of the 1960's by
the civil rights movement and the Great Society programs
of the Johnson administration These periods of social
reform were all characterized by the ascendance of liberal
thought in American life, a growth in federal government
programs and activity, and the emergence or resurgence of
organized radical groups as a relatively major force in
American politics.
Berlin, quoted in Anderson, The Truth, pages 49-50.
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a rt, t^^t 0greSS1Ve era k™s Socialist Partyand the IWW (International Workers of the World or
Wobbhes"); during the New Deal
,
it was the resurgence
of the Communist and Socialist parties, and later (Henry)
Wallace s Progressive Party; m the 1960's, it was the New
Lett (including numerous student and antiwar groups) andblack nationalist groups (including Black Panthers, SNCC
SCLC, and so on). 71
The American mafia developed during the first period of reform cited by Proveda,
the Progressive era. The Progressives were a diverse group with a many reform interests,
72 but it was passage of the 18th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and the National
Prohibition Act (commonly called the Volstead Act after its sponsor, Congressman
Andrew Volstead of Minnesota) that had the most direct causal influence on creating the
American mafia. Ratifiedm 1919 and legally effective on January 16, 1920, the
Amendment forbade "the manufacture, sale, or transportation of intoxicating liquors
within, the importation thereof into, or the exportation thereof from the United States and
all territory subject to the jurisdiction thereof, for beverage purposes." The National
Prohibition (Volstead) Act strengthened the language of the Amendment It defined as
"intoxicating" all beverages with an alcohol content of 0.5 percent or higher and it
provided for federal enforcement of the law by the Prohibition Bureau, located within the
Department of the Treasury.
Brown University historian Stephen Fox, in a perceptive analysis of the religious,
social, political and economic factors swirling around the temperance movement,
describes how organized crime evolved from the 18th Amendment He notes that
mdustrialization, urbanization and immigration created a massive conflict in American
society. According to Fox, that conflict can be categorized as one that pit (1) rural
7
' Tony Proveda, Lawlessness and Reform: The FBI In Transition, (Pacific Grove, CA Brooks/Cole
Publishing, Company, 1990), page 49.
72 See for example, Arthur Mann, ed., The Progressive Era: Liberal Renaissance or Liberal Failure, (New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963), or the previously cited Hofctadter, The Age of Reform
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interests against nrban interests, (2) nativlslts agatnst migrants, and (3) Protestants
against Catholics and Jews. Fox notes:
"To the old-stock American of the late 1800's
society was cracking open and losing definition in alarming
ways. It was called progress, and most people played
along. But amid the blazing successes of technology and
industry, the old WASPs detected a polity careening out of
control, out of their control. Building the railroads
working the factories, crowding the cities, ahen immigrants
made an obvious scapegoat How then to reimpose
control? By well born efforts to reform corrupt politics- to
extend the vote to women, with their well-known higher
moral qualities; to restrict immigration; to encourage the
eugenics of selective breeding and scientific racism Andm
particular, to cap the most universal petcock, the drinking
of alcohol, with its capacity for heedlessly releasing human
energies and emotions."73
The unintended consequence was to provide a motive for street gangs in cities
across America to form a confederation Pnor to Prohibition, youth gangs were only
loosely organized and did not, for the most part, exert any influence outside their own
urban neighborhoods. They were composed of young males of the newest and most
poverty stricken of the immigrant groups: the Irish, the Italians, the Jews and other
Eastern Europeans. In all cities, they were confined mosdy to ghettos, as, for example, in
Hell's Kitchen on Manhattan's west side and the Little Italies and Jewish enclaves of the
lower east side. But Prohibition created a huge demand for an immensely popular and
now forbidden fruit Those willing to assume the risks of supplying it would become
wealthy and powerful.
And the method for maximizing benefits and minimizing exposure to risk
is to organize.
From 1920 until 1930, the Irish, the Jewish and Italian gangsters batded with
eachother for control of the lucrative market in beverage alcohol. The situation then was
73 Stephen Fox, Blood and Power: Organized Crime in Twentieth Century America, (New York: William
Morrow and Company, 1989), page 12.
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not remarkably different than the one we face today with a vanety of competmg gangs
strugghng for dominance in the drug trade. By 1930, the Italian and Sicilian factions had
emerged as the dominant group. Then they went to war against eachother in one final
batde for supremacy in the newly evolved underworld of American organized cnme.Two
groups, one composed entirely of Sicilian-Americans and led by Salvatore Maranzano,
and the other a mixture of both Sicilian and Italian-Americans from the southern provinces
of the Italian mainland, led by Giuseppe "Joe The Boss" Massena, fought what is known
as the Castellammarese War. 7'
Democratizing the American Mafia
In 1 93
1
the war was brought to a conclusion and the process of structuring the
underworld government was begun Mafiosi from around the nation, a collection of
founders, held a series of meetings at which they established the governance system
A Commission was formed and granted the authority to divide the nation into
territories and to assign to each a controlling Family ruled by a monarchial boss. The
Commission was also empowered to establish policies and rules on issues that affected
more than one Family, to appoint Family Bosses and to arbitrate disputes between them
It was designed to function partly as legislature, pardy as executive and partly as
judiciary, in order to produce order in the underworld
But its powers were also limited Once it established the twenty four territories
that the mafia governs and once it appointed the bosses of the Families that rule them, the
Commission had no right to interfere in matters that were not a cause of concern outside
the province of a boss' s domain It only involved itself when disputes arose between
74 So-called because the Sicilian faction was mostly composed of immigrants from the Castellammare del
Golfo region. They were led by Salvatore Maranzano. The Neapolitan faction was led by Giuseppe "Joe
The Boss" Masseria,
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bosses or when policies had to be established for the good of all Ore Families. Otherwrse,
the boss was decreed to be the undisputed ruler of both his territory and his Family.
Joseph Bonanno, the only one of the founders still alive, says the idea of a mafia
Commission was unknown to the onginal Sicilian mafia75 and was devised in the United
States in response to the need for some form of stable political authonty to govern such a
large expanse of territory. He points out:
rp j. .
"T
^f
Commission was not an original part of my
1 radition No such agency existed in Sicily The
Commission was an American adaptation First of all wehad to establish procedures...We selected VmCent
Mangano to chair our meetings.
.. I don' t know what you
wouM call Mangano. Maybe 'chairman' or 'speaker of the
house. He continuedm that role until the early 1950'
s
when he disappeared and was presumed dead Then I
'
replaced him On substantive issues, we agreed that no
Family and no Father should interfere with the affairs of
another Family, but that the Commission, as an agent of
harmony, could arbitrate disputes brought before it"76
Charles "Charlie Lucky" Luciano knew, as well, that some political theory was
needed if American organized crime was to function in a democratic society as something
more than warring factions of brigands, bandits and highwaymen" The day of the
absolute monarchy was over; henceforth there would be a constitutional government with
the respect for the rights of each group," his biographers note. 77
"From his experiences of the last decade, Luciano knew that he could remain at
the top only if he eschewed fear and intimidation; he could not, as Masseria and
"In 1958, Charles Luciano, Joseph Bonanno and Carmine Galente persuaded the Sicilian mafia to adopta
ruling commission similar to the one in the United States in order to coordinate the narcotics trade
between the two countries. The Sicilians formed a commission, known as The Cupola, but it dissolved
during bitter internicine warfare amongst Sicilian mafia families in the 1980's.
76 Joseph Bonanno, A Man ofHonor, page 159.
"Martin A. Gosch and Richard Hammer, The Last Will and Testament ofLucky Luciano, (Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1974), page 144.
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Mariano had tned to do,- force mto submission such men as Profaci, Booanno,
Mangano, ScaHse, Gaglione, Capone and the rest of his fnends who had supported hun
and who gave hun the respect that they wanted inreturn" So, with Machiavellian insight:
"He sensed, then, that if he rejected the offered
throne in name, he would soon have it in fact. This was the
bicihan-Itahan paradox that he understood - the yearning
for leadership but the rejection of the autocratic leader."
And another indication of Luciano' s political acumen was to include other
non-Italian, non-Sicihan men of renowned talent as associates of the newly formed
America mafia:
"I learned a long time before (they were boyhood
friends) that Meyer Lansky understood the Italian brain
almost better than I did That' s why I picked him to be my
consiglien
,
to talk over the best way to handle things, how
to get my ideas across to a bunch of big shots who was
tired of livin' under one guys thumb. I used to tell Lansky
that he may have had a Jewish mother, but someplace he
must have been wet-nursed by a Sicilian"79
as
The power would rest with Italians and Sicilians in the last analysis, but
;
Luciano'
s biographers point out American organized crime was multi-ethnic. Despite his
trial for tax evasion, Al Capone hosted a Cosa Nostra organizational meeting in Chicago.
Gosch and Hammer report:
"He invited the leaders of the American underworld
to the celebration, some to meet Charley Lucky for the first
time, but all, apparendy, to anoint him in the old ritual. But
the guest list was not restricted to Sicilians or Italians.
There were Jews like Lansky, (Bugsy) Siegel, (Moe)
Dalitz, (Nig) Rosen, Dutch Schultz, Abe Reles; there were
Irish and what would today be called WASPs. Capone
took over the Congress Hotel and part of the Blackstone
(he was rumored to own controlling interests in both),
assigning floors to each city and group, with the best suites
78 Giuseppe "Joe The Boss" Masseria and Salvatore Maranzano were the two opposing generals in the
Castellammarese War, each ofwhom insisted upon making himselfthe king, the boss of all bosses, the
capo di tutti capi of American organized crime. Both were murdered, each with Luciano's contrivance, for
the refusal to assent to a more democratic form of criminal administration.
79 Gosch and Hammer, Last Will, page 144-45.
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reserved for the chieftains. His own troops, augmented byhis hirelings on the Chicago police force nngedme hotelskeeping away the curious. '
"I explained to 'em," Luciano says of his
mtroductory remarks regarding how organized crime inAmerica would henceforth be structured, "that all the war
horseshit was out that every outfit m every city could be
mdependent but there would be a kind of national
organization to hold it together. I told him it was a business
that nad a keep moving without explosions every two
minutes: knocking guys off just because they come from
different parts of Sicily. That kind of crap was givin us abad name and we couldn' t operate until it stopped our
real enemies... was not the Law. We could handle the Law
we was dom it everywhere. But how can you handle crazy
people?" 80 J
Although he would, until his forced exile after World War Two, remain "first
among equals," Luciano and the other founders of the American mafia clearly had
democratized it from its Italian and Sicilian hentages. "Though Luciano would be the
chairman
- the unanimous decision of his peers - his vote and voice would be no
stronger or more powerful than anyone else's. But no matter how often in these
conversations Luciano flatly disavowed any pretensions to the old title of Boss of Bosses,
Capo di tutti Capi
,
there were still many, particularly those of Sicilian origin, who
seemed unable to comprehend this. It seemed 'too American' to them" 81
Bonanno was one of those who thought Luciano was too "Americanized" in his
approach Luciano, bora in Sicily, came to America as a fourteen year old and, in
Bonanno' s view, "he had more American traits than Sicilian traits. Luciano was the
product of American ideas." 82
At the root of the unease was the fact that the Sicilian world view is much more
Mediterranean than American The difference can be stated as a formula:
80 Gosch and Hammer, Last Will, page 146.
81 Gosch and Hammer, Last Will, page 147.
82 Bonanno, Man ofHonor, pages 161-62.
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The Western Industrial Worldview:
Wealth leads to Respect leads to Power leads to personal Independence
-- as opposed to -
The Sicilian Worldview
Fear leads to Respect leads to Power leads to Wealth leads to tribal Obedience
Honor was the principle issue, and men like Bonanno feared that it was a concept
too little understood in materialistic Amencan society. "Unlike most of the Family
patriarchs of that era," Bonanno says, "Luciano had never lived the Tradition (of honor);
he therefore never truly understood it instinctively. To him, when the old-style Sicilians
talked of 'honor and 'respect,' it was all so much cant and blather. Charlie Lucky was a
true Americanm that he was free of tradition He had grown up in lower Manhattan and
had seen, perhaps better than those of us who immigrated to America later in our lives,
the new conditions prevalent in this country. Charlie Lucky believed in business. Without
a tradition to guide him, Charlie Lucky fell back for his system of values on the most
rjrinritive consideration: making money. His conversation was not laced with idealistic
words such as 'honor' and 'trust' but with mundane ones such as 'outfit' and
'syndicate.'" 83 (In fact, Luciano usually referred to the mafia merely as "the outfit").
Whether democracy and the dangerous man could fmd accord with eachother
remained to be seen But Bonanno and others of his persuasion were concerned from the
very start that a focus on wealth first and power second, the dynamic of a consumer
society of materialists, posed a threat to the concepts of honor, personal loyalty and
individual respect Bonanno says:
"Men of my Tradition have always considered
wealth a by-product of power. Men of the old Tradition
were mainly in the people business. They derived their
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satisfaction from bemg responsible for a Family of menwho in turn were beholden to them Cooperation of thiskind almost always led to mutual monetary satisfaction of
all parties. But making money was not the uppermost
consideration The mam purpose of banding mto a Family
was to establish a network of relationships that would at
once establish order within the Family and give members
01 that Family an advantage m dealings outside the Family
Americanized men such as Charlie Lucky marched to a
different drummer. Luciano never imbibed the true spirit of
our Tradition....Men of my Tradition, m addition to their
prowess in fighting, are noted for their domestic natures
Luciano (a life-long bachelor) was essentially a loner an
individual' as opposed to a family man
"Consequently, the relationship between Luciano
and the men who congregated around him was less that of
father to sons than that of board chairman to corporate
officers. Luciano was most interested in monetary results-
all that other stuff about Sicilian ideals was just phony
baloney to him..A tradition is not something that one
learns overnight It is the work of a lifetime." M
As the Sicilian mafia was modernized by Luciano to make it more compatible with
liberal democracy and its laissezfaire focus on free enterprise, the motive force of the old
tradition, honor, was already being subtly undermined The American mafia was founded
in as an adrnixture of Machiavellianism and federalism Bonanno reflects:
"Modes of power are everywhere the same. In my
world, there were some Fathers I liked and some I
detested But I had to try to work with all of them Also,
some of these Fathers were more powerful than others, and
these men, like myself leaders of powerful Families, were
entitled to sit on the Commission By participating in these
diplomatic conventions, Families did not give up their
independence; they were free to do what they wanted The
Commission could only exert influence. As the Father of a
Family I was like a head of state. I did the same sort of
things that heads of state do on the international level. I too
had to maintain internal order. I too had to conduct foreign
affairs with other Families. And if my Family and other
Families had similar interests, we tended to associate in the
same political faction"85
81 Bonanno, Man ofHonor, page 163.
85 Gosch and Hammer, Last Will, pages 159-60.
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The governing structure of individual Families called for the boss to be assisted by
an under boss, captains (sometimes called heutenants) and soldiers. A Family counselor,
a consighere, is available to offer adv1Ce and counsel upon request A stable of enforcers
was created (referred to by the press as "Murder, Inc.") to be made available to Family
bosses when special displays of force were needed Bosses, under bosses, captains,
soldiers and consighens were said to be "made" members of the mafia because they had
been especially chosen for membership and initiated through a ritual "baptism"
The mafia Family is designed to regulate and control all illegal business activities
conducted in its territory by criminal entrepreneurs known as "associates." These
business are, for all practical purposes, "licensed" by the mafia boss to operate within his
territory. For that privilege they must pay a "street tax," known as tribute
,
to the mafia
Family. In exchange for the tax, the governing mafia Family promises to provide the
entrepreneur three basic services:
First, it guarantees against competition Anyone who attempted to set up a
competing operation in the territory would be driven off.
Second, because illegal enterprises cannot call upon the courts of law to collect
debts, the mafia assures the enforcement of all "contracts" made with customers (i.e.:
bookmakers and loan sharks would be assured that debts would be paid because of the
fear the mafia enforcer would instill in the gambler or the borrower).
Third, by sharing part of the tribute, the street tax, with the political and legal
authorities in his territory, the mafia boss offers his entrepreneurial criminal associates
protection against arrest, prosecution and punishment
In this way, the mafia sought to produce stability so the quotidian business affairs
of the underworld economy could be carried out with reliability and predictability.86 In a
86 Bonanno notes: "We agreed to hold national conventions once every five years. Our first meeting was in
1931, when the Commission was formed. Subsequent meetings were held in 1936, 1941, 1946, 1951,
and 1956." Bonanno, Man ofHonor, page 160.
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cnme
transmogrified son of way the mafia was adaphng to tts purposes the provtsrons of
Article I, Sections Eght and Ten of the United States Consutuuon It levies taxes,
regulates commerce and enforces contracts. 87
Because the repressive period that followed the Progressive era was focused on
the perceived threat of Communism and Anarchism, the newly developed organized
,
structure in the United States was ignored and unmolested by federal authonties. At the
local level, those in positions of political and legal power were profiting from the
arrangement. Not only were they being compensated by graft, but they relied upon the
mafia to produce a modicum of order m an otherwise chaotic underworld They had no
motive for reforming the system The symbiotic but cozy relationship between political
machine and mafia excluded from the corridors of power those idealistic moralists who
were concerned about corruption of the democratic process. As a consequence, those who
held the power to force change had no motive to do so, and those who had a motive to
induce change had no power to do so.
La Cosa Nostra and the New Deal
During the second great period of liberal reform, the New Deal, the powers of the
federal government in general, and those of the FBI in particular, were vasdy expanded
But as early as 1932, the American mafia had developed such a close working
relationship with Democratic party machines that it had itself become a potent source of
political influence. In fact, at the Democratic national convention held in Chicago in 1932,
Tammany Hall and mafia representatives roomed together at the Drake Hotel and bartered
87 Constitution of the United States ofAmerica, Article L Section eight of the article empowers the federal
government to " lay and collect taxes" and "to regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the
several States, and with the Indian tribes." Also, the so-called "elastic clause" in Section eight grants the
government the power "to makeall laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution
the foregoing powers..." Section ten of the article forbids states to pass any law "impairing the obligation
ofcontracts."
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the. influence between Al Smith and Franklin D. Roosevelt Vixgil Peterson, former FBI
agent, former head of the Chicago Crime Commission, a consultant to the Justice
Department on organized crime and a noted scholar on the Amencan mafia, reports:
"Of the numerous Tammany Hall delegates
attending the convention none other was more colorful
than Mayor Walker (James Walker of New York City) But
amorig Tammany's most influential leaders at the time was
James J. Hines, ruler of the Beventh Assembly District
and a dominant force m other districts as well While
attending the convention Hines occupied a luxurious suite
of rooms m Chicago's swanky Drake Hotel. Significantly
his roommate was Frank Costello, by now one of the most
powerful underworld bosses in New York Also roomine
togetherm another plush suite in the Drake were Lucky
Luciano and Albert C. Marinelh (Tammany boss).
"Rooming together in still another suite in the drake
was the imposing trio of Thomas M. "Tin Box" Farley the
deposed sheriff; Louis Shomberg, also known as Dutch
Goldberg, an influential New York racketeer; and Leon
Scharf, a close ally of the feared Lepke Buchalter and
Gurrah Shapiro (both mafia associates). Occupying a suite
by himself in the same hotel was Meyer Lansky. And
Newark underworld bigwig Longy Zwillman, a close
associate of Costello, Lansky, and Luciano, was practicing
the art of national politics by flitting between the Drake and
other hotels accompanied by delegates under his control
from Nassau County in New York and the Newark area in
New Jersey." 88
But, unknown at that time to the FBI or to anyone else except the super-secretive
mafia bosses, there was more thought given to roommate selection than met the eye.
According to Luciano himself, in the months prior to the 1932 national convention
the mafiosi were divided over whether the best interests of American organized crime
would be served by supporting the Brahmin New York Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt
or his primary rival for the Presidential nomination the former New York governor and
trusted product of machine politics, Al Smith. On the one hand, organized crime
controlled New York City Mayor James Walker who was then the subject of an intensive
Virgil W. Peterson, The Mob: 200 Years of Organized Crime in New York, (Ottawa, EL: Green Hill
Publishers, Inc., 1983), pages 194-95.
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corruption investigation being conducted by a special commission headed by
Judge Samuel Seabury.
Judge Seabury was a man of unimpeachable integnty, but one with a score to
settle. A highly moralistic public official and a distinguished Democrat, he had been
defeated years before m his attempt to win the party nomination for governor because
Tammany Hall, which he considered a vipers' nest of corrupt bosses and compliant
clients, and a candidate the machine considered a man too morally independent to submit
to its self-serving will, had worked to defeat him
"The heat was on and getting hotter" with Seabury' s investigatory commission at
work, Lucky Luciano told his biographer. "If something' wasn' t done to stop
Seabury...it was gonna hurt our business bacL.The first thing we did was put together a
bundle of over two millionm cash to buy off Seabury, to let him take a vacation and let
things cool down The bastard not only turned us down cold but he gave the story to the
New York Times and there we was on the front page." 89
Some mafiosi argued that only Roosevelt would have the power, as sitting
governor, to turn the Seabury probe up an alley. On the other hand, they foresaw that
Prohibition would soon be repealed and that they would need new ways of obtaining
political influence and generating the income from which power springs. An unpredictable
future lay ahead of the newly organized American mafia and some of its members said
they would feel more comfortable with an old machine politician like Al Smith in the
White House while they reorganized the underworld's sources of power and wealth after
the widely anticipated repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment According to Luciano, the
eminent Frank Costello, a mafioso gifted at political analysis, and one so adroit at
estabhshing working relationships between the mafia and agents of the government
Gosch and Hammer, The Last Will
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page 160.
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that he was nicknamed 'The Prime Minister," argued at first for mafia support of
Smith over Roosevelt:
"'Charlie,' Costello told me, 'in our group we got enough imagination for any
kind of business. It don t scare me at all to go legit as far as whiskey is concerned That
don t mean we've got to give up gambhn'
; and we can do that in a big way. We can have
big casinos all over the country. What the hell, more people like to gamble than to drink I
think we ought'
a get behind Smith. At least with him we know where we stand'" 90
The matter was further complicated when Tammany Hall itself split down the
middle. Powerful ward boss Jimmy Hines announced publicly that he would lead a
delegation to Chicago committed to support Roosevelt His Tammany rival, the equally
powerful boss Albert C. Marinelh, announcedm favor of Al Smith and further claimed
that a clear majority of the machine's delegates were likewise committed to support the
Catholic former governor.
But Costello reversed himself when he read between the lines of a statement
issued by Roosevelt just prior to the beginning of the national convention In a press
release issued from Albany, Roosevelt denounced, in eloquent and ringing language,
crime and graft and civic corruption "Then" according to Luciano's biographers, "in
carefully phrased terms, he said that while he applauded the efforts of Seabury and his
investigation he had reached the conclusion that the panel had not made a strong enough
case against Mayor Walker, Tammany or its leaders like Hines to warrant any action"91
Costello viewed this as a coded message to the Tammany machine bosses and
their mafia allies. "When that came out in the papers, Costello comes rushin' to my
apartment all excited," Luciano recalled "He says to me, 'What did I tell you! Just like I
90 Gosch and Hammer, The Last Will
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said, Charlie, he'
s
so anxious to be President he can taste it I told you he' 11 say anything,
buy anything, and make any kind of deal if it' 11 make him President '
"
But Luciano was mistrustful because he could not bring himself to believe
Roosevelt could overcome class prejudice. "I don t know, Frank," Luciano cautioned
Costello. "I just got a feelin
,
and I don t know how to explain it. Y* see, a guy like Al
Smith, he' s a Sweet Rosie O 'Grady kind of guy - like the guys we grew up with. When
you shake hands with him, you don t need no lawyer. But Roosevelt - let me put it this
way. All them society guys we play golf with up in Connecticut and around Westchester,
what do you feel when you re around
' em, Frank? I mean, don' t you always feel that
behind your back they think you're no better than shit? Tell me the truth"
The "truth" was not a matter of moral principle to Costello. It was a matter of
political expedience. And this conflicting opinion over "truth" was resolved in the same,
age-old mafia way as were all others. Moral and ethical principles were split off from
political necessities. The solution proposed by Costello is one of the reasons that he was
considered the mafia's principle political "fixer." The two men would appear to reflect in
the mafia the split that had sundered the machine, so that, in reality
,
no matter which
candidate won, the interests of organized crime would have an attentive ear in the White
House. Costello told Luciano:
"The answer is, no, I don' t feel comfortable. The
answer is, yes, I hate their fucking guts because they were
born with something they didn' t make themselves. It was
handed to 'em So I agree with you. But let me tell you
something, Charlie. The way we feel personally don t
mean a fucking thing. So I go with Hines and you take
Marinelli and we come out on top. That's what counts." 92
At the 1932 Democratic National Convention the mafia enjoyed the deference paid
to it as a newly emerged force in American politics. Luciano recalls:
92 Gosch and Hammer, Last Will, page 162.
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"We waited until the very last second, and we had
Roosevelt and Smith guys comin' out our ears They allknew we conteolled most of the city's delegates. Without
them, Smith didn t have a chance. Maybe Roosevelt
would ve won anyway, but we knew that a lot of them bigboys from the important states was holdin back then-
delegates, figurin that if Roosevelt couldn t even carry his
own state, maybe they ought to dump him entirely and fmd
somebody else.
^
"But you could smell that the convention was
leanin' toward Roosevelt and all it was gonna take was a
big switch, maybe of somebody like Garner, to put him
over, r d already talked to Al Marinelli and got him to agree
to go with me whichever way was best for all of us, even if
it meant switchin' the majority of the Hall over to
Roosevelt With all that was goin on we knew we hadda
make our move, either go with Roosevelt or go with some
guy we never heard of. Frank (Costello), Meyer (Lansky)
and I had a private meet, what they call a caucus in politics,
with all the guys on our side of the line, like (Mayor James'
Michael) Curley in Boston, (Louis) Pendergast from
Kansas City (boss of the machine that was instrumental in
bringing Harry Truman to national political prominence),
Huey Long (from Louisiana, who had struck a deal with
Costello over mafia monopolization of the pinball industry
in his state) and a few others like them
"When Frank got the word that Roosevelt would
live up to his promise to kill the Seabury investigation - I
mean, like tapering off so he could save face - it was in the
bag for him " 93
But, according to Luciano himself, it was the Irishman Al Smith who taught the
Sicilian mafioso a lesson in loyalty. When Luciano went to Smith' s room to tell him of
the Tammany-mafia decision to support Roosevelt, the Catholic ex-govemor "who was
nobody's fool asked me straight out what the deal was. I said, 'Al, Roosevelt's promised
he's gonna close his eyes to Seabury and keep 'em closed You already saw what
happened last Spring when he made that statement We gotta believe him after that.'"
"Charley," Luciano quotes Smith as replying, "you fellas are crazy. I would' ve
murdered Seabury for you." Then, Luciano adds:
Gosch and Hammer, Last Will, page 164.
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He said something that really made my blood run
cold. He looked me square in the face and shook his head
real sad Charlie/ he said, 'Frank Roosevelt'll breakhis
word to you This is the biggest mistake you ever made in
your entire life, by trustin' him He'll kill you"
As a Machiavellian, the mafioso Luciano felt he might well have forgotten the
lessons of the Florentine master of practical politics. If Smith, a practical political expert
in his own right, was correct, then the fox had been out-foxed. And if so, he would be
devoured by the the lion that would be crowned king of the political jungle at the Chicago
convention "When I walked out of Smith' s suite," Luciano recalls, "my knees was
shakin
.
My bones told me that we' d walked into a trap - that Smith was right"94
Gosch and Hammer observe:
"What Smith knew - and what Luciano, Costello
and their friends had not sensed -- was that Franklin
Roosevelt was something more than a country squire, an
aristocrat whose word, implied or implicit, could be
counted on He was a politician, and a wily one, a supreme
opportunist who used people and events just so long as
they were of value, and who refused to be used With the
adulation of the country begi nning to pour over him as the
Democratic presidential candidate, Roosevelt suddenly
turned Judge Seabury loose. The smili ng affable
governor, soon to be President, met with reporters in
Albany and issued a new public statement about corruption
in New York City. Ever since his early-spring refusal to
authorize action, he had been under mounting public
pressure from Seabury and from New York City
Congressman Fiorello H. LaGuardia.
"He had kept his silence until, with the nomination
his, he needed the Tammany machine no longer Indeed,
the Tiger (Tammany Hall was nicknamed "the Tiger") had
become so notorious that it was only a weight around his
neck he was more than eagle to shed. 'Public office was a
public trust,' he said, echoing the words LaGuardia had
used to him earlier. It was the highest of public trusts and
those holding it must be above suspicion
He was, then giving Judge Seabury the power to
subpoena and question fully any office-holders and
politicians against whom suspicions had been raised. If
94 Gosch and Hammer, Last Will, page 165.
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their answers were not satisfactory, then as governor he
was prepared to act to remove them from office." 95
"Charley Lucky" learned a hard Machiavellian lesson: never trust to Lady Luck, to
Fortune when making bets on the roulette wheel of politics that determines the course of
history like an unpredictable Wheel of Fortune. He had spent so much time during the
deadly violent gangs wars of the Prohibition Era perfecting the physical skills of the hon
so as to proiect himself from wolves that he had neglected to sufficiently attend to
developing his mental abilities as a fox, to protect himself from traps.
Force, it must never be forgotten, is a two-sided coin The capacity for violence,
the Lion s ability to instill physical fear, is an essential part of it But it is only one of its
two aspects. Manipulation, the fox's ability to persuade, is equally essential.
But, always the Machiavellian, he kept the whole affair in a realistic perspective
and never resorted to whining about bemg victimized Disillusioned, perhaps, but not
aggrieved, he took his disappointment as medicine to remedy a weakness and he learned a
lesson He told his biographers:
"Naturally, Roosevelt had been a prick all along,
but I gotta give him credit for one thing - he was really
smooth... [And] as I look back on it, he done what I
would' ve done in exactly the same position, and he was no
different than me. I had Masseria and Maranzano knocked
off to get to the top.
96 What I did was illegal; I broke the
law. Roosevelt had us and other guys like Hines and
Walker sent to the can or squashed What he did was legal.
But the pattern of it was exacdy the same; we was both
shitass double crossers, no matter how you look at it
"Now I don' t say we elected Roosevelt, but we
gave him a pretty good push I always knew that politiclans
was crooked; that you could buy 'em anytime you wanted
and you couldn t trust' em around the corner. But I didn'
t
think it was the same with a guy who was gonna be
President I never knew that muscle could buy its way into
Gosch and Hammer, Last Will, page 166.
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the White House. I never knew that a guy who was gonna
be President would stick a knife in your back when you
wasn'
t lookm' . I never knew his word was no better than a
lot of rackets guys. But I guess nobody should become
President of the United States on the back of a gangster."
The American mafioso of the 1930s, the man of honor who looked to a
handshake as a trustworthy and manly bond that sealed the loyalty of men of respect with
a dependable personal certainty, had never been one to trust m formal political offices or
the courts of law that guarded over them
Dewey's Assault
A couple of years after Franklin D. Roosevelt was elected President, special
prosecutor Thomas Dewey, later to become Manhattan district attorney and New York
governor and a Republican presidential candidate, launched an attack on organized crime
in New York. Supported in his crusade by the reform-minded Fiorello LaGuardia ("The
Little Flower"), who then had become New York City mayor.
"The Seabury investigations had firmly established that corruption permeated local
government from top to bottom," Peterson reports. "The public was aroused and many
demanded a civic housecleaning. " LaGuardia, the Republican and Fusion Parties
candidate, described by Peterson as "the fiery arch foe of corruption," having won the
1933 mayoral election, prompdy began his own war on gangsters, openly advising his
police officers to behave in a way then calculated to add to his political image as a
reformer, but one which today would likely cast suspicion on the character of any
mayor who spoke in the same manner. LaGuardia simply instructed his law enforcers
to "muss 'em up.""
97
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The New York American ran a series by Martin Mooney claiming that gangster
Dutch Schultz, a mafia associate, was being protected from prosecution by Tammany
boss Jimmy Hines. In February of 1 935 a report prepared for the commissioner of
accounts alleged that money provided by organized crime figures was bemg used to bail
out offenders and that seventy-seven bondsmen had committed perjury 1 ,584 times while
procuring the release of racketeers.
The chairman of an investigative grandjury, Lee Thompson Smith, publicly
complained that the jury' s work was bemg deliberately obstructed by the very person who
was supposed to facilitate it: District Attorney William Copeland Dodge, a Tammany
loyalist The grandjury then "ran away" - it ignored the corrupt Dodge, issued its own
subpoenas for witnesses, barred the district attorney' s assistants from entering the grand-
jury room, and demanded that Governor Herbert H. Lehman, Roosevelt's successor,
appoint a special prosecutor who was not in the combined grip of the political machine
and mafia bosses. 98
In that atmosphere of reform Dewey, then a thirty-three year old attorney in
private practice who was largely unknown outside of professional legal circles, was
appointed in 1935 as special prosecutor and assigned to work out of the U. S. Attorney'
s
office in Manhattan Dewey was among the first to recognize that any effective attack on
the men of honor would have to start at the top and not at the bottom On the basis of
information supplied by Eunice Carter, a young, black attorney who joined the special
prosecutor's staff after leaving Dodge's office in disgust at the district attorney's corrupt
ways, Dewey began to build a case against Luciano.
On February 1, 1936, Dewey ordered the arrests of more than a hundred
prostitutes, madams and pimps, along with four members of Luciano's organization-
Ralph Liquori, Tommy "The Bull" Pennochio, David "Litde Davie" Betillo and an
98 Peteiso n, The Mob, pages 203 -04.
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associate, Benny Spiller. Most of those arrested were low-level street criminals who took
the greatest risks for the least profit Dewey made it clear that he was after bigger fish -
he wanted the bosses, the ones who took the fewest nsks for the greatest profit
He offered not to prosecute those he' d rounded up if they would testify against
Luciano. Most of the street criminals not connected directly to the mafia agreed to the
deal. On April 2, 1936, Dewey secured indictments against twelve people who refused to
bargain, including Liquon, Betillo, Pennochio and Spiller, the "stand-up" men who
would not inform on the boss. Luciano was charged with ninety counts (later reduced to
sixty two) of "compulsory prostitution" - violation of the federal Mann Act, commonly
called the "white slavery law." The indictments alleged that Luciano controlled 200
brothels, employed 1 ,000 prostitutes and grossed more than twelve million dollars a year
from that operation alone.
Dewey' s summation of the evidence to the trial jury took seven hours. The jury
returned a verdict in six hours. Luciano, convicted on all counts, was sentenced by Judge
Philip McCook to thirty to fifty years in Dannemora prison (He was later transferred to
Great Meadows prison, a less austere institution).
Dewey clearly implied that he was trying to deconstruct more than houses of ill
repute. Outside the courtroom lie said
"This, of course, was not a vice trial. It was a
rackets prosecution The control of all organized
prostitution in New York by the convicted defendants was
one of their lesser rackets.. .The prostitution racket was
merely the vehicle by which these men were convicted."
Luciano claimed that the entire Mann Act prosecution was a farce concocted by
Republicans and reformers to weaken the political power of mafia and machine in New
York City. He claimed:
"Back of this action is politics. I may not be the
most moral and upright man alive, but I have not at any
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time stooped to prostitution Y ve never been involved in
anything so messy.
"
Questions ultimately surfaced as to whether he might at least have been partially
correct and whether Dewey had suborned perjury from some of the witnesses that he
called to the stand in exchange for immunity from prosecution All the major witnesses
against Luciano gave depositions to his attorney, Moses Polakoff, sweanng that they had
lied on the stand and that Dewey and his staff had prepared and rehearsed them in what
untruths to tell. The depositions were part of Luciano's appeal, but the higher court let the
conviction stand, unable to determme whether the less than reputable retinue of witnesses
was lying during the tnal or in the depositions they gave after the trial. Twelve years later,
Dewey himself, by then governor of New York and Republican Presidential prospect,
refused to appear before the Kefauver Committee while it was investigating the
relationship between organized crime and politics in that state. He filed a formal notice
through counsel with the Kefauver Committee that he had been given insufficient time to
appear, although he offered to meet privately with the Senators in his own office and off
the record The Senators declined.
Dewey then set his sites on other mafioso and their associates, and the future for
the men of honor in New York looked, for the moment, dim
Mafia Aid to the War Effort
But with the outbreak of World War Two, the mafia eventually became an ally of
the American federal government - less out of patriotism than from a shared enemy.
When he first came to power in 1920, Italian dictator Benito Mussolini at first tried to
ignore the mafia, and then to coopt their power. Arlacchi claims "he tried to bring about a
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transfer of collective authority from outlaws to state officials by demonstrating his
superiority in political, military and - above all - in honorific terms."99
Mafiosi do not bow to challenges to honor. Eventually, because they were such an
effective political force m controlling clients and could not be controlled, m turn, by him,
Mussolini sent his prefecture of police, Cesare Mori, to Sicily with orders to wipe out the
mafiosi. (Mori was later punished for being too zealous in executing the order).
This inability of Mussolini and mafiosi to get along points up the truly political
nature of the traditional mafia. II Duce's biographer notes:
"The outward manifestations of the Mafia... were dealt
with far more effectively by Mussolini than by any liberal
government in modern times. This was done partly by
accepting an alliance with certain criminal elements in
Sicily. But a more important factor was his rejection of
elections and the jury system, because the mafia had
flourished mainly by threatening witnesses and juries and
by manipulating the electoral system Two thousand people
were quickly put in prison - many of them merely on
suspicion, with little positive evidence - and the worst
examples of mafia disorderhness ceased This proved that a
government prepared to ignore constitutional guarantees
could subdue, if not eliminate, a scourge that was more
responsible than anything else for keeping Sicily poor and
backward." 100
The ill-will between the Fascists and the mafia continued unabated in Italy in the
ensuing years.
My thesis that the mafia should rightly be regarded as a political rather a merely
criminal phenomenon is supported by E.J. Hobsbawm who says that "patronage" is the
central method of producing civic order in "lawless communities" and that the patron is
invariably a strong and feared man because, in such circumstances, "honor tends to
belong to the mighty." He notes that power in lawless communities "is rarely scattered"
and that it "clusters around local strong points" — ruled by a boss who has "a retinue of
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retainers, a body of dependents, a network of influence" and who "causes men to put
themselves under his protection" 101
Mafiosi were not about to surrender their influence to Mussolini. In fact, the mafia
succeeds best not in a totalitarian society, but rather m a more democratic, more liberal
political climate where electoral politics can be manipulated by patronage. That is why the
mafia was anxious to see Mussolini deposed "In a liberal system of popular suffrage,"
Hobsbawm notes, "[the mafia] could provide safe electoral majorities to whatever
government [or party] that gave it sufficient bnbes and concessions. The local boss could
guarantee electoral victory. This was child's play for the mafia. The bribes and
concessions were usually small and insignificant from the point of view of wealthy,
national political and economic interests" but they "made all the difference to local
power." Hobsbawm goes so far as to say that liberal politics "made the power of the local
boss," then "increased it" until the mafia "turned... into a big business." 102
The mafia and the political machine boss are nearly identical in their origins and
political abilities. The power of both derives from the consent of the clients who they
promise to protect and whose interests they advance in exchange for unquestioning
obedience and total personal loyalty. In Sicily, Hobsbawm says, "the mafia was a popular
movement" and "popular opinion supported it ...just as big city bosses in the United
States won their original power not simply by corruption and force but by being 'our
men' for thousands of immigrant voters."
He adds: "It is no accident that most American big city machines, however
corrupt, belonged to the traditional party of minority opposition (then the Democratic
party), as most Sicilians supported opposition to Rome, which, in the years after 1860,
"" E.J. Hobsbawm, Primitive Rebels: Studies in Archaic Forms ofSocial Movement In the 19th and
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meant 'the Ganbaldeans.'" It was not until the mafia in Sicily found a national
government that recognized the power of the organization as legitimate that its political
character was fully and finally formed
"Thus the crucial turn in the mafia's fortunes could
not come until the 'Left,' (or men who spouted its slogans)
became the government party after 1876. The 'Left' thus
achieved a transformation in Sicily and the South which
could not otherwise have been brought about: the complete
subjection of the mass to the government Sicilian political
organization, that is, the Mafia, thus became part of the
government system of patronage, and bargained all the
more effectively because its illiterate and remote followers
took time to realize that they were no longer voting for the
cause of revolt..A tacit relationship developed between
Rome, its troops, martial law and the mafia. The Kingdom
of the Mcfia was thus established...
"It had great power. Its members sat as deputies in
Rome and their spoons reached into the thickest part of the
gravy of government: large banks, national scandals. Its
influence and patronage was now beyond the dream of old
fashioned local captains... It was not to be opposed" 103
These were the politically sophisticated men of honor who would come to the
United States. As well schooled in patronage politics as were the Irish and other urban
machine bosses, the evolution of a working relationship between the Democratic party
and the American mafia was only a matter of time.
American mafioso Johnny Torrio, one of the first organized crime figures in this
country to realize that the mafia had to present itself as a mainstream political rather than
as an outlaw faction if it was to survive and prosper, discovered that Mussolini would
never be a friend of the men of honor. Luciano remembers:
"Johnny was a guy who could see around comers,
just like Meyer Lansky. One time, I even told him that the
barrel of his gun is curved, and he laughed at that, but he
didn' t deny it When we met he told me that he was gonna
take a vacation in Italy... He told me he wanted to talk over
a plan He thought booze was gonna become legal again,
and he wanted to become my agent in Europe, to start
buyin' up legal options on the best Scotch to get ready for
Hobsbawm, Primitive Rebels, pages 43-44.
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the end of the Volstead Act This was seven long years
before Repeal, and it was almost impossible to believe
Here was a guy predictin that my whole boodeg business
and everybody else' s for that matter, was gonna wind up in
the snithouse. (Such foresight regarding Fortuna's
whimsy would be congratulated by Machiavelli).
A meeting was held, attended by Torno, Luciano, Costello and Lansky, along
with a few other "partners. "After listening to his argument, Myer Lansky affirmed
Torrio'
s prediction, according to Luciano. Lansky noted the necessary link between
political connections and the success of organized criminal activity:
"[Lansky] agreed, and then he sa?d, 'The only way
to get legitimate is to move with legitimate people.' And
Johnny made the biggest point; he said, 'You've gotta get
mto the big politics; you can' t buy top politicians the same
way you bought the law.'"
So Torrio began his sojourn to develop monopoly control on the anticipated legal
future of beverage alcohol by travelling first to Italy. But even then, he found,
"Mussolini's Fascists were in the middle of a bitter campaign to eliminate the Sicilian
mafia and to get rid of American gangsters of Italian descent who were returning home.
Labeled as an 'undesirable visitor,' Torrio was soon back in the United States..."
Hence the mafia and federal authorities entered into the alliance, mentioned above,
known as Operation Underworld. "Charley Lucky," the foxy Luciano, who had been
part, however historically minor, of President Roosevelt's bartering schemes, and who
was well aware that Vice President Truman owed his political success to the Pendergast
machine centered in St Louis, had not missed the opportunity to call the federal
government' s attention to himself as a likely ally in the war against Fascism He recalls:
"I was wastin' away in Great Meadows wonderin'
why those masterminds in Washington couldn' t get the
lead out of their asses. Finally... I sent word that I had to
see Tommy Lucchese (boss of one of New York City's
five mafia families, also known as "Three Fingers Tommy
Brown") and Joe Adonis right away.
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They came up the next day (to the Great Meadowspnson where Luciano was serving his time) and I told 'em
something had' da be done with this guy Hitler I said that
if somebody could knock off this son of a bitch the war
could be overm five minutes.... We've got the best hit manm the world over there...."
This was a reference to Vito Genovese, a Luciano capo who had, by mere
coincidence, fled to Italy just pnor to the outbreak of the World War to avoid a possible
(and justifiable) murder charge in Brooklyn While a fugitive m Italy, Genovese had done
everything in his power to ingratiate himself with the mafia-hating Mussolini and his son-
in-law, Foreign Minister Count Galeazzo Ciano. He donated $250,000 to the construction
of a Fascist Party Headquarters building in Nola; he arranged the murderm Brooklyn of
Carlos Tresca, editor of an Italian-American newspaper, IlMarteUo, which gave
Mussolini bad press in the United States, and, some say, he arranged to supply a cocaine
habit of the Italian Foreign Minister, Ciano. Mussolini awarded the foxy Genovese the
Commendatore de Re Medal, the highest honor the Italian government could bestow
upon a civilian 104
This information was intended to impress the Great Meadows guards more than
Tommy Lucchese or Joey Adonis. It was shouted out by Luciano, as if in a fit of patriotic
fervor he could not control. It was his hope that the prison guards would pass this
intelligence along. And they did
Then, in January of 1942, a stupendous event occurred that would place
Luciano' s boast in an altogether more viable context. The French luxury liner, the
Normandie
,
which had been requisitioned by the United States military and was being
refitted at a Hudson River dock as a troop ship, mysteriously burst into flames, burned
for three days, and then rolled over on her side, a dead hulk. Sabotage was immediately
104
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suspected (although never conclusively proved). After long deliberations, it was
concluded that the mafia, as anti-Fascist as the federal government and, because of its
control of the International Longshoremens' Association (ILA), a force in some ways far
greater on the New York waterfront than the Navy itself, might be enlisted as a patnotic
ally in the suppression of sabotage.
An excellent account of mafia domination of the New York waterfront is foundm
an extensively researched text by Donal Goddard
"Dissent (on the docks) was ruthlessly
suppressed (by the mafia). The last significant reform
movement, coalescing in 1939 around a Brooklyn
longshoreman named Peter Panto, came to nothing when
he was strangled and buried in a lime pit by Albert
Anastasia. The district attorney in Brooklyn was then
William O'Dwyer. Pressed to investigate the Panto killing
more vigorously, he denounced his critics as
'Communists,' a charge echoed by ILA counsel Louis
Waldman when the matter came up again at the Crime
Commission hearings. The greatest problem on the
waterfront, he said, was 'the long and bitter civil war' that
the 'visible and invisible forces of the Kremlin' were
waging to seize control of American ports." 105
After being steered through a number of possible contacts, Lt Commander
Charles Haffenden of the Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI) learned that only Lucky
Luciano, now a prisoner facing up to half a century of confinement thanks to the zealous
efforts of Thomas Dewey, was the only man of such outstanding mafia honor that he
could approve such a level of cooperation Commander Haffenden then contacted
Luciano' s lawyer, Moses Polakoff, a former U.S. Attorney then in private practice, who
in turn conveyed the government' s offer of a deal to Luciano:
"F d already thought about it," Luciano recalled,
"and I told [Polakoff] I wasn' t stupid enough to think
Dewey (then governor of New York and in sole charge of
petitions for clemency or pardon) could spring me without
105 Donald Goddard, All Fall Down: One Man Against The Waterfront Mob, (New York: Times Books,
1980), page37.
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the best possible excuse to keep his face clean all the way
through..I told them that about six months before the war
started I got a letter from Vito (Genovese, on self-imposed
exile) m Rome, where the little prick was living it up prettygood
- and he had big contacts, including Mussolini
himself. I knew Vito inside and out, and the one thing I
was sure of was that he never bragged. He liked to pull
fancy tricks, but he never boasted to me. In his letter Vito
told me how great he was doing. He' d made a lot of
contacts with guys down m Sicily whose names F d given
him before he left The most important thing he said was
that m Sicily my name was like that of a king. Vito said that
Mussolini was really pouring out the shit on Americans
but as far as I was concerned, down in Sicily, they thought
of me as a real number one guy. And that set me to thmkm'how I could give Dewey the legitimate excuse he' d need to
let me out" 106
"The Navy heeded those calls," Gosch and Hammer insist "It was deeply
concerned at the moment about the New York waterfront. Many of the businessmen there
and many of the dock workers were Italian and Sicilian On January 3, 1946, Luciano's
prison term was commuted by Dewey, then the governor of New York, on the condition
that he agree to deportation And on February 9, 1946, Luciano left the United States for
good, settling in Naples where he remained until he died of a heart attack on January 2,
1962. Signing Luciano's release, Governor Dewey, the man who had spent seven hours
detailing Luciano' s crimes before a jury, said
"Upon the entry of the United States into the war,
Luciano' s aid was sought by the armed services in
inducing others to provide information concerning possible
enemy attack It appears that he cooperated in such efforts,
though the actual value of the information is not clear. His
record in prison is reported as wholly satisfactory.
"
Later, Dewey expanded on Luciano' s role in an interview with the
New York Post:
"An exhaustive investigation.. established that
Luciano' s aid to the Navy in the war was extensive and
valuable. Ten years is probably as long as anybody ever
served for compulsory prostitution And these factors led
Gosch and Hammer, Last Will, page 260.
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the parole board to recommend the commutation
combmed with the fact that Luciano would be exiled
for life, under law/"07
McCarthy Era Then, in the period of repression that followed the war, the
focus of the McCarthy era was again on Communism as the principle threat to Amencan
national security. And the Communists, it was feared, would infiltrate Amenca through
the labor union movement The mafia, which had gamed immense influence in many
labor unions (especially the Longshoremen's, the Teamsters, the Construction laborers
and the Hotel and Restaurant Employees and Bartenders unions) 108 was as rabidly anti-
Communist as was any McCarthy-ite. Histoncally, in Sicily, communism and the mafia
were sworn enemies because, for different reasons, they contested with each other for the
loyalty of the working class as their principal base of power. "Beneath the rule of the
government of the state," Hobsbawm notes, "though sometimes living in strange
symbiosis with it, [the] mafia provided a parallel machine of law and organized
power... the only effective one as far as its clients were concerned"
Communism threatened the mafia' s base of political power in Sicily just as it did
in the United States. Once the mafia became "a functional part of the [Italian] government
patronage system" it ran the risk of losing its appeal as a "popular Sicilian movement."
Hobsbawm says: "Communists provided an alternative to the mafia... while at the same
time alienating them ...[as] a terrorist force opposed to the Left" The post-Fascist period
in both countries was characterized by what Hobsbawm calls "open warfare between
mafia and Socialists and Communists." The mafia recognized that if it lost its clientele to
in? Gosch and Hammer, Last Will, page 277.
108 For an extensive analysis of labor union control by mafiosi, see President's Commission on Organized
Crime, Report to the President and Attorney General, The Edge: Organized Crime, Business, and Labor
Unions, (Washington, D.G: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1986), and also the Commission's
Appendix, published in 1985 by the same source.
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the Communists it would devolve "from a parallel system of government to a
mere pressure group." 109
But after 1943, with the defeat of the Axis powers and the onset of the Cold War
between the Umted States and the Soviet Union, the mafia "reemerged happily" in Sicily.
The "big mafia" could easily come to terms with Rome. "For most Sicilians, all that
happened was that the parallel system' and the official government merged mto a single
conspiracy to oppress." 110
Something similar was the case m the United States during that period As Fox
points out:
"The AFL had its gangsters and the CIO had its
Communists. 'This local has been captured by radicals and
Communists,' said Joe Ryan about the San Franciso
longshoremen led by Harry Bridges. But what of 'the way
they sweat and graft on the East Coast longshoremen,' said
Bridges, referring to Ryan' s locals. 'You see men working
there ten times worse than we ever worked here, and five
percent of their pay to racketeers alone."
Be that as it may, from the capitalistic perspective a choice between two evils,
Communism or the mafia, was a foregone conclusion The former wanted to destroy the
free enterprise system and the latter only wanted to exploit it Mafiosi are adroit at
collecting the golden eggs without killing the goose that lays them Fox says:
"The labor factions came down to gangsters and
Communists, bristling enemies, forever squabbling over
turf and deploring each other in public. Yet the gangsters
and Communists shared more than they could
acknowledge. Both were secretive conspiracies, veiling
their purposes, speaking in cryptic argots behind contrived
facades. Both drew their troops from immigrant and ethnic
populations. Both believed in monopolies -- their own --
instead of free markets and democratic choices. Both were
contemptuous of cops as mercenary lackeys serving evil,
bloated masters. Both pursued larger goals, beyond the
labor movement, with an absolute unconcern for means
and ethics.
'° 9 Hobsbawm, Primitive Rebels, pages 44^45.
1,0 Hobsbawm, Primitive Rebels, page 47.
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"But gangsters and Communists split on one
final dsunguishing point If they had to choose, gangsters
would line up with employers, Communists
with workers. The criminals ultimately wanted money
lne Communists, for their own peculiar reasons
wanted tobuild a labor movement In the labor wars
of the 1930's, the Communists were the surest allies
of the working people." 111
But Senator Joseph McCarthy and J. Edgar Hoover were not champions of the
immigrant working class and the ever-obedient, moralistic agents of the FBI remained
obsessed with Communism Machiavellianism defeated Marxism The mafia survived and
prospered throughout the repressive Red hunting era. Andm this fact there is a lesson that
needs to be stressed both the Sicilian mafia and its American cousin are composed
overwhelmingly of middle class men with middle class mterests. They are not the friends
of the abjectly poor. 112
And it is worm inserting that this symbiotic and synergistic relationship between
mafia-dominated labor unions and anti-Communist American politicians continued long
after the paranoia of the Cold War made it seem plausible. When Anthony M. Scotto was
tried in federal court in April of 1979 because of his links between the ILA and the mafia,
he tried to make the claim that his "bribes" to New York Governor Hugh Carey and
Lieutenant Governor Mario Cuomo were in fact merely "campaign donations." The jury
did not buy it, but even so: "Governor Carey testified for him as a character witness, as
did former New York Mayors John V. Lindsay and Robert F. Wagner, Justice William
C. Thompson of the New York State Supreme Court, and Lane Kirkland, George
Meany's successor as president of the AFL-CIO." Scotto, tried along with Antonio
"Tough Tony" Anastasio, brother of Albert Anastasia, director of Murder. Inc. , were
both found guilty on November 15, 1979, on a revised sixty count indictment after five
1.1 Fox, Bloodand Power, page 187.
1.2 For further treatment of this topic consult Hobsbawm, Primitive Rebels, pages 36-37.
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days of Jury deliberation. (Either nonplused by his organized crime connections or
unaware of them at the time, Ethel Kennedy once sent Scotto a personal note inviting him
to a political fund-raising dinner for her husband, Robert, the former Attorney General
turned Senator from New York, and once the nemesis of mafia-labor union relationships,
the man who had warned about the corrupting dangers of "the enemy within.")" 3
It is ironic, therefore, and it says something about the amoral utilitarianism of
American politics, that the era of reform that followed the McCarthy years would be a
different story for the mafiosi men of honor. Straight out of law school, Robert Kennedy
went to work as a Justice Department attorney in the Criminal Division He was assigned
to investigate loyalty and security cases. Following a leave taken in 1952 to help brother
John win a Senate seat, he joined Senator McCarthy' s staff when the infamous Wisconsin
Red hunter was conducting his hearings on Communist influence in the State Department
and the Army. Kennedy left McCarthy for a while, not because he was philosophically
opposed to the senator' s paranoid quest for evil but because he could not get along with
the committee's chief counsel, Roy Cohn Kennedy said "At that time, I thought there
was a serious internal security threat to the United States. I felt at that time that Joe
McCarthy seemed to be the only one who was doing anything about it. I was wrong." 114
He thenjoined the Hoover Commission, a federal group studying efficiency in
government operations, but after some eight months he returned to the anti-Communist
crusade, becoming minority counsel to the McCarthy's Committee. In January of 1955,
after Democrats had won a majority in the Senate, he became chief counsel.
But it was McCarthy's demise and the diminishing preoccupation of Americans
with the possibility of internal Communist subversion that, in retrospect
, was fortune's
1,3 Goddaid, All Fall Down
,
pages 3 03 -04.
IM Ronald Gold ferb, Perfect Villains, Imperfect Heroes: Robert F. Kennedy's War Against Organized
Crime, (New York: Random House, 1995), pages 4-5.
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first signal of trouble on the horizon for the mafia men of honor. In 1957, Kennedy
moved to the McClellan Committee where, according to one of his former aides,
"he learned about the spread of racketeering in the United States and began his campaign
against the rackets and corrupt labor leaders, including his Ahab-like pursuit of
Jimmy Hoffa." 115
It is significant that Ronald Goldfarb, colleague and ardent admirer of Robert
Kennedy, uses the Moby Dick metaphor to describe the former Attorney General as
"Ahab-like" is his relentless hunt for mafiosi m America. That is precisely the metaphor
chosen by Joel Kovel to describe FBI Director Hoover. The two men, Kennedy and
Hoover, despised each other and yet, at bottom, what Kovel says of the FBI director
might as easily have been said of the Attorney General, substituting only the term anti-
mafia for the term anticommunism
"Captain Ahab says of his ship, the Pequod ....just
before it goes down, that 'its wood could only be
American.' And there is no more American a work of
literature thmMoby Dick
. It is quite impossible to imagine
its narrative - a mad sea captain leading his motley crew
on a doomed chase of vengeance across the world' s oceans
- coming from another nation. The scale of the chase can
belong only to the mythos of an expansive maritime power;
while the only other imperial power of comparable oceanic
scope, England, was not wracked with a dialectic such as
this. Moby Dick's excesses are the excesses of America;
and the peculiar gesture of American anticommunism (in
Hoover's case, and in Kennedy' s case anti-mafia -ism) is
prefigured in Melville's portrayal of the persecutory
Ahab....
"...Remote and distant from his crew, his insensate
hatred of Moby Dick is grounded in separateness from the
quarry. In Ahab's world of splitting the rule is 'hunt or be
hunted,' a hierarchical paranoia which reflects the social
organization of the Pequod
,
indeed, his entire universe,
above which looms the Puritan God, the persecuting hound
Goldfarb, Perfect Villains. Before it expired in in 1960, the McClellan Committee, officially the
Senate Select Committee on Improper Activities in the Labor and Management Field, issued findings that
eventually led to passage ofthe Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959, known as the
Land rum-Griffith Act
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of heaven: 'Death to Moby Dick! God hunt us all if we do
not hunt Moby Dick to his death!"" 16
Hatred grounded in separateness! Fear and paranoia that evolves from a lack of
any sense of connectedness!
At one point in Melville' s novel, after laying becalmed for days on end and
suffering a long siege of breathless heat, the great leviathan appears to the Pequod's crew
-
a group now on the verge of disorientation and madness from laying still at sea for so
long without anything except the rising and the setting sun to aid in the slightest sense of
bearing. Spatial disorientation made them distrust their own senses as does the tendency
to vertigo to a pilot similarly separated from landmarks. The whale erupts out of the
impenetrable depths of the dark ocean The crew leaps to the gunwales and gawks.
Appearance and reality come into play.
Everyone sees it, but no one is sure it is really there.
The mafia presents just the opposite problem of appearance and reality for political
science. Nobody sees it, but everybody now knows its there.
The mafia is one of America's great white political whales.
Perhaps, like the Pequod's crew, our own insensate fears and the search for
connectedness in an anomic culture helps explain both our attraction to and our repulsion
from the American mafia. Perhaps the inability of science to deal with things not apparent
to the senses and therefore beyond the boundaries of any test for validity helps explain
why the discipline has neglected the men of honor as significant actors on the American
political landscape. Perhaps our insistence -- in scholarship, in organization and in law -
upon placing our faith in impersonal systems rather than to trust individual humans puts
the entire Honor Code off limits to the academy and those who populate it
1,6
Joel Kovel, Red Hunting In The Promised Land, (New York: Basic Books, 1994), pages 222-23.
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Perhaps, to discover the leviathan beneath the political surface, we need to
think about how much of our own national hatred has been grounded in separateness
from the quarry, from the object of our hunt, the enemy within which we project outward
and describe as "evil" in some alien and embodied "other.
"
Perhaps, children of a paradise lost in a mythical past, separated from nature by
our own insistence upon conquering it, we want most what we fear we will never again
find: connectedness.
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CHAPTER II
MAFIA JUSTICE: HONOR AND CONNECTEDNESS
The usual hero adventure begins with someone from whom
something has been taken, or who feels there's something
lacking in the normal experiences available or permitted to
the members of his society. The person then takes offon a
series ofadventures beyond the ordinary, either to recover
what has been lost or to discover some life-giving elixir.
It's usually a cycle, a going and returning.
Joseph Campbell 113
Wolin pointed out the absence of personal trust we in Amenca have in three areas
in our theories of organization in our emphasis on the scientific method, and in our
political institutions.
119
Describing what he calls "the recent and contemporary fascination with
organization," he notes that "a method is a form of organization and an organization is a
form of method" He adds:
"Pervading much of the recent theorizing on
method is the promise that the right method will enhance
and extend man' s power over nature and society: method
provides us with the power to predict the course of
phenomena, and hence to put them under our control. More
striking still, method, like organization is the salvation of
puny men the compensatory device for individual foibles,
the gadget which allows mediocrity to transcend its
limi tations. On the one side, organization, by simplifying
and routinizing procedures, eliminates the need for
surpassing talent It is predicated on 'average human
beings.' The organizational hero would be a contradiction
in terms." 120
Weber, in fact, says: "Bureaucratization offers above all the optimum possibility
for carrying through the principle of specializing administrative functions according to
1.8 Joseph Campbell, with Bill Moyers, The Power ofMyth, (New York: Doubleday, 1988), page 152.
1.9 Sheldon Wolin, Politics and Vision: Continuity and Innovation in Western Political Thought,
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1960), pages 382-402.
120 Wolin, Politics and Vision, page 3 82 and page 3 83.
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purely objective considerations. Individual performances are allocated to functionanes
who have specialized training and who by constant practice learn more and more. The
'objective' discharge of business primarily means a discharge of business according to
calculable rules and without regardfor persons\..A consistent execution of bureaucratic
domination means the leveling of status 'honor.'" 121
Similarly, with respect to academic reliance upon scientific research methods,
Wolin adds:
"Our normal mental image is of the scientist as
hero: a Galileo, a Newton, or an Einstein. We must,
however, avoid corifusing what it means to invent or
discover a method with what it means touse one that has
already been discovered, to distinguish between, say, a
Euclid and the schoolboy who learns to manipulate
geometrical propositions....More ominously, just as
organization theorists had warned that an organization
could not be adjusted to individual idiosyncrasies, social
scientists, like Max Weber, for example, found the
imperious demands of method intolerant of what he
contemptuously called the 'cult of personality.' Thus
method, like organization, tends to depersonalize, to
restrict to a minimum the distmguishing traits of the
individual, whether he follows the rules of method or
obeys the rules of the organization
"Methodological destructiveness has come a long
way since Hobbes amused himself by 'feigning' the
annihil ation of the world Now method has been turned on
man in order to root out the personal peculiarities which
disqualify him both from being a competent methodologist
as well as a proper subject for scientific generalizations...
A
method dictates a principle of selection; it groups relevant
data and ignores others; some phenomena are admitted,
others excluded.
"When these ideas are transferred to social theory,
they tend to support the aggregate and to denigrate the
individual. The aggregate or the collective is to social
theory what relevant facts are to method; pari passu , the
121 From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology, (transl. & ed. by H.H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills, New York:
Oxford University Press, 1958), page 215.
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antisocial or urnntegrated individual falls under the same
suspicion as an irrelevant fact" 122
He goes further by noting: "The same hopes, the same fears, which inspired
theorists of organization and method have been at workm constitutional thinking as well.
When we designate a system as 'constitutional' we usually have the following elements m
mind; first, legal procedures for vesting authority among the various office-holders;
second, effective restraints upon the exercise of power; third, institutionalized procedures
for insuring the responsibility and accountability of public officials; and, fourth, a system
of legal guarantees for enforcing the rights of citizens. " He adds that the intention of the
Framers of the United States Constitution "was not to educate men, but to deploy them;
not to alter their moral character, but to arrange institutions in such a manner that human
drives would cancel each other or, without conscious intent, be deflected towards the
common good"
The aim of the Constitution is not to achieve but to prevent, Wolin observes,
adding: "We look in vain for any theory of political education, of political leadership...As
Hume testified, 'a constitution is only so far good as it provides a remedy against
maladministration.' It follows that whatever virtue or excellence there would be properly
belonged more to the system than to its operators." Great individuals do not tend to arise
within "systems," Wolin says, precisely because "the 'system' has been consciously
designed to eliminate the need for greatness."123
With these observations alone, Wolin may have helped to answer his own
question about why political science ignores organized crime. The mafioso is generally
considered an antisocial or urnntegrated individual and has thus been regarded as an
122 Wolin, Politics and Vision, page 3 84-85.
,23 Wolin, Politics and Vision, pages 388-89 and pages 390-91.
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irrelevant fact Nor does a study of the mafia lend itself well to the scientific method -
killers are disinclined to fill out and return survey instruments. And bureaucracy itself is
intolerant of anyone who thinks of h/herself as either a martyr or an individual of
overriding honor and who behaves accordingly.
Lewis C. Mainzer wrestled with the same issue in an essay entitled Honor In The
Bureaucratic Life. He asks:
"Does not bureaucracy, embodying obedient,
routinized, joint, anonymous action destroy the possibility
of personal responsibility for the deed? Does it not
destroy, thereby, the possibility of personal honor?
"If so, the dominance of bureaucracy in our day
may requne that old virtues be reexamined or that we
reconcile ourselves to the impossibility of living a
worthwhile life within a large organization" 124
Loyalty and the Men of Honor
The traditional mafia developed in polar opposite circumstances - in conditions
where methods were entirely personal, where organization was primitive at best, where
the constitutional law did not reach, and where salvation depended upon trusting to the
superior physical and mental skills of a single individual. The man of honor, the true
mafioso, had to be a hero.
The traditional mafia system of honor is a patron-client arrangement of control and
dependence rooted in reciprocal obligation It is one in which clients exchange their
freedom for security by pledging absolute personal loyalty and obedience to a patron
who, in exchange, holds himself individually responsible for guaranteeing their safety
m Lewis C Mainzer, "Ho nor In The Bureaucratic Life," The Review of Politics, Vol. 26,
January 1964, page 70.
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and advancing their best interests over those of non-clients, through whatever effective
means available. Honor binds patron and client through personal loyalty. 125
That is why Bonanno, the most literate defender of the ideal mafia tradition
amongst the American men of honor themselves, says "the American public is fascinated
with the mafia." He notes: "The true theme has to do with family pnde and personal
honor. That'
s what made [the novel and the movie] The Godfather so popular. It
portrayed people with a strong sense of kinship trying to survive m a cruel world" 126 In
other words, it appealed to those of us hvmg m anomic post-modem society, alienated
from close interpersonal contact with each other - a condition bequeathed by classical
liberalism
- imparting a remembrance of what it is like to feel the comfort of
connectedness to a power higher and greater than ourselves.
In Holmes' terms, it appealed to the and liberal sentiments even of liberals.
In fact, Bonanno claims that American reliance upon impersonal organizations,
methods and systems makes it difficult for us to appreciate the theme of honorable loyalty
that guides the conduct of true mafia types of fellowships. It is as if we no longer have a
language capable of conveying the sentiment of honor.
"Because Americans liken the (mafia) Family to a corporation an institution run
along bureaucratic lines," he says, "they often mistakenly compare the relationship
between a Father and his second (underboss) to that of a chairman of the board and the
chief executive officer of the corporation This corporate analogy is misapplied, as are all
125
See, for example, Francis AJ. Ianni, "Formal and Social Organization in an Organized Crime
'Family': A Case Study," Universiry of Florida Law Review, 24, 1971, pages 31-41.
126 Bonanno, Man ofHonor, page 405.
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comparisons between a Family and a business bureaucracy.- The second mainly acts as
the most visible and most accessible conduit to the Father himself. The Father prefers to
remain in the background He uses his second as his eyes and ears. Ideally, the Father is
everywhere present but nowhere to be seen." 128
If one infers from this descnption a similarity between the effective mafia capo
and the Judeo-Christian God, Bonanno would not be displeased by the companson.
Likewise he says, the use of the term "captains" is misleading as a description of
the capodecima who serve beneath the underbuys. "This word in itself gives the
erroneous impression that the relationship between a Father and his group leaders is a
militaristic one. This is true perhaps only during an emergency state of war against
another Family. During normal times, however, the relationship between a Father and his
group leaders is based on mutual sympathy, capacity and personal allegiance....When the
Father makes a decision the responsibility for carrying it out often goes to a group leader,
who then is free to assign the undertaking to people in his group." And again, Bonanno
objects to what he calls "police cant" for the lowest rung of the made members of a mafia
Family, those we call "soldiers." He calls them "the boys." 129
The military analogy "gives the false impression that Family members all are on
ready alert, waiting for orders to march...
,27
See, for example, Peter A. Lupsha, "Individual Choice, Material Culture, and Organized Crime,"
Criminology, 19, 1981, pages 3-24. Lupsha examines some of the American roots oforganized crime and
its place within American culture. Lupsha notes: "These groups depend on trust and loyalty to operate and
survive. Cultural bases for that trust are usually in the primary 'blood' culture, not the overall social,
political, and economic culture."
' 28 Bonanno, Man ofHonor, page 148.
129 Law Enforcers in Massachusetts frequently use this same term when referring to made members of the
mafia - " the boys."
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"The Family is not the same as a criminal gang...Family membership does not
entitle one to a monetary stipend,- it simply places the Family member m a society of
friends who can help each other through a network of connections." 130
Bonanno, now ninety years old and retired to Tuscon, Anzona, describes the ideal
mafioso alternately as a "Father," a "prince ," and a "man of honor," who follows
Machiavelli's advice by way of guarding his Family's mterests. But it is a very personal
ability or skill that is much more difficult, he notes, than it might seem "All men have
eyes, Machiavelh says, but few have the gift of penetration," Bonanno notes. 131
The mafia cannot be understood in bureaucratic, methodological or constitutional terms.
American law enforcement agencies commonly err in thinking that it can
He makes the point that, unlike bureaucratic organizations, in which the
permanence of the office itself is more important than any single office-holder, the
continuance of a patron-client structure is entirely dependent upon the person who heads
it He says:
"My removal to Arizona left the question open as to
who would succeed me as Father. If everything is going
right, succession is not as problematic as one would think.
If there is unity, the Family members easily recognize who
among them has the necessary qualities to make a good
Father. Such a man will have proved himself by example
over the years and will have undertaken duties to test his
mettle. It is only in chaotic times that succession becomes
a chore...
"...We're now talking about a time when I ceased
to be in control of the Family... I daresay that after my
departure, the fragmentation of the Family was such that
you probably can' t say it had a Father at all....And it is
improper for people to refer to it as the Bonanno Family. It
stopped being the Bonanno Family when I retired In
Sicily, a Family is sometimes likened to a cosca - an
artichoke. The Family members are like the artichoke
130 Bonanno, Man ofHonor, pages 148-49.
131 Bonanno, Man ofHonor, page 297.
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leaves and the Father is the central stem on which all hanaRemove the central stem and all you have is a lot of
separate leaves. I am not a Father anymore and there is noBonanno Family anymore." 132
To call attention to the similar way in which the mafioso and the ethnic Irish ward
politician in the United States are likewise influenced by the call to tribal loyalty and
patriarchal dominance, Fox holds up Joseph Kennedy as an example, albeit a poor one
(he often seemed to forget the concept of reciprocity). A study of Kennedy family history
(not thoroughly undertaken here) might show the likeness between the two patriarchs -
Bonanno and Kennedy, one mafioso-pohtical and the other pohticial-mafioso. Joseph
Kennedy, a boodeggmg partner of mafioso Frank CosteUo during the Prohibition era, and
a man who as much as any other gives credence to the claim that the endjustifies the
means in a society that honors wealth above the moral virtue of temperance, shared with
the men of honor the sense of vitriolic personal loyalty that bureaucracy and merit systems
despise. But in the commitment to personal loyalty lies both their ascendance and the
seeds of their downfall. Personal loyalty, so valuable to clients who have not mastered the
techniques of success in a consumer-oriented society, becomes an impediment to success
once a certain level of socio-economic status is achieved If we compare Joseph Kennedy
to the analysis of mafiosi corruption described by Bonanno, it is hard to find any
difference between the tragic fates of the two. Nonetheless, like Bonanno, the elder
Kennedy thoughtthe lessons taught him about personal loyalty were of paramount
political importance. Fox says:
"All his adult life Kennedy was caught between two
poles: a sentimental affection for his ethnic and family
background, and a gargantuan, unquenchable ambition that
pulled him away, always up and out, to distant, ever
receding heights P. J. Kennedy (Joseph' s father and
President Kennedy's grandfather) had made a little money
and wielded some influence in local Democratic politics,
and there his ambition stopped From his father, Joe
'32 Bonanno, Man of Honor, page 292.
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absorbed the bedrock principle of ward politics andpersonahzed relations, that of loyalty to persons overloyalty to measures or abstractions. 'My father,' Joe wouldsay warned me not so much against the thief and theharlot as against the disloyal and the ungrateful Myfather taught me to be loyal and to be grateful at""
whatever cost.""5
The Mafia Concept of Friendship
Friendship and connectedness m the community of the mafia faithful implies a
deep sense of personal loyalty. But this is not the sort of friendship foundm Anstotle and
described by George P. Fletcher of Columbia University as the "higher form of
friendship, transcending both pleasure and utility" which "rests on each partner'
s
reciprocally wishing each other well and conferring benefits on each other as an endm
itself." Mafia loyalty and friendship are geared less toward the idealistic end of
AiistoL&imeudaemoma
,
the contented happiness of a secure and good life, as toward
protective alliances aimed at mere survival in a world seen as fraught with constant threats
and danger. 134
The mafia stress on loyalty and friendship is intended to counteract the
disintegrative forces of economic society and to contravene the very great danger of
133 Fox, Bloodand Po^er, page 20. Consider the foibles ofthe artichoke leaves without their patriarchal
stem: thedishonor brought on the family after Joseph Kennedy 's death by the shameless behaviour of
Edward Kennedy, Joseph Kennedy Jr., Michael Kennedy and Stephen Smith Jr. Would the patriarch, if he
was able to speak, notecho Bonanno's claim that without his fatherly guidance this cannot becalled "the
Kennedy Family" of his creation?
13-4 George P. Fletcher, Loyalty: An Essay on the Morality of Relationships, (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1993), page 7. Also, Aristotle's comment about the nature and political role of
friendship is found in the Nichomachean Ethics at 1155a. Aristotle says friendship "isavirtueor
implies a virtue and is beside most necessary with a view toward living." In Aristotle's system, traits are
deemed virtues ifthey contribute to our telos
,
toward eudaemonia
,
our ultimate happiness. Mafia
friendship does not rise to this plane. It is centered only on survival and protection in Hobbesian
circumstances ofconstant danger. The " good life" to the mafioso is scarcely the same as the "good life" to
Aristotle.
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betrayal. Fletcher (whose text does not address the mafia, but is adapted here to that
purpose) points out:
"The exemplar of the marketplace has conquered
neighboring arenas (in which loyalty and friendship can be
viewed). Today we think about relatives, employers
religious groups, and nations the way we think about
companies that supply us with products and services If wedon t like what we are getting, we consider the
competition Conventional free market theory teaches that
leaving is a virtue...The values of the marketplace apply
today not onlym the choice of material products like
toothpaste and automobiles but in our relationships with
people... Shifting loyalties is an increasingly common way
of coping with weak friendship, a shaky marriage a
religious community that takes the wrong stand on an
important issue, or a nation that has come into the hands of
the wrong political party. The beauty of the marketplace
mentality is that one can act solely on the basis of consumer
preference..." 135
The marketplace mentality of contemporary America is not the kind of climate that
gave birth to men of honor and put such a premium on personal loyalty. The American
marketplace mentality, according to Bonanno, is one so inhospitable to the concept of
honor and personal loyalty that the mafia cannot long survive in it While the United
States Department of Justice takes credit today for having defeated the mafia in its war
against organized crime, Bonanno scoffs at the claim All the FBI did, in his view, was
beat a dead horse. Marketplace values in America destroyed the mafia by corrupting it
from within, he claims:
"The way of life that I and my Sicilian ancestors
pursued is dead. What Americans refer to as 'the Mafia' is
a degenerate outgrowth of that life-style. Sicilian
immi grants who came to America tried to conduct their
affairs as they had in Sicily, but we eventually discovered
this was impossible. American culture, with its market-
place values, made us rich for the most part, but at the
same time it eroded our relationships, which had always
been kinship based Mafia is a process, not a thing.
Mafia is a form of clan cooperation to which its individuals
pledged lifelong loyalty. In other words, as corny or
1
Fletcher, Loyalty, pages 3 -4.
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ssr what mkes 11115 fTocess w°rk is a
"Friendships, connections, family ties trust
loyalty, obedience - this was the 'glue' that held us'
together. In America, however, and increasingly
throughout the industrialized world, the glue that holds
people together is their economic relationship Trade and
work are the basis of the new culture The 'Mafia'
phenomenonm America today shouldn' t even be referred
to by that name I've turned my back on what I consider adebased form of my traditional lifestyle. Most of the names
1 readm the newspapers are new to me, and then-
activities.. .are entirely repugnant..They're all tryino to
make money. That's all I see. The ideals embodied in my
tradition will endure only in the hearts of men" 136
Bonanno is saying the same thing about the American mafia that Hobsbawm said
about its Sicilian counterpart "Intergenerational strife" between older and younger
mafiosi led, m Hobsbawm' s analysis of the Sicilian mafia
,
to a "loss of family cohesion
upon which mafia strength depends." 137 Precisely that same thing led, m Bonanno'
s
view, to the destruction of the men of honor in America.
One is left to conclude that the due warnings of the federal government about the
mafia beast as a threat to liberal democracy are inverted 138 If experts on the mafia
process, like Hobsbawm, Arlacchi and Bonanno are to be believed, liberal, democratic,
consumer society is less in danger from the men of honor than are the men of honor in
danger from it Honor, it seems, has little place where abundance makes a system of
justice possible but unnecessary.
Honor, conversely, is essential when true scarcity and threats to survival make a
system of justice necessary, but impossible.
136 Bonanno, Man ofHonor, page 404.
137 Hobsbawm, Primitive Rebels, page 45.
138 « For more than 55 years, the largest, most extensive, and most influential crime group in this country
has been La Cosa Nostra...No other crime group in the United States is so formally organized, so
broadly established, or so effective." President's Commission, The Impact: Organized Crime Today,
1986, pages 35-36.
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can
In a culture so well-endowed with the items that truly relate to scarcity that it
and must pay its farmers not to farm, so as to control over-abundance, the men of honor
have no place. In a condition of genuine scarcity, where the resources of survival must be
allocated amidst the demands of self-preservation and can only be so apportioned by men
who are so extraordinarily feared by those who nsk losing then lives anyway in defiance
of them, the men of honor - the patrons to clients - become the only form of workable
political society.
And yet, it seems, precisely because the ideal of honor does continue to endure in
the hearts of people, the mafia, however debased from its traditional form, continues to
fascinate. Bonanno, s explanation for this is that we long for heroes and for heroism, for
loyalty and connectedness, for people guided by personal honor and obedience rather than
by economic calculation "I believe Americans are strongly attracted to such themes
because they are witnessing the erosion of kinship and of personal honor in their culture.
They therefore look at representations of these fading values, whether in movies, books
or television soap operas, with nostalgia. I believe Americans miss the old frontier days
of personal confrontation I think Americans miss the extended family and are having a
difficult time trying to find a substitute. America yearnsfor closeness . Most of all, and I
say this is a figurative sense, America yearns for a 'father.'" 139
Arlacchi explains that whatever words one uses, whether "mafia" or drangheta"
or "Camorra", they are only adjectives descriptive of the same phenomenon "They are
terms denoting the idea of honor and the man of honor in the eyes of the local population"
in areas "where honor is the unit that measured the value of a person, a family or a thing
It was expressed in the respect and esteem in which certain people were held, and was
stricdy linked to the possession of particular qualities and the accomplishment of
Bo nan no, Man ofHonor, page405.
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particular^
_
feats, deeds and acuons. The behavtour of the mafloso was part of a
cultural system whose central theme was honor attained through tndtv.dual violence." -
Arlacchi says:
"What did it mean to behave like a mafioso'? It
meant to make oneselfrespected It meant to be a 'man ofhonour un uomo d'onore, strong enough to avenge
himself for any insult to his person, or any extension of it
and to offer any such insult to his enemies Such
behaviour, whether defensive or aggressive m kind may
run counter to the state' s prohibitions of violence- but in
-
the
culture which the mafioso inhabited, it was not just
accepted, but encouraged and idealized Indeed, the fact
that the comportment of the mafioso openly violated the
rules and judicial institutions of officialdom was one
important factor in the prestige that it conferred" 141
Private Justice
Recall Wolin's observation that American dependence upon the methodological
and systematic includes recourse to the courts of law to redress any wrong. Conversely,
for the man of honor to resort to the state' s judicial process is considered cowardly. Pitt-
Rivers says that appealing to law courts is a public admission that you have been
wronged, that you are vulnerable, that you are too weak to forestall attacks upon you and
too powerless to avenge them yourself. The due process requirements of law, he says,
also elongate the period between the incident and its final disposition, giving the one who
offended you further opportunity to taunt and humiliate you Going to court simply
advertises your plight: you are weak and cannot do anything yourself to forestall threats
to your honor.
140 Pino Arlacchi, Mafia Business: The Mafia Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, London: Verso,
1987, page 22.
,4
' Arlacchi, Mafia Ethic, pages 2-3.
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This is so, Pitt-Rivers explains, because within the Honor Code words and
actions are personally rather than legally significant because they convey attitudes and
intentions which claim, accord or deny honor when they are expressed in the presence of
one's clients. It is the clients who are representative of public opinion, not the
constitutionally authorizedjudge or jury, because it is the clients who depend upon the
strength of the man of honor for their own protection and welfare. "The extent of the
damage to reputation relates to the range of public opinion within which the damage is
broadcast," he notes. Public opinion, narrowly conceived of as client confidence, is "the
court of reputation," the "tribunal before which claims to honor are brought and
tried., the court of reputation from which there is no appeal."
Therefore, the ultimate vindication of an insult to one' s honor lies in physical
violence and when other means fail "the obligation exists to resort to it" 142
A quite recent example of the fact that men of honor must reject recourse to
judicial institutions is found in testimony given at the 1990 trial of former Gambino
Family boss John Gotti. Consider the testimony of Sammy "The Bull" Gravano, once
the consigliere and underboss to John Gotti, regarding the action taken against a man
called Tommy Sparrow who was going to become a government witness before a federal
grand jury. Testifying at Gotti' s last trial, by then an informer himself, Gravano was led
through his story by Assistant United States Attorney John Gleeson 10
Gleeson: "In 1989 Jimmy Brown [nickname ofJames Failla, a
Gambino Family captain, head ofa group ofsoldiers and associates
known as "a crew" and who is believed by the FBI to control the
Family's garbage industry interests] came to the administration about
a murder?"
Gravano: "Yes."
Gleeson: "How did that come about?"
!
Pitt Rivers, Honor and Shame, pages 27-31.
1
Trial transcript; see The Gotti Tapes, pages 275-77.
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Gravano: Came into John [Gotti] and said a made member, TommySparrow was
- went to the grand jury and was going back. He was
adv,sed by h^ attorney to tell the truth and cooperate and that is
exactiy what he was going to do."
Gleeson: "Whose crew was Tommy Sparrow in?"
Gravano: "Made member in Jimmy Brown's."
Gleeson: "Sparrow his nickname or his real name?"
Gravano: "Idon't know. That is how Iknow him" (His real name
was Thomas Spinelli)
Gleeson: "Did you know him well?"
Gravano: "No."
Gleeson: "Did Jimmy Brown report this to John Gotti?"
Gravano: "Yes."
Gleeson: "As a result ofthat, what happened?"
Gravano: "John Gotti told me about it Told me that he had given
them a contract to kill him."
Gleeson: "He had given a contract to "
Gravano: "Jimmy Brown. A contract to kill Tommy Sparrow. And he
believed Louis Fats and Danny Marino were on it He wasn't sure
how fast it would get done. He told me to get on it and make sure it
was done before he went to the grand jury."
Gleeson: "Before Tommy Sparrow went back to the grand jury?"
Gravano: "Yes."
Gleeson: "Did you get on it?"
Gravano: "I got involved immediately."
Gleeson: "What did you do once you got involved?"
Gravano: "I got ahold of Louie Fats, Danny Marino; [they] told me
thatPhilly Dogs would be in on it He [Sparrow] wasn't coming in.
They were talking with him, and I got in touch with Joe Watts to get
a place ready."
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Gleeson: "Place ready for what?"
Gravano: "To bury him."""1
By becoming an informer against Gotti and cooperating with federal law
enforcement authorities, Gravano so dishonored himself that he was disowned by his
own wife and children His behaviour can be contrasted with that of Frank Locasio,
Gotti' 8 consigUeri, who refused the government' s same offer of leniency in exchange for
his violation of the oath of omerta. Keeping his vow of personal loyalty meant that
Locasio will spend the rest of his life m federal prison, along with the boss. But when
asked by Judge I. Leo Glasser at the sentencing stage of the trial if he wished to say
anything on his own behalf, Locasio rose nobly and read a statement he had carefully
prepared in a spiral notebook
"I am guilty... I am guilty of being a good friend of
John Gotti. And if there were more men like John Gotti on
this earth we would have a better country. »145
But it is important to note that the man of honor, in keeping with the
Machiavellianism that guides his conduct, is not free of regulation in his exercise of
violence. Producing political stability in the conditions in which he operates require skills
far greater than those possessed by the mere bully. Machiavelli says that any hope of
producing order in anarchic situations rests upon the leader's ability to manipulate the
self-interests of his followers without generating hatred directed toward himself in the
process. Violence has to be used dramatically to deter those who would seek to
overthrow the mafia leader (as in the case ofTommy Sparrow) and to send a clear
message about the great latitudes of his power to friend and foe alike, but it must be used
From transcript oftestimony offered in United States v. John Gotti, et al, United States District Court
for the Eastern District ofNew York, on January 21, 1992. See also, The Gotti Tapes, (New York:
Random House, 1992).
145 Quoted in The New York Times, June 24, 1992.
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sparingly. Excessive violence and constant bullytng prodnce hatred and transport the
maWs chents beyond Ore boundanes of self-interest Hatred when i, becomes bitter
enough, can cause a person to dtsregard his own interests and act recklessly out of pure
malice. The mafia leader who generates hatred puts himselfm great danger.
The problem is not violence itself, Machiavelli teaches, but violence impropedy
employed He warns against acting like a Christian if one proposes to produce and
maintain pohtical order. Do not be weak, of course, but above all do not be "ptously
cruel." Be deliberately cruel. There is, he says, a logic to violence in nature and an
essential political purpose for it:
"The Prince must.
...avoid those things which will
make him hated or despised,- and whenever he succeeds in
this, he will have done his part, and will find no danger in
other vices. He will chiefly become hated. .by being
rapacious, and usurping the property and women of his
subjects, which he must abstain from doing, and whenever
one does not attack the property or honor of the generality
of men they will live contented, and one will only have to
combat the ambition of a few, who can easily be held in
check in many ways." 146
Brian R Nelson neatly synopsizes Machiavelli' s, and thereby the mafioso's,
crucial insight in this regard
"When people are subjected to violence short of
being destroyed they will seek revenge. This they will do,
Machiavelli says, because violence has the unfortunate
quality of engendering hatred, something, he emphasizes,
that the prince should avoid at all costs, for hatred is a
passion unlike any of the others, with the possible
exception of love. Hatred transports the individual outside
of himself, and causes him not to calculate his self
-interest
The person who hates is willing even to sacrifice his life to
gain revenge. Thus, the prince who has caused himself to
be hated is in the unfortunate position of having to deal
with people he can no longer control. As we have seen,
Machiavelli, The Prince, pages 66-67.
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to the mafioso, a trait to be fostered "There is nothing which destroys itself so much as
liberality," Machiavelh says, "for by using it you lose the power of using it, and become
either poor or despicable, or, to escape poverty, rapacious and hated And of all the things
that a prince must guard against, the most important are being despicable or hated, and
liberality will lead you to one or the other of these conditions." 150
Therefore the mafioso, like the political machine boss and any other effective
patron, rewards his clients with other people's money, whether extorted or given
voluntarily in exchange for protection and advantage. Machiavelh teaches:
"[L]iberality is very necessary to a prince who
marches with his armies, and lives by plunder, sack and
ransom, and is dealing with the wealth of others, for
without it he would not be followed by his soldiers. And
you may be very generous indeed with what is not the
property of yourself or your subjects, as were Cyrus,
Caesar, and Alexander; for spending the wealth of others
will not dimini sh your reputation, but increase it; only
spending your own resources will ruin you"
tiosi s
But friendship, loyalty, obedience and honor are so highly valued in the mafi<
world precisely because they view life as perpetually treacherous and dangerous,
whimsical and arbitrary, and liable to present a crisis at any moment In such a world
fortune can turn from good to bad in an instant and friendship, loyalty, obedience and
honor can invert into their polar opposites. The question thus arises for the mafiosi as it
did for Machiavelh of what emotion the man of honor should strive hardest to inspire in
his followers.
"From this arises the question whether it is better to be loved more than feared, or
feared more than loved," Machiavelh notes. "The reply is that one ought to be both feared
and loved, but as it is difficult for the two to go together, it is much safer to be feared than
150 Machiavelli, The Prince, pages 59-60.
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loved if one of the two has to be wanting. » - This is so, Machiavelli says, because the
man of honor has it within his own power to control those who fear him, but lacks the
ability to command that he be loved Because humans are by nature "ungrateful, voluble,
dissemblers, anxious to avoid danger, and covetous of gain," Machiavelli says, "the
friendship which is gamed by purchase and not through grandeur and nobility of spirit is
bought but no. secured, and at a pinch is not to be expended in your service."
As a general rule, then, the man of honor must always be sure that the lion in him
overshadows the fox "[M]en have less scruple in offending one who makes himself
loved than one who makes himself feared; for love is held by a chain of obligation which,
men being selfish, is broken whenever it serves their purpose; but fear is maintained by a
dread of punishment which never fails." 152
In John Gotti' s way of explaining it, m a conversation with Locasio overheard by
the FBI through a secretly installed listening device: "You know, Frankie, I, I, I don t
like you - I love you. I don' t like Sammy - I love him As far as this life (in the
mafia), no one knows it better than me. If a guy offends me, I'll break him - that's the
fuckin' end of it. But not for me. It's this 'thing ofours (cosa nostra)."^
Ralph Blumenthal, a New York Times reporter and a journalist who has devoted
much of his career to trying to understand the American mafia, said after listening to the
entire tape of Gotti' s conversation from which the above snippet is taken:
151 Machiavelli, The Prince, page 61.
152 Machiavelli, The Prince, page 61.
153 FBI surveillance tape transcript, File Number 183A-3507, at an apartment above theRavenite Social
Club, 247 Mulberry St, in Manhattan's "Little Italy," at 7:13 p.m. on December 12, 1989. Also see
Gotti Tapes, page 25.
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"Presidurg over the Gambmo Family is a thankless task Ambihoa and
uncontrollable avarice threaten at every turn Mutual susprcton andpossrble betrayal
lurk everywhere.
"
The problem is one of trust and loyalty. The solution is force, according to Gotti.
He is heard speaking of two men arrested by Italian authorities who were allied with
American mafiosi. The Italian mafiosi, supposedly "friends/' (i.e.: made members of the
mafia) became informers for the Man authorities and had volunteered to be returned to
the United States to testify against American mafiosi. Gotti remarks:
"I heard this guy that's rattin' over their is a
'friend'.
..He's a 'friend' They just 'turned' another guy,
another 'friend' ratted! Two 'friends of ours' from over
there...They' re bringing the both of them over here. And
they got depositions, or tapes. They got a video
surveillance caught with a minchia ...The liaison (between
the Sicilian and American mafias), the liaison guy' s getting
whacked (murdered). Because - that's not, that don't
belong to us. That's their fuckin' crew. And he's gotta get
whacked Because he's getting the same, for the same
reason that 'Jelly Belly's' getun' it You wanna, you
wanna challenge the administration? Well, we'll... meet
the challenge. And you're going
,
you motherfucker!"^
Honor: A Substitute for Trust
Recall Wolin' s observation that we do not trust much in the capacity of individuals
in the areas of scholarship, organization and law and justice, but put our faith, instead, in
is<FBI surveillance tape transcript, File Number 183A-3507, from 7:41 p.m., January 24, 1990, in th<
same apartment Also see Gotti Tapes, pages 1 23-24.
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an organized method or methods of organization This is an insight developed quite fully
by political scientist Harvey C. Mansfield, Jr.
,
with respect to the executive power under
the United States Constitution The modern executive, the law enforcer, always claims
that h/she is wielding power "in someone else's name, not m one's own" Mansfield
points out That "someone" is the general public for whom the constitutional executive is
supposed to be a servant, deriving h/her power to "execute" only from the express
consent of the governed, and only within the strict limits and according to the procedures
set by the Constitution and elaborated by case law. Mansfield think* this ambivalent
understanding of the need for power - that the law enforcer should at once be empowered
and constrained
- is an odd thought that should provoke our curiosity. He asks:
"Why do the elite in our society, in and out of
government, refuse to rule in their own names? Why does
no one say, 'We are not merely executives, we rule.' We
say 'the people rule.' But the people do not say 'We rule.'
They elect a government that represents them or rules in
their name, containing a legislature that does not rule
because it merely passes laws, and a judiciary that merely
enforces laws, and an executive that merely carries them
out The reason for not ruling in one' s own name is that all
exercise of power is thought to be unjust Rule, when it is
perceived to be rule, is perceived to be unjust, so no one
wants to claim responsibility for it" 155
In a world where self-interest is taken as a law of nature the bottom line is concern
for one's own survival. In such a world, no one dares trust another with power over
h/her. "Naysaying," Mansfield explains of our resistance to being ruled,
"stems from the brute fact that every human being has a
separate body that constitutes his unshareable self-interest
Someone else may be wiser than you, but since he cannot
care for your body to the extent that you can, and also must
lookout for his own the suspicion always arises that his
wisdom is not applicable to your good, and hence you
insistence on a right to veto him The naysayer regards the
generality of law as usually offering more useful protection
than does the exactness of wisdom and the legislator
155 Harvey C. Mansfield, Jr., Taming The Prince: The Ambivalence ofModern Executive Power, (New
York: The Free Press, 1989), page 29.
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accepts thenaysayer's suspicion as prudence, or rather he
transforms it into prudence."
The paradox is that self-interest makes law enforcement a thing that is at once
demanded and resisted Mansfield says:
"The separateness of human bodies," Mansfield
says, "which makes the law inexact, also shows us thelaw s imperfection For it would not matter that human
bodies are separate if they were not mortal. Only the
imminent return to ashes and dust makes us aware that we
are not only surrounded by alien matter but actually
encasedm it This matenal fact causes us to fear, and to
regard the law's provisions for us - which to our vision
extend only from cradle to grave - as quite inadequate For
the law to lay claim to our obedience because it takes care
of us may seem nothing but human boasting, and so we are
disposed to disobey when it seems necessary. 156
In Mansfield' s insight we can find part of the reason that the mafia fascinates
those of us who live as citizens in a liberal democracy. The mafia will not allow us to hide
from the paradox of power - the need for it and the fear of it That dilemma is as old as
the nation itself, having been discussed at great length in the debates between the
Federalists and the Antifederalists over ratification of the U.S. Constitution 157
Unlike the constitutional American executive, the man of honor rules in no name
other than his own Mafiosi, Bonarmo claims, "are among the most idealistic people on
earth, but they are not abstract They like things on a human scale.. ..they like to deal with
each other man to man eyeball to eyeball They believe in personal, not abstract
156
Mansfield, Taming the Prince, page 1 8.
157
See, for example, Herbert J. Storing, What The Anti-Federalists Were For: The Political Thought of
the Opponents of the Constitution, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981). Storing notes: "[The
Antifederalists] have often been presented as narrow-minded local politicians, unwilling to face the utter
inadequacy ofthe Articles of Confederation or incapable ofseeing beyond the boundaries oftheir own
states or localities [But] we shall discover a set of principles that is a good deal clearer and more
coherent, and also more relevant to an understanding of the American founding and the American polity,
than has usually been supposed. But we shall also find, at the very heart of the Anti-Federalist position, a
dilemma or a tension. This is the critical weakness of Anti-Federalist thought and at the same time its
strength and even its glory. For the An ti-Federalists could neither fully reject nor fully accept the leading
principles of the Constitution." pages 3 and 6.
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honor." Therefore, to Bonanno and other elders of his tradition, the words "mafia" and
"mafioso" are less often employed than the terms 'men of honor" and "men of respect-
There is an "intimate relationship between the concept of honor and the physical
person," Pitt-Rivers points out, noting that rituals of honor commonly center around the
head For example, a particularly distinguished mafioso is called a capo (head); academia
frequently confers distinctions by touching the head of the anomted one with a book or by
capping a graduate; men show respect m many cultures by touching their heads in a salute
or by doffing their hats; kings and queens are crowned, and sometimes decapitated
The physics of honor is such that any physical affront is an affront to honor, and
the physical presence of the offended person is an essential factorm calculating the degree
of insult imparted by verbal or other non-physical slights. That is to say, putting one'
s
hands on another is always a daring move that insults the honor of the person so
assaulted, but an insulting remark made behind a person s back or made when he is not
present is generally considered cowardly and not necessarily a real threat to the honor of
the person being maligned Conversely, meeting face to face, or staring a person directly
in the eye, if done to challenge his precedence, is usually a consummate form of insult -
not, Pitt-Rivers stresses, because of the act itself but because of the way it obliges the
offended one to witness it 158
lobe honorable the aggressive act must be seen as personally virtuous and not
merely the dutiful execution of the demands of a public office, or the mean-spirited self-
assertion of a deviant bully. Throughout much of the 20th Century and long before,
Arlacchi points out,
"most of the population of Reggio Calabria province used
the Greek word 'ndrangheta to indicate a high degree of
heroism and virtue. This was embodied in a superior elite,
the 'ndranghetisti. 'Ndranghetista means 'member of the
i58 Pitt-Rivers, Honor and Shame, page 27.
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honored society
,
but more generally it referred - as in
classical Greece
- to any brave man who was proud of his
valor, scorned danger, knew no scruples and was readyTor
anything. The key to the 'ndranghetista's system of ideas
wasx omerta which means the ability to be a man (uomo)
1 o keep to the rules of omerta was to follow a double
moral system, with one set of norms applying among
members of a given group, and another, opposmg set
governing relations with those outside." 139
Pitt-Rivers helps convey the importance of this double standard by descnbmg the
differing circumstances that justify deceit On the one hand, honor demands that one keep
one'
s
word, for by lying one breaks one' s word and destroys the personal bond upon
which honor rests. Yet, a person can deceive and outright he without forfeiting honor
when to do so shows that he is "an affronter to other men, a humilator and deceiver by
design... .not a man to grant precedence to another." To he m order to deceive can be
honorable, but to be called a har in public is an intolerable affront The real issue, Pitt-
Rivers says, is whether the word given didm fact commit the honor of the har, and to
know this one must know his intention If his honor was not mvolvedm the he, then the
person bemg deceived is regarded merely as a sucker, too weak mentally, too deficient m
cunning, to be of any real concern 160 The "moral commitment" to tell the truth, Pitt-
Rivers explains, derives from the "social commitment" of those to whom it is due: "Duty
to tell the truth curtails the personal autonomy of the man who might otherwise feel
entitled, on account of his social preeminence, to represent reality as he pleases and
offer no justification" 161
159 Arlacchi, Mafia Business, pages 4-5.
160
Italians use the termsfurbo ^ad fesso in this regard. A person who is furbo is admired as acunning
fox who can avoid traps while laying them for others. A person who isfesso is lacking in mental
adroitness and is an easy victim for all sorts of manipulators. Thefurbo person invites respect The fesso
person invites ridicule.
i6i Pitt-Rivers, Honor and Shame, page 33.
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The right to the truth and the right to withhold the truth, Pitt-Rivers says, both
attach to honor and to contest these nghts is to challenge one' s honor and put it in
jeopardy. Therefore, as many victims of irate mafiosi have learned, one must not either
challenge the word of, or he to, someone whose honor he is not fully prepared to affront
A parallel government of this sort depends for its success on clever but dangerous
men who are not troubled by hyperconsciousness and moral scruples in the exercise of
then public or quasi-public duties. One example is an encounter between Gambino Family
boss John Gotti and Michael Franzese, the son of a Columbo Family capo who
apparently thought his father' s high positionm the New York mafia hierarchy enabled
him to violate the unwritten laws that govern the men of honor. According to FBI
informants and conversations recorded on electronic eavesdropping devices, the younger
Franzese and another man intended to open a flea market The problem was that they
intended to do it in Gotti territory and compete with another flea market owner who was
under Gotti' s protection Franzese was told by the man who was paying a "street tax"
to the Gambino Family for protection against this sort of competition that John Gotti,
the boss, would come to his aid if anybody sought to set up a similar business
in the territory.
"Fuck John Gotti," Franzese intemperately answered. 162
Shortly thereafter, Franzese and his partner were summoned by the boss to a
meeting, a "sit down" in mafia parlance, at Our Friends Social Club, a place managed by
Gotti' s brother, Richard Our Friends was a companion club to the Bergin Hunt and Fish
Club, managed by another Gotti brother, Peter. The Bergin, located at 101st Avenue in
Ozone Park, Queens, was one of John Gotti' s two principle headquarters (the other being
the Ravenite on Mulberry Street on Manhattan's lower east side). The Bergin served him
182 Conversations were secretly recorded by the FBI for use against Gotti in his eventual 1990 federal trial
on RICO indictments. See Gene Mustain and Jerry Capeci, Mob Star: The Story ofJohn Gotti, (New
York: Franklin Watts, 1988), page 1 17.
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like a city hall serves a municipal chief executive and New York Daily News reporters
Jerry Capeci and Gene Mustain referred to John Gotti as "the mayor of 101st Avenue."
But Our Fnends Social Club, a lesser known spot, was located around the corner from
the Bergin and it was used occasionally by Gotti for important meetings.
"Watch this," Gotti told an associate shortly before Franzese and his partner
arrived for the meeting. "I'm going to take you to school."
He meant, of course, that he was gomg to show his associate how a man of honor
deals with disrespect And when Franzese arrived Gotti wasted no time in telling him that
the flea market rights m his territory had already been awarded and that he would not
tolerate any competitors. "I don t care if you tell your father," he told Franzese. "I don'
t
care who you go to. You can take it to Yankee Stadium You can' t win this."
Franzese backed down and got up to leave, but Gotti was not finished.
"There is a guy running around this city saying, Tuck John Gotti.' What do we
do with a piece of shit like that? Should we beat him up? Kill him? He's a dog, right?"
"Yes," Franzese stammered "Anybody who said that wouldn't be a 'friend'
They would be a dog.
"
Franzese, having been forced to describe himself in such unflattering terms,
thereby acknowledged his inferiority and his need to submit to Gotti' s command Both he
and his associate, now self-described dogs, then left with their tails between their legs.
Gotti' s message was doubdessly intended as much for the wider audience as it
was for Franzese because the humiliation of the vanquished enhances the honor of the
victor in any competition for honor. It enhances reputation and induces respect As Pitt-
Rivers says: "Respect and precedence are paid to those who claim it and are sufficiendy
powerful to enforce their claim" 163
Pitt-Rivers, Honor and Shame
,
page 24.
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Shame: Gender Roles in Mafia Honor Recasting the concepts of "good"
and "evil" from the moral code mto the analogous ideas of "masculine" and "feminine" m
the honor code signifies an intense concern about gender roles that underscores the
mafioso's Machiavellian assumption that, m Hannah Pitkin's words, their "exclusively
masculine world....is actually dominated or at least continually threatened from behind
the scenes by dimly perceived, haunting feminine figures of overwhelming power. The
contest among the men turns out to be, in crucial ways, their shared struggle against that
power. The feminine constitutes 'the other' opposed to maleness, to adulthood, to
humanness, and to politics." l" It represents the mafia's adaptation of Machiavelh's
gender specific forces, Fortuna and Virtu, that are lockedm an eternal struggle with each
other
- one which is simultaneously synergistic and symbiotic and engaged in the war
each conducts for control over the other.
This is in keeping with the Machiavellianism of the mafia' s Honor Code, which
strictly delimits the role of the feminine. For "fortune is a woman," Machiavelli says,
"and it is necessary, if you wish to master her, to conquer her by force." 165 The "other,"
as constructed by the moral code, has a connotation that this Machiavellian "other" lacks.
To the moralist, the "other" is "evil" because "we" are "good" and "they" are not "us." To
the made members of the mafia the "other" is "feminine," because "we" are the epitome
of the "masculine" and those who are not members are not "us," and thus not real "men."
The mafia "other" is unreliable, whimsical, capricious, soft and a constant danger
because of its chimerical capacity to invert from "good" to "bad" fortune quickly. But it is
also capable of being overpowered and forced into submission by a masculine force of
sufficient prowess.
So the ideas of gender and shame are intimately tied to the idea of honor. The
"good" person has both a sense of honor and a sense of shame. The "bad" person has
164 Hanna Fenichel Pitkin, Fortune Is A Woman: Gender and Politics In The Thought ofNiccolo
Machiavelli, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984), page 109.
,6S
Machiavelli, The Prince, page 94.
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neither a sense of honor or of shame. Virtu and Fortuna, the theoretical inascuhne and
the feminine heunsticaUy employed in Machiavellian political theory, are actually
embodied m the mafia systemm the real-life man of honor and the woman in the society
he controls. Both have essential but different roles to play regarding honor and shame.
The political, social and economic dynamics of a mafia-type system of honor are openly
and proudly sexist m the extreme: the feminine force must be brought under control and
kept under control by men of great physical and mental power. Mascuhne strength
imparts order to an otherwise whimsical and capricious feminine universe. It offers
protection from the dangers of arbitrariness and ^predictability.
But the contradictions in such a system produce persistent tensions. Honor,
represented as bald aggressiveness and fearless forcefulness m men, is represented as shy
passivity, submission and dependence in women The honorable male must be
promiscuous to demonstrate how vulnerable the feminine force in the world is to his
irresistible powers and his relentless assertiveness. Yet, he must behave this way even
while he assumes the responsibility for protecting the chastity of his own wife or sister
from the predatory advances of other men. He must be protector and conqueror, a killer
who murders others for attempting to do what he succeeds at domg himself - seducmg
the wives and sisters of others. The specific sexual encounters and their consequences,
which display in a tangible way the mafioso' s Virtu, his capacity to control the otherwise
whimsical serendipity of fernmine Fortuna are incarnate examples of the more intangible
political theory in which they are imbedded Incredible personal tension fraaght with
political meaning exists between the sexes because the honorable woman must be
virginal, faithful and chaste if she is to give evidence of the fact that the society is indeed
being held together by the mafiosi who claim to control it, while she must simultaneously
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imply that she is susceptible to being mastered by the superior force of the aggressive
mafioso who is of sufficient virtu and dares to control her.
The masculine need to conquer and to control and the corresponding feminine
need to resist and be conquered establish the problematical and sexually provocative
latitudes and longitudes of the mafia world In the mafia world there is an inextricable link
between the personal and the political, between theory and practice. It is not a world mto
which an untutored suitor should wander.
"Virility and sexual shame were lmkedm clear opposition between the sexes",
Arlacchi says, "and that opposition governed much of the mafia world.. Except among
relatives, the two sexes represented qualities in constant antagonism..The man of respect
had to demonstrate his virility at every opportunity, even if that meant committing
violence against women or seizing them by force." 166 Virtu and virility always had to
conquer Fortuna and virginity.
Paradoxically, however, Fortuna and virginity, although it knew it had to yield
m the end, had to resist For ferninine honor symbolizes an unbroken chain of Family
honor in mafia terms. The sexual tension that under girds systems of honor is central
to their maintenance.
Virility, often ca&eddiritezza
,
or "uprightness" (with all its phallic connotations),
means the capacity to "stand up for oneself' and acknowledge no superior. (Hence the
honor of the so-called "stand-up guy" in mafia and patronage political systems). To be
virile meant to show oneself perpetually ready to stand up to any threat either to one'
s
own sense of honor or to that of one' s family or friends. The virility of men had to protect
the virginity of women from threats to it from outside the family. Women had to preserve
their virginity and modesty if the virility of their men was not to be dishonored
Arlacchi, Mafia Ethic, pages 6-7.
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If an outsider, an "other," succeededm seducrng one of the females, then he had
discovered and exploited a weakness among the males m the family itself. Arlacchi notes
that the honor of the men who were responsible for protecting the virginity of their
women had thus been deflated and the one who had succeededm deflating it gamed
supenonty over them by showing he had the willingness to violate the sacred bonds of
loyalty in order to satisfy his own desires and the power to do it
Honor is hard won but easily lost, as Carhn Barton notes. 167 In mafia society the
resort to violence is often the only recourse the dishonored man has when female honor
has been despoiled, when the feminine force got loose, behind the backs of the men who
were supposed to prevent just such a thing from happening. Arlacchi points out that, in
such cases, a father or brother must first kill the daughter or sister and then her seducer,
and a husband must first kill his unfaithful wife and then her lover. To do anything less
would mean to forfeit forever any claim to social standing and risk exclusion from the
community itself. And once dishonored, the person suffers a kind of civil death. 168
Pitt-Rivers found exactly the same to be the case in the honor-bound Andalusian
society that he studied. There, shame is verguenza
. He says that personal feeling and
social recognition combine to make the individual sensitive to the pressures of public
opinion and therefore verguenza is synonymous with honor. Loss of sexual purity taints
female but not male honor in the Andalusian systemjust as in the Italian or Sicilian The
male must defend his honor and that of his family and the woman must give evidence of
his power to do so by preserving her sexual purity. The capacity for shame, without
which one is incapable of honor (shameless), must manifest itself in women as shyness,
timidity and a readiness to blush. These same traits would be signs of shamelessness, and
167 See Carlin Barton, " Savage Miracles: The Redemption ofLost Honor in Roman Society and the
Sacrament of the Gladiator and the Martyr," Representations, (Berkeley: The Regents of the University of
California, 45, Winter, 1994), pages 41-70.
168
Arlacchi, Mafia Ethic, pages 6-7.
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therefore no eapaerty for honor, in the male. Conversely, where as the honorable man
must be aggressive, hfflt upon precedence and distinction and be forever ready to offend
another man in order to show has supenonty, a woman exemplifying the same behav10ur
would be held in contempt
- regarded as utterly shameless and dishonorable.
Pitt-Rivers says the issue for men is one of cojones ("having balls") versus
manso (being castrated and tame). For the male to behave in a docile and tame way is, in
effect to, castrate himself in the eyes of society.
Again, as m Southernltaly and Sicily, this role requirement of honor puts the
female m a double bmd She must be frail in order to require the protection of more virile
men But her necessary frailty makes her at once m need of protection and susceptible to
conquest "The honorable but frail woman strives to avoid the social contacts that might
expose her to dishonor," Pitt-Rivers notes, "but she cannot be expected to succeed
without male assistance and without being supported by male authority."
The problem is equally paradoxical for the male. He must be powerful enough to
protect the females in his own family and at the same time to pose a threat to the females
in all other families. The object of greatest ridicule {burla ) is not the adulterer but the
cuckold And ridicule is the greatest destroyer of reputation, respect and honor. Generally
the only escape from public opinion that has turned against a man for having been shown
to be weak is to leave the community altogether. 169
See Pitt-Rivers, Honor and Shame, pages 40-44.
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CHAPTER III
THE DANGEROUS MAN: A GENERAL THEME
The quest for personal distinction acquired by one' s own physical presence,
instead of from the status derived from material wealth or the power delegated through an
established political or bureaucratic office, is universally mythic and timeless enough to
have served as the basis for John Millington Synge' s Playboy OfThe Western World. 170
Although it is setm a turn of the century village in the rural Aran Islands off Ireland'
s
western coast, it appeals as easily to turn of the next century urban Americans. Because
its theme, honor vestedm the dangerous man and the dynamics that infuse and animate it,
is so universal the play can be appreciated by different generations and cultures around the
world The basic dynamic involves a young man's quest to convert from the camel to the
Hon in Nietzschean terms - to break the bonds of obedience to father and go forth to slay
the dragon of all the "thou shalts" that the crusty older man has saddled upon him 171
What Carlin Barton calls "the physics" of honor-based relationships is as clear to
the Irish of Synge' s time and place as to the ancient Romans she has studied or to the
170 John M Synge, The Playboy of the Western World, (New York: Vintage Books 1935 originally
produced in 1904). '
J
171 Joseph Campbell, in a PBS series with Bill Moyers, talked about the universality ofthe desire for
heroes. He deferred to Nietzsche's text, Thus Spake Zarathustra
,
to get closer to the heart of the matter
"In a kind of parable, Nietzsche describes what he calls the three transformations of the spirit The first is
that ofthe camel, ofchildhood and youth. The camel gets down on its knees and says, Tut a load on me.'
This is theseason for obedience, receiving instruction and the information your society requires ofyou in
order to live a responsible life. But when the camel is well loaded, it struggles to its feet and runs out into
the desert, where it is transformed into a lion -- the heavier the load that had been carried, the stronger the
lion will be. Now, the task of the lion is to kill a dragon, and the name of the dragon is Thou shalf On
every scale of this scaly beast, a 'thou shalf is imprinted: some from four thousand years ago; others
from this morning's headlines. Whereas the camel, the child, had to submit to the 'thou shalts,' the lion,
the youth, is to throw them off and come to his own realization. And so, when the dragon is thoroughly
dead, with all its 'thou shalts' overcome, the lion is transformed into a child moving out of its own
nature, like a wheel impelled from its own hub. No more rules to obey. No more rules derived from the
historical needs and tasks of local society, but the pure impulse to living ofa life in flower." "So we
return to Eden?" Moyers asked. "To Eden before the Fall," Campbell answered.
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Andaman* studied by Julian Rtt-Rivers in cultures entirely remote from the Aran
Islands. The works of all three deal with the matter of honor and, while wntten about
societies thousand of miles and hundreds of years apart, they show us not only how both
myths and realities about honor persist but also the way certain timeless themes
continuously reappear at the root of those myths and realities.
Among other things, the play underscores two important aspects of the quest for
personal honor that are pointed out by both Barton and Pitt-Rivers. Both of these points
are important in that they show the ultimate inseparableness of anti-individualism and
super-mdividuahsm and the secret wonder of sexuality that underpins all questions of
honor and dishonor. Both Barton and Pitt-Rivers say, and Synge's play shows, that: (1)
while honor is a thing competed for by individuals it cannot be bestowed by the self upon
the self and can only be conferred upon the one seeking it by the approbation of the larger
community, and, as Pitt-Rivers makes clear, (2) some degree of sexual tension, a
dialectical attraction and antagonism between genders, is essential to generate and sustain
a system in which honor is itself a valued idea. 172
Synge'
s play, which caused outrage and riots when it opened at the turn of the
century in Dublin, is a poetic and lyncally masterful vehicle for portraying the universal
fascination with and revulsion for the dangerous mafioso type of man whom we at once
envy and resent. The dangerous but honorable man seems to know the great mythical
secret of how to succeed as a dragon slayer, and he is possessed of the courage to do it
For those virtues, the skills and the daring of the super-individualist antilibeial, he is
admired by anti-individual antiliberals who would emulate him if they could free
themselves from the "thou shalts" that keep them chained in place. For those same virtues
and for those same reasons, he is envied and resented It is the paradoxical attraction and
172 See Julian Pitt-Rivers, "Honor and Social Status," in John G. Peristiany, Honor and Shame, (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1966).
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repulsion those obligated to conform to a moral code feel for those whose behaviour
is dictated by an honor code.
But there must mdeed be some of the dragon in the dragon slayer or else, the play
makes clear, the man who pretends to be dangerous without the resources to back up the
claim may find himself at the butt end of the very rope with which he threatened to hang
others. Or worse, he will be made the target of ridicule, a fate worse than deathm
systems of honor.
Attractiveness of the Dangerous Man
Christy Mahon, the namesake figure m Synge's play, is a hero when he arrives in
a boring little communitym the Aran Islands. It is a village where rootedness, equality
and obedience to the moral commands of the priest are guaranteed by isolation from any
opportunity for deviance and the temptations made possible by liberty. Like the
Madisonian and Toquevillian hope for American democracy, the prevailing expectation in
the Aran Islands of Synge's play is that virtue would prevail not because morality was so
strong but because temptation was so weak
Christy Mahon, naively and unintentionally at first, upsets the political and social
order, the expectation of conformity to a moral code promulgated on the rural latitudes of
constricted possibility. As he grows in awareness of the fascination people have for the
dangerous man he becomes more deliberate in trying to introduce the wider geography of
a different moral world view. He learns quickly that his distinction depends upon his
reputation as a heroic and dangerous man, a contestant to the Catholic reverence for the
suffering martyr. The play toys with the ambivalence we feel for the transgressor of the
moral code who declares himself the Nietzschean overman, a person incapable by his
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very essence of incorporation into the world of a slave morality into which he has
accidentally wandered
He is a source of curiosity because he is an alien a stranger - and a strange
stranger at that "God reward you," he says to his village hosts in the alehouse into which
he has wandered, after they have proffered him a glass of porter. But he quickly inquires:
"Is it often the police do be coming into this place, master of the house?"
Curiosity and suspicion about the alien and the strange are thus heightened by the
suggestion that this outsider is truly an outsider: an oudaw. Curiosity evolves into
fascination when he confesses that he is the keeper of some great secret that he is loathe to
confide. Pressed by the villagers to tell them what crime he has committed, he refuses.
They make guesses, suggesting the sort of minor offenses that first come to mind, such
as petty thievery. "There's many wanting... Many surely, with the broken harvest and the
ended wars," suggests alehouse owner Michael James Flaherty. "It should be larceny,
I'm thinking?"
The very triviality of such a crime offends the dignity of the great transgressor.
"Ah, not at all, I'm saying," Christy answers. "You d see the like of them stories on any
Hide paper of a Munster town But I'm not calling to mind any person, gende, simple,
judge or jury did the like of me."
The sexual tension that provides the soil in which the seeds of honor grow then
sets in At once fearful of the dangerous man and hopeful that he is all that he says he is,
Pegeen Mike Flaherty, the publican' s daughter and only child, employs scorn to bring out
the secret It' s the sort of thing a man would be careful not to do for fear of insulting the
dangerous man and thereby provoking his rage. But the feminine force represented by
Pegeen is much more ready to risk provocation of the masculine capacity for violence -
either she will prove him a fraud, to her own disappointment as well as to the others' , or
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she will uncover the depths of his eapaeity for dangerousness, to wh,ch, if he is
sufficiently capable of berng forceful, the femrnine rn a system of honor can and must
surrender without losing face.
A man living under the same system' s rules couldn t do that In terms of the
honor code, as indicated earlier, the ultimate submission to and dependence upon the
masculine by the feminine is a source of virtue and respect for both. Conversely,
however, for one man to defer to another is a signal of his self-acknowledged infenonty.
Thus the inquiry conducted by the men is careful and circumspecL Pegeen is the logical
one to be confrontational. Fortuna clashes with Virtu. She can and does test the mettle of
the mysterious stranger:
"There'
s
a queer lad We' re you never slapped in school, young fellow, that you
don' t know the name of your deed?"
Pegeen is betrothed to a God-fearing, priest-fearing wimp of a fellow, an older
and obese man named Shawn Keogh whom she plans to many only because there isn t
another eligible bachelor available. It is his cowardice that makes him, at his age, still
available. The cowering fiance is introduced by Synge as the timid and reflective
counterpoint to the dangerous man of honor, the man of action The embodied presence
of both danger and fear presents Pegeen with a choice: which kind of man, the outlaw
super-individualist or the conforming anti-individualist, is more attractive to the feminine
soul? The play begins, then, with a question that Synge' s audience had to entertain
without every having studied political theory, but one which raises wonderment over the
Machiavellian claim: "...fortune is a woman and it is necessary, if you wish to master her,
to conquer her by force.. .she lets herself be overcome by the bold rather than by those
who proceed coldly.. .she is always a friend to the young because they are less cautious,
fiercer, and master her with greater audacity." 173
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Machiavelli, The Prince, page 94.
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Indeed, only a short whUe before Chnsty Matron s appearance at the alehouse
door, Pegeen had been mocking her fiance for his lack of manliness, comparing him
unfavorably to other men of the vrilage who had done heroic deeds in the past She had
reproached her betrothed after he had expressed his fear of offending an over-bearing
pest of a priest
"If s a wonder, Shaneen, the Holy Father d be
taking notice of the likes of you; for if I was him I
wouldn'
t bother with this place where you 11 meet none butKed Unahan, has a squint in his eye, and Patcheen is lamem the heel, or the mad Mullrannies were driven from
California and they lost in their wits...
"Where now will you meet the like of Daneen
Sullivan, knocked the eye from a peeler, or Marcus Quin,God rest him, got six months for maiming ewes and he a
great warrant to tell stories of holy Ireland till he
1
d have the
old women shedding down tears about their feet Where
will you fmd the like of them, I'm saying?"
Of course, their like will appear in the form of Chnsty Mahon He becomes an
absolute marvel when, finally, he reveals the magnitude of his crime, persuaded to do so
only because he is taunted by the challenge of the powerful feminine force, Pegeen Mike.
"You're only saying it," she mocks, pitting femininity against masculinity and at once
revealing the contradictory impulses of attraction and repulsion - the tension between the
desire to know the secret and the fear of being possessed of such knowledge. "You did
nothing at all. A soft lad the like of you wouldn' t slit the windpipe of a screeching sow,"
she scoffs.
Pegeen Mike raises a broomstick to shoo the young man she thinks an imposter
out of her father' s alehouse, and raising the makeshift weapon brings out the story:
"Don t strike me," Christy Mahon cries in horror. "I killed my poor father,
Tuesday was a week, for doing the like of that" Parricide\
Who amongst this God-fearing collection of obedient village Catholics would
have guessed the crime was one of this magnitude?
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"Is it lolled your father?" Pegeen asks in blank amazement, droppmg her broom
"With the help of God I did surely," Christy answers, "and that the Holy
Immaculate Mother may intercede for his soul."
"There's a daring fellow," whispers the stupefied villager, Philly Cullen
"That was a hanging crime, mister honey," notes the awe-struck publican and
Pegeen'
s
father, Jimmy Farrell. "You should have had a good reason for doing the
like of that"
Christy assures him the offense was grievous enough to warrant the penalty: "He
was a dirty man, God forgive him, and he getting old and crusty, the way I couldn t put
up with him at all." In fact, his father was what we today would call an alcoholic. "It's
that you' d say surely if you' d seen him and he after drinking for weeks, nsmg up in the
red dawn, or before it maybe, and gomg out into the yard as naked as an ash tree in the
moon of May, and shying clods against the visage of the stars till he' d put the fear of
death into the banbhs and the screeching sows.
"
Value of the Dangerous Man
And, oddly, the police, the "peelers," had not run Christy Mahon down and
captured him in eleven days. "Never a one of them," Christy says, "and I walking
forward facing hog, dog, or divil on the highway of the road"
But Philly Cullen easily guesses the reason for that The peelers of western
Ireland are no different than the man who would years later emerge as head of one of the
world's most prestigious law enforcement institutions, J. Edgar Hoover of the American
FBI, who chose to loose his agents on individual rural bankrobbers and defenseless
political agitators rather than the fearsome mafia and its retaliatory and dangerous men
"It's only with a common week-day kind of murderer them lads would be trusting their
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carcase." PhiUy Cullen potnts out, "and that man should be a great tenor when his
temper' s roused "
PhiUy has struck upon the value of the dangerous man to people who see the law
only from the perspective of how it oppresses them
"The peelers is fearing him," PhiUy Cullen exults to the alehouse master, "and if
you d that ladm the house there isn' t a one of them would come smelling around if the
dogs itself were lapping poteen (moonshine whisky) from the dung-pit of the yard!"
Jimmy Farrell, after reflecting, is in agreement: "Bravery's a treasure in a
lonesome place, and a lad would kill his father, I'm thinking, would face a foxy divil with
a pitchpike on the flags of hell."
And Pegeen finally convinced that Christy is a real outlaw, adds a feminine
endorsement to this masculine perspective of the value of the dangerous mau "It's the
truth they're saying," she admits, "and if I'd that lad in the house, I wouldn't be fearing
the loosed kharki cut-throats, or the walking dead" 174
The appeal of the dangerous man finds its way from the centers of international
power into the most remote corners of the earth, or vice-versa. And it finds it again and
again and again, from ancient to postmodern times.
Chnsty Mahon, because he committed a deed more repulsive and attractive than
any in the villagers' memory, becomes the idealized community hero. For a while it
seemed that he was only a mere braggart Certainly that is what Pegeen suspected and
feared But now the community recognizes and validates his deed and confers upon him
the honor he seeks. The man of honor thus stands as a nexus - a connection - between
the ideals of the society and the personfication of those ideals in the feats of its superior
members. Communal honor is personified in the single individual. As Pitt-Rivers points
171 Quotes taken from Synge, Playboy, pages 16-19.
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out, "honor" is an "interrelated personal and social phenomenon" that connects "the value
of the person in his own eyes" and "also in the eyes of society." The hero's "estimation of
his own worth, Ms claim to pnde," Ktt-River notes, "is also the acknowledgement of
that claim" by the wider community. The hero' s "nght to pnde" is only legitimated by the
audience'
s
"recognition of his claim to it""5 The same was true in ancient Rome where,
Barton tells us, "the Roman spectator weighing whether to give or withhold his esteem-
was the ultimate judge of honor. 176
The blending of communal constraint and individual deviance is one of the
paradoxes of honor. The passive, anti-individualist antiliberal confers upon the
aggressive, super-individuahst antiliberal the distinction for which the latter can only
compete and hope. Curiosity, desire, envy and emulation form part of a tense dialectical
relationship with apathy, boredom resentment and malice. A man so daring and defiant
of custom that he would murder his own father for no reason other than his intolerance of
that father's intemperance is a source of amazement He is the kind of person to whom
another father, planning an overnight trip to a wake in a far county, would entrust the
safety of his own daughter, as Jimmy Farrell makes plain;
"Now, by the grace of God, herself will be safe this night, with a man killed his
father holding danger from the door."
And Pegeen concurs, describing Christy Mahon as "a fine lad with the great
savagery to destroy your da."
"Dime con quien andas y te dire quien eres, (Show me those you walk with and I
will show you who you are) says the Andalusion proverb. Social groups possess a
collective behaviour in which all the members participate, Pitt-Rivers says. All the people
in the community share in the feats of the dangerous man -- his honor confers honor upon
175
Pitt-Riveis, Honor, pages 24-25.
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them just as they confer it upon him AndHkev.se, his dishonorable acts dishonor the
entire commnmty. Tins dynamic, Pitt-Rivers says, extends to ail communities
everywhere
- from the smallest families to the largest nation-states.
A single person (father, king, president) is the symbol m which the group invests
its own honor. They acknowledge a debt of obedience, respect and loyalty to him which
collectively commits the individual honor of each member of the community to his
service. It is a reciprocal obligation from which there is no appeal and for which there is
no redress. The honor of the group resides m its head (its capo, m mafia terms). All
patronage systems depend upon this system of reciprocal obligation The hero must
uphold the honor of the community and all must defend the hero in whose glory they
participate
- otherwise they all dishonor themselves and eachother. 177
The exception proves the rule, as m the case of the widow. The gender tension
that undergirds an honor system of political control and provides the dynamic forces
which balance it through the competing magnetics of attraction and repulsion makes the
widow a community member of special concern Pitt-Rivers found this to be the case in
his study of honor in Spain The widow, he reports, is commonly believed to be sexually
predatory on young men and therefore quite shameless. She has no man to protect her in a
system that insists that gender virtues depend respectively on the female being protected
by the male and the male protecting the female. Consequently, if she is to survive, she
must act aggressively herself. But in doing so, she becomes a source of danger to the
system that depends upon male control and female submission like the witch, the widow
is a dangerous person Her own survival implies she must invert the social order.
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This fact suggests a link to Montesquieu's distinction about the different operative principles involved
in monarchy and democracy. Honor is the motive force ofthe monarchy. Virtue (the civic rectitude of
good citizenship) is the commanding principleof republics. Hence there is no sacred quality ofpersonal
honor for the elected official because h/she is sworn to discharge the specified duties ofan office over
which the voters remain sovereign
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Again, we find exactly that theme in Synges play The Widow Qum derides to
prey npon Chnsty Mahon and contnves to take hnn away from the affecuons of Pegeen
Mike. Synges own words cannot be outdone in bringing out the theme:
Widow Qrim (looking at Christy Mahon with half-amazed
curwsity) Well, aren' t you a litde smiling fellow? It shodd
aX^oTbfood^
bUtCr t0mentS
*" r0USC »°»^ <°
Christy: (doubtfully) It should, maybe.
Widow Quin It' s more than maybe' I'm saying, and it'
d
soften my heart to see you sitting so simple with your cup
and cake, and you fitter to be saying your catechism than
slaymg your da.
Pegeen (at the alehouse counter washing glasses) There's
talking when any' d see he' s fit to be holding his head high
with the wonders of the world Walk on from this for I'll
not have him tormented and he destroyed travelling since
Tuesday was a week
Widow Quin (peaceably) We'll be walking surely when
his supper' s done, and you'll find we're a great company
young fellow, when it' s the like of you and me you' d hear
the penny poets singing in an August Fair.
Christy: (doubtfully) Did you kill your father?
Pegeen (contemptuously) She did not She hit himself
with a worn pick, and the rusted poison did corrode his
blood the way he never overed it, and died after. That was
a sneaky kind of murder did win small glory with the boys
itself. (Pegeen comes over to situate herselfnear Christy)
Widow Quin (with good humor) If it didn t, maybe all
knows a widow woman has buried her children and
destroyed her man is a wiser comrade for a young lad than
a girl, the like of you, who'd go helter-skeltering after any
man would let you wink upon the road.
Pegeen (breaking into a wild rage) And you'll say that,
Widow Quinand you gasping with the rage you had racing
up the hill beyond to look on his face.
Widow Quin (laughing derisively) Me, is it? Well, Father
Reilly has cuteness to divide you now. (She pulls Christy
up). There's great temptation in a man did slay his da,
and we' d best be going, young fellow; so rise up and
come with me.
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Pegeen (seizing his arm) He'll not stir. He's pot-boy in
v!i
P
?
Ce>
^ 1 U n0t^ Mm stoleQ off and kidnabbedwhile himself s (her father) abroad nanzoD a
Widow Qinrr It' d be a crazy pot-boy' d lodge him in the
shebeen where he works by day, so you' d have a nght to
ffiSCT*^ ^ you see my Htde house-^
Pcgeen: Wait tiU morning, Christy Marion Wait till you lay
eyes on her leaky thatch is growing more pasture for herbuck goat than her square of fields, and she without a
tramp itself to keep in order the place at all
Widow Qum: When you see me contnving in my little
gardens, Christy Mahon you'll swear the Lord God
termed me to be living lone, and that there isn' t my matchm Mayo for thatching, or mowing, or shearing of sheep
Pegeen (with noisy scorn) It's true the Lord God formed
you to contrive mdeed Doesn' t the world know you reared
a black lamb at your own breast, so that the Lord Bishop of
Connaught felt the elements of a Christian, and he eating it
afterm a kidney stew? Doesn' t the world know you've
been seen shaving the foxy skipper from France for a
threepenny bit and a sop of grass tobacco would wring the
liver from a mountain goat you' d meet leaping the hills?
Of course, Christy finally elects to stay with Pegeen so the saga of the would-be
hero can unfold through the following acts. And as he beds himself down after the
Widow Quin departs, he reflects on the advantages of being known as a dangerous man
and he remarks:
"Well, it' s a clean bed and soft with it, and it'
s
great luck and company I've won me in the end of time -
two fine women fighting for the likes of me - till I'm
thinking this night wasn' 1 1 a foolish fellow not to kill my
father in the years gone by."
A Price To Be Paid
The fictional, super-individualistic hero of Synge's play who seeks to connect
with a passive audience of anti-individualists who have the power to confer or withhold
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honor finds real-life expression in Brendan Behan s autobiographical Borstal Boy.
Born in Dublin in 1923, Behan sought to become a hero at the early age of thirteen when
he became a clandestine soldier of the secret and outlawed Insh Republican Army (IRA).
At the age of sixteen he went over to England and set off a bomb, a terronst offense for
which he was promptly arrested The book is an account of his time spent in and the
thoughts generated by his time in English prisons.
One of the English detectives who arrested him mocked him for bemg both a dupe
and a faker, a boy being manipulated by powerful people for then own interests and one
who was himself employing patriotism only as a guise for what was really a psycopathic
penchant for bemg violent The detective had an instinct for the weak spot of the would be
man of honor - ridicule. The detective chides Behan-
"So they sent you over here, you silly little twirp,
while the big shots are in America, going around spouting
and raking in the dollars and living on the fat of the land (a
reference to the fact that Sean Russell, then IRA chief of
staff, was at the time in the United States raising money
from Irish-American groups to support the outlawed secret
army). You're a silly lot of chaps, going on with this lot
You don t even know why you re bloody well doing it
It's supposed to be about Partition About Six Counties.
Well, I've interviewed a lot of your fellows, and God blind
old Reilly if one of them could even name the bloody
things. Not all six, they couldn't." 179
The detective was also trying to sever the connection in Behan' s mind between
his attempt at gaining honor and the real concerns of the people who could confer it upon
him The motive was not lost on the young adventurer. Like Frank Locasio of a much
later day, he made a well-rehearsed formal statement intended to establish the connection:
"My name is Brendan Behan I came over here to
fight for the Irish Workers' and Small Farmers' Republic,
for a full and free life, for my countrymen, North and
178 Brendan Behan, Borstal Boy, (New York: Avon Books, 1 958).
179 Behan, Borstal, page 1 1.
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South, and for removal of the baneful influence of BntishImpenahsm from Irish affairs. God save Ireland-
Imagining how his bold statement would look in print, Behan worried only that
some might mistake the aims of the IRA as bemg synonymous with those of
Communists. Like the mafia m Sicily, the IRA m Ireland was historically a natural enemy
of Communism for both religious and political reasons: religiously, both maiioso and
IRA rebel were Catholics who could not embrace as an ally a doctrine that didn t
recognize the Christian God as supreme over the affairs of the universe; and politically,
both the mafia and the IRA competed with Communism for the right to represent, advance
and protect the interests of the weak and the powerless. Or, at least, for the right to appear
to be doing so.
Reflecting on his statement, Behan concluded "The left-wing element in the
movement would be delighted, and the others, the craw-thumpers, could not say anything
against me, because I was a good Volunteer, captured carrying the struggle to England's
doorstep
- but they would be hopping mad at me for giving everyone the impression that
the IRA was Communistic."
But the detective only scoffed "Here, what's this about small farmers? It's your
statement, Paddy, and you can put what you bloody well like in it, but I never seen a
small farmer, Irish or English; they're all bloody big fellows with bulls' 'eads on 'em,
from eating bloody great feeds and drinking cider."
But Behan ignored this and went to his cell convinced that folks back in Ireland,
upon hearing news of his deed, would endow him with honor and bestow upon him the
mantle of the hero. Surely, he was convinced, this test he had undertaken and passed
would warrant a double distinction; he would be revered as both a warrior and a martyr.
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can
To the Catholic who aspires to honor, it doesn t get any better than thai 1" He let his
imagination savor it: "And all the people at home would say, reading the papers, 'Ah
sure, God help poor Brendan wasn' 1 1 only talking to him a week ago?' ' By Jasus, he
was a great lad all the same, and he only sixteen'" 181
Informers
Without the bestowal of honor by the community, the lot of the would-be hero
be a dismal one. Prison had a depressing effect upon the spirit of the gladiator. "Not
much of the old rebel in you now, Behan, is there?," a jailer taunted the would-be boy-
hero after he' d been safely locked up in an English prison "Thought you blokes would
have brought over your ox-guns with you.. Do you know what an ox-gun is, Behan? It'
s
what they ' ave in Ireland for shooting bullshit out of."
As the days passed, no news had come from home affirming Behan' s hope that he
had achieved the status of a man of honor. No word arrived as to whether he had
succeeded in his quest to become a warrior-martyr. And without that communal
confirmation he would be nothing more than a common criminal. The essential connection
had not been made between the super-individuahst and the anti-individualist, and, without
it, great hope turned to even greater despair. Behans recalls:
"The bells of a hundred churches crashed and banged on my ears all (Sunday)
morning. It was not so bad then, because I like the morning time, and the day did not
begin to get gloomy till the light faded from the sky in the afternoon Then the bells began
again, and in defenceless mercy I bore them
,8
° For a superb analysis of the dual phenomenon linking the two, see Barton, Savage Miracles. She
begins by noting: "We are wont to seethe gladiator and the martyr operating in mutually exclusive
emotional spheres...I want to suggest, in this essay, parts of a close and complex discourse of ho no rand
sacredness that the Birds ofPrey shared with the Lambs." page 41.
18
' Behan, Borstal, page 1 2.
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I could not even walk, but sat huddled on the bedin my blankets.with tears in my mind and in my heart and
wishing I could wake up and find out that I had only beendreaming this, and could wake up at home, and say well
that s how it would be if you were pinched in England and
not attend any more parades, and drop out of the IRA and
attend more to my trade, and go out dancing or something
and get married; and if, watching an Easter Sunday parade
and listening to the crash of the drums and scream of the
pipes as the four battalions of the Dublin Brigade went into
the slow march and gave 'eyes left,' as they passed the
j
i i^ banners lowered, and the crowds either
side of O Connell Street baring their heads, I felt my blood
go to my scalp - then I could always remind myself of the
time I dreamt I was captured in Liverpool, and bring the
blood back to my feet" 182
Myths, scorned by the free, become an important source of interpreting the world
to those who are not free.
"Dreams were often sent to warn people about the
troubles they were likely to bring on themselves if they
didn' t alter their ways. Outside, I didn' t think such things,
or, if I did, it was only to laugh at them but here it seemed
very likely that such things would happen and that it was
better to be quiet and good; and here being good meant not
bemg a Republican.. Well, I was beginning to see the
justice (of the British pomt of view). He (the chief
inspector of the English police) could do that (be abusive to
Irish terrorists) here; and we could abuse the old Famine
Queen at home, or the Black and Tans; and every man to it
in his own country. And then to come over here and plant
bombs in it, you couldn' t expect them to love people for
that But, only to wake up and take the dream for the
warning Or to get out, anyway. Jasus, even to be let free
and never to be let home again.. Maybe, if I recognized the
court and pleaded guilty, or said someone gave me the stuff
to mind and I didn' t know what was in it till I got it back to
my room, they might only deport me." 183
But is this not the voice of Satan himself sneaking thoughts of disobedience and
disloyalty into the consciousness of the honorable man, or boy? Cowardice is shameful
l2
Behan, Borstal, page 26.
3 Behan, Borstal, page 27.
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enough Contemplating the very act of granting reeognttion to the nghts andjunsdrction
of the law courts ts an act of dtshonor. Bnt to consrder plactng the blame on another and
absolvmg the self of full wilfulness for the deed is me most eontemptable of all me ways
in winch the hero can dishonor himself and those who depend upon the reflection of his
glory for their own sense of self-worth It is the ultimate act of dishonor: faihng to be a
"stand up guy."
In Irish lore the name of any traitor is synonymous with the name Gypo Nolan
the disloyal and untrustworthy anti-hero of Liam O' Flaherty* s novel, The Informer. 184 It
was Gypo Nolan who, m the same manner as Judas, accepted a small pittance of a reward
in exchange for information leading the police to the hiding place of one of his IRA
comrades, Francis Joseph McPhuhp. Gypo Nolan himself a former policeman dismissed
from the Dublin force after being suspected of IRA membership and of leaking law
enforcement intelligence to his oudaw comrades, is the picture of the beast itself.
O' Flaherty describes him-
"He had a close-cropped bullet-shaped head, fair
hair and dark eyebrows. The eyebrows were just single
tufts, one over the center of each eye. They grew long and
narrowed to a single hair, like the ends of waxed
moustaches. They were just like ominous snouts, and they
had more expression than the dim httle blue eyes that were
hidden away behind their scowling shadows. The face was
bronze red and it was covered by swellings that looked like
humps at a distance. These humps came out on the
forehead, on the cheekbones, on the chin and on either side
of the neck below the ears.
"On close observation, however, they almost
disappeared in the general glossy color of the brownish red
skin, that looked as if there were several tiers of taut skin
covering the face. The nose was short and bulbous. The
mouth was large. The hps were thick and they fitted
together in such a manner that the mouth gave the face an
expression of being perpetually asleep. His body was
immense, with massive limbs and bulging muscles pushing
out here and there, like excrescences of the earth breaking
184 Liam O'Flaherty, The Informer, (New York: Harcourt Brace & Company, 1925).
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die expected regularity of a countryside. He sat upright inhis seat with his large square head bolted on to his squat
neck, like an iron stanchion riveted to a deck" 185
Such is the Irish picture of the beast, the monster, the man who violates the code
of honor. It is not an idea that resonates with those who subscnbe to the moral code or to
the legal code. There is a sense and a feeling about it that cannot be conveyedm the
confining symbols of the wntten language except to those who've had expenence outside
the system of morality and law. It does not take the spmtual breath away from any other
than those who have had to depend upon obedience and loyalty to individuals and not to
institutions and offices and methods to protect them from the moralists and the legalists. It
is not a liberal, but a very antihberal sentiment, fully appreciable only to those who know
or have known the need to be connected by the fragile umbilical cord of personal honor,
private trust, and obedience and loyalty to a personality rather than an idea for the
sake of survival.
Those who relate to the world and to each other through different mediums cannot
fully empathize with the horror of the beast, the informer. O' Flaherty says: "Casual
workers, casual criminals and broken old men, their connection with the ordered scheme
of civilized life, with its moral laws and its horror of crime, was so thin and weak that
they were unable to feel the interest that murder arouses in the tender breasts of our wives
and sisters." 186
And the monster who violates the oath of honor taken in an oudaw society
devoted to keeping secrets is only a vessel for true evil itself, the novelist suggests,
because there is no deed more beastly than betrayal. "A monstrous idea had prowled into
his head, like an uncouth beast straying from a wilderness into a civilized place where
185 O'Flaherty, The Informer, page 1 1.
186 O'Flaherty, The Informer, page 1 0.
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little children are aW.His eyes were wrld and his month was vv.de open like me month
of a man looking at a spectre. Gypo' s mmd was lookmg at that nnconth ogre that was
prowling about in his brain" 187
And he could capitalize on the monstrous idea because Detective Sergeant
McCartney had sworn a legal vendetta against McPhillip, as Nolan himself had warned
his IRA comrade:
"Sergeant McCartney and another fellah from Sliso
was there,
'
Gypo Nolan had told McPhillip "That
Detective Sergeant McCartney is a bad lot Huh, he's a real
rascal, an no goin' behind a wall to say it He swore to me
that he d get ye dead or alive. T wouldn' t care much for
yer job then' says I to him just like that, and he oave me
an eye tha t
'
ud knock ye stiff.
"
The hunter and the hunted were each sworn to play out then own roles to the end
"He says he's goin' to get me, did he?," McPhillip mused defiantly.
And then we read
"At thirty-five minutes past seven Francis Joseph
McPhilhp shot himself dead while trying to escape from
No. 44Titt Street, his father's house. The house had been
surrounded by Detective Sergeant McCartney and ten men
Hanging by his left hand from the sill of the back bedroom
window on the second floor, McPhilhp put two bullets into
McCartney's left shoulder. While he was trying to fire
again, his left hand slipped and lost its hold. The pistol
muzzle struck the edge of the sill. The bullet shot upwards
and entered McPhilhp' s brain through the right temple.
When they picked him out of the orange box in the back
garden where he fell, he was quite dead" 188
And then: "Everywhere, in the streets, in the public -houses, in the tene-
ment kitchens, where old red-nosed men craned forward their shrivelled necks
O'Flaherty, The Informer, pages 14-15.
O'Flaherty, The Informer, page 21.
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to hear the dreadful news, one word was whispered with fear and hatred
"It was the word 'Informer.'" 189
The Fraud ^ a s>'stem of ho*or
.
the next worse thing to being an informer is
being exposed as a fraud He who only pretends to be a dangerous man and thereby
attracts clients who claim him as their protector not only disgraces himself when the truth
comes out, but he endangers those who were duped mto trusting falsely. The man who
claims honor and is revealed to lack the real steel for the role is reduced to the pitiable lot
of the mere braggart Not only is he no longer admired and feared, he is scorned and
despised And the braggart connects with nobody except a narcissistic image of himself,
one that, at best, is only temporarily mirroredm the reflection of an admiring but ignorant
audience. Unlike the real man of honor, who is mostly reality augmented by the artful
uses of appearance, the braggart is mostly appearance, tinged here and there by traces of
reality.
The first inkling that Christy Mahon is not, in reality, what he had at first appeared
to be comes in Act II of the play when his shallow vanity is exposed to the audience. A
group of three young girls (one of whom is named Honor Blake) come to the alehouse
window to marvel at the sight of the dangerous stranger. Christy is at first unaware that
they have crept up to the window. Before they notice eachother, he is admiring himself in
a mirror. "Didn 1 1 know rightly I was handsome, though it was the divil' s own mirror
was beyond, would twist a squint across an angel's brow; and I'll be growing fine from
this day, the way I'll have a soft lovely skin on me and won t be the like of the clumsy
young fellows do be ploughing all times in the earth and dung." His self-absorbed
admiration of his own transformed features is cut short when he notices the young girls
approaching the window.
O'Flaherty, The Informer, page 34.
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He Mdes himself, and at first the girls do not see him Susan Brady guesses that
he might have "stolen off to Belmullet" and she masks her own disappointment by
dending Sara Tansey, claiming it was all the latter s idea to come chasing after a glimpse
of Mahon "...and you d have a nght to follow after him, Sara Tansey, and you the one
yoked the ass cart and drove ten miles to set your eyes on the man bit the yellow lady s
nostril on the northern shore." But Christy presents himself to their fascinated eyes and
they trip over eachother offering him tribute- gifts of eggs, a cooked hen and some
butter. He tells the awestruck young girls the tale of how he killed his father, by now
having polished the story to its peak of dramatic effect "That' s a grand story," sighs
Susan "He tells it lovely," Honor Blake concurs, and Sara Tansey pours a round of
porter for all and remarks:
"There now. Drink to the wonders of the western
world, the pirates, preachers, poteen-makers, with the
jobbing jockies; parching peelers, and the juries fill their
stomachs selling judgements of the English law." 190
The next sign of trouble comes when Pegeen returns to the alehouse just in time to
see the infatuated girls preparing to leave. When Machiavelli tells us that fortune is a
woman, he means it as a warning. At the first sign of weakness, the first inkling of a
lack of honor, the first hint that the man claiming virtu cannot be trusted, fortune
stops smiling and turns vengeful and dangerous herself. The always tense sexual
dialectic of honor is portrayed by Synge in the following exchange, one that occurs after
Pegeen shoos the girls from the place by warning them off with a hoe she' s picked up
from near the counter:
Christy: It was with a loy the like of that I killed my father.
Pegeen {sharply) You've told me that story six times since
the dawning of the day.
'Synge, Playboy, pages 35-37.
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Christy: It' s a queer thing you would* t care to be hearing
me^ow
em
^ WaUflng fOUI^ l° be Us*rnn^o
Pegeen (turning around, astonished) Four miles?
Christy: (apologetically) Didn' t himself say there were onlytour bona fides (young women eligible for marriage) livingm tnis place ? 6
Pegeem It's bona fides by the road they are but that lot
came over the river lepping the stones. It's not three
perches when you go like that, and I was down this
morning looking on the papers the post-boy does have in
his ba& (Wuh meaning and emphasis) For there was great
news this day, Christy Mahon
Christy: Is it news of my murder?
Pegeen: Murder, indeed
Christy: A murdered da?
Pegeen There was not, but a story filled half a page of the
hanging of a man Ah, that should be a fearful end, young
fellow, and its worst of all for a man who destroyed his da
for the like of him would get small mercies, and when it' s
'
dead he is, they' d put him in a narrow grave, with cheap
sacking wrapping him round, and pour down quicklime on
his head, the way you'd see a woman pouring any fnsh-
frash from a cup.
Christy: Oh, God help me. Are you thinking I'm safe? You
were saying at the fall of night I was shut ofjeopardy, and
I here with yourselves.
Pegeen (severely) You'll be shut ofjeopardy no place if
you go talking with a pack of wild girls the like of them do
be walking abroad with the peelers, talking whispers at the
fall of night
Christy: (with terror) What joy would they have to bring
terror to the likes of me?
Pegeen It's queer joys they have, and who knows the
things they'll do, if it' d make the green stones cry itself to
think of you swaying and swiggling at the butt of a rope,
and you with a fine, stout neck, God bless you! the way
you'd be a half an hour, in great anguish, getting your
death... I've heard the Circuit Judges in this place is a
heartless crew."
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Christy Mahon, Fortuna now senses quite clearly, is not the genuine article.
Indeed Pegeen, who has never left the latitudes of the isolated village, intuits more about
the dangers of the life of honor than the vam stranger can grasp, even as they are
explained to him Informers, for God' s sake ! They can be everywhere or nowhere and
they can come disguised or be in plain view What fool would not know that, much less a
truly dangerous man already more than a week into the intruigmg life of murder. Any
genuine man of honor has to be gifted with a healthy measure of paranoia if he is to
survive the unseen enemies that are bom along with clients as soon as he makes his
declaration of precedence. And the invisible enemies grow as his stature expands. Any
competitor for honor who has to be told this by a woman, even as he approaches the
height of his popular acclaim, is not a man of true virtu but only an imposter riding a
streak of luck
Independently of Pegeen, Philly CuUenhas begun to sense it, even though, at the
village fair held later the same day, Christy Mahon passed many tests of masculine
superiority. According to Jimmy Farrell, Mahon distinguished himself in a variety of
contests: "bringing bankrupt ruin on the roulette man, and the trick-of-the-loop man and
breaking the nose of the cock-shot man and winning all in the sports below, racing,
lepping, dancing, and the Lord knows what! He' s right luck, I'm telling you "Philly, his
suspicions mounting, says in reply:
"If he has, he'll be rightly hobbled yet, and he not
able to say ten words without making a brag of the way he
killed his father, and the great blow he hit with the loy."
The loss of honor is as painful as death itself . And Synge brings this sense forth
when he reveals that the elder Mahon is not dead at all. To the contrary, he is very much
alive and, regained of his senses, is about in the world in search of the son who thinks
himself the unquestioned Oedipal victor in the eternal contest between the old and the
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young for the keys to the vault that eontatns the seeret of power and domtnance
over that woman, fortune.
Tne hunter becomes the hunted The father inquires of the Widow Qum, the first
person he meets upon stumbhng unknowingly into the village that harbors Ms rebellious
son, even as Chnsty is still below at the fan, wmnmg all the contests and passing all the
tests that prove to the community that he warrants the precedence he claims:
"Did you see a young lad passing this way in the
early morning or the fall of night?" Did you see the younglad ..An ugly young steeler with a murderous gob on him
andahtdeswitchmMshandlmetatramperseenhim '
corning this way at the fall of night... I want to destroy him
tor breaking the head on me with the clout of a loy (He
takes off a big hat, and shows his head in a mass of
bandages and plaster, with some pride). It was he did that
and amn 1 1 a great wonder to think I' ve traced him ten
days with that rent in my crown?..
.It was my own son hit
me, and he the divil a robber, or anything else, but a dirty
stuttering lout" J
Prompted by the Widow Quin's questions, the father gives the audience quite a
different picture of the would-be man of honor than the one he drew himself:
Wasn' t he deserving of the attempt the son made on his life for having tormented
the young man so? "Torment him, is it? And I after holding out with the patience of a
martyred saint till there' s nothing but destruction on and I'm driven out in my old age
with none to aid me."
Is the father not just lying now and showing signs of his own wickedness? "My
wickedness, is it? Amn' 1 1 after saying it is himself has me destroyed, and he a liar
,
on
walls, a talker of folly, a man you' d see stretched the half of the day in the brown ferns
with his belly to the sun"
And not at all the dutiful son and hard worker he claimed to be? "The divil a work,
or if he did itself, you' d see him raising up a haystack like the stalk of a rush, or driving
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our las, cow nil he broke her leg at the hip, and when he wasn't at that he'd be foohng
over htde btrds he had
- finches and felts - orn^g mugs at hts own self tn Ore btt of
glass we had hung on the wall."
But, at least, he mnst have been a great source of attractton to the young women
of Munster?
"Running wild, is it? If he seen a red petticoat
coming swinging over the hill, he' d be off to hide in the
sticks, and you d see him shooting out his sheep s eyebetween the htde twigs and the leaves, and his two ears
nsmg hke a hare looking out through a gap. Girls Indeed"And he a poor fellow would get drunk on the smell of a
pint He d a queer rotten stomach, I'm telling you and
when gave him three pulls from my pipe a while 'since he
was taken with contortions till I had to send him in the ass
cart to the females' nurse....And wasn t he the laughinejoke of every female woman where four baronies meet the
way the girls would stop their weeding if they seen him
°??i
n
?^
r°ad t0 let a roar at^ and call him the looney
or Mahon s. J
The confrontation, when it occurs, is predictably dramatic. But it illuminates the
problem of lost honor and the near-impossibihty of ever being able to reclaim it once it
has been taken away.
Christy is buoyed up to the village by a community of hero-worshippers, now
confirmed in their belief that he m fact had killed his father by the prowess he showedm
the games of the fair. And at its very apex the procession encounters the same indignant
father
- alive, if not entirely well. The "hero" has some explaining to do. The foundation
of his claim to precedence, some would say the foundational claim of all sons
everywhere, is that he had done away with the contraining "thou shalt" father who now
stands before him and scoffs at the idea of his own murder: "Do you think I look so easy
quenched with the tap of a loy?"
Curiosity, desire, emulation and envy are suspended There is bewilderment, then
a sense of betrayal, and then the sting of embarassment at having been duped Resentment
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and maHce surge in and chaos erupts. Chnsty Mahon seeing his position of precedence
and control slipping forever away, decides amid rampant confusion - a state of anarchy
in which it is being suggested that he be lynched to atone to an offended God who might
otherwise think the misled villagers were a willingparty to a mere murder - that the only
way to recover his lost honor is by repeating the very deed that gave him a claim to
distinction in the first place. He elects to bring about the primal act described by
Freud "The violent primal father had doubdess been the feared and envied model of each
one of the company of brothers; and in the act of devounng him they accomplished then
identification with him, and each one acqmred a portion of his strength." 191
In desparation he does the unthinkable and demonstrates the worst fears and the
greatest hopes of ambivalent patriarchal society: that the strong young son will kill the
weak old father to gain glory over him, and that he will succeedm his ambition 192
Christy seizes a loy and brings it down on the old man s head, just as he had in the story
Sigmund Freud, Totem and Taboo, (Transl. by James Strachey, New York: W.W Norton &
Co.mpany, 1950), page 142. Freud argues that the ambivalent love-hate relationship between fathers and
sons forms the basis of primitive rule-making, and he describes a dynamic not unlike the mafia
^
baptismal ceremony" in which violence against a boss and sexual encounters with the wives or sisters offamily members arestnctly proscribed: "They hated their father, who presented such a formidable
obstacle to their craving for power and their sexual desires; but they loved and admirted him too After
they had got nd ofhim, had satisfied their hatred and had put into effect their wish to identify themselves
with him, the affection which had all this time been pushed under was bound to make itself felt It did so
in the form of remorse..The dead father became stro
n ger than the living one had been...What had up to
then been prevented by his actual existence was thenceforward prohibited by thesons themselves., under
the name of 'deferred obedience' They revoked their deed by forbidding the killing ofthe totem, the
substitute for their father; and they renounced its fniits by resigning tieir claim to the women who had
now been set free. They thus created out of their filial sense of guilt the two fundamental taboos of
totenism, which for that very reason inevitably correspond to the two repressed wishes of the Oedipus
complex. Whoever contravened those taboos became guilty of theonly two crimes with which primitive
society concerned itself." pages 143.
192 Freud describes this ambivalence over the desire to be rid ofatyrannical rather and remorse over his
actual murder as the basis of totemism: "Totemism contained an attempt at self-justification. 'Ifour father
had treated us in the way the totem does, we should never have felt tempted to kill him.'" The attempt to
resolve the ambivalent relationship with the father figure, Freud argues, forms the basis of all religions:
"Totemic religion arose from the filial sense of guilt, in deferred obedience to him. All later religions are
seen to be attempts at solving the same problem. They vary according to the stage of civilization in
which they arise and according to tie methods which they adopt; but all have the same end in view and are
reactions to the same great event with which civilization began and which, since it occurred, has not
allowed mankind a moment's rest" Freud, Totem and Taboo, page 145.
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he told that had made htm such a hero. Except Ons toe, when the father crumples
unconscously to the ground it isinM vtew of the audtence - the ones who confer or
withhold the mantle of honor.
Chnsty Mahon narvely thrnks a man who is honored for mnrdenng brs father in
one county will be doubly honored for havtng killed him in two.
But that is not the case. The audience is repulsed at the actual sight of murder
takrng place before its very eye, All the secrecy and mystery and romance goes ont of it
when you hear the skull crack and the breath gasp out and when you see the eyes roll
backm the head and watch the blo^d gush and you see the very spint of a man mat grves
strength to his bone and muscle leave him so that he goes limp and lifeless to the ground
No decent human can see that happen without feeling sick at heart and remain for a long
time after anchored at low tide in the soul.
As a revolted Pegeen tells Chnsty, m matters of honor an impeachable gulf can
exist between appearance and reality. She says:
"I'M- saY. a strange man is a marvel, with his mighty
talk But what' s a squabble in your back yard, and the
blow of a loy, have taught me there's a great gap between a
gallons story and a dirty deed"
There'
s a saying that rings true with every man and woman in servitude to liquor:
"It's always two thirty in the morning m the soul of the alcoholic." That's likewise true
for the man of honor. His is always a fretful life in a lonsesome place at a bleak hour. In
the end, it doesn' t matter even which side you come out on -- the informer, the fraud or
the loyalist It's all the same inside the world of the self. For example:
O' Flaherty says of the despised informer:
"The dark, somber, mean street that had been
familiar to him until now, suddenly appeared strange,
as if he had never seen it before, as if it had suddenly
become inhabited by dread monsters that were
intent on devouring him It appeared to him rather,
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that he had wandered, through a foolish error ofjudgement, into a strange and hostile foreign
country where he did not know the language." 193
Synge says of the pitiable fraud;
off HV. l
And
V™"? 8°
ba°k^ my torment is it. <* run
dWnf A^bond staying through the Unions with theusts of August making mudstains m the gullet of my
throat or the winds of March blowing on me till I'd take ;
oath 1 felt them making whisdes of my ribs within?" 194
And Behan recalls how far removed a prison cell made him from the revolutionary
zeal that had previously impelled him to seek the honor of both warrior and martyr. A
fellow IRA man named Callan who was locked up in the cellblock tier underneath his
own was given to occasional fits of rebelliousness against his Bntish captors. When the
mood struck him, he would holler out patriotic IRA slogans, and he was forever trying to
persuade Behan to join him in upsetting the guards. Behan writes:
,
"There was an unmerciful roar from a cell beneath
me. U-u-u-u-uptheRep-u-u-u-u-u-ub-lic!,' blithely
roared Callan.
"That the devil may choke you and the Republic I
snarled to myself, and why the fughing hell isn t he
satisfied with his own exclusive martyrdom without
dragging me into it You're not much good alone and
unarmed, are you? I said to myself and answered, No, by
Jesus, I am not, not worth a light." 195
193 O'Flaherty, The Informer, page 3 5.
,M Synge, Playboy, page 73.
195 Behan, Borstal page 125.
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CHAPTER IV
THE MAFIA HONOR CODE: A POLITICAL FORCE
Vntue to the mafioso is an ability, a doll, strapped of its moral meanmg, much as
it was to Sophistis in pre-Socratic Greece. It is the perspicacity to see ahead, to sense
danger, to recognize what must be done to turn fortune to one' s advantage. It requires
both the willmgness and courage to do it, and the mental and physical power to succeed
Because the idea of virtue is stopped of its moral content, the corresponding idea
of corruption is likewise devoid of ethical implications m the mafia or Machiavellian
world-view. Corruption to the mafioso, unlike his morally idealistic counterpart, is seen
merely as a weakening of the ability to use force to instill fear and to manipulate people m
order to make them conform to one' s own will. Corruption is a loss of power, a
developing impotence, the loss of strength necessary to control events on one's own
behalf and on the behalf of one's clients. Hence that haunting Oedipal fear of older
mafiosi that they cannot trust those younger ones beneath them
The notion of an honor code of political behaviour, and the opportunity for people
to live according to it, seems to depend upon three seperate but related circumstances
occuring simulataneoulsy. These are:
(1) Protection: The absence or disregard of effective
state protection against insecurity.
(2) Mistrust: A climate of pervasive mistrust of the
motives of those holding power.
(3) Dangerous Men: A ready supply of dangerous
men willing to substitute for the state in producing order.
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Protection
The first of these is the basis for the man of honor s claim to distinction Once
conferred; honor binds mafioso and client alike m a system of reciprocal obligation that
takes precedence over the authority of the state. Bonanno, explains the basis of
the mafia tradition
"Out of necessity, Sicilians put all their talents and
energy into creating a life-style of survival, a peculiar and
distinctive way of life that over the years became Tradition
Prevented from participating in the rule of their own land,
Sicilians withdrew all the more into their own families
Everyone inside the family was a friend, all outsiders were
suspect.
...Exploited by colonial laws and cheated by
greedy public officials, Sicilians developed their own folk
laws and their own business practices. Frustrated and
angered by the inequities of state justice, Sicilians adopted
a personal sense of justice which placed the responsibility
of conduct and punishment on the individual and the
family. This subcultural system ofjustice did not
overthrow the official order, but existed alongside it In an
unjust world, it' s necessary to create ones own justice." 196
Bonanno'
s statement that the mafia, an association of simple men who replace the
state in primitive conditions where predatory lawlessness would reign without their
intervention, has the support of many social scientists. Annehse Anderson, an economist
at Stanford University's Hoover Institution, advances as one of the causes of mafia
development an abdication and/or rejection of legitimate government power. 197 Anderson
notes that "Sicily had a long tradition of resistance to outside domination" and in support
of her thesis refers readers to Raimondo Catanzaro' s research198 in which he claims that in
l96Bonanno, Man ofHonor, page 3 0.
197
Annelise Anderson, "Theories of the State and the Origins of Criminal Organisations," in The
Economics ofOrganized Crime, (GianlucaFiorentini and Sam Pelzman, eds., Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1995), page 35. She considers the other two causes to be "excessive bureaucratic power
and the potential of illegal markets."
,98Raimondo Catanzaro, Men ofRespect: A Social History of the Sicilian Mafia, (New York: Free
Press, 1992).
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Italy, "both before and after Nation, people tended to use new systems of pnvate
protection for securing their land and property."- Anderson adds:
"The Sicilian case is thus an example of the rise of amafia m a vacuum of power, or of the inability or
unwillingness of the state to ensure public order in a
society that had turned, over hundreds of years, away from
state power to pnvate means of protecting property and
ensuring order. Instead the state implicitly let local powers
control peasant unrest"200
Catanzaro agrees, claiming that "in contrast to what had happened in the past,
[violence] occured within the framework of the weak authonty of a state that formally
held, but failed to exercise, the legitimate monopoly over violence." He adds:
"It therefore compelled the state to come to terms
with those who exercised de facto power at the local level
and to delegate to them the functions of exercising that
monopoly. Indeed, in practice, the state deferred to their
authonty, for although it officially prohibited private
violence, it nevertheless granted the power to govern on
behalf of the central government to that same local ruling
class that made use of it"
Anomic and anarchic conditions of the type that call forth the man of honor also
justify his tactics. Arlacchi says:
"In areas where the mafia flourished .... some
principle by which to regulate social conflicts was keenly
sought The socio-economic system faced constant and real
threat of disintegration and there was urgent need for some
supra-individual and public power, capable of creating
even a semblance of public order." In such circumstances,
therefore, the mafioso's focus on ends delimits moral
scruples about the means used to achieve them By
assuming the responsibility for producing order, the man
of honor insists that he has a right to the free exercise of
Catanzaro, Men ofRespect, page 6.
Anderson, "Theories of the State," in The Economics ofOrganized Crime, pages 35-36.
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whatever authority or power is required to succeed 201 He
™h
cc
?
pomts out>
" to bnng local *™ ^d^
SvlT i' bSPf^" ^tabhshing a monopoly ofphysical violence that allowed him to maintain his own
position as long as possible. He tried to 'freeze' the
existing distribution of honor, and to soften - by
regulating and controlling it - the war of each against all
that underpinned the system"202
Mistrust
Diego Gambetta is one of several authors who focuses on the second of the two
conditions that help predict the nse of a mafia parallel government - the issue of mistrust
He links the development of honor-based secret societies to a cultural lack of trust. He
claims that "the mafia can be understood as a response to the lack of trust specifically
affecting southern Italy, and that endemic distrust is the crucial difference which explains
why the mafia did not emerge elsewhere m the Mediterranean world" He believes that
"as a result of a deliberate policy of divide and conquer implemented by the Spanish
Hapsburgs, lafede publica - the public trust, the basis of a well-ordered society - was
un&rrnined" in Sicily "All that remained was lafede privata, that private realm populated
only by kin and close friends in which people take refuge from high levels of social
unpredictability, aggression and injustice."
Whatever the exact historical origins, as Gambetta notes, the pervasiveness of
distrust amongst Sicilians and its persistent negative influence on social progress and
economic development is incontrovertable. He cites a variety of authors (mcluding Doria,
This claim reflects the organizational principles ofabsoluteness of responsibility and parity of
authority. These dictums hold that a superior is always responsible for theactions ofthose under h/her
command and that any superior given the responsibility for achieving an objective must be given the
corresponding authority, and vice versa. American law enforcers often complain that they are given
responsibility for producing order but aredenied the requisite authority under the Constitutional principles
ofseparation of poweis and checks and balances.
:02
Arlacchi, Mafia Ethic, pages 21-22.
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TocquevUle, Franchetu and VWan) who all attest to the crrcumstances whteh "jeopardzed
and even prevented the development of tnast between the state and ,«s subjects" and who
pomt to the "absence of a credible central anthonty" winch "also undernames trust
among equals." 203
This phenomenon of cultural mistrust and its effect on political organization is one
highlighted by Edward Banfieldm his classic study of the cultural pervasiveness of
mistrust in the southern Italian village which he calls Montegrano, a place so isolated from
the seat of central government m Rome that its residents appear to "have no notion of
what it is possible to accomplish politically" and who, it seems, "cannot make meaningful
choices among parties and candidates." These surface observations, Banfield says, raise
the question; "What had the peasants to do with Power, Government and the State? The
State, whatever form it might take, meant 'the fellows in Rome."'204
And yet, on closer examination Banfield found that the peasants of Montegrano
were not nearly as politically naive and helpless as they at first appeared By way of
example he quotes one peasant he interviewed who showed a keen understanding of the
legacy of the gabehotti and the uncertainty of ideology. Asked about the promise of
Communism, the peasant answered;
"They say they are going to divide the property and
give us all a piece. But what are they going to divide in
Montegrano? The only land that could be divided is the
Baron's. But he has it all in tenant-operated farms now.
They are quite large, and perhaps they could be divided
But you have to remember that as matters stand each of
those farms supports ten families when you consider the
year-round and the day-laborers who work for the tenants.
Gambetta, The Sicilian Mafia, pages 77-78.
Edward Banfield, The Moral Basis ofa Bachvard Society, (New York: The Free Press, 1958), page 35.
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a- -a An
lstosay 11 would be better if that land weredivided? Who is to say that the land would be better
cultivated or that more people could live on it?"205
Instead of political ignorance, Banfield, like Gambetta, offers as an explanatory
hypothec of southern Italian political behaviour the pervasive nature of mistrust that
affects the society. He writes:
"The hypothesis is that the Montegranesi act as if
Uiey were following this rule: Maximize the material short-
tun advantage of the nuclear family assume that all others
will do likewise." 206
Banfield says that anyone whose behaviour is consistent with this principle can be
called an "amoral familist" and he lists seventeen charactenstics of those covered by his
theory, traits that one also finds intertwined with mafia associations.207
Banfield'
s findings were later extended by Robert Putnam who measured what he
calls "civic community" throughout Italy. He defines "civic community" as the inclination
of people to develop associations that are not dependent upon kinship. Because of
rampant mistrust, Putnam found a remarkable absence of such communities in south-
ern Italy where he noted that there existed significantly fewer literary guilds, sporting
clubs, musical groups and labor unions than in the north Also, people in the south
205
Banfield, The Moral Basis, page 3 8.
206
Banfield, The Moral Basis, page 83.
207 These include the fact that "the weak will favor a regime which will maintain order with a strong
hand;" that the powerless give their loyalty and put their trust in associations that have demonstrated that
it "protected them" adequately in the past; and that "the claim ofany person or institution to be inspired
by zeal forpublic rather than private advantage will be regarded as a fraud." Also " there will be no
connection between abstract political principle (Le. ideology) and concrete behaviour in the ordinary
relationships ofeveryday life," " the voter will place little confidence in the promise of parties" and "will
be apt to use his ballot to pay for favors already received (assuming, ofcourse, that more are in prospect)
rather than for favors which are nerdy promised," and "it will be assumed thatwhatever group is in power
is self-serving and corrupt" Banfield, Moral Basis, pages 93, 95, 96, 98 and 99.
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were less likely than those elsewhere to read newspapers, to vote or to pardetpate
actively in community politics. 208
Rand Corporation senior social scientist Francis Fuknyama also points to the
existence of widespread cultural mistrust as a precondition for the development of a
system of governance based on men of honor He wntes:
fu * u
<
hl southem Italy we notice another phenomenon
that has its counterpart m other atomized societies with
relatively weak intermediate social organizations: the mostpowerful communal groups are 'delinquent communities '
not sanctioned by prevailing ethical laws. In the Italian
'
case, they are famous criminal organizations like the Mafia
Ndrangheta, or Camorra."209
An interesting consideration regarding this observation is that many academic
experts and law enforcement authonties predict that Chinese-Amencan triads and tongs
will replace Italian-American mafia Families as the dominant organized crime group m the
United States. 210 Although there are glaring dissimilanties that must be taken into account
(changes in the power of labor unions and political machines, for example), proponents
of the belief that Chinese Triads will replace the mafia point to similarities. Mussolini
purged Sicily of mafiosi, many of whom fled to the United States just as Prohibition was
taking effect Hong Kong reverted in 1997 to Chinese Communist control, and Triads
and the Communists are old enemies, thus making a similar purge and flight possible.
Whereas the mafia seized control of a forbidden drug, alcohol, the Triads are adept at
controlling the supply of heroin from the so-called Golden Triangle region of Asia made
208 Robert D. Putnam, Making Democracy Work: Civic Traditions in Modern Italy, (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1993), pages 77-78.
209 Francis Fukuyama, Trust: The Social Virtues & The Creation of Prosperity, (New York: The Free
Press, 1995), page 101.
210 Among the major academic proponents of this belief are Robert J. Kelly, Ko-Lin Chin and Jeffrey
Fagan. See "The Dragon Breathes Fire: Chinese Organized Crime in New York City," in Crime, Law and
Social Change, 19, pages 245-69.
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up of parts of Myanmar (formerly Burma), Laos and Tharland Jus, as mafiosi could fmd
refuge m Amencan Utile Italics, Tnadmembers asstmilate mto Amencan Chinatowns.
Bom the mafia and Triads were bom for the political purpose of protecting a traditional
Way of communal life. 211
Whether this comes to pass or not, it is worth noting that Fukuyama draws still
another parallel between southernMan and Chinese societies with respect to their high
levels of mistrust He offers a descnption of circumstances m the latter which apply as
well to Sicily, both examples of "resource scarcity" where "the competition among
famihes was always intense" and where there "was no formal system of social security."
He says:
"In this sort of environment, a strong family system
can be seen as an essentially defensive mechanism against a
hostile environment A peasant could trust only members
of Jus own family, because those on the outside -
officials, bureaucrats, local authorities and gentry alike -
felt no reciprocal sense of obligation to him and felt no
constraints about treating him rapaciously."212
Consequently, Fukuyama says:
"Like the Chinese tongs, an Italian criminal gang is
family-like but not literally a family. In a society where
There are several scholarly and professional studies of Chinese Triads and Tongs which describe in
detail their origins, functions and political and criminal activities. Included is a 1970 report from the Hong
Kong police which describes the political and protection services Triads have historically provided, noting
that these associations developed in the 17th Century to help protect the Manchu Ching Empire from
invading forces. Detailing the history and development of Triads, the report lists as key Triad activities
protection, control of labor, gambling, narcotics, entertainment, construction monopolies, transportation
monopolies, smuggling, fraud, counterfeiting and control of festivals - all activities that are very similar
to those of the American mafia. The Hong Kong police report "The Triads ...realised that their close-knit
secretive organisation was very effective in controlling the day-to-day activities of the territory, both legal
and illegal. Labour was onearea quickly cornered and there was widespread intimidation and exploitation
ofboth workers and employers....In the...more organised type of society the leader will control
promotions and together with his committee will supervise internal discipline and settle internal and
external disputes...The leader and his committee will not however, dictate to their members what criminal
activities they will or will not get involved in...The success ofa Triad in his criminal career can be
compared with that ofa legitimate business executive." Report of the Hong Kong Police, 1970, pages 4,
9 and 1 respectively.
2,2 Fukayama, Trust, page 88.
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bonds of trust outside family are weak, the blood oathstoken by members of La Cosa Nostra serve as surrogatekinship bonds thai.allow criminals to trust one another in
situations m which betrayal is very tempting Highly
organized criminal gangs are characteristic of other low-
trust societies with weak intermediate institutions, such aspost-Communist Russia and American inner cities
Naturally, corruption of political and business elites is
more prevalent m the South than in the North (of Italy). 213
Annehse Anderson, too, makes the connection between mistrust and the mafia'
s
reliance upon the Family as the only social institution upon which one can depend
She notes:
"The centrality of the natural family as the core of
Sicilian mafia groups and the fact that so many actual
ventures, legal and illegal, are undertaken by individuals or
members of a natural family is a means of oroanizing
economic activity that places a high cost on disloyalty and
cheating; one can abscond to Brazil with the profits only at
the expense of leavmg one' s home and family, and if
wealth and the ability to earn profits in the future are a
function of family rather than indivudal assets, there may
be no benefit in cheating one's brother." 21 '
This is an idea quite consonant with Fletcher' s description of the restraining
influences of personal loyalty. He says:
"Feelings of loyalty raise the cost of exit by
exacting a psychological price. The price may be irrational,
but it serves the rational purpose of ensuring, in Eric
Erikson's bon mot, that people 'actively stay puL' In a
word, loyalty is the beginning of political life, a life in
which interaction with others becomes the primary means
of solving problems. Loyalty is the means by which
politics triumphs over self-interested economic
calculation"215
2 ' 3 Fnkuyama, Trust, page 101.
H Anderson, in The Economics ofOrganised Crime, pages 45-46.
215
Fletcher, Loyalty, page 5. Fletcher claims: "The great thinkers about morality have tended to avoid the
subject of loyalty." He provides the interested reader with a list of those few who, in his opinion, have
dealt with the subject His list can be found on page 177 under note # 8 in his text
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Anderson says:
"The American mafia and, perhaps to a lesser orZTa^^ W also attempted toextend this kinship tie by recruitment into the mafia familyHas induction is buttressed not only by ntuals and oathsbut by a hostage situation (the Sicilian requirementSewmembers have murdered someone) and the threat of death
it oaths
- especially the oath of silence - are violated 216
Strong penalties indeed Illegal market activity is carried
out in an organizational setting in which severe penalties
can be imposed for breach of contract"217
The Supply
But Gambetta concludes that the reason the mafia response to a climate of distrust
arises in place of other possible solutions has less to do with the weakness of the state
than with the prevalence in a given region of dangerous men Just as some commentators
note that the U. S. Constitution was produced because of the unique historical fact that so
many brilliant political thinkers were produced at the same time and came together in the
same historical moment, Gambetta attnbutes the founding of successful mafia Families to
a similarly propitious production and concentration of men schooled in the uses of force.
Therefore, Gambetta argues:
"This is why arguments which blame the supposed
weakness of the Italian state for the emergence of the mafia
See, for example, tape recordings made by the FBI of a mafia induction ceremony that took place
October 29, 1989, at 34 Guild Street in Medford, Massachusetts. Consigliere Jospeh Russo, Captain
Biago DiGiacomo and an unidentified speaker interrupt eachother to form a single encomium about
secrecy in warning new member Vincent Federico not to divulge the existence of the mafia. (DiGiacomo):
"What wesaid over here, what we transpired over here today, it stays right here, no matter what We
cannot discuss this situation with anybody." (Unidentified Speaker): "...not to reveal any secrets ofthe
organization"...(DiGiacomo) "...this is the most important thing to remember..."(Russo)..."to the rest of
the world this does not exist" DiGiacomo tells Federico: "You can never say anything to anybody about
this organization...It's a secret Because ifyou ever, on anybody, any of us, any one of us here, ifwe ever
find out that you've given the secret that we've shared witb you you can never get out alive." An
unidentified member adds: "There's no such thing as resigning, right Biag?" "No resigning," DiGiacomo
confirms. See FBI tape transcripts or The Ceremony: The Mafia Initiation Tapes, (New York: Dell
Publishing, 1992), pages 1 13, and 54-55.
2
" Anderson, The Economics ofOrganised Crime, pages 45^16.
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are unconvincing. The early Italian liberal state may havebeen confused at odds with an eccentnc reahty badly
organized, and too busy elsewhere to devote much of its
energy to the South; but it was neither significantly weaker
nor demonstrably more repressive than anyother
«
state of the penod. More likely the natives had developedto own special toughness This is not to say that the
state did not play an important part m providing the
protection industry with increased opportunity But the
policies which had that effect were, paradoxically, among
the most progressive that the state introduced into Italian
society.....by making society more democratic, the political
reforms initiated between 1860 and 1885 widened the
scope for protectors as local politics combined with and
fueled the allocative tensions." 218
The mafia and its tradition of honor did not develop in Banfield' s Montegrano,
and it is found only in certain sections of Sicily and the United States. Likewise, similar
responses to distrust of the state, like the Camorra or ' Ndrangheta in southern Italy and
tongs and tnads m China, have emergedm certain locales and not m others. So mistrust
of state authonty alone does not suffice to explain the emergence of the phenomenon As
Gambetta notes: "The mafia may be a solution, however perverse, to the problem of
distrust, but it is not the only one. Some parts of the South found no solution at all, and
these degenerated into miserable places in which to live."219
The demand for security created by an ineffective state must be supplied.
And here Gambetta' s explanation for the emergence of the men of honor in Sicily
is related to the unique circumstances that produced men capable of acting in a particularly
violent way. "In addition to analyzing the demand for trust, and for protection as its
imperfect substitute, it is essential to provide some coherent idea of the origin of its
supply," he says, adding:
"Labor for private protection firms throughout the
world derives from a limited number of environments
2.8 Gambetta, The Sicilian Mafia, page 98.
2.9 Gambetta, The Sicilian Mafia, pages 76-77.
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which provide training in the use of violence. Aside from
sporadic instances of the spontaneous emergence of
vocational aptitude, vigilantes, former soldiers, pnvate
guards, bandits and prison inmates are typical of the
groups that traditionally nurture the skills a person needs tobecome a protector/ During the nineteenth century all
these types were plentiful in Sicily, and through a highly
specific set of circumstances both the supply of and the
demand for protection intersected and flourished " 220
Both the contemporary analyst, Gambetta, and Leopodo Franchetti who wrote in
1875, 221 attnbute the uniqueness of the Sicilian case to the democratization ofviolence as
an instrument of power following the end of feudalism Even after the end of feudalismm
Sicily, Franchetti says:
"... the force upon which society was founded
continued to be the exercise of private power" and "in those
instances m which such power took on a violent character
the reform only had the effect of enabling a greater number
of people to make use of it.... Freed from bonds and
privileges, the industry of violence found an existence and
an organization of its own As a result, the ends to which
violence was put multiplied and became infinitely more
varied.... Crimes are no longer committed to serve the
purpose of the powerful few. The villains, still ready to
serve the purposes of others, have become self-
employed....Thus becoming more democratic, the
organization of violence is now accessible to many and can
support even small interests In Sicily, the class of
villains is in a special position.... and it could almost be
said that it is nothing less than a social institution.... a class
with an industry and interests of its own, a social force in
its own right"222
Gambetta, with his economic perspective on the phenomenon, adds that
"protection -- the demand for which was dramatically increased by the abolition of
feudalism and the widespread introduction of private property rights - did not undergo
220 Gambetta
,
The Sicilian Mafia, pages 78-79.
221 Leopoldo Franchetti, Condisioni economiche e amministrarive delle province napoletane, Ban: Laterza,
1875 (1985); quoted in Gambetta, page 79.
222
Franchetti, Condisioni, pages 90-91.
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the customary process of centralization to become the monoploy of tire state" m areas
where the men of honor took command "Unltke land, protection according to the
standard political theory, is not supposed to find its way onto the market; but in southern
Italy it did Tie skuls developed in the ernes by the self^pohemg of trade fratermties and
in the country by private guards, once released from baronial control, found new
applications protectors began offering their servtces to classes other than the
aristocracy.
' ,223
Symbiotic Reciprocity
Arlacchi cites the mafioso's skill in the use of force as a factor that also worked to
the state's advantage in a climate of mistrust: "In his aggressive reaction to any threat to
his monopoly of these functions of mediation, the mafioso was also motivated by the
conviction that he acted in the name of legality.
"
He explains: "This conviction was confirmed by the facts. Since I860, with the
exception of the Fascist period, the state authorities have to a considerable extent
acknowledged the mafia' s authority. " This resulted from the interplay of two different
but related needs:
" (1) For its part, central government has needed
the collaboration of the mafia in maintaining public order,
at minimum cost in men and money, in large areas of Sicily
and Calabria. After the unification of Italy, the
administration of public order was guided by the principle
of leaving things in the hands of local elites In areas
where the power elite was made up of mafiosi, it was to
them that the central government turned when recruiting the
personnel of the local police...
Gambetta, The Sicilian Mafia, page 180.
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"(2)... Meanwhile the man of honor, for his part
obviously had an interest in establishing as securel/af
'
possible the position he had attained through a difficult
selection process. He sought the maximumdegree oflegalization for his powers - these rested ultimately on his
ability to use physical force, but acceptance as an actor onthe politic^ scene was a necessary condition of long-term
survival. &
This required the dear distinction between the man of honor and the mere bully or
criminal. Arkcchi points out:
"The mafioso who wanted to die in his bed,
honored and revered as a gentleman, had to know the
art of government He must imitate the action not just
of the lion, but of the fox. If his power was to be
accepted and acknowledged by the population, he must
have demonstrated his prudence, his level-headedness
his cunning. In him people would have to see not just
'
the victorious he-man, with the strength and the ability
to wipe out any rival, but also a figure of authority -
the father and friend of all, the protector and mediator,
the counsellor andjudge." 225
Arlacchi also explains:
"In mafia areas, it was in fact evident that the
mafiosi and the organs of the state, for all their theoretical
antagonism as rivals for the monopoly of violence,
collaborated, using very similar methods to repress the
most serious threats and disturbances to the established
order. Even though mafia ideology exalted opposition to
the official judicial system and proscribed collaboration
with the state authorities, there were innumerabale episodes
of banditry and common criminality in which the
intervention of the mafia' s armed might, on the side of the
forces of law and order, was decisive in securing the
capture, killing or neutralization of the deviants." 226
The mafia tradition and the structure as it exists in the United States today can be
traced to a very similar system of political organization that dates back hundreds of years
in Italian history. The Sicilian mafia tradition grew, indirectly if not in a linear way, from
221
Arlacchi, Mafia Ethic, page 39.
Arlacchi, Mafia Ethic, page 22.
Arlacchi, Mafia Ethic, pages 28 -29.
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the practice of absentee Sicilian landlords who recruited snnple but dangerous men from
the cnmmal classes to protect then estates and the tenant farmers who worked them from
brigands and bandits, some of whom were m turn enhsted by these proto-mafiosi to aid
them in their work. The evolution of the mafia process is described by Peterson a long-
time student of the American Cosa Nostra. He writes:
"A baron, who resided in a coastal town such as
Palermo, was given one or more feudi m the interior Each
feudal estate, which contained no less than five thousand
acres, corresponded with the latifundium and serf economy
that existed previously. The baron had unlimited power
over his feudi. Living in the farmhouse on the latifundium
were the baron's overseer and armed guards, who had
delegated to them the absolute power of their lord in
admnistering and protecting his estate. At least until after
1812 there were no public institutions or governmental
authorities.
"The rule of the baron through his henchmen was
absolute. From the earliest times, the landowners
established small private armies, compagnie d'armi, to
protect their estates. These companies of armed guards
were recruited from the criminal classes."
An English scientist, Patrick Brydone, after visiting Sicily in 1770, described the
character of these men
"[They are] the most daring, and most hardened
villains, perhaps, that are to be met with upon the earth;
who, in any other country, would have been broken upon
the wheel, or hung in chains, but here publicly protected
and universally feared and respected "»
This system of absentee landlordship served as the basis not only for the
delegation of unlimi ted powers to mafia types, but also as the basis for the payment of
tribute by their inferiors. Peterson says:
"Since the barons who owned the feudi were far
away in Palermo, or in some instances in Naples, the
compagnie d'armi could function quite largely as they
227 Peterson, The Mob, page 454.
'"Shiavo, in Peterson, The Mob, see note #10, page 454.
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pleased In payment for their services, the landowner gave
the compagnie d armi a share of the crops and convenfendy
overlooked the crimes they committed Frequendy thev
came to an agreement with other oudaws, which permitted
these desperadoes to rob and kill with impunity as long as
their cnmes were committed beyond the limits of the estate
the armed guards were hired to protect Such arrangements
were satisfactory to the landowner, who saw no reason tobecome perturbed if it was his neighbor s catde that were
being stolen or crops destroyed....
" The origin of the Mafia is traceable to these
small private armies that were employed for centuries by
land owners to protect their estates from maruading
bandits. Since there were no public authorities or legal
machinery for the administration of justice, the functions of
the police, prosecutors, and courts were handed by the
compagnie d'armi. The so-called justice meted out by the
armed guards was harsh, cruel, and primitive -- but
effective It was frequendy harsh and uncivilized, but it
was always certain and final As the western communities
achieved stability and government institutions gained the
confidence of the people, the vigilantes gradually
disappeared
"In Sicily, however, the people underwent
centuries of oppression Total distrust of government
remained and the compagnie darmi, representing private
interests, the landlords, became deeply entrenched as the
protectors of many communities and the administrators of
their type of justice." 23
Reform efforts faded to change the Sicilian mind Feudal privdeges were formally
renounced and serfdom was eliminated in 1812. The compagnie d'armi were abolished by
royal decree in 1837. Italian federal authorities instituted La Guardia Nationale after a
peasant revolt in 1848 and local governmental institutions, although weak and ineffective,
were established in Sicily. But none-the-less, a system of land tenancy developed in
Sicdy and the net effect was that the compagnie d armi was replaced by gabellotti and
campierL Mafia scholar Joseph Albini describes them as experts in "the industry of
violence" and lends to Peterson this description
Petereon, The Mob, page 220.
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Overall, however, the so-called reforms did not
basically alter the economic and social structure of the
island The barons who owned the latifundia in the intenor
still livedm Palermo. Running the latifundium for thebaron was his tenant, the gabellotto. The gabellotto, who
rented the whole feudo, was required to guarantee an
mcome to the absentee owner. Sometimes the gabellotto
sublet part of the land he had rented and was able impose
oppressive dues. Because of the ineffectiveness of local
government institutions, the protection of the estate its
crops, buildings, and cattle, as well as the security of the
gabellotto, his family, and stewards, was placed in the
hands of private guards known as campieri. The campien
like the compagme d'armi before them, were recruited from
bandits and criminals. They were accustomed to violence
and were expert m its use to accomplish their ends or
impose their will."230
Ultimately, the gabellotto became so powerful locally that he became the tail that
wagged the dog:
"The baron landlord was also the target of the
gabellotto' s criminal machinations. To keep him away from
his latifundiurn, the landlord was sent dire threats or
attempts were made to kidnap or murder him Invariably
the baron turned to the gabellotto for protection In the end
the landlord would fmd it necessary to renounce the dues
coming to him for the rental of the estate. Since he could
get no income from the latifundium, he was forced to sell
it And the only buyer for the estate at an absurdly low
price was the gabellotto. In this fashion, one gabellotto
after another replaced the nobility as the owners of the
landed estates in Sicily. With the replacement of the
nobility by the gabellotto as the landed bourgeoisie in
Sicily, the first stage in the development of the Mafia was
completed"231
Another mafia scholar also accepts that, having evolved in this way, Ba "the mafia
became prominent in these positions and achieved, at the same time, control over products
and manufactured goods going to market as well as the peasants. Scholars of the period
*° Joseph Albini, in Peterson, page 455.
23i Peterson, The Mob, ages 454-55.
18 Judith Chub, The Mafia and Politics: The Italian State Under Seige, (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,
1989), page 54.
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thus find that the mafiosi played critical roles of mediation between peasants, landowners,
and the state, and between the countryside and the outside world." 233
Hobsbawm agrees that the gabellotti were the backbone of the emerging Sicilian
mafia system and he notes that m this process we can see how the mafioso-gabellotto was
a main force in the transfer of power from feudal to rural middle class. He created a
"parallel system" of governance, Hobsbawm says, because of his ability to force his
terms on tenants, sharecroppers and the absentee landlord As "middle class
businessmen," he writes, mafiosi developed a range of influence that would have been
impossible if they' d been only "tough guys." Tough guys lack influence beyond their
own locale, but the true mafioso has a wide sphere of influence that enables him to act as
a patron, Hobsbawm says, adding: "There are no other individual methods of escaping
the bondage of virtual serfdom but bullying and outlawry." 234
In Sicily this "coercive class" was made up of three segments:
(1) Retain ers and private police forces (who
protected orchards and ranges).
(2) Bandits and professional outlaws.
(3) The strongest and most self-reliant amongst legitimate
laborers.
The best chance for a peasant or laborer to get ahead was to have the reputation of
being tough himself or of being a friend of tough men So all three of these groups
coalesced around the local great man, the man of honor, the mafioso. This coercive
network, Hobsbawm explains, provided employment and a quasi-legitimate political role
for mafiosi on the one hand, and on the other it afforded protection to outlaws because the
233 Chub, The Mafia and Politics, page 9.
234 Hobsbawm, Primitive Rebels, page 3 8.
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prestige of the local great man required that he demonstrate the ability to protect them-
Thus the mafioso evolved as the solution to the post-feudal anxieties of three groups:
(1) P;°5e
1
r
!
y owne" -- who had no interest in crime but
who did have a keen mterest in the protection of their
properties by whatever means.
(2) Retainers - who were able and willing to use violent
or other coercive means on behalf of property owning
employers on the condition that, once they' d satisfied
those needs, they be allowed to plunder and engage in
their own private enterprises.
(3) Bandits - who, while a nuisance, were at least made
occasionally useful by being put temporarily in the
mafioso' s service to reinforce his power.
In this situation, Hobsbawm says, we see the peculiar compromise solution of the
typical mafia: a local monopoly of controlled extortion, institutionalized to lose its aura of
naked force and to eliminate, with popular approval, all interlopers. - Arlacchi points out
"The mafioso is not a robber or a brigand.....The
mafioso is simply a brave man, someone who will put up
with no provocation; and, in that sense, every man needs to
be, indeed has to be, a mafioso. The mafia is a certain
consciousness of one's own being, an exaggerated notion
of individual force and strength as the one and only means
of settling any conflict, any clash of interests or ideas;
which means that it is impossible to tolerate the superiority
or (worse still) the dominance of others." OT
Thus a system of political influence and social status based on honor provides
what Pitt-Rivers calls a "nexus" between the ideals of the society and the personification
of those ideals in the person of a single individual. Hence, Hobsbawm cautions that
mafias, generally understood, are never pure social movements with easily delineated
aims and programs. Instead, he writes, they are: "meeting grounds" for divergent
235 Hobsbawm, Primitive Rebels, pages 38-39.
236Hobsbawm, Prmitive Rebels, page 41.
237 Arlacchi, Mafia Ethic, pages 38-39.
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tendancies within societies; defence methods of preserving traditions and traditional
ways of life; means for promoting the aspirations of vanous social classes
simultaneously, and ways of advancing the personal ambitions of individual members
(depending entirely upon how ambitious they are). Mafias, Hobsbawm adds, are thus to
some extent "like national movements of which, perhaps, they are a sort of embryo."
Mafias are, he says, very fluid and not at all ngid and fixed like more bureaucratic forms
of organization and they can accomodate a wide vanety of mterests, including at once
those of the poor, the middle class and the criminal.
Indeed, he cautions against a tendancy common to Amencanlaw enforcers and
policy makers to conceive of mafias as highly centralized organizations with clear cut
scalar chains and rigid cntena for admission and promotion To the contrary, he cites as
"the most interesting" aspect of mafias, at least m the earlier stages of then development,
the fact that "there is no proper organization above [the] local leader and only a
very primitive organization even there as in the classical Sicilian mafia." 238
Most gabellotti were linked to Palermo just as Irish patrons of the 18th Century
were linked to Dublin he notes. Palermo is where landlords and princes received then-
rents and that is where the mafioso had to be "connected" He had to "connect with"
lawyers who handled all manner of real estate matters, court officials who had to be
"fixed," merchants who handled the sale of livestock, vegetables and fruits, and
politicians. "Through its apparatus of coercion" Hobsbawm says, this "parallel
system..... as shapeless and decentralized as its political and legal structure" was, still
served its two-fold purpose of securing internal order and claiming external power.
238 Hobsbawm, Primitive Rebels, page 41. interestingly, fellowships like AJchoholics Anonymous which
stress trust upon a higher power for protection and guidance and loyalty
,
commitment and obedience to
the group function very successfully in a very similar way. They have only an amorphous organizational
form and are entirely self-reliant
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So the mafia serves the needs of all, in varying degrees, Hobsbawm concludes.
According to his analysis the mafia was useful to:
The Weak
: for whom the mafioso "provided at
least some guarantee that obligations
between them would be kept" and for whom he guaranteed
that the usual level of oppression would not be habitually
exceeded ' In other words: "It was terror which mitigated
tyrannies." Also, the system may have "satisfied a desire
for revenge because the rich were sometimes fleeced (as
sheep)," giving evidence of the fact that "the poor if only
as outlaws, could fight back."
The Feudal Lords: for whom the mafia offered a
way of safeguarding at least some measure of their
property and their authority.
The Rural Middle Class: for whom the mafia
opened up an avenue of gaining some measure of both
property and authority. 239
For all classes, the mafia served as a means of defending against exploitation and
as a device for local self-assertion That model of patron-client relations was imported,
with very few modifications, into 20th Century America. The mafia boss in charge of a
particular territory, in league with the captains and soldiers who compose the "made
members" of his Cosa Nostra family, behave like the compagnie d'armi or the gabellotto
and campieri.
The Sicilian mafioso hadmuch in common with the American political machine
boss.The personal aspect of honor produces very practical results. "Men of honor
were essential," Bonanno says, "in their capacities as brokers, facilitators and arbiters.
But to serve as a middleman, a man of respect needed more than personal courage. He
needed friends, in all places and at all levels. His effectiveness depended upon his
network of friendships." Bonanno adds:
"To deal effectively with city hall, for example, one
had to have a friend there. Consequently, if someone asked
a favor from a 'man of honor,' let us say to expedite some
239 Hobsbawm, Primitive Rebels, pages 232-235.
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legal papers, he could tell the supplicant: 'Rest assured,
you shall have your papers tomorrow. I have a friend in
city hall and he will do me this favor.' By performing such
favors, large and small, the 'man of honor made himself
indispensable.
"If, for example, someone asked the man of honor
to recover a stolen ring, the man of honor needed some
connection among bandits and brigands in order to
negotiate for the return of the ring. The man of honor
handled such a task realistically and with aplomb. He could
not very well charge up the hills and shoot every bandit in
sight There were too many bandits in Sicily for that! First
of all, he would ask for a marginal sum of money from the
man whose ring was stolen Then, through his connection
m the demimonde, the man of honor would fmd out who
stole the ring and buy it back for a sum less than its actual
worth He also kept part of the money from the ring'
s
owner as a commission Asa result, the owner got his ring
back, the bandit made money and the man of honor
performed a favor and got a commission"
The man of honor would consider the "commission" paid by the ring' s owner a
"tax" for a public service performed He might argue, in defense of his tactics, that
citizens pay taxes for protection by police officers who are seldom able to locate or return
stolen property. More often than not, the mafioso might say, victims of burglary under
our Constitutional system rely on homeowners' insurance policies rather than the tax-
supported police to replace items lost to thieves.
Consequendy, only property owners, the more affluent of citizens, can afford the
luxury of being robbed American police are restrained from the more effective methods
employed by the mafia, Bonanno suggests:
"Those who did such favors were variously
referred to as 'men of honor,' 'men of respect' or 'men of
order.' Such men were also said to be 'qualified' — they
were qualified in all aspects of life, qualified to deal with all
types of people.
Usually, these men used diplomacy,
astuteness and frequently persuasion; sometimes,
however, they resorted to violence."240
mo Bonanno, Man ofHonor, pages 40-41.
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CHAPTER V
THE MAFIA TRADITION: AMERICAN POLITICS
Former FBI Agent William F. Roemer Jr.
, now retired and living as a neighbor
in Tuscon to Joseph Bonanno, also reared from the mafia, reports on a very similar type
of action taken by Chicago mafia boss Anthony Accardo when a client under his
protection was burglarized The chent, Harry Levmson, owned a jewelry store on North
Clark Street which was broken into just pnor to Christmas in 1977. Despite the fact that
the lost merchandise was insured, Levinson was upset because he had anticipated a large
volume of sales during the holiday season and he would be unable to replace the stolen
inventory in such a short space of time. He had installed one of the best burglar alarms
and the neighborhood in Chicago' s Central District was well patrolled by the local police,
making it appear that professionals had done the job.
Roemer reports:
"Levinson called 91 1. Within minutes police swarmed the premises. However,
after a couple of hours they were scratching their heads. The robbers had left no clues.
There were no leads. Sure, the burglary dicks would keep the investigation open and
pursue all leads. But what leads? None of any potential. The thieves had gotten away
clean. The detectives would contact their informants without.. any success."
But the former FBI agent adds with obvious respect: "Levinson had an ace in the
hole... Somebody much more powerful in Chicago than any police officer or detective.
Or any official, for that matter." Forty eight hours after Levinson called his mafia patron
Accardo told him to be at his store that afternoon At that time, according to Roemer, "a
million dollars' worth of the best jewelry in Chicago was returned to Levinson Now his
Christmas season would make his year. All thanks to 'The Man » "241
241 William F. Roemer, Accardo: The Genuine Godfather, (New York: Donald I. Fine, Inc., 1 995), page 5.
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Accardo had contacted one of his soldiers, Anthony "Tony The Ant" Spilotro,
who had been assigned to oversee the Family' s Las Vegas interests. Spilotro suggested
that a man named John Mendell would be the person in Chicago most likely to know how
to circumvent the alarm system Levinson had installed At Spilotro' s suggestion, mafiosi
contacted Mendell, who put them in touch with the fence with whom the merchandise
from the Levinson break-in had been pawned. From there it was retrieved and returned to
its owner. The service, Roemer explains, was more satisfactory to the tribute-payer than
any the publicly supported police might have been able to perform
"Even had the Chicago PD been able to solve the
case by apprehending the burglars, they probably would
not have been able to recover the jewelry. And if they had,
it would have been inventoried and placed in the evidence
room in the Central District for months, perhaps years, to
be used at the trial of the burglars. Levinson s Christmas
still would have been a disaster."
The response to Accardo' s demand for return of his client' s property would not
have been so accomodating without the mafioso' s long-standing ability to instill fear by
acting the ferocious Hon As the successful prince must occasionally do, Accardo showed
that such fear was well warranted when, on January 9 of 1 978, his own Chicago home
on Road Runner Drive was broken into while he vacationed at the Indian Wells Country
Club in Palm Springs, California. Nothing was taken in the break-in, but the home was
vandalized. Again, a sophisticated burglar alarm had been neutralized Notified of the
burglary, an egregious insult of the first order to the honor of a boss, Accardo ordered
Spilotro back to Chicago from Las Vegas to find and punish the offenders.The message
that followed is told in the necrology:
- On January 20, 1978, thirty-four year old Bernie
Ryan was found slumped over the steering wheel of his
Lincoln Continental on a Suburban Stone Park street, his
throat cut from ear to ear and four bullets in his body.
When found he was still clutching a police scanner, a tool
used by burglars to monitor the whereabouts of the police.
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-- On February 2, Ryan' s frequent associate,
Steven Garcia, was found stuffed in the trunk of a rented
car at the Sheraton O'Hare Hotel on Mannheim Road He
had been stabbed several times and his throat was cut in a
fashion similar to Ryan' s.
-- On February 4, the bodies of Vincent Moretti
and Donald Swanson (also known as Donald Renno) were
found in the back seat of the latter' s Cadillac in the parking
lot of Esther's Place, a restaurant at 5009 South Central
Avenue in the southwestern suburb of Stickney. Moretti'
s
face had been burned off with an acetylene torch and he
had been castrated and disembowled His throat and
Swanson' s were also cut from ear to ear.
— On February 20, Mendell's body was discovered
in the trunk of his Oldsmobile, parked in the 6300 block of
South Campbell in Chicago. His throat was cut
- On April 14, Johnny McDonald was found with
his throat slashed and with bullets in his head and neck, in
an alley behind 442 Racine on Chicago' s west side.
- On April 26, Bobby Hertogs was found, his
throat cut and bullet holes in his body, in the trunk of his
car in a parking lot behind a jewelry store at 3552 Grand
Avenue, Chicago.
— On October 5, five days after he appeared before
a grand jury, Michael Volpe disappeared and was officially
reported as missing by a family member. He has never
been found
All of these men were professional burglars. Then, on May 22, 1979, the body of
John Borsellino, shot several times, was found in a farm field near the Cook-Will County
line, and, on the same day in an apartment project in Addison, Gerry Carusiello was
found dead, having been shot seven times. These two were killed, the FBI later
determined, because they had been the mafia shooters that executed the burglars who had
ransacked Accardo's home. Their deaths were apparendy ordered to assure that they
would not provide any testimony to a grand jury that was investigating the murders.
242
Roemer, Accardo, pages 11-13.
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Benefits
The similarity between the origins of the Sicilian mafia described earlier and the
form of the American mafia are nearly exact:
Property owners benefit from mafia retainers, who in turn employ bandits and
brigands to assist in using the force necessary to command order in the underworld The
weak can make themselves clients, at the price of their own independence, of mafia
patrons who will protect them The lords of business and industry can depend upon the
mafia to control labor unions, for example, and help fend off the efforts of radicals to
change a system in which the poor remain poor, and dispose of their toxic wastes. 243 The
middle class can depend upon the mafia to provide it with all manner of goods and
services, such as gambling and entertainment, both legal and illegal.
Like Bonarmo, historian Fox points out that the alienating American market
economy that was destructive of the idealized mafia tradition was also the source of its
attractiveness:
"[The mafia] arose from medieval conditions in
Sicily, and in America it succeeded precisely as a medieval
anachronism in counterpoint to modem culture, each
provoking and irritating the other. Modernity broke society
down into atoms of mobile, free-floating, unaffiliated
individuals with ultimate loyalties only to the state and its
laws. The mafia insisted on the enduring primacy of
family, geography, ethnicity, and ultimate loyalties to
persons and the mafia itself — the group over the
individual. Instead of contractual, legalistic, or economic
ties, the mafia bound its men with personalized relations of
reciprocal obligations, often paid in services [not] money.
"While modernity presented endless choices and the
option of periodically reinventing onesself , the mafia
required affective ties, birthrights that could not be chosen
243 See for example, Andrew Szasz, " Corporations, Organized Crime and the Disposal of Hazardous Waste:
An Examination of the Making of a Criminogenic Regulatory Structure," Criminology, 24, pages 1-27.
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or altered The essence of modernity was chanoe or
progress;' the mafia offered a rock of stabihty^contmuity
and protection from swirling modern tendencies Other
'
'
Americans might switch jobs, take new names, move
to other states, join or leave families, slide up ordown the class ladder. Mafioso did too, but they
still remained mafioso."2' 4
Moreover, in the United States the demimonde and the legitimate sphere ofjustice
administration were combined in a symbiotic way.
Mark H. Haller of Temple University describes the ways in which the mafia and
the political machine employed "corruption to limit competition." He writes: "American
cities have a long history of corrupt relations between some illegal enterprises and local
police and politicians. For criminal entrepeneurs, payments to politicians or police can be
viewed either as normal business expenses in return for services to the enterprise or as
extortionate demands that eat into the profits of the enterprise."245 He adds:
"Historically, oversight by local political
organizations (or the police) has been the most important
source of coordination for illegal enterprises in American
cities. The process of regularizing payoffs, whether to
politicians or the police, almost inevitably results in some
level of coordination or regulation. Indeed, restraint of
competition may be in the interest of both the entrepreneurs
and political (or police) officials. Those involved in illegal
enterprise are often interested in moderating competition
and this can be one of the advantages that they hope to gain
through payments to officials.
"But, to the extent that payments by criminals are
regularized, officials have a stake in the economic success
of the enterprises and may also see advantages in limiting
competition Furthermore, by arresting outsiders, officials
can present the appearance of serious enforcement and
reduce the probability that corruption will become a
public issue."
Fox, Blood and Power, page 62.
Mark H. Haller, Criminology, Vol. 28, No. 2., 1990, page 207.
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An Example
An excellent example of precisely this sort of cooperation between public
authorities and organized crime is descnbed by Vincent C. Teresa, a made member of the
America mafia and grandson of an old Sicilian don who had come to America in 1895.
Teresa was a member of the Raymond L. S. Patriaraca Family which was based in
Providence and controlled organized crime throughout Eastern New England Teresa also
points to the fallacy of thinking of the terms mafia and organized crime as synonymous, 2-
noting that in Revere, Massachusetts, even La Cosa Nostra had to defer to a Jewish boss,
Lou Fox, a man known as a real estate speculator and a philanthropist. Teresa says:
"Revere was the mob' s town It probably still is.
Nothing ever seems to really change in New England, only
the faces. Years ago, Revere was owned lock, stock and
barrel by a Jewish guy named Lou Fox...Fox was really
the Meyer Lansky of Massachusetts. He was very close to
Lansky and to Joe Linsey (an ex-boodegger, a financier
and a Patriarca associate). They were all boodeggers
together in the old days. For fifteen years, up to 1962, he
had the town tied up in knots. Nobody could make book or
loanshark or run any racket in Revere without first coming
to Lou Fox for permission The city was his to do with as
he wanted
"If you didn t have permission to operate, you got a
visit from the cops or from some local muscle. His bag
man was Flungo (Salvatore DeAngelis), and if you were a
mob guy and wanted to operate in Revere, you got ahold of
Flungo. We (Patriarca soldiers) had a right to operate there,
but as a courtesy you went through Lou Fox You couldn' t
go in there and say,' Well, he' s a Jew, to hell with him '
You went through him and Flungo. You had to pay Flungo
so much a month or so much a week The fee was usually
a couple of hundred a month, according to how many
phones for betting you had If you had five phones to pick
up bets with it could cost as high as a grand a month.
"In return for that money, you had a guarantee of
police protection It was an absolute guarantee. If the feds
or state or other cops got nosey, you got a call about what
they were up to from the Revere cops. Fox had the whole
See, forexample, Dwight C. Smith, Jr., "Some Things That May be More Important To Understand
About Organized Crime Than CosaNostra" University of Florida Law Review, 27, 1971
,
pages 1-30.
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town in the bag. All the key cops and officials were on hispad (taking bnbes).
"There was one rule you had to live by though
You couldn't pull any jobs - robbenes, burglaries, thinos
like that, in Revere. That was the deal. The cops could
show a good record fighting crime in the streets.
Meanwhile [organized crime] was stealing the streets More
loansharks, mob nightclubs, fencing operations, and
meetings went on in Revere than any other community I
know of. Fox wasn' t a member of Patriarca' s mob, but he
was sort of a partner. He cut Patriarca in on the profits, and
Patriarca guaranteed that no [mafia] guy would try to
muscle in on Lou..
"...Fox was really a nice guy. He was medium in
height, always well dressed, and always a gendeman He
had an office on Shirley Avenue in Revere where he ran an
insurance company. His right arm was a man named
Marsie (Morris) Lynch He took care of things when Lou
was out of town It was because of Lou and Marsie that the
mob had complete protection all over town Then both of
them died, and Patriarca took over." 247
Organized crime operations in Revere were exposed in 1967 by an article in Life
magazine. The magazine reported that professional athletes regularly visited a retail oudet
that sold everything from tomatoes to televisions, a place called "Arthur' s Farm" The
place was actually a headquarters for a very sizeable organized crime bookmaking
operation In particular, the Life story, complete with photographs (one of which
included Teresa), alleged that the Boston Patriots' (now the New England Patriots)
quarterback Babe Parilli and teammate Gino Cappelletti, along with Boston Celtics star
Bob Cousy were regular visitors to the organized crime headquarters.
Cousy was linked by the Life story to the Springfield contingent of the
Massachusetts mafia which was then headed by Salvatore "Big Nose Sam" Cufari and
Francesco "Skiball" Scibelli, both of whom were assisted by Andrew Pradeila. The
Springfield mafiosi were known as "The Scholar Group" in organized crime circles
because of their handicapping abilities. "Life made a big deal out of the fact that Cousy
247 Vincent Teresa, with Thomas C. Renner, My Life In The Mafia
,
(Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday &
Company, Inc., 1973), pages 141-43.
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was a fnend of Frankie Skiball (ScibelhV Teresa complains, adding a note about loyalty:
"Now, Skiball was a member of the Vito Genovese
crime Family then, and he worked for Big Nose Sam
Cufan, the boss of Springfield Skiball ran a bookmakmg
business, and he was a great handicapper; that is he
figured out the odds and the point spread of games with
terrific accuracy...Now, I'll admit that inside information
can be a big helpm figuring out the odds on a game But
Cousy had grown up with these people. He was one of the
greatest stars the game of basketball ever had, but just
because he was a star, he didn t forget his friends."248
Just as Frank Costello was reknowned for his political skills, developing and
mamtaining relationships between organized crime and New York government officials,
Henry (real name: Enrico) Tameleo, known as "The Referee," served that function as a
Patriarca underboss in New England Teresa described him as an astute political animal, c
Hon and a fox:
"Henry's best thing was diplomacy. That's
what he was an ace at He thought that negotiations,
compromise, maneuvers were the best way to make
a deal. I don' t mean he wasn' t willing to fight when
he had to. If he thought murder was the best way out,
he' d use that (Tameleo was eventually sent to prison
for murder). But he preferred to use reason and peace-
ful means to get his way when possible. I remember
once he said,' We're not in politics, but we have to be.
"It's the only way we can survive. Politics is
today' s method of power. ' And he used politics to get the
things Patriarca wanted
"He could reach out to the governor's office or a
police precinct or a city council or a state legislature, or
even a congressman, to get things the mob needed Like
when they wanted parole for Ralphie Chong (Ralph
Lamattina, also known as "Joe Black," who later fled to
Sicily when the federal government sought to arrest him for
248
Teresa, My Life, pages 143^14. Cufari and Pradella are both now dead. Springfield organized crime is
commanded presently by Scibelliand Adolpho "Big Al" Bruno, both ofwhom began in January of 1997
to serve 18 month federal prison terms after entering plea agreements with the U.S. Attorney on charges
involving control of illegal gambling in Hartford. Life was tipped to the link between professional
athletes in Massach usetts and the mafia when Gilbert Lee Beckley, a layoff banker fororganized crime
bookmakers, was arrested by the FBI in January 1966. Handwritten records on his person at the time of
his arrest showed he was handling about $300,000 per day in layoff bets, and the names of Scibelli and
Cousy were also on the notes.
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securities fraud) when he was in the can for mail fraud
Henry had people reaching out to the Massachusetts parole
board and the state legislature to get Ralphie Chong out
Or, when Patriarca wanted to broaden his race track
interests, Henry arranged for a state legislator to introduce
a bill... Henry had tremendous (political) power. Patriarca
couldn t have survived as as he did without him
"(Patriarca) depended on Henry for everything. At
the snap of his finger, a guy lived or died. He could order
gang wars to start or to stop. But his biggest asset was his
power over Patriarca. I don' t know how he did it, but he
could always cool Patriarca down when he lost his temper
and was ready to make a foolish move. Henry was always
calm, always quiet in the face of real trouble."249
Like Bonanno, Teresa expresses great respect for the older men of honor and their
idealized mafia tradition, and utter contempt for their contemporary replacements. In
reference to men like Joseph Lombardo, Mike "The Wiseguy" Rocco, Joseph Anselmo
(aka Joe Burns) from Arlington, and Joseph "Don Peppino" Modica and his cousin
Nazzarene "Nene" Turrussa, Teresa says:
"These were the old dons that bought Boston They
were the ones who went around shooting cops and buying
politicians andjudges in the old days. They got the town in
the bag, and it' s been in the bag ever since. They were the
ones who made the connections with the police depart-
ments. They had connections in the district attorneys office
for thirty or forty years. They made the mob. Then the
new young punks like Jerry Anguilo (Gennaro Anguilo,
who would later become Patriarca' s captain in charge of
Boston) put them downjust because they got old
If it wasn' t for them there wouldn t be a mob in
Boston. .They made milli ons of dollars to start these new
punks off with. All these new punks came from poverty.
They' d never have got their start without the old
greaseballs bankrolling them"250
Connectedness
,
Teresa recounts, is of extreme importance. He was once induced
into a robbery in Worcester by Barney Villani, a Medford soldier, after being assured that
the prospective victim was not under mafia protection "You're sure he's not connected?,"
Teresa, My Life, page 81.
Teresa, My Life, page 83.
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Teresa recalls asking Villain, noting: "Now, if a guy s connected - that is, he's got
friends in the Office ("The Office" is how the New England mafia was referred to on the
street)
- you don t do him harm That' s why I asked Barney 'Guaranteed he' s not
connected,' Barney answered 'No one knows him'
"
Barney was obviously no scholar when it came to research. He had not done his
homework, and he could hardly have been more wrong. The victim, known as "Andy
The Fruit Man," was, m fact, Patriarca' s first cousin Four days after Teresa and Villain
robbed his house, Henry Tamaleo called Teresa, who recalls the following:
"'Go to a pay phone and call me back!,'" he said
So I went to the phone and I called him 'Did you go out to
a house and B&E (break and enter) it a couple of days
ago?', he asked
"Yeah," I said "I'm not going to he to you"
"'You better get down here fast,' Henry said
'Raymond wants to see you - and don t try to hide.'"
"Down here" meant to Patriarca's office, the Coin-O-Matic Vending Machine
Company and the National Cigarette Service Company at 168 Atwells Avenue in the
Federal Hill section of Providence. Atwells Avenue runs right through the heart of
Providence' s Little Italy and the stripe up the center of the entire street is painted red,
white and green, the color of the Italian flag. One enters upon Atwells Avenue and
Federal Hill by passing under a great arch that spans the street When one passes under
that arch onto the red, white and green stripe one has the feeling h/she has left the state of
Rhode Island and entered the soveriegn territory of a foreign dictator.
The dictator was Raymond Loredo Salvatore Patriarca, and, until his death from
natural causes in July of 1984, one was not too far off in that assumption Thomas
Rermer, who worked with Teresa while he was in the federal Witness Protection Program
to produce his autobiography, described Atwells Avenue as a place where "gnarled old
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men with undersized fedoras watched suspiciously from their chairs propped against the
walls of darkened social clubs, ready to make hand signals when a stranger approached
Here, high on Federal Hill, overlooking the state capital, organized crime flourished amid
the secrecy and clannishness of the Italian-American tenement district." 251
Teresa adds to this his own description of Federal Hill and Atwells Avenue, one
that could just as easily apply to little Itahes everwhere, mcluding Prince and Hanover
Streets in Boston s North End and Mulberrry Street on Manhattan s lower east side:
"Atwells Avenue was an armed camp. It was
impossible to move through that area without being spotted
and reported We had a spotter system that was faster than
an electronic eye. The minute a stranger moved into the
area, the word was flashed to the boys at the National
Cigarette Service Company... Across the street was
another Patriarca company, the Nu-Brite Cleaners. Nearby,
m another building on the second floor, we had an old man'
who used to sit in the windows all day long watching for
strange cars. There was a gas station next to the vending
company that had spotters. Christ, there were spotters
everywhere, in restaurants, bakeries, vegetable markets,
you name it"252
Teresa remembers bis impression when he first met Patriarca many years before:
"He was a cold and a vicious man even then But
he was a brain, a genius at organization and at moving
men He stands about five
-foot-six and is on the slim side,
but not skinny. He was always dressed very conservative
and, like Tameleo, he always wore white socks. He
smoked cheap nickle cigars, or guinea stogies. His face
was like a hawk, and craggy, with the coldest brown eyes
I've ever seen on a man. He could bore a hole right
through you with a look He always combed his hair
straight back For a man with a ton of money, he dressed
in the cheapest clothes of any mob guy I know. But he
wore two rings, one with five diamonds that he wore on
the right hand, and a big diamond ring that he wore on the
left Before he went to jail he had a very bad case of sugar
diabetes. But the thing I remember most about him was his
temper. He had a temper like a rattlesnake. When he lost
1 Renner, in Teresa, My Life, page 85.
2
Teresa, My Life, pages 85-86.
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control, it was like a storm boiling over. He'd bite down
on that cigar of his, then watch out - sparks would fly." 253
So Teresa admits to bemg terrified at being the object of this man' s fury. "I'm
scared to death now, but I know better than to let him see that
"
"I knew there was nothing to do but go to Providence. I couldn' t figure out what
the hell I'd done wrong. I called Joe Putsy (Joseph Puzzangara, a small-time associate
who dealt only on the fringes of the mafia) and asked him to come with me. He was
scared to death and wouldn't come. So I went there myself. I'mresponsible to these
people, and if they call, I go. I get to Raymond's office and there he is, walking back and
forth, puffing that cigar like a steam engine. He' s white m the face as he looks at me.
'You big fuckm guinea - did you rob this guy?,' he shouts."
Teresa explained that he had been assured that the victim was not connected
.
Furthermore, he pleaded with Patriarca to believe that he would never dare intentionally to
cause the slightest discomfort to any person under the boss' s protection
"If you re lying, Vinnie, you go out of here in a box,'" Patriarca promised
"Now I'm scared, and that's no He, because my life is hanging on the word of that
weasel, Villain. But Raymond checks and fmds out what I told him was true."254
Prevalence
Teresa lived. He would later tell tales under oath and on the record that
doubtlessly made Patriarca wish he had killed him that day.
"There were many Reveres in New England," Renner reports, a reference to entire
communities under the political influence of the mafia.He explains:
253
Teresa, My Life, page 94.
254
Teresa, My Life, pages 95-96.
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"Crooked cops were the mainstay of the New
England mob. They made it ah possible...The buying of
police protection had begunm the early days of the mafia mBoston and Providence, when men like Teresa's
grandfather reached America' s shores from their native
biafy. in Sicily, police were not to be trusted, they were tobe bought, and Sicilians who didn' t pay quickly paid a
different pnce to the men of law and order: they were
beaten, tortured, and sometimes killed. The mafia
immigrants saw no reason why things should be differentm America. Police turned their heads for a price."
Providing police protection in Boston was the task of Gennaro "Jerry" Angiulc
Teresa says:
"I dealt with a couple of cops myself, but as far as
the over-all protection for the Office and its members that
was always m Jerry Angiulo' s hands. He had the
connections, he took care of the payoffs. No one knew
who they were, not evenTameleo or Patriarca, and that's
the truth We never asked Angiulo at one time said he
could control 300 of Boston's 360-odd detectives. I don't
know if that' s the truth or not, but we all operated pretty
free in Boston In Providence, Patriarca had half the city on
his payroll. The cops used to drive by bis office and wave
to him as he sat in the chair outside, sunning himself.
"At Christmas time, you'd see dozens of cops come
to the Office to get their presents and their
envelopes... They were mostly plainclothesmen They'd go
into the back room empty-handed and come out with
packages and cash It was the same in Revere, and
Somerville, and Springfield, and Boston.... I remember
Larry (Iilario Zanrrino, aka "Larry Baione)," Boston's
second in command for the Patriarca mafia Family) telling
me that at Christmas time he' d go for no less than five
grand and sometimes it topped ten grand if things were
particularly hot Now, that' s just for flunkies. That's not
the high-priced cops, who could move people around who
were giving us problems, or the people that were paid by
dozens of other wiseguys for special work.
"There were so many cops on the mob'
s
pad... Corruption was a way of life in places like Revere
and Springfield and Somerville. There were other cops in
Maine, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island, too, but I
didn' t deal with them When we found a cop we couldn'
t
deal with, who was giving us a hard time, a call was made
to Patriarca. He' d get ahold of Angiulo, and Angiulo
would get to one of the high-ranking officers he had on the
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pad It wouldn' t be long before the cop was transferred to
another location where he couldn' t do us any damage."255
The FBI already knew of the mafia's political power by the early 1960's.
Surnrnaries of some bugged conversations m Patnarca' s Atwells Avenue
headquarters confirm the authenticity of Teresa's accounts. For example, the transcnpts
of FBI tapes state:
"Patnarca said that he was contacting [name
blanked out] m an effort to obtain the parole of Lee
Santanielle and Lawrence Baiena (sic). (April 16 1963)
Rarmondi then mentioned that he at one time was very
wealthy and, because of his habit of helping friends
financially, he lost most of his money. He pointed out that
at one time an individual, name not mentioned, was given
an order to kill somebody. While completing the murder he
was observed by a witness. Later, on another job,
probably murder, he was picked up and identified by the
witness in the first murder. A payoff of $5,000.00 was
necessary to 'square the rap away.' $5,000.00 was
furnished to a Lt Dunn (phonetically spelled) for this
purpose and the charge was dropped The individual was
released and the following day he was also murdered This
resulted in the loss of $5,000. 00 to Raimondi
(October 26, 1964).
"Roy French, a horse trainer, contacted Angiulo
through an intermediary requesting assistance to obtain a
license as a horse trainer at the Rhode Island tracks.
Patnarca indicated he would assist in this
(January 25, 1965).
_
"Joe Modica, Boston, Mass., contacted Patriarca
specifically concerning the Berkshire Downs Race Track
(in Hancock, Massachusetts, near Pittsfield, in the far
western end of the state) in which Raymond Patnarca
allegedly has a financial interest Patriarca told Modica to
contact his friend who is allegedly extremely close to
Attorney General Edward W. Brooke of Massachusetts and
have him arrange to release the $100,000 bond that is being
held by the Massachusetts Court in connection with civil
suits that have been heard in Massachusetts courts.
(January 25, 1965).
"Henry Tameleo advised he contacted George
Kattar and reiterated to Kattar that in order to operate he
'must have the State.' Kattar told him that he has arranged
to pay off the State Police and that he would furnish
25S Teresa, My Life, page 149.
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Tameleo the identities and the amounts paid to individual
members of the State Police. This apparently refers to agambling operation that Kattar will openm Biddeford,
Maine, which was previously reported The Boston Office
{ttil) is conducting an investigation relative to this matter
It appeared that
'
Blackie' who owns the club had been
tipped by members of the State Police that a game was to
be held (January 28, 1965). 256
These pohtical-rnafia relationships usually took one of a variety of forms. "One
pattern," Haller points out, "was for a local gambler to become the ward leader and
thereby combme his political and economic interests Another pattern was for close
relations to develop between an important gambler and local political figures A final
pattern was for local wardleaders, although themselves not major gamblers, to license
and oversee a range of gambling activities by political supporters."
Dennis J. Kenney and James O. Finckenaur present an even more extensive
investigation of the longrelationship between politics and organized crime in the United
States.
257
"The first real test of gang power and influence occured in 1834," they report
"At least a decade earlier, the politicians of
Tammany Hall had begun to recognize the importance of
the growing foreign population to their election efforts.
Making a complete turnabout, the politicians reasoned that
instead of excluding immigrants from the political process
it was far more expedient to use them to win elections. As
such, by the November 1827 federal election, immigrant
influence began to be felt As the political net widened,
however, so too was the willingness to use fraud and
violence as electoral tools."
Again that key word, connection
, arises as it always must when the term mafia
is employed Kenney and Finckenauer state:
"To initiate a connection, ward and district leaders
moved into the waterfront, Bowery and Five Points
Transcripts ofFBI surveillance tapes. The tapes were made for intelligence purposes without the legally
required search warrant and, therefore, could not be used to prosecute. These are reported verbatim in
Donald R. Cressey, Theft ofA Nation: The Structure and Operations of Organized Crime in America,
(New York: Harper & Row Publishers, 1969) pages 269-70.
257 For a lengthy treatment of this issue see Dennis J. Kenney and James O. Finckenauer, Organized
Crime In America, (Boston: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1995). pages 71-157 and pages 201-229.
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distncts. Almost as soon as a gang became well-organized,
the greengrocery, saloon or dance hall that was then
headquarters would be acquned Political leaders could
then protect the gang from police and reformers, ensurmothen survival and even growth at the expense of their
unprotected or less well-protected competitors. In turn,
the gangs could be commanded as 'goon squads'
on election day, working to ensure their sponsor's
reelection The 1834 mayorality contest (in New York
City) offered the first real test of this newly formed,
mutually beneficial alliance."
The criminologists add
"As election day neared, the Tammany Hall ward
leaders worked hard to build an effective machine to
employ gang skills at the polling places. The election itself
began on April 8 and lasted for three turbulent days. Pitting
the Tammany Democrats and their Irish gangs against the
incumbent Whigs and the supporters of the 'native
American' movement, the contest quickly degenerated into
widespread fighting and rioting led by toughs from each
side. Throughout the Sixth Ward, conditions grew so
violent that when the mayor and a large body of his
watchmen began visiting the polls in an attempt to restore
order, they too were attacked and driven away.. .In
desperation, the National Guard was called out to suppress
the riots. By then, however, the Tammany candidate,
Cornelius W. Lawrence, had claimed victory."258
Kenney and Finckenauer report that the municipal police learned at least one
lesson from this and subsequent experiences of a similar type, and so did the gangs:
"Weak and disorganized, the police demonstrated little ability to restore order. Instead
they seemed content to fmd ways of peaceful coexistence with protected gangs while
cracking down on those like the Daybreak Boys who failed to learn the lesson that crime
without political organization did not pay."259
258 Kenney and Finckenauer, Organized Crime, pages 77-78.
259 Kenney and finckenauer, Organized Crime, page 78.
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CHAPTER VI
MAFIA POLITICS: SCHOLARS' INSIGHTS
as a
science
To find scholarly support for the claims of mafiosi themselves that organized
crime in America has exerted enormous political influence, and even functioned
parallel underworld government, one has to look outside the disciphne of political
itself. Some of those sources have already been noted (Arlacchi, Gambetta, Anderson,
Bonanno, Luciano, Teresa, Kennedy, Hobsbawm, Fukayama, Peterson, etc.). But there
are countless others and space here permits only a sampling in order to help make the case
that the men of honor are and have long been a force in United States politics.
Accomodation ?
Donald R. Cressey, a sociologist, was among the first of American scholars to
realize that organized crime exerted a significant influence on the the American political
process. In 1969, concluding that "a litde cold-blooded appeasement" between the men of
honor and the government would "not necessarily [be] a bad thing," he proposed a
political compromise that would officially recognize the reality of what had been going on
unofficially all along. He writes, in words that call to mind Article One, Section Eight of
the U.S. Constitution, that "implicit in the legislative scheme for regulating legitimate
economic enterprises is the conception of the criminal sanction as a last resort to be used
selectively and dscTiminately when all other sanctions fail. If Cosa Nostra were properly
defined, perhaps this conception of a proper regulatory scheme could be used with
reference to it" Cressey adds this insight:
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Should Cosa Nostra be outlawed... its members
undoubtedly would soon fmd loopholes in the law
Moreover...impossibly difficult Constitutional questions
are mvolvedm such legislation.. Moreover if the
organization can be acknowledged at the legislative level
we might be able to deal with it informally but officially on
the state and national levels without any 'attack* Our State
Department and Department of Defense nghtfuUy engaoe in
negotiations with cold-war and hot-war enemies.
"Once Cosa Nostra has been precisely identified as
a unit, m somewhat the same way the Soviet Union and
Cuba are identified as units, then their can be 'tacit or
explicit understandings analagous to what in the military
field would be called limitation of war, the control of
armament, and the development of spheres of
influence... Such an agreement on the part of Cosa Nostra'
s
leaders would automatically eliminate two of the the three
critical positions in the organizations' s structure -
corrupter and corruptee. And the assurance guaranteed by
government officials would further eliminate the third key
position enforcer.
" In addition, by entering into such an agreement
Cosa Nostra' s bosses would necessarily have to
acknowledge that their organization is indeed an
organization Such acknowledgement would subject the
organization to reasonable government regulations such as
those pertaining to all corporations." 260
In making this claim, Cressey was not unmindful of the academy's terror of any
subject not reducibile to the confining limits of the scientific method Like Wolin before
him, he boldly urged that such an inquiry be undertaken by scholars regardless of the fact
that it transgresses the limits of methodological scientific control and verification To
break the new ground of studying the mafia as a politically significant force in America,
rather than as an irrelevant, psychopathic fact, one could not be a scholarly midget
standing upon the shoulders of academic giants. Cressey recognized:
"The secrecy of participants, the confidentiality of
materials collected by investigative agencies, and the filters
or screens on the perceptive apparatus of informants and
investigators pose serious methodological problemns for
260 Donald R. Cressey, Theft ofThe Nation: The Structure and Operations ofOrganizedfCrime in America,
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1969), pages 323-24.
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the social scientists who would change the state ofknowledge about organized crime."
"There is overwhelming evidence that an
organization variously called 'the Mafia,' 'La Cosa
Nostra, and ;thc syndicate' operates m the United Statesbut its activities are perceived as a 'social problem' by
'
insiders who have access to confidential information, notby most of the pubhc.The social scientist has a duty to tell
the members of his society when he believes they are in
trouble...The basic methodological problems stem from the
tact that the society of organized criminals, if it is a society
is a secret society. The on-gomg activities of organized
'
criminals are not accessible to observation by the ordinary
citizen or the ordinary social scientists. Even to gam access
to the observations made by law-enforcement and
investigative bodies, one must have 'connections '..." 261
Mafia Morality?
William J. Chambliss, another sociologist, broke ground in the study of the link
between the mafia and politics in Seattle, the results of which he recorded in his text
entitled, On The Take: From Petty Crooks to Presidents. He says:
"Whatever changes might be forthcoming, one
fundamental truth must be grasped It is not the goodness
or badness of the people that matters. The people who ran
(or run) the crime network in Seattle were (and are) not
amoral men and women On the contrary, they are for the
most part moral, committed, hard-working, God-fearing
politicians and businessmen It seems paradoxical, in fact,
that someone could kill, threaten, and coerce people to
protect himself and still adhere to a set of moral principles
to which 'all of us' adhere. 262
But from his point of view he may be protecting far
more important things than merely his own skin He may
be protecting an ideology for which he stands. He may be
Donald R. Cressy, "Methodological Problems in the Study of Organized Crime as a Social Problem,"
Annals of the American Academy ofPolitical and Social Science, 374, 1967, pages 101-12.
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U.S. District Court Judge Mark L. Wolf, who presided over the trials of five Boston mafiosi in 1990
and who, in 1997, ordered federal prosecutors to give defense attorneys the names of all confidential
informants working for the FBI in cases where Title HI wiretaps had simultaneously been issued, said
when sentencing then Cosa Nostra members: "I have perceived that every oneofyou demonstrated
qualities that, in other contexts, are admirable. You are not people who are amoral or unethical. You have
a different morality and ethics than the law recognizes." Quoted in The Boston Globe, April 30, 1990.
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protecting the community from being taken over by people
whose ideas are, from his viewpoint, bound to lead the
community and the nation down the road to ruin."263
Sociologist Daniel Bell was another to note the mafia
-polldeal alhance. He says:
"In the children s court statistics of the 1 930' s the
largest group of delinquents were the Italian; nor were' there
any Italian communal or social organizations to cope with
these problems. Yet it was, oddly enough, the quondam
racketeer, seeking to become respectable, who provided
one or the major supports for the drive to win a political
voice for Italians in the power structure of the urban
machines. This rise of the Italian bloc was connected, at
leastm the major northern urban centers, to another
important development which tended to make the traditional
relation between the politician and the protected or tolerated
illicit operator more close than it had been in the past
This is the fact that the urban political machines had
to evolve new forms of fund-raising smce the big business
contributions, which once went heavily into municipal
politics, now - with the shiftm the locus of power - go
largely into national affairs."
To compensate, Bell says, local political machines took to "taxing the gamblers."
Typically, Bell says, a political machine ward boss would "spend his full time screening
applicants for unofficial bookmaking licenses. If found acceptable, the applicant was
given a location/ usually the house or store of a loyal precinct worker, who kicked into
the machine treasury a high proportion of the large rent exacted" In Jersey City, for
example, Bells says "The one thousand bookies and their one thousand
landlords...formed the hard core of the political machine that sweated and bled to get out
the votes for Hague."264
John A. Gardiner conducted a study of the relationship between organized crime
and politics in a city which he calls by the pseudonym "Wincanton." He reports: "As in all
William J. Chambliss, On The Take: From Petty Crooks tp Presidents, (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1978), pages 187-88. For a related article, see Chambliss, "State Organized Crime," The
American Society of Criminology's 1988 Presidential Address, Criminology, 27, 1988, pages 183-208.
264 Daniel Bell, "Crime As An American Way of Life," The Antioch Review, 13, 1953, pages 131-54.
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cities in which gambling and vice had nourished openly, these illegal activities were
protected by local officials." Again the importance of connection and protection surface.
Alliance
Gardiner notes:
"An essential ingredient in [organized crime' s]Wincanton operations was protection against law
enforcement agencies. While he was never able to arrange
freedom from Federal intervention
. . Stem was able to
secure freedom from State and local action Two basic
principles were involved in the Wincanton protection
system - pay top (political and law enforcement) personnel
as much as necessary to keep them happy (and quiet), and
pay something to as many others as possible to implicate
them in the system to keep them from talking.
[Bribery was so strategically efficient that] it
could reasonably appear to an individual employee that the
entire machinery of law enforcement in the city was
controlled by [organized crime] and that an individual
protest would be silenced quickly. This can be illustrated
by the momentary crusade conducted by First Assistant
District Attorney Phil Roper in the summer of 1962. When
the district attorney left for a short vacation Roper decided
to act against the gamblers and madames in the city...When
the district attorney returned from his vacation, he quickly
fired Roper Tor introducing politics into the district
attorney' s office. '
"26S
Kefauver
The first notable and one of the most extensive inquiries into organized crime's
political and economic influence in the United States was conducted by a Senate
committee chaired by Estes Kefauver, a Tennessee Democrat Concerned about the
findings of a 1948 study by a California crime commission appointed by then Governor
2SS John A. Gardiner, assisted by David J. Olson, "Wincanton: The Politics of Corruption," in the
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice, The Challenge ofCrime
in a Free Society, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1967), pages 61-79.
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Earl Warren, Kefauver was ultimately able (through Senate Resolution 202, introduced
on January 5, 1950) to persuade the upper chamber to create the Senate Special
Committee to Investigate Organized Cnme in Interstate Commerce. The bill passed only
after Vice President AlbenBarkley cast a tie-breaking vote.
Republicans opposed creation of the committee, headed by a Democrat, because
they feared it would whitewash and paper over the traditional linkages between the
Democratic machine bosses and organized crime bosses in major cities. Democrats
opposed it because they feared it wouldn't. Indeed, some speculate that the committee
was approved only after Senators became confident that its membership - four of the five
of which were from rural states - wouldn' t likely know the mafia if they tripped over it 266
But the Kefauver Committee travelled to fourteen major cities,267 logged 52,380
miles in the process, and interviewed 800 witnesses in one year (from May 10, 1950 to
May 1, 1951) Moreover, television was just becoming a standard way of obtaining
information in American homes, and many of the hearings were televised This fact
doubtlessly contributed to Kefauver being nominated as the Democratic vice-presidential
candidate in 1956.
A brief summary of some of the Committee's more important discoveries with
respect to the thesis in this text that politics and crime have long been wed in many
American cities shows:268
2$6 Under Kefauver, the other members were Charles W. Tobey, Republican ofNew Hampshire; Alexander
Wiley, Republican of Wisconsin; Lester C. Hunt, Democrat ofWyoming, and Herbert R. O' Conor,
Democrat o fMary land
.
267 Washington, D.C., Tampa, Miami, New York, Cleveland, St. Louis, Kansas City, New Orleans,
Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, Las Vegas, Los Angeles and San Francisco.
268 See Estes Kefauver, Crime in America, (Garden City , NY: Doubleday, 1951); Special Committee To
Investigate Organized Crime in interstate Commerce, Third Interim Report, U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1951
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Chicago: In three seperate visits the Committee heard
evidence on the politics-mafia link. Johnny Roselli a
made^ember of the Chicago mafia (and the man to whom
the CIA would later turn to midate a plot to kill Fidel
Castro) said "The wire service (which provided odds-
making information for connected bookmakers) the
handbooks, the slot machines and the other rackets whichhave thrived in the city of Chicago cannot operate without
local corruption If the handbooks are open the conclusion
is inescapabale that the police are being paid off."
New York City: The Committee exposed the close
relationship between mafioso Frank Costello and WilliamO Dwyer, former Brooklyn district attorney and New York
City mayor, (m front of a television audience estimated at
JO million). The Committee reported "A single pattern of
conduct emerges from..(0'Dwyefs) official activities in
regard to gambling and waterfront rackets, murders and
police corruption from his days as district attorney
through his term as mayor. No matter what the motivation
of his choice, action or inaction it often seemed to
result favorably for men suspected of being high up
in the rackets."
Detroit: The Committee focused on the relationship
between the Ford Motor Company and the mafia. It learned
Ford had given an exclusive contract to transport its cars in
the east, from its plant in Edge water, N.J.
, to the
Automotive Conveying Company, owned by famous
mafioso (later deported) Joey Adonis. It gave an exclusive
contract to haul from its Detroit plants to E&L Transport
Company, the majority stockholder of which was Anthony
D' Anna, then underboss to Detroit mafia boss Joeseph
Massei. (D' Anna, a close friend of Ford chief of staff
Harry Bennett, had earlier been given a fifty percent
interest in a Ford agency franchise in Wyandotte. The
mafia had planned to murder Joseph Tocca, who then ran a
food concession at the Ford plant. Bennett met with
D'Anna and asked him to delay the execution for at least
five years, in exchange for the half-ownership of the car
dealership. Tocca was murdered seven years later).
Saratoga Springs, N.Y.: The Committee learned that
several illegal casinos269 had been operating unmolested by
the police for as long as anyone could remember. The clubs
were owned by Joey Adonis, Frank Costello, Charles
"Lucky" Luciano, Meyer Lansky and Lefty Clark (of
Detroit). Saratoga detective Walter A' Hearn testified that he
hadn' t made a gambling arrest in nineteen years on the
police force. Had he, he said his job as a policeman would
269 the Chicago Club, Delmonico's, Smith's Interlochen, Piping Rock, Arrowhead and Newman's
Lake House
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be in jeopardy. Moreover, he testified that he and bis
partner, with the full knowledge and approval of Saratoga
police chief Patrick F. Rox, were paid ten dollars per night
to escort cash from the casinos to the banks at the heishtof
the season. New York State Police Superintendent John AGaffney testified that he had authorized a survey of
Saratoga'
s illegal gambling m 1 947 and concluded "This
looks like a very sizeable operation [but] it's been gomg
on for twenty five years to my knowledge." Kefauver
asked: "In other words, youjust knew you weren t
supposed to do anything about it?" Gaffney answered
That s right. When you get to my position you're savvy
enough to leave gambling alone and not to mention it to the
governor (Thomas Dewey). Otherwise, I'd end up out on
the sidewalk" (Dewey himself refused to testify).
As district attorney, William O'Dwyer had been contacted by a long-time mafia
associate, Abe Reles, who offered, in exchange for certain protections, to testify about the
enforcement arm of the American mafia run by Albert Anastasia (knowns as "The Lord
High Executioner") and referred to in the media as "Murder, Inc. " He said a stable of
enforcers were available and on call to be imported from far away cities to conduct mafia
murders in order to deflect suspicion from local members who could arrange airtight
alibis. Reles, in fact, offered information on more than 200 mafia murders around the
country, fifty of which he had been connected to in some way. In all, detectives gathered
that he could offer verifiable, indictable, prosecutable testimony on eighty three murders.
Reles also gave evidence about how the mafia took over New York's garment district
through control of the International Ladies Garment Workers Union (ILGWU)
But district attorney O' Dwyer did the most unlikely thing. He called a press
conference and announced that he had "the perfect murder case" against Albert Anastasia -
- alerting the mafia that they were in danger because of the evidence Reles was giving to
detectives. O' Dwyer then ordered Reles placed in protective custody, under twenty-four
hour police guard in Room 623 of the Half Moon Hotel in Coney Island At 7:00 a.m. on
November 12, 1941, Detective Victor Robbins claims to have checked the room and saw
Reles asleep. At 7: 10 a.m. Detective Robbins said he looked in again The bed was
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empty and the wmdow open Two dotted bed sheets were draped out the window,
extending only a few feet down the wall. Reles lay dead forty two feet below.
Captain Frank Bals was placed in charge of the investigation by O'Dwyer. He
concluded that Reles was trying to escape - a preposterous idea because Reles knew he
wouldn't last a day on the streets of New York with every mafioso in the city gunning for
him "Reles," a retired New York City policeman told me, "wanted freedom about as
much as the Pope would want the clap." When O'Dwyer became mayor in 1945 he made
Bals Deputy Police Commissioner
- and rumors persisted that Bals pnnciple task was to
collect and disburse regular payoffs to the O'Dwyer administration from the mafia.
In my own interviews, I asked two veteran New York City police officers, now
retired, if they gave credence to the commonly accepted belief that members of the police
force guarding Reles either murdered him on the mafia's behalf or looked the other way
while mafiosi themselves undertook the task Both said that nobody on the New York
police force with whom they had been conversant doubted for a moment that one or the
other of these scenarios was the case. "Did the mafia have enough influence with the
NYPD to get them to toss Reles out the window?," I asked
"The mafia," one of the two answered, "had enough influence with the NYPD to
get anybody tossed out of any window in any hotel in New York." 270
A 1945 Brooklyn grandjury later said of O'Dwyer's handling of the Reles matter:
"The undisputed proof is that William O'Dwyer
was in possession of competent legal evidence that
Anastasia was guilty of first degree murder and other
vicious crimes. This proof admittedly was sufficient to
warrant Anastasia 's indictment and conviction, but
Anastasia was neither indicted, prosecuted or
convicted...The consistent and complete failure to
prosecute the overlord of organized crime... is so revolting
we cannot permit these disclosures to be filed away in the
same manner the evidence against Anastasia was here-to-
for 'put in the files.'"
270
Interviews with retired NYPD Sergeants Kenneth Bowser and Joseph Hanrahan
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The Kefauver Committee came to the same conclusion:
"Of the men O' Dwyer identified as the Big Six
(Adonis, Lansky, Siegel, Luciano, Longy Zwillman and
Moretti) all were fnends or associates of Costello...None
of the top six were prosecuted or even touched in the
investigation, with the exception of Siegel, who was
indicted in California andm whose case O' Dwyer had
refused to produce Abe Reles as a witness at the trial as a
result, Siegel was never tried"
Labor Unions. On November 14, 1957, at least fifty nine major Amencan
mafiosi held a meeting in the tiny upstate New York town of Apalachin They convened at
the estate of Joseph Barbara, owner of a Canada Dry distributorship and a captain in
Stefano Maggadino's mafia Family. Alerted by the unusual number of cars with out-of-
state license plate in the small hamlet, New York State Police Sergeant Edgar Croswell
called in assistance from the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF).
While the meeting was in progress, the law enforcers set up a road block at the
intersection of Route 17 and McFall Road, through which the mafiosi would have to pass
when the meeting broke up. They arrested 59 of the men including Joe Bonanno, Vito
Genovese, Carlo Gambino, Joseph Profaci, Russell Bufalino and Anthony Magaddino.
Others arrested were from as far away as Dallas (Joseph Civello), Colorado (James
Colletti), Tampa (Santo Trafficante), Cleveland (John Scalish) and Los Angeles (Frank
DeSimone). Sam Giancana of Chicago, Joseph Zerilli of Detroit and James Lanza of San
Francisco were also known to be present but somehow eluded capture.
As a result, 133 different investigation were spawned by a variety of law
enforcement agencies. All witnesses, apart from claiming their Fifth Amendment right
against self-incrimina tion claimed only that they had come to visit Barbara because he
had suffered a heart attack and they were mquiring after his health That fifty nine of them
arrived from throughout the country on the same day, they said, was a bizzare
coincidence. But an unlikely one, Sergeant Croswell testified, noting that records showed
that on November 5, 1957, in preparation for the mafia meeting, Barbara had placed an
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order with the Armour B eef Company of Bmghampton for 207 pounds of steak, 20
pounds of veal cutlets and 1 5 pounds of cold cuts.
In due course, 27 of the men were indicted by a federal grandjury for perjury and
conspiracy to obstruct justice. The trial lasted eight weeks and 84 witnesses testified,
among them Robert F. Kennedy, then chief counsel to the McClellan Committee. All
were found guilty on January 13, 1960. But the verdicts were reversed on appeal. There
was no proof that the meeting was held, the appellate court ruled, for the purpose of
"conspiring" to violate the law.
Nonetheless, the meeting made it impossible for J. Edgar Hoover and the FBI to
continue to deny the existence of an American mafia.
And that stroke of fate occuredjust as Robert Kennedy was inquiring into the
extent of the mafia' s influence over the American labor union movement, and just prior to
the time when he would become Hoover s boss as Attorney General of the United States.
As its chief counsel, Robert Kennedy would conclude about the work of the
McClellan Committee that the witnesses who appeared before it
"revealed that the underworld was increasing its effort to
seize control of legitimate businesses and unions, which
they often used as 'fronts' for their illegal activities. In
some industries they had actually gained a monopoly
control. The results of the underworld infiltration into the
labor-management affairs forms a shocking pattern across
the country. We found and duly proved that the gangsters
of today work in a highly organized fashion and are far
more powerful now than at any time in the history of the
country. They control political figures and threaten whole
communities. They have stretched their tentacles of
corruption and fear into industries both large and small.
They grow stronger every day." 271
But Kennedy and the McClellan Committee had one advantage Kefauver lacked
Joseph Valachi, the first mafioso to become an informer and violate the law of omerta
before a federal investigatory agency. Valachi. while in prison had become convinced
2
" Kennedy, The Enemy Within, page 238.
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that mafia colleagues had decided to have him killed To protect himself, he struck first,
murdering another inmate who he suspected to be the oue given the contract on him He
got the wrong man, and faced a first degree murder charge. That, combined with the fact
that those to whom he swore loyalty were plotting to murder him, is why, he said, he
consented to appear as a federal witness. Infront of the McClellan Committee, Valachi
desenbed the history, structure and workings of the Amencan mafia to the public for the
first time.
272
Again the mafia-politics connection surfaces. Journalist Peter Maas, Valachi'
s
biographer, says:
"Organized crime is America's biggest
business... Organized crime, of course, pays no taxes but
it does pay to corrupt countless public officials at all levels
and besides its lucrative illicit rackets, it has increasingly
infiltrated and taken over legitimate businesses and labor
unions - applying, naturally, its own ethical standards.
While Cosa Nostra (mafia) does not embrace all organized
crime, it is its dominant force, virtually a state within a state
-- a 'second government' as Valachi puts it -
painstakingly structured, an intricate web of criminal
activity stretching across the nation bound together in
mystic ritual that sounds like a satire on college fraternity
initiations and at the same time caught up in a continual
swirl of brutality, savage intrigue, kangaroo courts and
sudden death." 273
Later, Maas says:
"Corruption of public officials has always been a
cornerstone of Cosa Nostra operations. A recent (1968)
example occured in New York when Antonio "Tony
Ducks" Corallo, a lieutenant in the old Lucchese Family
specializing in labor union racketeering and shylocking, got
his hooks into a member of the mayor' s inner circle who
had gone to him for cash to cover plunges on Wall Street,
and a seemingly endless vista of rigged municipal
contracts and crooked real estate deals opened up. In this
272
See, for example, Peter Maas, The Valachi Papers: The First Inside Account ofLife In Cosa Nostra,
(New York: G.P. Putnama's Sons, 1968).
273 Maas, Valachi Papers, page 2 6.
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w^tfJ^ mf°nner WaS 3^ to *e ^eme, anditas stopped almost as soon as it got started How many
similar cases there are in cities around the country where noinformant is handy is, of course, the question"274
An interesting observation is made by a trucker interviewed by author Steven
Brill, whose text, The Teamsters, is a superb account of mafia influence m the American
labor movement A common belief is that Jimmy Hoffa was murdered by the mafia when
he sought to regain the Teamster s presidency after his release frompnson The reason
Hoffa was a singularly powerful, hands-on and politically independent administrator,
impossible for the mafia to fully control. His successor, Frank Fitzsimmons, was a weak
mafia pawn who served only as a vapid figurehead while Cosa Nostra ran the union The
union memberm Bull' s mterview complains that under Fitzsimmons and the mafia the
Teamsters had "gone so political" that it ignored the interests of the working man
"What's going political' mean?', Brill asked The teamster answered
"When I heard Hoffa was missing it didn' t surprise
me. It' s part of what I said about all those forces out there
that I don't know anything about I figured he was trying
to come back, and all those guys he used to deal with (in
the mafia) didn' t want him back...When I heard the news
I just figured that dirty S.O.B. at the top (Fitzsimmons) is'
tiedm with the mafia something fierce. I'll tell you this: if it
can happen to Hoffa, it can happen to anyone, so you have
to be careful. That much even I know just sitting here in
this truck for twenty nine years." 275
Between the McClellan Committe's work in the late 1950' s and the report by the
President's Commission on Organized Crime in March of 1986, the federal government
had documented "a web of corruption that has pervaded segments of markets held captive
by organized crime" and diagnosed the national mafia malady as "a cancer that almost
Maas, Valachi Papers, page 278.
Steven Brill, The Teamsters, (New York: Pocket Books, 1978), page 280.
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destroyed the labor movement."276 The imaoe o.f ^ "«^a~ »in g ota shadow government appears in the
language the Commission used to describe the problem
" [M]any infiltrated untions are major locals
embracmg thousands of members, and they operate in
strategic commercial sectors and large urban and
metropolitan centers. Influence over these locals enables
organized crime to dominate the international unions and
acquire a footholdm the marketplace. It enables them to
position corrupt labor leaders, who move in the shadow
between legitimate and legitimate businesses, to gain
access to the political process." 2"
In fact, of fifty eight mafiosi charged after being arrested at the 1 957 Apalachin
conference, more than twenty claimed involvement in labor and labor management
relations. Among them were such mafia powers as Bonanno, Castellano.Vito Genovese
and and Carlo Gambino, who identified himself to police as "a labor relations consultant."
The President's Commission described the four principle uses to which the mafia puts the
labor unions that it controls:
"First, it can convert union resources - members'
dues, union assets, or worker benefit funds -- to its own
use.
"Second, it can use unions to exact payoffs from
businesses in the form of sweetheart contracts or strike
insurance.
"Third, it can use the union as a way to influence an
entire market....
"Finally, organized crime can use unions as a
means of access to and protection from the political and
governmental process."
"The power of organized cn^e-dorninated businesses or unions," the
Commission said, "has led to the creation of 'triple-threat' racketeers: men who are
276
President's Commission on Organized Crime, Report to the President and the Attorney General, The
Edge: Organized Crime, Business, and Labor Unions, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1986), page 4.
277
President's Commission, The Edge, page 2.
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members of organized crime, important business consultants or union leader*,
and political kingmakers."
Perhaps the final word to date on the subject of mafia-labor union relationship
comes from Frank Ragano who was mafioso boss Santo Trafficante' s attorney for many
years. Ragano details his legal work between organized labor and organized crime on
behalf of Trafficante and New Orlean' s mafia boss Carlos Marcello. Perhaps Ragano'
s
most interesting claim is that, close to death, Trafficante admitted the mafia' s involvement
in the plot to murder President Kennedy.
"That Bobby made life miserable for me and my friends,'" Ragano quotes
Trafficante as telling him "'Who would' ve thought that someday [John Kennedy] would
be president and he would name his goddam brother attorney general? Goddam Bobby. I
think Carlos (Marcello) fucked up in getting rid of Giovanni (John Kennedy) - maybe it
should have been Bobby.'
"To my astonishment," Ragano reports, "abruptly and without warning, he
confessing that he and Carlos Marcello had conspired to kill the President"279
was
2,8President's Commission, The Edge, pages 9-29.
27SFrank Ragano, Mob Lawyer, (New York: Charle's Scribner's sons, 1994), page 348.
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CHAPTER VII
REDEEMER NATION: CITIZEN VIRTUE
Ambition cannot bear to see anyone before it or coming after it
The ambitious man is wracked by invidia on two fronts:
he is envied and he envies.
Barton [Seneca, Epistulae 84;11]
"In the early days of the Republic," says Eyal J. Naveh, "most Americans were
were familiar with biblical, Christian and Protestant martyrs who suffered and died to
pave the way for a better mankind and world redemption" 280 We have in the United
States, since the Puritans at least, seen ourselves as a Redeemer Nation a City Upon A
Hill to stand as a moral guide to the rest of the world But it is a status, believers claim,
that can be lost by sin and hence the persistent resurrection of reform movements in this
country. And the redeemer/reformer and the martyr are closely linked
"Familiar with the general heritage of sacrifice and martydom, American authors
poets, preachers, and popular historians applied the title martyr to specific individuals.
They thus strove to invest the American national experience with transcendent meaning
and to strengthen the American national consciousness through solidarity with the
sacrifice of a dead hero."281
Love and Power
And the concept of the martyr was one held up to us as young Catholics as a
source of emulation
280 Eyal J. Naveh, Crown of Thorns: Political Martyrdom in Americafrom Abraham Lincoln to Martin
Luther King, Jr., (New York: New York University Press, 1990), page 2.
281 Naveh, Crown, page 3.
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The submissive Catholic should not seek honor, except as a martyr, we were
taught "When all the boasting is over," Augustine rhetoncally asked, "what is any man
but just another man? And, even though a crooked world came to admit that men should
be honored only according to merit, even human honor would be of no great value. It is
smoke that weighs nothing" - By contrast, sacrificing one's life as the ultimate tribute to
the honor of God was the greatest of virtues. The martyr, Carhn Barton points out, can
obtain honor passively and submissively, even in defeat, by converting his conquerors
into an audience fascinated by his ability to act contrary to the expectations of rational self-
interest. Instead of showing fear, cowardice and the whining complaint of the victim
"compelled to his awful fate out of fear of death and a degrading desire for life-
Augustine's passive and submissive hero can show bravery, self-control and honor
"through a more than human courage and determination to embrace his own destruction"
In doing so, Barton notes, the martyr "has risen above the farce he could not escape. "»
Even in so doing, however, the martyr could only expect glory insofar as it was
reflected on him or her by God Tribute was first paid to the patron for whom the martyr
sacrificed himself, for as Augustine points out:
"Nevertheless, we do not construct shrines,
consecrate priests and render rites and sacrifices for these
martyrs. The simple reason is that it is not they but God
who is our God It is true that we honor their shrines
because they were holy men of God who fought for truth,
even unto death, so that the true religion might be made
known and falsehoods and fictions be overcome. Others
before them who knew the truth were too afraid to express
their convictions. Certainly no Christian ever heard a
priest, standing before an altar built for the honor and
service of God over the holy body of a martyr, say in his
prayers: 'I offer this Sacrifice to thee, Peter, or Paul, or
Cyprian1
. No! Before the monuments of these martyrs, the
2 Naveh, Crown, page 1 14.
3
Carlin Barton, " Savage Miracles," Representations, pages 43-44.
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Sacrifice is offered to God alone, who made them first men
and then martyrs and finally associated them with His holy
angels in heavenly honor.
"
284
The happy person is the one not tempted to eat from the tree of knowledge, not
fascinated by the secrets of good and evil. The happy person is obedient, submissive,
passive, and dependent upon the provisions made for him or her by the great patron The
will, Augustine taught, was "the evil tree that bore evil fruit" and "The fault of an evil
will begins when one falls from Supreme Being to some being which is less than
absolute. Paradoxically, humans could only become free by renouncing the
misleading temptations of their own wills and acknowledging their total dependence upon
the will of God and the grace which he alone could supply to break their bondage to sin
Unaided by this great patron's almost silent counsel, the fallen client would invariably
choose wrong and his or her conceit would lead them into hell. The error was in not
turning toward God, in not turning away from the self, the nuns said
And well they might have, with Augustine as the authority. Young boys were
particularly vulnerable to interpretations of his guilt-inducing rhetoric which warned
against pride and self-assertion, and against even the most insignificant of moral
transgressions. "For I saw," the saint proclaimed, "the abyss of vileness, wherein I was
cast away from Thine eyes. Before them what more foul than I was already, displeasing
even such as myself? with innumerable lies deceiving my tutor, my masters, my parents,
from love of play, eagerness to see vain shows and resdess to imitate them! Thefts also I
committed, from my parents' cellar and table, enslaved by greediness, or that I might
have to give to boys, who sold me their play, which all the while they liked no less than I.
In this play, too, I often sought unfair conquests, conquered myself meanwhile by vain
284 Augustine, City ofGod', page 169.
x Augustine, City ofGod, page 254.
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desire of preeminence. And what could I so ill endure, or, when I detected it, upbraided I
so fiercely, as that I was doing to others? and for which, if detected, I was upbraided, I
chose rather to quarrel than to yield And is this the innocence of boyhood? Not so, Lord,
not so; I cry Thy mercy, Oh my God 1,286
The parish school curriculum regarding the will, pride, notions of good and evil,
atonement, redemption and true justice and happiness was straight out of Augustine's
City OfGod
.
We were created by an omniscient, omnipotent and omnipresent God
whose judgement was to be followed without question because "He also inspired the
Scripture, which is regarded as canonical and of supreme authority and to which we give
credence concerning all those truths we ought to know and yet, of ourselves, are unable
to learn - God was the source of all order: "God is the Author of all measure, form, and
order.
"
He is the source of all good "Thus, there can be no unchangeable good except
our one, true and blessed God" Evil is the darkness which enfolds one who averts his or
her eyes from the light of His truth; "Thus, all those who are called unclean spirits are no
longer light in the Lord but darkness in themselves, being deprived of a participation in
His eternal light For, evil has no positive nature; what we call evil is merely the lack of
something that is good
"
"
God is the great patron who redeems the loyal who acknowledge, humbly, his
greater strength: "From their horrible and hateful domination a man is delivered by faith in
Him who showed us the way to rise by going to a depth of humihty as great as the height
of pride from which they fell.
"
We learned that life was a constant test of loyalty and honor: "The first man was
told 'If you transgress, you shall die the death'; now, the martyr is reminded 'If you
refuse death, you transgress the commandment'. What before was to be feared, if a man
286 Augustine, The Confessions of St. Augustine, (New York: Pocket Books, 1951), page 18.
287 Augustine, City ofGod, quotes taken from pages 207, 11 1,245 and 217 respectively.
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were to keep himself from sin, is now to be faced, if he is not to sin Thus by the the
ineffable mercy of God, the penalty of sin is transformed into the panoply of virtue and
the punishment of the sinner into the testing of a saint. - This life is, indeed, one in
which it is impossible to find happiness and justice: "[The command of the City of God]
holds that eternal life is the supreme good and eternal death the supreme evil, and that we
should live rightly in order to obtam the one and avoid the other Those who think that
the supreme good and evil are to be foundm this life are mistaken 11
We were taught that all political power dnves from God, but that secular politics
was decidedly inferior to celestial politics:
"The conclusion from all this is that the power to
give a people a kingdom or empire belongs only to the
same true God who gives the Kingdom of Heaven with its
happiness only to those who believe in Him, while he
gives the earthly city to both believers and unbelievers
alike, according to His will, which can never be unjust
"
And justice awaits the faithful, loyal and honorable client as
a reward for passing tests: "But true justice is not to be
found save in that commonwealth, if we may so call it,
whose Founder and Ruler is Jesus Christ -- for no one can
deny that this is the weal of the people True justice
reigns in that state of which Holy Scripture says: 'Glorious
things are said of thee, O City of God'.'II 288
To fail to devote myself to the religous life would be tantamount to making a
conscious choice to elevate the passing passions and pleasures of Augustine's Earthly
City over the higher values of his Heavenly City. And to Augustine, the choice was
nothing less than the choice between being a reprobate and being righteous. Discussing
"the rise, the development and the destined ends of the two cities, the earthly and the
heavenly, the cities which we find..... interwoven as it were, in this present transitory
world, and mingled with one another," Augustine displaces a choice of political principles
with the more guilt-provoking concept of a choice between two opposite kinds of love.
He warns that "the earthly city was created by self-love reaching the point of contempt for
288 Augustine, City ofGod, quotes taken from pages 142,273,437, 116 and 75 respectively.
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God, the Heavenly City by the love of God earned as far as contempt of self. - He
changed the rational, dialectical ground rules of ancient political debate and raised the
personal, psychological stakes of ignorance. He tries to force each of us to choose
between two extremes: between betrayal/disloyalty/dishonor and self-sacrificing
martyrdom, with no middle ground to which to advance or retreat. 289
The preference for the earthly city was the kind of choice, I was taught, that had
been made by the Roman emperor Nero, a tyrant whose lust for domination m this world
helped lead a great nation to perdition Nero best served us as an example of God's
willingness to punish and chasten any country whose leaders and citizens did not seek
their salvationin the Heavenly City
. And there were modem Neros everywhere m the
1940's and the 1950's, the nuns taught, and they had to be faced down They were trying
to force the darker side of human nature to elevate greed, lust, ambition and a desire for
political power over the higher virtues of prudence, chastity, charity, humility and
obedience to an authority residing in another world Antichrists were seen to abound,
urging people to subscribe to Godless political ideologies, such as Communism,
Anarchism or Fascism God's call to the chosen few to become priests, then, was pitched
as far more than a lifestyle choice. It was made a matter of historical significance resting
upon a personal choice regarding whether to do one's duty or to be a Judas to the Higher
Power himself and to the principles of a faith that had sustained our religious ancestors
all the way back to ancient Rome.
And the verdict was already in The Judge had already judged The sentence had
already been passed All that remained was for the defendant to act -- in whatever way he
freely chose, of course.
289 For a further treatment of this issue see Murray Forsythe and Maurice Keens-Soper, eds., A Guide To
The Political Classics: Plato to Rousseau, (New York: Oxford University Press), page 83.
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Nuns in the parish school were intensely anxious to foster vocations whenever
they detected the likelihood of grace implanted in a child by God (partly, one suspected,
because they felt that their efforts at recruiting would be rewarded in the hereafter as
well). And the pansh priests were always on the lookout for likely candidates to join their
ranks, motivated by a belief that the highest of this life's occupations was m preparing
people for the afterlife through the administration of the sacraments.
Politics and Religion
But, absurdly enough, the miracle that precipitated all this assurance on the part of
nuns and priests that I was gifted with a vocation to the priesthood occured only because
Uncle Fred and I developed a close personal relationship.
Fred Chase, actually a bachelor uncle to my grandmother and the one who raised
her after her own parents died when she was but a child, was bom in 1851 in the tiny
village of Island Pond, Vermont And for as long as he could stand unaided on his own
two feet he never left that one small region of earth. He farmed his land, assisted by his
brother, Lemuel, and did so happily until Lemuel married a New York State woman who
the mysogynistic Fred concluded was an "Iroquois squaw" and "a savage."
Fred, a woman hater for reasons he never shared, did all in his considerable
power to drive his brother's wife off the long celibate farm One day, in a fit of absolute
exasperation, Lemuel's wife could stand no more of Fred's aggravation and she smacked
htm in the face with a garden hoe, knocking him unconscious and leaving him with a scar
across his forehead which he wore to his grave. Conveniently ignoring the degree to
which he had for so long provoked her, Fred held the attack up as evidence that his
original judgement was the right one: Lemuel had married a "savage" native American
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He often drew upon this particularly dramatic example, as well, to support his
life-long belief that the feminine force in the universe was a wild and dangerous thing that
was best avoided, but m dne need of being subdued and controlled when contact with it
became inevitable.
After his fateful encounter with the the threat of femininity, which he portrayed as
a frightful mterloper from a Hobbesian world beyond the stone walls of his own carefully
cultivated land, Fred worked the farm alone. He continued to do so until he was almost
ninety years old, finding his only diversion in frequent walks down to Bartlett's General
Store, where he would do his level best to annoy the townsfolk with snide comments
critical of their modern affectations, and set neighbor on edge against neighbor by
rancorously pitting one's beliefs against another's. And, he once confessed to me, in his
younger years he found enjoyment by sitting on bnght summer days at the end of the
local train depot opposite the sun in order to secretly ogle women boarding and departing
the trains as the light of nature shone throught their thin, warm-weather skirts. But that,
he said, was as close as he dared or needed to come to the presence of feminine allures.
My grandmother, Mabel Kelsey, lived with Fred and Lemuel, but unbeknownst to
them she began a secret romance with a Roman Catholic boy from nearby Orleans,
Vermont His name was Heazer Sanville, and his parents had immigrated from Quebec.
At the age of fifteen, she secretly married him after converting to Catholicism, and wore
his wedding ring on a chain around her neck, concealed beneath her modest clothing,
while contmuing to live with the Chase brothers.
But one night while serving them dinner, her thumb caught in the chain and
snapped it and the ring tumbled across the kitchen table. Fred caught it as it rolled off the
edge toward his lap. Their secret exposed, Mabel and Heazer had to flee Island Pond to
escape the wrath of Uncle Fred, who implied in his own words that their guilt was made
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manifest by the nature of their hasty departure. "Why, she popped out of that house like a
eat out of a woodbox," he sard - Left on the sly, they did, hie the sehoolmaster ninnih
off with the parson's wife.
» And Fred was ultimately left by himself in the village just
twenty miles below the Canadian border until he feU comatose with pneumonia at the age
of eighty nine.
That was the point at which Uncle Fred was brought kicking and screarning to live
with us. When, after the passage of a couple of weeks, nobody had been able to make
contact with him, my mother rode to the rescue. My mother, a registered nurse and a
Catholic so devout that her own mother called her "holier than the Pope," had my father
drive her to Island Pond, break down the door of Fred's house and load him unconscious
into their oldjalopy to be returned to Massachusetts where she could nurse him back to
health and preserve him under her care. Uncle Fred thought such ministries to be both
unnatural and an invasion of his privacy, to say nothing of a threat to his liberty. He
demanded, upon regaining consciousness, to be returned to his Island Pond death bed
where he could pass away in freedom, as nature had prescribed, rather than face the
prospect of subjecting himself to the effeminizing artificial world of modem medical
science and my mother's tyrannical application of it
"I ain't lived a day yet under petticoat rule," he proclaimed, "and I doozn't intend
to start now."
But my mother, having gone to all the trouble of hunting him up out of the
Vermont woods, had him captive and refused to set him free. Charity, she taught, was a
virtue, the practice of which might drive Uncle Fred to distraction but which would earn
her an extra jewel in the heavenly crown which, she never doubted, was being fashioned
for her by tinsmith angels under God's direction, to be bestowed upon her at the final
judgement Tolerating him, nursing him, sheltering him and feeding him
,
she reasoned,
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was a Christian duty, and one she undertook with a literal vengeance, fully expecting a
good reward in the next life for doing battle with the rebellious old man in this one.
Uncle Fred promised to make her pay dearly for her other-worldly utmtananism
He claimed no control over the here-after. But he insisted that he could avenge his many
resentments in this world because he was gifted with the power to cast spells and put
curses on people. And, he confided to me, he had put one on her.
It worked, too, in Fred's estimation Within a couple of years she was stricken
with rheumatoid arthritis, a disease that would, over the course of her lifetime, totally
cripple her after subjecting her to endless pam and agony. When Fred would overhear her
lament that medical science, to which she had devoted her life as a nurse, could not cure
her ailment because it did understand its cause, he would smile to himself in a
mysteriously self-satisfied way.
But as Fred grew on into his nineties, and as I grew on from infancy into
childhood, World War Two raged across the globe and preoccupied the rest of the entire
adult world He and I, because of our inverse ages, were left by the circumstances of
military conscription and the demands of defense plant work as the only two idle males
constantly in a household of busy women Our uselessness in this time of national danger
caused us to became close companions. He tried for a while to follow the events of World
War Two on the radio, but he could not keep straight the question of "who be the Reds
and who be the Nazis," so he lost interest in the whole affair. For him, the American Civil
War was the most defining of conflicts, for he was nine years old when it began and he
stood in relation to Abraham Lincoln as I did in relation to Harry Truman He was as
personally familiar with the Civil War as I would later be with the Korean Conflict While
the huge, wooden radio that sat like a piece of monstrous furniture in the comer of the
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living room played songs like Pack Up Your Troubles In Your Old Kit Bag, Fred sang
John Brown's Body and The Battle Hymn Of The Republic:
Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord;
He is trampling.out the vintage where the grapes of wrath are stored;He has loosed the fateful lightening with his terrible swift sword
His truth goes marching on!
And it was strange to hear the words of that hymn coming from an old man who
was so cussedly irreverent about everything in the universe around him And that
strangeness was, perhaps, my introduction to the complex way in which so many strands
of political theory and morality fit themselves mto the tapestry of American life, defying
any simplistic attempt to discern a clear and well-defined rationale for the pastiche of
competing beliefs that pulled and tugged Americans in different directions. To try to
understand Uncle Fred was no less difficult a task than to try to understand how biblical
prernillennialism and modern political theory could coexist in a land that celebrated its
democratic political heritage even as some of its most renowned religious leaders preached
that democracy was a system fatal to morality and salvation
Even an apostate verging on paganism like Uncle Fred, could not escape the
contradictory effects of citizenship in a nation composed of both Bible readers and the
rationalistic children of the Enlightenment, Despite himself, he too seemed to view the
Civil War as a moral confrontation of cosmic significance. "The North, the soldiers of
Christ, was standing witness against the South, the vanguard of the Beast," writes Robert
C. Fuller. "Both Northern and Southern clergy defended their causes by explaining that
they alone carried forward the authentically American mission Each side invoked the
sanction of the nation's God, and each understood its military to be the vehicle through
which divine providence would ultimately triumph. 11 20
Robert Fuller, Naming The Antichrist, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), pages 90-91.
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Thus cast as a moral confrontation, the Civil War would not permit of
compromise, it seemed Uncle Fred implied that it helped to create, or to sustain among
many Americans an apocalyptic mentality which obliged the endurance of any hardship,
the bearing of any burden, and even martyrdom, m an epic battle against the devil
himself. And both sides were equally adamant m their self-nghteousness. In April of
1863, when Uncle Fred was a twelve-year-old, the Southern Presbyterian Review
announced "God's manifest presence and providence with the Confederacy" Fuller tries
to capture the Souths view of itself: "God had entrusted the Southern people with an
organized system of slave labor, for the benefit of the world, and a blessing to themselves
while imparting civil, social and religious blessings to then slaves. Yankees, m contrast,
were notoriously indifferent to the welfare of slaves, as could be expected from a
Northern culture that bred intemperance, avarice, licentiousness, profanity, desecration of
the Sabbath, theft, murder and lewdness. The Confederacy, according to Southern
preachers, was the 'cause of God Himself.'
For their part, Fuller notes, Northern Protestants "led the way in picturing the
nation as divided between two distinct civilizations. Freedom and slavery were two
opposing principles that could not both be incorporated into the American nationTwo
ways of life and two different moral commitments were juxtaposed. Christ was polarized
against the Antichrist; the time for a cataclysmic showdown was at hand" 291
And beneath these moral claims one can detect the competing political theories of
Aristotle and John Locke. The Confederacy was Aristotelian The freedom and leisure
enjoyed by its politically powerful and honored gentlemen, and the equality and freedom
of choice they enjoyed in their lives in the the public realm, was built on the strict
hierarchy of a plantation society which confined women, children and slaves to a passive,
submissive and dependent existence in the private realm of necessity. In contrast,
291
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Northern farmers like Uncle Fred adhered to a Lockean hfestyle that celebrated freedom
won by one's own labor over leisure purchased by the sweat of slaves. Havmg title to
their small farms and the nght to the fruits that then labor on that land produced, they had
carved little patches of civilization out of an otherwise savage wilderness and were content
with that life, respectful of the natural nghts of others and constrained by the natural law
that made production beyond the limits of one's own needs both imprudent and improper.
And the businessmen with whom we were acquainted, like those for whom my
father toiled, were the owners of small family enterpnses who lived by Locke's rationale
for a commercial economy, a belief system which said that the accumulation of money
was justifiable so long as a share of those profits were reinvested to social and economic
improvement and to generate a climate of opportunity. They imported ideas from the
Scottish Enlightenment, believing that the human capacity for sympathetic identification
with those better off than the self, combined with the corresponding dynamic of
emulation, were the motive forces by which society would be continuously refined Still,
there were everywhere the voices of religious fundamentalists who saw liberty as a great
danger to survival in a predatory, Hobbesian world and they preached escape from
freedom and dutiful obedience to God as the only path to an ultimately happy andjust life.
Questions of good and evil abounded Perfect villains were easily identified
Perfect heroes were harder to agree upon
Uncle Fred, of course, did not articulate any of these themes. He had only enough
formal schooling to learn the basics of reading and writing. Still, they ran as
undercurrents to my first instruction in politics which began at bis knee. He told me, with
a conviction that might have pleased James Madison that "town officials wusn't to be
trusted" He said, with a foxy cunning that might have impressed Machiavelli, that in
most matters "wise folks be non-committal." Like Socrates, he cautioned me always to be
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wary when public figures who were trying to be persuasive "started goin' too fast on the
turns. With words that might have better descnbed the empincism of The Enlightenment
than those chosen by many of its most renowned philosophers, he cautioned me that
"theory and imagination doozn't generally make good cement
"
Despite the fact that his boyhood was partially spent under the first-hand influence
of Abraham Lincoln, he counseled me to shun the Republicans, claiming that he knew
himself to be the only Democrat ever to hail from anywhere m Vermont He confided to
me that, like everyone else from that state, he had not been natured as such, but that the
Republicans had long ago offended him in some gnevous way, causing him to switch his
party allegiance. As I reflect back on it after a lapse of half a century, it's more likely that
this claim was another of his face-saving lies, because, in addition to finding himself
surrounded by Irish, Scottish and French-Canadian Catholics on my father's and my
maternal grandfather's sides of our family, this old Yankee soon discovered that their
religious fervor was matched by their unflinching commitment to the patronage politics of
the Democratic Party.
Indeed, another of my uncles, Harold "Sam" Sanville, was a local ward heeler in
the political machine of Mayor Alice Burke, the first woman ever elected as a municipal
chief executive in all of New England history. Uncle Sam, as he was ironically known,
was such an integral part of machine politics that he was nicknamed "The Mayor of
Morris Street" His influence with Mayor Burke was such that any favor seeker or needy
supplicant in his ward never thought of venturing into City Hall. They went to Sam and
then waited for the fruits of the political miracles that he seemed always able to produce.
Uncle Sam worked in ways that were quite mysterious to me and to his clients.
They seemed less mysterious to my father, who sometimes hinted to me his suspicion that
Sam's powers, along with Alice's, were somehow related to the perhaps nefarious
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connections of the mayors chief henchman, "Cookie" Bresnahan Those connections,
however suspect, my father prudently implied, were best spared further inquiry. The
wonderland of this real-life Alice and her mad hatter, Uncle Sam was also one in which
matters seemed frequently to get "curioser and cunoser." But when, in Uncle Fred's
words, "times were as tryin' as the two sides of a grindstone," there seemed no real
advantage m looking any gift horse too closely in the mouth Socrates was not one of the
political authorities whose wisdom was consulted in the public realm that Sam ruled over,
and one was left with the contrary impression that the unexamined life was often the better
for having been so. For his part, Uncle Sam told me to be content with two pieces of
advice, the violation of which, he said, would bring shame upon our entire clan "First,"
he warned, "never bum down any orphanage. And second, never vote Republican
"
At any rate, after fifty years of reflection, my guess is that Fred's democratic
impulses were motivated more by prudence than by conscience because it was made
manifestly clear by Uncle Sam that if one hoped to survive in his jurisdiction one had
better vote as one was instructed -- and not be quiet about it and not be reluctant to over-
exercise the franchise, either. This suspicion is bolstered by the fact that Fred would
never tell me what the Republican party did to so bruise his political conscience. That
,
he
said, washis secret.
And I loved nothing more than secrets and miracles. The ineffable reality felt, but
not understood, which was imparted by a sense of secrecy and the miraculous, helped
bridge the language gap between the old man and the young child by arcing us over and
beyond the normal categories and limitations of speech and rationahty. There were certain
"truths" that could only be "seen" by the eye of the spirit The secret and the miraculous
had the magnetic pull of mystery and of myth, two words derived, as Karen Armstrong
notes, from the Greek verb musteion, which literally means "to close the eyes or the
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mouth- Secrecy, miracles, myths and mystery, then, were the way Uncle Fred and I
communicated through what would otherwise be blind darkness and silence. This put us
decidedly out of step with the modem era, one m which a myth is assumed to mean
something that is not true and a mystery is viewed as a thing that needs to be cleared up.
And it ill-suited us for a democratic age in which secrecy is seen as a vice.
But Uncle Fred was against modernity anyways, and I was against whatever he
was against So we reveledm our secrets and our lies - which expressed a deeper
meaning in our relationship and a more developed understanding of eachother than truths
formulated logically and empirically.
So I was fascinated with Uncle Fred's decision to change from Republican to
Democrat Without knowing the nature of it, I was in awe of whatever act of betrayal the
Republicans had committed so bizzare in its consequences that, simultaneously, it openly
converted and yet rendered silent an old man who so freely expressed an opinion about
everything and everybody else. My amazement made my commitment to become a
Democrat all the more unshakeable. Of course, at that age, I had no idea what the terms
"Democrat" and "Republican" meant (an ignorance into which I find myself falling, full
circle, again in later life), but that did not affect my resolve. Fred could not have chosen a
better strategy for peaking my hostility toward his enemies than by refusing to tell me
what offense they had committed against him I discovered quite early on that secrecy is a
powerful weapon for attracting belief and ignorance a great prod to sustaining faith His
word was good enough for me, and even if his ethical ideals were constrained by the
dictates of prudential wisdom, I trusted him when he said of the evil Republicans:
"I couldn't of stayed included in with them fellers without putting corn's
on my conscience.
"
292 Karen Armstrong, A History ofGod, (New York: Ballantine Books, 1993), page 211.
See also, Jack Miles, God: A Biography, (New York: Vintage Books, 1995)
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But that was the only evidence, scant as it was, that Fred had any conscience at
all. He was referred to by relatives, neighbors and those with only a passing acquaintance
with him by various words and phrases, none of them complimentary. He was seen as
"cantankerous," "spiteful," "ungrateful," "disloyal," "mean," "suspicious,"
"mistrustful," "untrustworthy,"
"unruly" - and either "an unreliable source" or "a
downright liar," depending upon whether the speaker was inclined to be lenient in Fred's
favor. He was denounced by Catholic and Protestant alike as a "heathen," a "pagan," an
"antichrist" and "the devil incarnate" because he never wasted an opportunity to stick his
apostate thumb in the evil eye they cast upon his sacrehgious ways. But he had no larger
interestm the welfare of his critics. By way of trying to expose them to themselves as
hypocrites who said one thing on Sundays and lived otherwise during the rest of the
week, it was not his intention to reform them but only to insult and demean them
None of this talk about his atheism troubled Uncle Fred, who fell back on an old
example. If ever I wanted to see what use a diety is to a farmer, he used to tell me, "get
your folks to drive you back up to Island Pond and take a look at the condition my place
is in, now that God's working it alone."
To others he was living proof that disciples of the Antichrist were already about
in the world. But he taught me as a child to whittle (carefully distinguishing this indolent
art of merely shaving a stick to shreds with a jacknife from the more pretentious process
of actually carving an object of artistic value) and to play the harmonica, and he would
sometime's urge that we "sing some, jist fer our own amazement " He told me how to
farm and how to behave around animals and he warned me of the perils of ever losing
reliance upon oneself. In that vein, he took it upon himself during my preschool years, as
the only man in our house all day every day, to teach me how to be defiant and not give in
to the feminizing forces of mother, grandmother and a host of aunts that surrounded us.
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He portrayed my mother as The Terrible Mother - a tyrant, and worse. When she
badgered him mto submission regarding some household issue which aroused his
recalcitrance in a particularly petulant way, he would attack her on the two grounds most
sacred to her: (1) her temperance, which she proclaimed to one and all by noting that
beverage alcohol had never passed her Hps, and (2) her chastity, which she toutedm tales
of her virgin resolve as a young Catholic girl and which was symbolized in marriage by
absolute fidelity to my father. With an unerring instinct for the moral jugular, Fred would,
on these special occasions, pronounce to her undisguised horror that she was, at heart, "a
rum-sucking whore."
He would frequently boast to my father, when my father came home exhausted
from the twelve hour days he worked seven days a week at a defense plant (my father
was rejected from military service because he was nearly blind without his eyeglasses),
about some instance in which he had counseled me in defiance of my mother. Proud of
what he saw as his shaman's role in initiating me into the ways of masculinity and,
thereby, into honorable and death-defying resistance to the feminine forces of the
universe, he would exult:
"Why, the little feller stared her straight in the eye and give her back her sass, tit
fer taL Why, she just gawked at him, mouth a'gape and eyes squinting like a spring bear
come out too early in the March sun She was plain stupified when he stood up to her.
Fer a minute she jist stood stock still as the state house, arms akimbo. She had to swaller
two chews before she could get a word out But it didn't grig the little feller a mite. Even
when she recovered her power of speech and threatened to knock the rust off him if he
didn't cow-tow to her, he didn't flinch Jist stared back at her, cool's a pot of cream in a
wellhouse. Why, then, she finally come at him like a whirlwind in a dirt road Wresded
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the little feller right to the floor, she did an no Queensbury in it, neither. I guess I give
the spigot the right twist
"
Just about the time that a general unease began to pervade the household regarding
the old man's influence upon me, it was time to pack me off to first grade and the nuns at
the parish school. It was the practice of the first grade nun to begin each school day with a
prayer, a recitation of The Pledge OfAllegiance, and then a bible story. It was through
my close attention to these bible stories that I learned both fear and fascination, and the
ability to work my one and only miracle.
My long absences during school hours made life all the more tedious and lonely
for Fred. He was anxious for my return each afternoon and willing to indulge me in any
way just for the relief of my company. I took to repeating to him word for word, the
bible stories that the nun had read us that morning. At fust he remained typically
skeptical, and perhaps a bit jealous. "I believe," he told me once, "that they be feeding
you with an empty spoon down at that school. " But, perhaps for want of anything better
to do, he listened And then he even began to try to keep apace of my yams by perusing
an old bible himself while I was in school. Slowly, he came to believe that some of the
bible stories "seemed perzactly on the mark." He could identify, for example, with the
long suffering Job and the unwarranted afflictions heaped on him by forces beyond his
control. Sampson's fate at the hands of Delihla, Salome's treachery in the beheading of
John, and the craftiness of Jezebel all fit well with his long-standing beliefs about the
danger to masculine virtue of wily and capricious feminine forces in the world
But the most si gnificant of the many theological issues with which I was to freight
him was the news I mournfully carried as soon as I had learned of it, about the difference
between Limbo and Heaven Like other missionaries before me, I felt compelled to
depress the innocent old man with the good news for me and the bad news for him The
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nun had taught me that, because I had received the sacrament of baptism within the
Roman Catholic Church, I would go to Heaven when I died - assuming I developed,
under her guidance, mto enough of an obsessive-compulsive neurotic so as to avoid not
only sin itself but even the mere occasion of it But by contrast, otherwise decent people
who had not been baptized as Roman Catholics, the nun said, would never get to Heaven
Indeed, faithful to Augustine - and adapting to her cause the transmogrified sentiments
of those dreaded enemies of Catholicism, Martin Luther and John Calvin - the nun said
most non-Catholics would end up in Hell, and righdy so.
I allowed Fred a measure of moral slack that adults would likely have found
excessively liberal andjudged he was decent enough to be spared Hell. But I knew he had
never been baptized So Fred, I was obliged to tell him seemed to me fitted for an
eternity in Limbo. And I described Limbo to him as I then understood it: as a place where
a person was infinitely lonely and sad, bereft of the protection of a mighty patron, and
separated for all eternity from loved ones for no reason other than pride and the stubborn
refusal to go along to get along - a conceited orneriness, born of a lack of humility
,
which resulted in the refusal to submit to a higher authority or consent to undergo a sacred
rite of initiation ( in this case, baptism).
To me, it sounded pretty much like patronage politics, at least as Uncle Sam
described what patronage politics was all about
To Fred, Limbo sounded a lot like living forever the life he knew before he and I
had become attached to eachother. It was like a never ending succession of the weekdays
he had to idle away by himself while waiting for me to come home from school - except
that I would never come home from school. The prospect of such an insurmountable
separation ultimately filled him with such despair that he one day called for my mother.
His request was simply stated but profound
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"I want you to fix it so's when I die I go to the same place the little feller's going
to when he dies."
Father Carberry was sent for with despatch, before the old man could have a
change of heart Fred repeated his desire to the interrogating pnest who wanted to be sure
this confession of faith, such as it was, had not been coerced by my mother, who policed
her part of this world for God and who beat admissions out of sinful dependents with a
long length of an industrial belt designed to dnve machinery - a weapon which my father
had provided her with from the factory stock room, at her request Satisfied with the
genuine nature of the old man's simple commitment to the love of a child, a very
emotionally touched priest assured Fred that it could be "fixed" so that he and I would not
be separated after death.
But the old Yankee wanted to be sure that the terms of any contract he was
entering into were clearly understood by the other party, the Catholic party - God
"I doozn't intend to get all slicked up like a library lawn on Fourth of July and go
off to no prayer meetings like some camp meeting Methodist," he warned the priest
Uncle Fred was saying that he would rather go to Hell thanjoin the ranks of either
the reformers or the reformedHe could remember the tone set by the Second Great
Awakening in the century of his youth, a time when "Protestants began to develop new
strategies for promoting religion in a nation in which religion was officially separated
from the public realm
"
» Fuller reports that the camp meetings characteristic of the
Second Great Awakening of the ninetheenth century were employed by "revivalist
preachers" who "modified the traditional Calvinist doctrine concerning people's inability
to achieve salvation through efforts of their own " He explains:
"The strict Calvinist position maintained that
salvation was totally outside human hands and that true
293
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conversions were initiated only by the actions of an
inscrutable and somewhat capricious God. The Second
Great Awakening veered from traditional Calvinism and
popularized the view that humans could choose or willfully
decide to bring about their own spiritual regeneration
This new faith in persons' ability to take control over then-
own eternal destiny was better adapted to the confident,
young American nation.
.
The Arminian tone of the Second Great Awakening
convmced many that it was not enough for the churches to
be concerned with winning individual conversions. They
also needed to remake society. It was the churches'
responsibility to direct 'saved* Christians into both morally
pure lifestyles and forms of volunteer service that would
progressively regenerate the whole American society." 294
Uncle Fred wanted it absolutely clear that in taking control over his own eternal
destiny he was not volunteering his services for the regeneration of the general public.
Acting with the power of attorney for God, Father Carberry said that was fully
understood and was perfecdy acceptable to his client
So Uncle Fred, formerly seen as apostate agent to the Antichrist, was baptized a
Roman Catholic, and I was mistakenly credited with having worked a miracle. I'd
brought the devil's own disciple around, and I was only six years old! It was incorrectly
assumed that I had the God-given gift of grace and the power of evangelistic persuasion
in such measure that Billy Graham would one day seem a mere choir boy in comparison
to the deeds of conversion that I was destined to work in my adult years. I bore the
invisible mark of a future priest, a mark that religious people were certain they could see
even though I could not
But in a moment of private reflection with me some weeks after his "conversion,"
Uncle Fred put my miracle working into a much better perspective. He said his decision
to be baptized was based mosdy on the fact that he was never, at heart, a gambling man.
"Don't let on to that parson" he told me, "but I still be jist about a quarter
persuaded that what these bible beaters preach is the truth Still, I always been one who's
294
Fuller, Naming the Antichrist, pages 80-81.
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willing to trade with a feller that's offering something for nothing. Anyways, it ain't so
biS ^ <kal as they make it ont to be. Why. Catholics is gettmg to be abont as common as
horseflies these days."
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CHAPTER VIII
A TRIBAL POLITICS
An interesting aspect of mafia life and the life of the old political machine boss is
the mannerm which they reconcile Catholic theology with Machiavellian realpohtik
Despite all this evidence of the harm done to democracy by tnbahstic patron-client
political organizations, I was raisedm just tins sort of system of reciprocal obligation
based upon obedience, loyalty and personal honor.
I myself needed nothing more than a word to command that I comply with the
corrupt request my Uncle Sam made of me in an early morning phone call in June of
1962. Uncle Sam, my mother's brother, was a Democratic party ward heeler so well-
connected to City Hall that he was nicknamed "The mayor of Morris Street," just as
Capeci and Mustain refer to Gotti as "the Mayor of 101st Avenue."
He said he needed my help in fulfilling a promise he had made. He had guaranteed
that the First Hampden delegation would vote, in its entirety, for Endicot "Chub"
Peabody at the Democratic State Convention as the party's nominee for governor. But one
of the delegates, Bill Elliot, had been taken ill and could not be present on the convention
floor to cast his ballot My uncle was phoning to tell me that he had picked up Elliot's
convention credentials and he wanted me to impersonate him at the convention and vote in
his place.
In a system of clientelism a request such as this is in fact a command The illusion
of choice hangs in the air in patronage politics, but only to underscore the fact that the
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honorable client would never exercise it But I agreed to participate very freely and
willingly. I was happy to be chosen as chief perpertrator of this fraud It meant that I
viewed as "a stand-up guy,
" someone antiliberal enough and honorable enough to be
trusted with the crime of defrauding democracy and loyal enough not to implicate others if
caught in the act
And there was another reason, as well. Uncle Sam was a very high ranking
member of the Knights of Columbus. In fact, on those rare occasions when the bishop
himself deigned to visit our church he would be led up the center aisle by Sam,
resplendent in his dress uniform and brandishing a gleaming silver sword He was a most
impressive sight A great purple plume feathered up out of his medieval hat His waistcoat
was sharply cut and tailored to reveal a regal sash that slanted from under his right lapel
down toward his left hip, disappearing under a dashing cummerbund that encircled his
trim waist. The bishop followed behind him, almost humbly, as Sam held his flashing
sabre up and aimed it like a drum major in the direction of the march And as he
proceeded toward the altar, one could not help but think of Caesar himself, for this is how
he must have looked when he crossed the Rubicon! In his dress uniform, Uncle Sam's
eyes seemed to glow — both with pride and with a faint hint of menace. I resolved as a
boy to follow him anywhere!
And this revered soldier of Christ, who had risen steadily through the ranks of the
organization by completing one secret ritual after another, had invited me when I was ten
years old to be his guest at a sports night sponsored by the Knights of Columbus. There
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was a dinner, followed by a speaker - an American League umpire who lectured on the
importance of conforming to rules and respecting authonty. Then the evening was to
conclude with the raffling off of a baseball that had been autographed by Ted Williams.
But when it came time for the raffle the prized baseball could not be found
Someone said it had been left on a counter in the kitchen but was no longer there. An
exhaustive search of the Knights of Columbus headquarters was undertaken with Uncle
Sam heading up one of the posses. I overheard him remark to those in his search party,
out of the side of his mouth, that if that baseball had been "scoffed," he would not rest
until he found the thief and he would then "thrash him to within an inch of his life. " But
the hunt proved fruitless. Ultimately, a consumately embarassed master of ceremonies
had to promise the refund of all the raffle tickets sold and apologize to a disappointed
audience for being unable to fulfill the promise made.
When he dropped me off in front of my house that night, Uncle Sam reached deep
into the pocket of his fashionably baggy pants and withdrew the autographed baseball.
"Here," he said "Take it."
And I did
Stand-up Man and Fall Guy
So a decade later when he called me and said he would pick me up and deliver me
to the Springfield Auditorium, the site of the convention and the scene of the crime I was
being asked to commit, I simply asked "What time?"
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As chance would have it, I had the aisle seat in the auditonum and the rest of the
delegation filled in the seats leading across toward the far aisle way over to my right My
uncle sat in the second seat in, next to me. The convention was being run from the stage
way up in the front. A "U"-shaped balcony surrounded the convention floor from above
and was full of spectators. When it came time for the Hrst Hampden to vote, the
delegation chairman stood, microphone in hand, and announced that we were
unanimously m favor of "Chub" Peabody - war hero, Harvard man, member of the
Hasty Pudding Club, idealist and promised reformer. (The natural question, I realize, is
why my uncle would be voting for a reform minded, Ivy League idealist. The answer is, I
don't know. Nor did I trouble to ask. But the reader can be assured he had something up
his sleeve. He probably thought that "Chub" was the most naive of the available choices
and thus the one that he could most easily manipulate).
There! I had done it I glanced down at my suit jacket to admire the ribbon my
uncle had pinned on me before we entered the auditorium It was an ostentatious thing
rightfully belonging to Bill Elliot, which very much resembled the kinds of ribbons they
pin on the bridles of show horses that have won dressage competitions. It proclaimed:
"DELEGATE." Forme it might just as well have said "MEDAL OF HONOR" I had
done my clientelist duty. I was very proud of myself.
But just as I was admiring myself, narcissistically seeing the image of a real
"stand up guy" reflected back from the ribbon on my chest, beginning to gloat over my
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secret role as successful fraud and noble imposter, a voice split the an as if it was coining
down out of the heavens from God himself.
n
I doubt that vote\," the voice screamed "I want that delegation polled !"
All of us looked up into the balcony to our left and slighty to the rear. An enraged
man perhaps in his mid-forties, was hanging over the rail andjabbing an accusing fmger
at me. "That one!," he bellowed "I doubt that vote! I want that delegationpolled !"
His face was nearly purple with contempt He was bald, but a tonsure of bright
orange hair rimmed the sides of his head He wore a polka dot bow tie. For a moment I
thought it might be another one of my uncle's famous gags -- perhaps a Shriners clown
hired simply to make my initiation into the world of dirty hands all the more memorable.
But he was not being funny. Nor was my uncle amused. "Oh, shit," he said He seemed
to know my accuser, and to know that my accuser would know that, whoever I was, I
wasn't Bill Elliot
At the insistence of the red-faced, orange-haired man in the balcony the chair
directed that the delegation be polled Forthwith both a pollster and the sergeant-at-arms
arrived and stationed themselves next to me in the aisle. The sergeant-at-arms was a huge
character who stood spread-legged with his fists balled up and planted on his hips,
blocking any avenue of escape. He glared down at me, defying me to test his resolve to
murder me, if necessary, to restore and preserve the integrity of the democratic process.
The pollster asked me for identification and I pointed to my ribbon That, he said
was insufficient proof that I was, in fact, Bill Elliot. I then produced Bill Elliot's written
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credentials. Better, the pollster said Now all I had to do was provide him with some
mdependent verification that I was who the wntten credentials said I was - something
like a driver's license, he said, would suffice.
At that pomt I turned toward my uncle, who sat m stony silence next to me.
"What now," I whispered?
"Take off," he suggested
The pollster, hearing this, glanced up at the sergeant-at-arms and merely nodded
in my direction The giant reach down and grabbed me around the nape of the neck and
lifted me out my seat like he was plucking an alley cat off a trash can lid Holding me out
at arm's length and so high in the air that only the balls of my feet touched the ground, he
paraded me down the aisle of the auditorium like a returning Roman warrior displaying a
captured enemy of the empire to curious spectators. I sensed the heights of his pride. The
monster had become useful. This was his chance to show the best of the state's party
activists, in congress here assembled, that democracy was in need of brute force if it was
going to work honesdy.
The monster pushed me face first through the huge doors of the Municipal
Auditorium and out onto the vast landing that was connected by two or three expansive
flights of granite stairs to the street far below. He still had a grip on the back of my neck
which he tightened as I began to squirm, and as his fingers dug deeper into my collar I
looked involuntarily up at the towering Doric pillars that supported the facade of the
auditorium roof I had a sense of being the captive of an ancient regime, a prisoner about
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to be summarily sentenced amid the timeless architecture of a city building designed
explicitly to recall our political roots in Greece and Rome.
Of course, my youthful imagination added melodrama to what was doubtlessly a
rather routine chore for the sergeant-at-arms, a man who looked like he had tossed more
than his share or rogues and rascals out of convention halls in his time. But this was my
heroic moment and I was determined to make the most of it The setting was too perfect to
go unnoticed as a stage for my martyrdom My task, now, was to sacrifice myself rather
than become an informer. It was the role for which my tribal political background had so
thoroughly schooled me. The tables were turned and I was expected to protect the patron
who protected me by not implicating him or anyone else in the fraud. In a system of
honor a "stand-up guy" is also a "fall-guy." Honor implies loyalty and obedience to the
higher power of personality, to the embodied authority above the abstract written rule or
statute, and it demands reciprocal protection which implies a willingness for self-sacrifice.
As Barton says, the difference between the martyr and the gladiator is only a
matter of nuance and shading.
Ah, how many ancient martyrs and heroes must have felt like this when they were
marched out amid the elaborate architecture of ancient royalty to be presented to the
bloodthirsty throng!
But, of course, there was no bloodthirsty throng. Way below, at the foot of the
flights of well-worn granite stairs, there was only a city park, empty except for scavenger
pigeons and a couple of homeless men asleep on benches. My martyrdom was not to be.
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was
The whole affair ended with the exchange of a few words between the sergeant-at-arms
and Assistant Attorney General Richard Dolan, a member of the First Hampden and the
man my uncle sent out to negotiate my release. I was set free on my solemn promise,
underwritten by the attorney general, that I would not attempt to further subvert the honest
workings of the convention
And a couple of weeks later, in recognition of my service as a "stand-up guy," I
was made chairman of the newly founded "Youth For Peabody" organization and
charged with the responsibility of attracting the active participation of idealistic young
and women into the reform-minded governor's one successful attempt at state-wide
elective office.
But even though my mission had failed, I had passed another test of personal
loyalty and blind obedience.This was politics as I was given to understand the meaning of
the word And this was tribalism. And tribalism was based on territoriahsm And the
defense of the territory of one's own clan was a matter of sacred honor, as Uncle Sam,
the "Mayor of Morris Street," was ever wont to teach 295
men
"The instinct toward territorialism," Robert C. Fuller says, "is found throughout the animal kingdom.
Individuals or small clan groups demarcate a certain spatial area as their own and fend off all who encroach
on their territory. They also seek to ward off outsiders by means of various boundary
-posturing behaviours
that demarcate the borders oftheir 'turf and makeclear that intruders are unwelcome Laying down ascent
of urine, growling and loud chirping are examples of the aggressive techniques with which clan groups
demarcate and defend group boundaries. Among humans, such boundary -posturing behaviour tends to
express itself in what is referred to as tribalism ." Characteristic of the tribe is its easy accomodation to a
double standard of morality. Fuller, Aiming the Antichrist, (New York: Oxford University Press,1995).
Biologist Garret Hardin explains: "Any group ofpeople that perceives itself as adisinct group, and which
is so perceived by the outside world, may be called a tribe. The group might be a race, as ordinarily
defined, but it need not be; it can just as well be a religious sect, a political group, or an occupational
group. The essential characteristic of a tribe is that itshould follow a double standard of morality — one
kind of behaviour forin-group relations, and another for out-group."
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The easy ability of the patron, the political man of honor of the Irish or Italian
Catholic tradition, to adapt a double standard of morality seems on the surface to be much
more the preachment of a satanic Machiavellian than a saintly Augustmian, preeminent
Catholic political theorist who "draws on divine command and signs of the divine design
of things'' and who is "an exemplary carrier of the theme of intrinsic moral order." 296
But Augustine foreshadowed modern political theorists such as Machiavelh and
Hobbes in many important ways that are not always immediately apparent Certainly he
was a neo-Hatonist in the way he disjoined material appearances from spiritual realities
and in his insistent dualism that drove a wedge between body and soul. Indeed, his belief
that the virtuous citizen had to content himself with being ruled in this life in order to
enjoy final justice and true happiness in the next formed the basis of Machiavelli's
condemnation of Christianity as a philosophy bound to lead the sheep to the slaughter.
Foreshadowing Modernity
And yet, Augustine was not a Utopian who sought monastic segregation of the
elect from the unregenerate in this world. To the contrary, he sought for some political
value on which the citizens of both the Earthly City and the Heavenly City could agree.
He discovered it in the need both would feel for peace and order. Sinners would seek
order so they might better enjoy the fruits of their conscupiscent search for pleasure
unmolested by envious predators who threatened their lives and their safety. The virtuous
296 Connolly, The Augustinian Imperative, pages 38-39.
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few would seek order so they might devote themselves to the worship of God unmolested
by sinners and the worldly temptations that they held forth
Although he knows it is impossible for fallen humans ever to regain their original
nature and live in complete harmony with eachother and then envnonment, Augustine
seems to point toward a return to the Garden of Eden as a political ideal.The goal of
political development, for him, involves an escape from freedom He assumed, as did
Hobbes centuries later, that all people would be willing to surrender liberty, fraught as it
was with danger, in exchange for security and the promise of safety and protection In
this sense, Augustine was asserting the modern, rational paradox regarding the
relationship between self-interest and the need for power: (1) Self-interest is the cause of
disorder, and (2) Self-interest is the basis of the solution to disorder. By knowing
themselves, the same people whose egoism makes them envious and lustful and
disorderly and dangerous are motivated by an egoistic desire to be protected from their
like. The purpose of the state and its laws is simply to secure order by generating fear
through force and the threat of force. 297
Augustine's philosophy is the basis for a very contemporary theory ofcrime and punishment, one
advocated by political scientist James Q. Wilson and the late Richard Herrnstein in their 1984 text, Crime
And Human Nature, (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1985). That book reflects American political faith
in the deterrence policies that have been in vogue in the UnitedStates since the early 1970's. Effective
deterrence policies are based on Augustinian assumptions: (1) All humans are motivated by sensate
desires to seek pleasure (benefit, gain) and avoid pain (detriment, loss) and therefore "crime" results from a
positive rational choice of alternative courses of action; (2) Unless there is some compelling reason to do
otherwise, people will take the immediateover the future pleasure and avoid the immediateover the future
pain; (3) The pleasure (benefit, gain) ofcrime is immediate and the pleasure (benefit, gain) of non-crime is
in the future, while the pain (detriment, loss) of non-crime is immediate and the the pain of crime is in
the future. (4) So most people will be inclined to commit crime, unless the state effectively (5) alters the
risk-benefit calculus of rationally choosing people to make the pain of committing crime more immediate
and risky than the prospective pleasure or benefit to be derived.
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Augustine thus implies that behaviour results from its consequences, and that the
principle value of the state is its capacity to punish deviance effectively enough to
accomplish the two goals of contemporary criminology: (1) Specific deterrence
(preventing the individual from repeating a crime throughfear of being punished again),
and (2) General deterrence (preventing all others from committing the same crime in the
first place for fear of suffering the same punishment that they have seen visited upon
others).
And Augustine foreshadowed Machiavelli and modernity in his opinion regarding
the very nature of the state. To him, as to Machiavelli and Hobbes later, the state is
necessary because people will deliberately choose to do evil rather than good It is not
necessary because, as the classical Greeks had assumed, it is the best instrument for
helping citizens realize an innate desire to be good. Since our first parents' fall from grace
we are no longer a naturally social or naturally political people. Therefore, to Augustine
the state cannot make people morally good Only God's grace, arbitrarily and capriciously
offered to a select few, can do that Hence, there is no reliable connection between ethics
and politics, morality and human law. The state is a mere convention which exists to
impose order by generating fear through its capacity to use force effectively.
These are the lessons that the Irish-American and Italian-American man of honor,
the patron and boss, drew selectively from his Catholic school grounding in Augustine. A
tribal political man, he walked the ridgeline of the slippery slope between arrogant pride
and humble service, daring to hold himself up as protector of the interests of the meek
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who could not inherit the earth amongst so many evil predators without his intercession
He assumed that a dual set of moral values, ethical for the virtuous in-group and unethical
for the self-regarding out-group, had to be employed to fight fire with fire. Means were
important considerations when one contemplated admission after death to the Heavenly
City, but ends were of singular importance if order was to be established and maintained
in the Earthly City so as to permit the virtuous to remain steadfast The patron-warrior
protected the saint, and the occasional martyr, whose life was given at the hands of the
unregenerate, served to remind the faithful of the chaos that threatened to engulf them if
their best interests were not somehow protected
The state was a weak instrument, the product of human frailty, scarcely able in the
best of circumstances to subdue all the evil in the world and frequendy under the control
of the very people who wreaked injustice upon the poor and the powerless. The state, at
its best, was incapable of making bad people good Andm a constitutional democracy it
was so bound up with the rules of procedural law and the paralyzing separation of its
powers, which pitted those who made and enforced and administered the law against
eachother in morass of self-defeating due process, that it could barely be expected to gain
compliance by threatening to punish effectively through swift, certain and dramatic
displays of force.
The political man of honor could, he had no doubt, do that which had to be done
but which the constitutional democracy could not do or would not do. His clients, the
virtuous who sought only to be protected and to have their best interests attended to, need
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only follow the passive strain of Augustinian political theory and remain content to
submit dependency to the boss' s rule, relying upon him to provide for their needs m this
world (as the faithful deferred to Moses, for example, because he had a special, personal
line of direct communication with the will of their God) and to look to Jesus to intercede
with the Heavenly Father for the necessities of the next
And the patron would fend off allegations that he was driven only by the sin of
pride, questing after power for its own sake. He would always remind critics that it was
the clients who bestowed honor upon him and who chose to pay him tribute for services
rendered He was, the patron would say, scarcely different than the man of honor
anywhere - unable to award himself distinction Tribute was paid him precisely because
he used his powers to benefit others and not himself alone. Honor is a complex and
interrelated personal and social phenomenon, as Pitt-Rivers points out : It links "the value
of the person in his own eyes, but also in the eyes of society," and it involves "his
estimation of his own worth, his claim to pride," bound up with "the acknowledgement
of that claim" by the wider society. In other words, as Pitt-Rivers earlier reminded us, the
man of honor's "right to pride" is society's "recognition" of his superior status. Pride is
always tempered by the need to defer humbly to the wider audience for its approval.
And thus, like Abraham, the political patron, the man of honor, would lead his
tribe. Genesis flowed into The Prince . Those children of Adam and Eve who put their
faith in the patron and remained obedient to him, grateful for his protection and fearful of
his capacity to retaliate for disloyalty, were led back to an approximation of the Garden
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They would know both scarcity and the promise of abundance, but their ambition and
envy would be regulated by a prudent estimation of their powers relative to those of their
patron They would learn to be content, needing what they wanted and wanting what they
needed Or they would be left on their own to die.
Tribalism and Social Darwinism
It is noteworthy that Fuller refers to the tribal obsession with territoriality as an
instinct
.
That suggests that territoriahsm tribalism and a double moral standard have
developed in accordance with scientific, evolutionary principles. To behave according to
some instinct - in this case, tribally and territorially and with a dual ethic - is to behave
consonant with the dictates that nature has instilled to help us prevail in the harsh
environment of natural selection
Accordingly, patronage politics can be seen as a Darwinian adaptation that helped
those who were otherwise unfit for survival in advanced democratic societies to sustain
themselves against political, economic and social forces hostile to them In fact, there is
substantial evidence that part of the reason that patronage politics became such a matter of
honor, imbued with a theological sacrality that made heretics of reformers and Judases of
informers, was the Social Darwinism that had affected the early Irish experience in
America in the nineteenth century. Articulated most notably by England's Herbert
Spencer298 and popularized in the United States by Yale University's William Graham
298 Herbet Spencer, Structure, Function and Evolution, (London: Joseph, 1971); also The Man Versus The
State, (Caldwell, Idaho, The Caxton Printers, 1960); On Social Evolution, (J.D.Y. Peel, ed., Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1972), and First Principles, (New York: DeWitt Revolving Fund, 1958).
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Sumner,299 Social Darwinism reached a peak of populanty in Amenca about the time
Spencer visited this country in 1 892.- His conservative message, insofar as it aimed at
having an impact upon the fortunes of immigrants, was twofold (1) the state should do
nothing to help support its less powerful citizens for fear of artificially sustaining those
least able to adapt to the culture, thereby interfering with the process of natural selection ii
such a way as to genetically weaken the citizen stock and yield a morally inferior people;
and, (2) the laissezfaire system of economic free enterprise was, as could be
demonstrated biologically and scientifically, the most natural and effective way to
administer justice, regardless of the inequalities of distribution which resulted from it 301
Spencer and his message were very popular with nativists, Richard Hofstadter
notes, "because he was telling the guardians of American society what they wanted to
hear." In a nutshell, Social Darwinism provided the foundation for a seemingly objective
rejection of all claims that "presented challenges to the existing pattern of free enterprise,
demanded reforms by state action or insisted upon a thorough remodelling of the social
order. Those who wished to continue in established ways were pressed for a theoretical
answer to the rising voices of criticismThis problem the Spencerian system could solve."
The United States, following the Civil War, seemed a virtual laboratory in which
the political, social and economic corrolaries of Danvinian biology were to be tested As
Hofstadter says: "With its rapid expansion, its exploitative methods, its desperate
299 William Graham Sumner, The Challenge ofFacts and Other Essays, (Albert G. Keller, ed., New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1914).
300 Hofstadter, Social Darwinism, page 48.
301 That theme remains consistent amongst American political conservatives. In an article headlined
"White House Links Riots To Welfare," theAfevv YorkTimes reported that President George Bush's
administration believed that the Los Angeles upheavals that followed the acquittal ofwhite police officers
charged with beating Rodney King, ablack man, were thedirect result of" social welfare programs that
Congress enacted in the 1960's and 70's." The New York Times, page 1, May 5, 1990.
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competition, and its peremptory rejection of failure, post-bellumAmenca was like a vast
human cancature of the Darwinian struggle for existence and survival of the fittest -
Spencer celebrated the exercise of natural nghts, unfettered by governmental
controls, because of his modern belief that an organism must seek without restraint its
own pleasures and avoid pain if it is to obey the refining instincts implanted by evolution
and thus assure the survival of the fittest His conception of the state and state power was,
consequently, an entirely negative one well-suited to the United States, whose
Constitution is a testimony to our mhented fear of the positive uses of federal power.
"Fundamental to all ethical progress, Spencer believed, is the adaptation of human
character to the conditions of life. The root of all evil is the 'non-adaptation of constitution
to conditions. 1 " 303
By Spencer's lights evil would disappear over time, without involvement by the
state, because even though "the moral constitution of the human race is still ridden with
vestiges of man's original predatory life which demanded brutal self-assertion, adaptation
assures that he will ultimately develop a new moral constitution fitted to the needs of
civihzedlife."
Nativism versos Tribalism
But the popular nativist attitude toward peasant immigrants in the nineteenth
century held that "a new moral constitution fitted to the needs of civilized life" would
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Hofetadter, Social Darwinism, pages 43^18.
303 For his evolutionary explanation of social behaviour, see, for example, Spencer, First Principles, page
407: "Evolution is an integration ofmatterand concomitant dissipation of motion; during which the
matterpasses from an indefinite, incoherent homogeneity to adefinite, coherent hetero geneity ; and during
which the retained motion undergoes a parallel transformation."
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come only with the extirpation of the Irish from America. Atavism, which implies that a
given race of people has a subhuman predisposition to deviance and criminality, an idea
pioneered by Cesare Lombroso which earned him the title "Father Of Criminology, "was
applied to the Insh of that era. They were seen as biological "throwbacks" having
much more m common with animals than with humans, and it was assumed by many
that they lacked the intelligence and the capacity for moral virtue that democratic
citizenship requires. 304
By way of example, the New York State Assembly appointed a select committee
to examine the condition of housing for the poor in 1 857. The investigators discovered
that newcomers in New York City were living in the most debasing of conditions and that
landlords preferred to rent to blacks rather than to immigrant Irish and Germans. The state
legislature was informed:
"That crime, in general, is on the increase in our
community is a melancholy fact Where shall we look
for the rankest development.... but in the hideous
anomolies of civilization which are to be found in the
tenant-house system?.... But we must pass over without
description hundreds of dilapidated, dirty and densely
populated old structures which the committee inspected in
different wards and which come under the head of re-
adapted, reconstructed or altered buildings. In most of
them the Irish are predominant, as occupants, though in
some streets Negroes are found swarming from cellar to
garret of tottering tenement houses. In this connection it
may be well to remark, that in some of the better class of
houses built for tenantry, Negroes have been preferred as
occupants to Irish or German poor; the incentive to
possessing comparatively decent quarters appearing to
inspire the colored residents with more desire for
3(M See, for example. Randy Martin, et, al., Criminological Thought: Pioneers Past and Present, (New
York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1990), pages 21-41. Theauthors say ofLombroso: "During the
course of his professional career he developed a number of important concepts, including the application
of Darwin's concept ofatavism to crime and the development ofa typology. Perhaps the most important
contribution of Cesare Lombroso was that he helped to shift the focus of investigation from the crime to
the criminal, thereby influencing hundreds of individuals in their scholarly pursuits." p. 28. Lombroso
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cleanliness and regard for property than is impressed on the
whites of their own condition..." 305
The youngest amongst the nineteenth century newcomers drifted into street life
and membership in gangs, as criminologist Herbert Asbury pointed out:
"Conditions such as these soon prevailed
throughout the Fourth Ward, and by 1845, the whole area
had become a hotbed of crime; streets over whose
cobblestones had roiled the carriages of the aristocrats were
filled with dives which sheltered the members of such
celebrated river gangs as the Daybreak Boys, Buckoos,
Hookers, Swamp Angels, Slaughter Housers, Short Tails,
Patsy Conroys, and the Border Gang [and] membership in
the gang included many noted criminals, among them
Slobbery Jim Sow Madden, Cowlegged Sam McCarthy
and Patsy the Barber No human life was safe, and a
well-dressed man venturing into the district was commonly
set upon and murdered or robbed, or both, before he had
gone a block...The police would not march against the
denizens of the Fourth Ward except in parties of half a
dozen and more (pp 48-49).. ..None of these thugs was
more than twenty years old when he had acquired a
reputation as a murderous gangster and cutthroat, and there
was scarcely a man amongst them who had not committed
at least one murder, and innumerable robberies before he
reached his majority " 306
New York City Mayor Philip Hone decried this phenomeonon in a complaint he
confided to his diary:
"One of the evidences of the degeneracy of our
morals and of the inefficiency of our police is to be seen in
the frequent instances of murder by stabbing. The city is
infested by gangs of hardened wretches, bom in the haunts
of infamy, brought up in taverns, educated at the polls of
elections, and following the fire engines as a profession
These fellows patrol the streets making the night hideous
and insulting all who are not strong enough to defend
themselves; their haunts all night long are the grog-shops in
the Bowery, Corlear's Hook, Canal Street and some even
in Broadway, where drunken frolics are succeeded by
brawls, and on the slightest provocation knives are brought
out, dreadful wounds inflicted, and sometimes horrid
305 From an address given by Joseph P. Fitzpatrick, S.J., at the Fordham University School of Business,
on October 8, 1959, and recorded in The Catholic Mind, (January -February, 1960), page 43.
306 Herbert Asbury, Gangs ofMew York, (New York: Knopf, 1929), pages 66-67 and 48-49.
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murder commited The watchmen and police officers are
mtimidated by the frequency of these riots, the strenoth of
the offenders and the disposition which exists on the part
of those who ought to know better to screen the culprit
from punishment. 1,307
The older immigrants were scorned for their lack of education and their
corresponding attraction to machine politics and a system of spoils. Mayor Hone says:
"[These Irishmen] are the most ignorant and
consequently the most obstinate white men in the world,
and I have seen enough to satisfy me that, with few
exceptions, ignorance and vice go together These
Irishmen, strangers among us, without a feeling of
patriotism or affection in common with American citizens,
decide the elections of the City of New York. ...The time
may not be very distant when the same brogue which they
have instructed to shout 'Hurrah for Jackson!' shall be
used to impart additional horror to the cry of 'Down with
the natives!"308
And a contemporary of Hone's, Joseph Pintard, summed up the prevailing
nativist notion that alcohol and irishness was a combination fatal to a good and ordered
society. Although a compassionate man who devoted himself to raising funds for the
construction of SL Patrick's Cathedral and for the support of Irish orphans, Pintard had
no tolerance for saloons or for those who peopled them He wrote:
"But the beasdy vice of drunkeness among the
lower laboring classes is growing to a frightful excess,
owing to the cheapness of spirits and the multitude of low
Irish Catholics, who, restrained by poverty in their own
country from free indulgence, run riot in this ... We have
3,500 licensed dram shops in this city, two or three on
every corner; but if we stop one half ...the consumer will
go to the other comer...As long as we are overwhelmed
with Irish immigrants, so long will the evil
Philip Hone, The Diary of Philip Hone: 1828-1851, (Allen Nevins, ed., New York: Arno, 1970).
Diary of Philip Hone, page 41.
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abound.. Thefts, incendiaries, murders which prevail, all
arise from this source." 309
Personal survival by private means of adaptation to the circumstances in which
one found oneself was the paramount test Social Darwinism insisted must be passed by
virtuous citizens. To Spencer and his American disciples it was axiomatic that to offer
public assistance to the powerless immigrant was to foster evil itself. "His categorical
repudiation of state interference with the 'natural', unimpeded growth of society led him
to oppose all state aid to the poor," Hofstadter points out "They were unfit, he said, and
should be eliminated 'The whole effort of nature is to get rid of such, to clear the world
of them and make room for better. '....He who loses his life because of his stupidity,
vice, or idleness is in the same class as the victims of weak viscera or malformed limbs.
Under nature's laws all alike are put on trial. 'If they are sufficiently complete to live, they
do live, and it is well they should live. If they are not sufficiently complete to live, they
die, and it is best they should die.'" 310
It's not surprising, then, that the immigrant to America would find a means of
personal survival in his private relationship with the patron 31
1
The immigrant turned for
protection and the advancement of his interests to the political machine boss and the
system of reciprocal obligation he administered The system of honor, in which the patron
309 Joseph Pintard,77ie Diary of Joseph Pintard,Vol IE page 51, in Fitzpatrick, page41.
310 Hofstadter, Social Darwinism, page 41.
The U.S. House ofRepresentatives was informed that at least 10,000 New York Qty children "are
daily suffering all the evils ofvagrancy" which produce " idleand vicious children ofboth sexes growing
up in ignorance and profligacy, and destined to a life of misery, shame and crime" Theproblem was due
to immigration, the Congress was told, since "Most of the children. ..were of German or Irish parentage,
the proportion of the American born being not more than one in five." Therefore, the report concluded:
"The source of this great moral evil may be almost wholly traced to the many vices of the foreign
population, who afford no other example to their children than habits of disorder, idleness and
unclean liness, and degrading vices of all kinds, and who exercise no parental authority whatever on them"
See "Foreign Criminals and Paupers," Report OfThe Committee On Foreign Affairs, (August 16, 1858,
U.S. Congress, 1st Session, House Report No. 359, pp. 16-17), also quoted in Edith Abbot, Historical
Aspects of the Immigration Problem, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1926), page 621.
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makes himself responsible and accountable for the client's welfare m exchange for loyalty
and the bestowal of distinction, is also one of certain inequality, not unlike the system of
differential distribution of resources promised by neo-Aristotelian, laissezfaire free
enterprise. But it is rootedm a conception of the role and purposes of the government and
the citizen that put the immigrant and the nativist American light years apart in political
theory. Hofstadter explains:
"It would be hard to imagine types of political
culture more alien to eachother than those of the Yankee
reformer and the peasant immigrant The Yankee's idea of
political action assumed a popular democracy with
widespread participation and eager civic interest To him,
politics was the business, the responsibility, the duty of all
men. It was an arena for the realization of moral principles
of broad application - and even, as in the case of
temperance and the vice crusades ~ for the correction of
private habits. The immigrant, by contrast, coming as a
rule from a peasant environment and from autocratic
societies with strong feudal survivals, was totally
unaccustomed to the active citizen's role.
"He expected to be acted on by the government, but
not to be a political agent himself. To him, government
meant restrictions on personal movement, the arbitrary
regulation of life, the inaccessibility of the law, and the
conscription of the able-bodied To him government was
the instrument of the ruling classes, characteristically
239acting in their interests, which were indifferent or
opposed to his own. Nor was government in his eyes an
affair of abstract principles and rules of law; it was the
actions of particular men with particular powers. Political
relations were not governed by abstract principles; they
were profoundly personal. 1II 312
By the middle of the nineteenth century the Catholic moral sense derived from
Augustine had collided head-on in America with the Calvinistic moral sense of the
dominant Protestants, which was likewise heavily laden with Augustinian ideas. But the
differences between the two religions foreshadowed political differences as well.
Catholicism and the puritanical strains of Protestantism had a great deal in common, but
Hofstadter, Age ofReform, pages 182-83.
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they were at odds with eachother m compelling ways. 313 For one thing, the bedeviling
doctrine of predestination, which both sides tried to modify but which kept reasserting
itself as logical if God was indeed omniscient, forced each side to claim a monopoly on
the means of salvation Each faith believed its own adherents to be the chosen people of
the Heavenly City and each viewed the other as the damned of the Earthly City
.
,M
And the very motives for coming to America differed between the two religions.
Puritanical American Protestantism especially in New England, evolved from forebearers
who had seen themselves not as immigrants but as pilgrims engaged in a baptismal
crossing of a great divide between the elect and the unregenerate. They had, they felt,
sailed west of human history, not on a migration but on a Biblical exegesis, a Divinely
inspired mission into the light for which God had personally selected them Unlike the
Irish of a later day, the ancestors of nativist Protestants had come to America for moral
reasons, not economic ones. Catholics were among those whose company they were
trying to avoid They came to build A City Upon A Hill to stand as a model community
Puritan leader John Winthrop wrote, for example, of the elect and the unregenerate and the need ofa
truce between them: "God Alrnightic in his most holy and wise providence hath soe disposed of the
Condicion of mankinde, as in all times some must be rich some poo re, some higheand eminent in power
and dignitie; others mean and in subjeccion." Among the reasons for this dichotomy, Wintirop said, was
a demonstration by God of "the glory of his powers" and the chance "to manifest the workeof his spirit
first upon the wicked in moderatingaud restraining them; soe the richeand mighty should noteateupp
thepoore; nor the poo re and despised rise upp against theire superiors, and shakeoff their yoake." The
need of grace is paramount, Winthrop said, echoing Augustine'sdualism: "There is likewise a double
Lawe by which wee are regulated. ..the laweof nature and the laweof grace, the morrall laweor the lawe
of the gospelL.The end is to improuveour lives to doe mo re service to the Lord the comforte and
encrease the body of christe whereofwee are members that ourselves and posterity may be the better
perserved from thecommon Corruptions of this evil world to serve the Lord and workeoutour Salvacion
under the power and purity ofhis holy Ordinances." John Winthrop, A Modell of Christian Charity
,
written aboard the Arbel la off the coast of Cape Cod in 1630 and recorded in Stewart Mitchell, ed., The
Winthrop Papers, (Boston: The Massachusetts Historical Society, 1929).
3H Roger Williams thus felt compelled to write an essay denouncing "thebloudy tenent of persecution for
the cause of conscience." "First," he pleaded, "that the blood of so many hundred thousand soulsof
Protestants and Papists, split in the Wars of present and former Ages, for their respective Consciences, is
not required nor accepted by Jesus Christ the Prince of Peace." Roger Williams, The Bloudy Tenet of
Persecution for Cause ofConscience, (London, 1644).
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for future generations. And then it seemed to them, the barbanans came to tear it down,
just as the barbanans had come to destroy all that had been Rome. For their part, the Insh
had been largely forced across the Adantic by the great potato famine, and for a
generation, at least, they remained lonesome for their native land and most longed to
return, if only to visit and renew then connection to what they called "the ould sod
"
Catholicism, backward and feudal to the Protestant critic, was anti-democratic in
structure and predisposed its membership to the hierarchical, monopolistic political
practices of the machine bosses. Still, while Catholicism was the more bureaucratic of the
two faiths, Puritanical Protestantism was the more ngidm its demands that people live
their entire lives without deviationfrom an inflexible moral code. Paradoxically,
Catholicism was bureaucratically designed for centrist control and Puritanical
Protestantism for the exercise of individual conscience, but in reality the Catholic was less
obliged than his Calvinistic alterego to make his life conform without deviation to a right
plan The Catholic could fail, be absolved, and start anew. Life, for him, was a constant
process of birth and hope, sin and death, atonement and resurrection
Also, the Roman Catholic Church had devised a system to make the punishment
fit the crime. Sin was classified as venial and mortal, just as crime was divided into
misdemeanors and felonies. Sentencing was discretionary and the eternal judge had a
wide range of alternatives at his disposal, including pardons, probation, varying terms in
Purgatory, parole and, as a last resort, Hell. In contrast, the Protestant counted his
failures as cumulative and the ever-increasing burden of carrying them about was
unrelieved by the comfort of penance and absolution administered by an agent of the
Almighty in this world Punishment was draconian -- any failure meant Hell. The
Protestant struggled to foster a personal relationship with an unseen God who, as the
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modern age progressed, became ever more distant from human affairs.- The Catholic
dealings with that distant God were mediated by the pnest who imparted a sense of a
direct, personal relationship with the seat of power m the Heavenly kingdom
That difference in theological perspective would translate mto political reality, as
Max Weber has noted To the immigrant Catholic, the attractiveness of the political
machine was rooted in the personal way m which it dealt with people, its precinct captains
and ward heelers interceding for them with the all-powerful boss the way the saints and
Jesus could be counted upon to mediate the believers relationship with God the Father. A
principle criticism machine politicians made against the bureaucratic reform of civil service
merit systems centered on impersonalness, the focus on aloofness and unmediated
objectivity, and the unforgiving way in which they treated those guilty of the sin of
ignorance. 316 In contrast, the Protestant would feel more comfortable with a merit system
and a bureacracy that offered the hope of a virtuous life according to an objective, well-
ordered, well-regulated and inflexible right plan for a chosen, right-thinking people. That
these political events were foreshadowed in the religious backgrounds of the prospective
contestants is hinted at by Max Weber:
"Of course the Catholic ethic was an ethic of
intentions. But the concrete intentio of the single act
determined its value. And the single good or bad action
was credited to the doer deterrning his temporal or eternal
fate. Quite realistically the Church recognized that man was
not an absolutely clearly defined unity to be judged one
way or the other, but that his moral life was normally
subject to conflicting motives and his action contradictory.
3.5 Modernity, progress and theage of science force us to cope with the claim and the questions of
Nietzche's madman: "Whither is God," hecried." I shall tell you. We have killed him --you and L All of
us are his murderers. But how have we done this? How were we able to drink up the sea? Who gave us the
sponge to wipe away the horizon? What did we do when we unchained this earth from its sun? Whither is
it moving now?" Friedrich Nietzsche, The Gay Science [125], in The Portabale Nietzsche, (Walter
Kaufmann, ed. & transl., New York: Penguin Books, 1976), page 95.
3.6 Boston patron and mayor James Michael Curley was seen as both martyr and hero for taking a civil
service examination on behalfofan illiterate client and being sent to jail for having doneso. He continued
as mayor while serving his jail sentence, his popularity among constituents enhanced by his fraud.
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Of course, it required as an ideal a change of life in
principle. But it weakened just this requirement (for the
average) by one of its most important means of power and
education, the sacrament of absolution, the function of
which connected with the deepest roots of the peculiarly
Catholic religion The rationalization of the world, the
elimination of magic as a means of salvation, the Catholicshad not earned nearly so far as the Puritans (and before
themthe Jews) had done.To the Catholic the absolution of
his Church was a compensation for his own imperfection
"The priest was a magician who performed the
miracle of transubstantiation, and who held the key to
eternal life m his hand One could turn to him in grief andm penitence. He dispensed atonement, hope of grace
certainty of forgiveness, and thereby granted release from
that tremendous tension which the Calvinist was doomed
by inexorable fate, admitting of no mitigation For him
such fnendly and human comforts did not exist. ...The
God of Calvinism demanded of his believers not single
good works, but a lifetime of good works combined into a
unified system There was no place for the very human
Catholic cycle of sin, repentance, atonement, release,
followed by renewed sin Nor was there any balance of
merit for life as a whole which could be adjusted by
temporal punishments or the Church's means of grace. The
moral conduct of the average man was thus deprived of its
planless and unsystematic character and subjected to a
consistent method for conduct as a whole.
"
317
For another thing, the Irish Catholic peasant, a tenant farmer from a premodern
world, was not well-suited by bis own history to appreciate what Weber describes as the
uniquely neat fit between the Protestant ethic and the spirit of capitalism The differences
between the two theologies were often very slight in their angles of deviation but the
angles were perceived as all the sharper because of their narrowness and the
corresponding danger that inattention to detail would blur the distinction between the
competing faiths. Weber points out:
"The life of the saint was directed solely toward a transcendental end, salvation
But precisely for that reason it was thoroughly rationalised in this world and dominated
entirely by the aim to add to the glory of God on earth Never has the precept omnia in
317 Max Weber, Protestant Ethic, pages 116-18.
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majorem dei glorium been taken with more hitter senousness. Only a life gmded by
constant thought could achieve conquest over the state of nature. Descartes' cogito ergo
sum was taken over by the contemporary Puritans with this ethical remterpretadon It
was this rationalization which gave the Reformed faith its peculiar ascetic tendancy, and is
the basis for its relationship to and its conflict with Catholicism For naturally similar
things were not unknown to Catholicism"
In his introduction to Weber's text, Anthony Giddons elaborates:
"What explains this historically peculiar
circumstance of a drive to the accumulation of wealth
conjoined to an absence of interest m the worldy pleasures
which it can purchase? It would certainly be mistaken
Weber argues, to suppose that it derives from the relaxation
of traditional moralities: this novel outlook is a distinctively
moral one, demanding in fact unusual self
-discipline. The
entrepeneurs associated with the development of rational
capitalism combine the impulse to accumulation with a
positively frugal life style.
"Weber fmds the answer in the 'this worldly
asceticism' of Puritanism, as focused through the concept
of the 'calling' The notion of the calling, according to
Weber, did not exist either in Antiquity or in in Catholic
theology; it was introduced by the Reformation It refers
basically to the idea that the highest form of moral
obligation of the individual is to fulfill his duty in worldly
affairs. This projects religious behaviour into the day-to-
day world, and stands in contrast to the Catholic ideal of
the monastic life, whose object is to transcend the demands
of mundane existence." 318
Partly due to these differences of religious perspective, then, the Irish Catholic
immigrant and the nativist Yankee Protestant held opposite points of view on how best to
restore order in the chaotic conditions of nineteenth century American life. Nativists,
alarmed at the proliferating numbers of Irish (and German) immigrants, would be anxious
to protect the interests of an elect minority and guarantee that American civilization would
Anthony Giddons, in Protestant Ethics and History of Capitalism, pages xii-xiii
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remain committed to the implementation of the morally right plan for which their
ancestors had settled here. 319
Among many other things (the secret ballot, the direct primary, female suffrage,
the initiative petition, the referendum, the recall petition, direct election of Senators, etc.),
the nativist would champion civil service as a way of refining the character of public
adrninistration, placing the authonty for political execution in the hands of elite, educated
and right thinking professionals who
had demonstrated their intellectual abilities by passing tests of their intelligence. Historian
Alan Pendleton Grimes notes:
"Retrenchment meant laissezfaire ; reform meant
purifying politics through the increased participation of
educated citizens. The civil service program was a major
step toward this goal of reform Such a high faith was
placed upon the understanding of educated men that it was
generally assumed that most of the conflicts in politics
could be resolved through an increased application of
education to the voters. It was assumed that intelligent,
educated men would not find themselves in serious political
disagreement There was thus a tendancy of nineteenth
century liberals to talk down to their opponents, for
political opposition was but an indication of ignorance." 320
Immigrant Irish Catholics would see the establishment of an administrative
bureaucracy based on tests of intellectual merit, tests that required a degree of education
not commonly found amongst the poor and powerless, an arrogant attempt of an effete
But pressures built, and Marvin Meyers, in his study ofJacksonian democracy, discovered that as early
as 1846 the numbers of immigrants had grown so significant in electoral terms that the fear of aliens had
to be muted in public speeches at that year's Party conventions. What had once been said aloud by
nativists was now hinted at in the coded language of secrecy. He notes: "As debate touched an obviously
tender spot — the growing presence of Irish and German immigrants, concentrated in the cities and
especially in the great national port of entry -- a latent antagonism could be felt, ifseldom seen. The
groanings ofa Kent --or even ofVan Buren — which told the 1821 convention of the perils of great cities
in the making, with their hordes of unwashed strangers, sores upon the body politic, were barely
whispered now: cities and strangeis had come, and the worst one could say to a general political audience
was that ethnic politics would distract the state from its proper business."
320 Alan Pendleton Grimes, American Political Thought, (New York: University Press o f America, 1 983 ),
page309.
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intelligentsia to block them forever from the corndors of political power. If poverty and
the lack of schooling were sins, they wished to be forgiven And they hoped for
salvation They were not going to be talked down to, and their patrons would not tolerate
this insult without fighting back
George Washington Plunkitt, legendary boss of Tammany Hall, that
quintessential example of the political machine, charactenzes the patron's opinion of civil
service reform Plunkitt says:
"This civil service law is the biggest fraud of the
age. It is the curse of the nation There can't be no real
patnotism while it lasts. How are you going to interest our
young menm their country if you don't have no offices to
give them when they work for the party?.... I know more
than one young man in past years who worked for the
ticket and was just overflowin' with patriotism but when
he was knocked out by the civil service humbug he got to
hate his country and became an Anarchist This ain't no
exaggeration I have good reason for sayin' that most of
the Anarchists in this city today are men who ran up against
civil service examinations.
"Isn't it enough to make a man sour on his country
when he wants to serve it and won't be allowed unless he
answers a lot of fool questions about the number of cubic
inches of water in the Adantic and the quality of sand in the
Sahara desert? When the people elected Tammany they
knew just what they were doiri. We didn't put up any false
pretenses. We didn't go in for humbug civil service and all
that rot We stood as we've always stood, for rewarding
the men that won the victory I know that civil service
humbug is stuck into the constitution, too, but, as Tim
Campbell said 'What's the constitution among friends?"' 321
To Plunkitt and others like him, merit systems were designed to frustrate
democracy. "Say," Plunkitt claimed, "the people's voice is smothered by the cursed civil
service law; it is the root of all evil in our government....The civil service humbug is
underminm' our institutions and if a halt ain't called soon this great republic will tumble
321 William L. Riordan, Plunkitt ofTammany Hall, (New York: Signet Classic, 1995), pages 12-13.
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down like a Park Avenue house when they were buildnr the subway, and on its rums
will rise another Russian government 1,322
As might be expected, Plunkitt was equally vehement about other aspects of the
political reform movement A clear and present threat to his position of honor was the
direct pnmary, which he called "the great big black shadow" on politics. In assailing it, he
made the case that the patron the boss, was the likely saviour of Amencan democracy.
Plunkitt claims:
"What was the great big black shadow? It was the
pnmary election law, amended so as to knock out what are
called party bosses by lettin' in everybody at the primaries
and givm' control over them to state officials. Oh, yes,
that's a good way to drop the bosses. But have you ever
thought what would become of the country if the bosses
were put out of business, and their places were taken by a
lot of cart-tail orators and college graduates? It would be
just like takm' a lot of dry-goods clerks and settin' them to
run express trains on the New York Central Railroad. It
makes my heart bleed to think of it...
"Look at the bosses of Tammany Hall in the last
twenty years. What magnificent men! To them New York
City owes pretty much all it is today John Kelly, Richard
Croker, and Charles F. Murphy - what names in American
history compares with them, except Washington and
Lincoln?
"Then see how beautiful a Tammany city
government runs, with a so-called boss directin1 the whole
shootin' match! The machinery moves so noiseless that
you wouldn't think there was any. If there's any difference
of opinion the Tammany leader settles them quiedy, and his
orders go every time. How nice it is for the people to get
up in the mornin' without bein' afraid of seein' in the
papers that the Commissioner of Water Supply has
sandbagged the Dock Commissioner, and that the Mayor
and heads of departments have been taken to the police
court as witnesses! Who is a better judge of the
Democracy of a man who offers his vote than the leader of
the District? Who is better equipped to keep out
undesireable voters?" 323
322 Rioidan, Plunkitt, page 13.
Plunkitt, Tammany Hall, page 42.
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The migrant idea of effective political action was governed by the necessities of
American cities, as Hofstadter points out - by "their need for construction workers,
street-cleaners, police and firemen service workers of all kinds.'' These necessities
provided the immigrant "with his livelihood, as it provided the boss with the necessary
patronage. The immigrant, in short, looked to politics not for the realization of high
principles but for concrete personal gams, and he sought these gains through personal
relationships. And here the boss, particularly the Mshboss, who could see things from
the immigrant's angle but could also manipulate the Amencan environment, became a
specialist in personal relations and personal loyalties The boss, moreover, was astute
enough to see that the personal interests that were pursuedm politics must be construed
broadly enough to include self
-respect " 324
Phmkttt, like so many other patrons, made an easy distinction between what might
be called legitimate versus ilHgitimate corruption:
"Everybody is talkin' these days about Tammany
men growin' rich on graft, but nobody thinks of drawin
the distinction between honest graft and dishonest graft
There's all the difference in the world between the two.
Yes, many of our men have grown rich in politics. I have
myself. I've made a fortune out of the game, and I'm
gettin' richer every day, but I've not gone in for dishonest
graft - blackmailin' gamblers, saloonkeepers, disorderly
people, etc. - and neither has any of the men who have
made big fortunes in politics. There's an honest graft, and
I'm an example of how it works. I might sum up the whole
thing by sayin'
: T seen my opportunities and I took 'em
"Just let me explain by examples. My party' s in
power in the city, and it' s goin' to undertake a lot of public
improvements. Well, I'm tipped off, say, that they're
going to lay out a new park at a certain place. I see my
opportunity and I take it. I go to that place and I buy all the
land I can in the neighborhood Then the board of this or
that makes its plan public, and there is a rush to get my
land, which nobody cared particular for before. Ain' t it
perfecdy honest to charge a good price and make a profit
324
Hofetadter, Age ofReform
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on my investment and foresight? Of course it is. Well
that's honest graft
"
32S
Another example of the political boss and the organized cnme leader originating
not only in the same religious and political contexts, but also in the same family, is the
case of William and James Bulger. William former president of the Massachusetts
Senate, is now president of the University of Massachusetts, and his brother is head of
the so-called Winter-Hill Gang which is allied with the Boston mafia.
William Bulger always found a countervailing influence to high moral principle
the system of patronage politics, and vice versa. He synthesized that seemingly
paradoxical beliefm partiality and personal loyalty with a morally universal outlook on
right and wrong. A Roman Catholic religious upbringing combmed with the political
tribalism of clientelism gave him both a political philosophy and a moral anchor. In
describing himself, he also paints a mixed picture of the antiliberal of both the anti-
individual and super-individual persuasions:
"Coming as I did from a blue- collar background,
my economic views were in many respects more left-
leaning than those of my liberal detractors. It was my social
oudook that distressed them They bridled when I protested
that tolerance of dissent extended only to special groups,
that reasoned discussion was almost extinct They
considered my concern over the desuetude of good
manners as an anachronistic preoccupation Mostly,
though, they winced when I said, for example, Woodstock
was a squalid obscenity. They were amused - the ultimate
degree of contempt - when I spoke of what I perceived as
the disarray of our time, a precipitous decline in morality,
in the quality of American life, in civilization
"It was my view that efforts to synthesize the
libertine life and ethics - Sodom and Jersualem - must
fail: liberals ignore that there is, in the final analysis, a
binary identity of right and wrong, the yin and yang limits
of morality. It was not sin that I deplored - few of us are
in a position to throw that stone; it was not knowing right
from wrong that concerned me. [St Augustine] in his
youth once prayed, 'Lord make me pure — but not yet 1
He did what he should not do, which is human; but he
325 Riordan, Plunkitt, Tammany Hall, page 3
.
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knew it was wrong, which is civilized In short, I was
saying that it was recognition of objective standards of
good and evil that mattered 1,326
One aspect of Bulger's life points up the way the man who is commited to
patronage as a system of clan justice and simultaneously to a code of universal moral
conduct must reconcile the virtue of personal loyalty with objective standards of good and
evil. Bulger's brother, James "Whitey" Bulger, has long been accused by the FBI of
being a prominent member of the Winter-Hill Gang, an organized criminal group that
works in association with the Boston faction of the mafia. Whitey Bulger is, at this
writing, a fugitive fromjustice, having fled before being arrested in 1 995 on a federal
indictment charging him with racketeering and extortion His mvolvement in crime dates
back at least forty years, and first came to William Bulger's attention in 1955, upon his
return home from military service. The former Senate president recalls:
"I came home to the biggest shock of my life, a
tragedy that the family had kept from me while I
was away: my older brother, James, was in jail awaiting
trial on a charge of bank robbery. For almost forty years,
newspaper and television reporters have urged me to talk
about Jim I never have, except to say that he is my brother
and I love him..Jim. ..fell in with some much older men
who were experienced in bank holdups. He
accompanied them on robberies in Indiana. He was also
wanted in Massachusetts.
"I'm not suggesting that bad companions were
entirely to blame for bis crimes. Certainly they contributed,
but Jim made his own decisions and never blamed anyone
else for them.. ..It's left to me, as it has been to others, to
speculate about what, if anyming, is valid in the dark
rumors published about him. I am confident much of it has
been circulated as an oblique political attack on me. I know
some of the allegations and much of the innuendo to be
absolutely false. Other matters I cannot be sure about, one
way or the other. I have no way of knowing and can only
hope. But he is my brother and I love him, and pray that he
will not damage himself again" 32 '
326 William M. Bulger, White The Music Lasts: My Life in Politics, (Boston: Houghton Miflin Company,
1996). pages 198-99.
327 Bulger, While The Music Lasts, pages 33-34.
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The Bulger brothers, described by Harry Reasoner on Sixty Minutes as "the good
one and the bad one," help illustrate Machiavelli's distinction between man and animal
and the corresponding uses of law and force. The author of The Prince armies:
,
.
You must know, then, that there are two methods
of righting, the one by law, and the other by force- the first
method is that of men, the second of beasts; but as the first
method is often insufficient, one must have recourse to the
second It is therefore necessary for the prince to know
well how to use both the beast and the man This was
covertly taught to rulers by ancient writers, who relate how
Achilles and many others of those ancient princes were
given to Chiron the centaur to be brought up and educated
under his discipline. The parable of this semi-animal, semi-
human teacher is meant to indicate that a prince must know
how to use both natures, and that the one without the other
is not durable.
"
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The themes of man and law versus beast and force, set against an Augustinian
background reminiscent of Genesis and the Garden of Eden and featuring the Bulger
brothers, were portrayed in a 1992 national magazine article entitled Blood Brothers:
Boston's Cain and Abel. [John Sedgwick, GQ, May 1992] It portrayed William Bulger,
then Senate president, as the more conforming Abel working primarily as a man through
the agency of the law. It portrayed his brother as a nefarious Cain, more the ferocious
animal who relied upon force, and it described him as "the reputed leader of the Irish
mafia, whose terrifying exploits fill no fewer than fourteen volumes of reports by the
FBI's organized crime unit. " But even the man has some of the beast in him and the law
is only effective because of that, author John Sedgwick implies in the article. Taken
together, the Bulger brothers are presented as the paradigm of lion and fox, possessed
separately of the animal abilities Machiavelli said had to be united in the single prince if he
was to produce and maintain order in an otherwise corrupt society. Machiavelli writes:
"A prince being thus obliged to know well how to
act as a beast must imitate the fox and the lion for the lion
Machiavelli, The Prince, page 64.
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cannot protect himself from traps and the fox cannot defend
nimself trom wolves. One must therefore be a fox to
recognize traps, and a Hon to frighten wolves. Those that
wish to be lions only do not understand this. 1,329
Sedgwick says of Whitey Bulger:
"Whitey Bulger does not make himself available to
the press. The very idea of trying to speak to him is almost
unthmkable. You don't call up Whitey Bulger requesting
an interview. You don't drop bv his apartment hopino to
have a word with him You don't ask friends to line
&
something up. The reason is simple: Whitey Bulger
cultivates the image of someone who might kill you and I
now choose to believe the image.
"
He has described the Hon Having thus identified the "evil" brother, the forceful
animal, Sedgwick turns his attention to William Bulger. He finds him a gracious host, as
one might expect of a man who is a member of the Union Club on Beacon Hill, a trustee
of the Massachusetts General Hospital and the Boston Public Library, and an overseer of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Of the "good" brother, the man of law, Sedgwick says:
"[H]e was surprisingly demure, almost dainty, in
person When we first spoke on the phone to set up an
interview, he compared himself to Greta Garbo. 'I think I
get more attention for my reticence,' he said 'As
somebody once said about Greta, Ah, but how she waits to
hear those cameras clieking!' He closed by saying that he
was sure if I met him, I would be disappointed 'You're
going to say there's no there, there,' he said, quoting
Gertrude Stein. As he must have known, that only piqued
my interest
"
Sedgwick has, of course, described the fox. But the Senate president was not
being sly or coy when the writer asked him to describe the bedrock of effective political
life. William Bulger did not have to pause to think He was certain that he could not
improve upon an ancient truth. He quoted Seneca, saying:
"Loyalty is the holiest good in the human heart"
Machiavelli, The Prince, page 64.
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CHAPTER IX
THE UNPROTECTED
I conclude then that fortune varying and men remaining fixed
in their ways, they are successful so long as these ways
conform to circumstances, but when they are opposed then
they are unsuccessful. I certainly think that it is better to be impetuo
than cautious, for fortune is a woman, and it is necessary, if you
wish to master her, to conquer her by force; and it can be seen that
she lets herselfbe overcome by the bold rather than by those who
proceed coldly. And therefore, like a woman, she is always a friend
to the young because they are less cautious, fiercer, and master her
with greater audacity
.
Niccolo Machiavelli, The Prince™*
The Street
I remembered, back in 1968, hearing the sirens from what seemed like half a
dozen patrol cars go by outside the saloon 333 I remembered because the sound of the
police in hot pursuit of some offender against the statutes of the Commonwealth added to
the irony of the music coming from the juke box. As a probation officer who worked with
them I knew that most of the cops in those cars would be of Irish-American descent, and
the tune we had playing was as an Irish folk song called The Wild Colonial Boy which
celebrates the heroism of an outlaw by the name of Jack Duggan
There was a Wild Colonial Boy, Jack Duggan was his name,
He was born and raised in Ireland, in a place called Casdemaine;
He was his father's only son his mother' s pride andjoy,
And dearly did his parents love the Wild Colonial Boy.
At the tender age of sixteen years Jack left his native home,
And to Australia' s sunny shores he was inclined to roam
He robbed the rich to help the poor, he shot Judge McEvoy:
A terror to Australia was the Wild Colonial Boy.
332 Niccolo Machiavelli, The Prince and The Discourses, (New York: Modern Library, 1950), page 94.
333 The source of recall is from L. Michael McCartney, Mourning Wakes The Dawn, an unpublished
manuscript written at the time the events recalled in this work actually took place.
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One day upon the highway, as Jack he rode alongA hstimng to the mockingbird singing a cheerful song
Out stepped a band of troopers Kelly, Davis and FitzroyAnd they all set out to capture him, the Wild Colonial Boy.
"Get out and put your hands on the roof! You're both under arrest! Handcuff this
sonofabitch." the sergeant ordered the patrolman, gesturing toward the tall, skinny
redheaded young man who had been driving the car. "Her, too. The little bitch," the
sergeant said, indicating the eighteen year old blonde girl who was bemg dragged out of
the passenger seat 334
Surrender now, Jack Duggan, for you see its uVee to one.
Surrender in the Queen' s high name, you are a plundering son
Jack drew two pistols from his side and proudly waved them high;
"I'll fight, but not surrender," said the Wild Colonial Boy.
"You goddam pigs, leave me alone," screamed the girl, Kimberly Jensen 335 She
tried to break loose of the big cop who was struggling to handcuff her, but another officer
came to his aid He grabbed her long, waist-length flaxen hair and twisted it into a knot
with his fist to hold her still.
"Keep your goddam hands off a me," she screamed.
He pulled the hair knotted in his fist tighter, saying: "Don t worry, you little slut.
Wouldn' t touch you at all, I didn' t have to.
"
"Right," his partner said, fimshing with the handcuffs. "Little nigger-lovin'
junkie.You know what I hear? I hear you put out for ' em and they pay you in 'horse.'
That's what I hear around"
334 These event were reconstructed by the author, then a Chief Probation Officer, from police reports and
interviews conducted at the time. They were recorded at the time in Mourning Wakes The Dawn.
335 This is not her real name. Although all the events are factual, I have changed some names in order to
protect the identities of people whose lives are now much different than when these events transpired in
the 1960's and early 1970's. All of the information in this section is taken from the unpublished work by
this author entitled Mourning Wakes The Dawn. That manuscript was made up of notes and tape
recordings made by this author at that time.
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"Fuck you," she said, trying as best she could to look him in the eye when she
said it but unable to do so because the other cop had her face pulled upward with his gnp
on her hair.
Then still another officer dumped the contents of her pocketbook out onto the
hood of the car. He was jubilant when he saw, amongst all the other items commonly
found in a woman' s handbag, the forbidden drugs that some informant had assured them
they would find.
"Hey, sergeant! Look at this shit!"
"You ain' t got no right goin in my stuff," Kimberly Jensen screamed, straining
against the grip the patrolman had on her hair and looking peripherally out the side of her
eyes to see what was happening. "You ain' t got no warrant! You got no goddamn right!"
The sergeant, a squat and fat little man with a beet red face, was himself still
trying to recover emotionally from the news he' d received a couple of weeks earlier that
his son, a U. S. Marine Corps lance corporal, had both bis legs blown off to the hips by a
Claymore mine while on a search and destroy mission in South Vietnam The sergeant
stopped picking through the small pile of drugs and came over to the girl. He was
breathing hard He put his face, even redder now that she had enraged him, eyeball to
eyeball with her pale white face. His green eyes and her brown ones locked onto each
other like lasers blazing beams of mutual hatred.
"I'll smack you in your filthy, goddamn mouth," the sergeant said. "You'll be in
that courtroom tomorrow talking to the free faggot lawyer they'll give you through a fat
Hp and no teeth That'll teach you something about rights. My kid, he ain' t got no legs
anymore, but you, you worthless little piece of shit, you tJoink you got rights inmy
book? Fuck you! My kid can' t walk no more after fighting gooks so cheap little bastards
like you can shoot scag and get free lawyers from asshole judges. Well, you got a right to
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keep you're smart mouth shut, you little junkie bitch, and you open it once more and
I'll blow your fucking head off. That's all you gotta know about rights] I make myself
clear to you?"
Kim'
s
eyes never left his. They only narrowed a little with contempt She spoke
evenly and deliberately and slowly when she answered him
"I wish your kid got killed."
With both hands the sergeant grabbed the front of her blue denim blouse and
yanked her nose to nose with himself. His eyes bulged and he spoke with such rage that
spit flew from between his pursed lips. "I ought'a shoot you youfuckin' little..."
Some of the other cops intervened "Hey, Sarge, easy. She ain't worth gettin in
no trouble over. Just a fuckm' animal. Forget it. Back off, sir! Forget it" Discreetly, they
eased the girl prisoner away from the clutches of the man sergeant, for the good of both.
They called for the patrol wagon which these second and third generation Irish
police officers still called "the Paddy wagon," entirely unmindful of history. It was so
nicknamed in the last century because WASPish American police at that time assumed that
whenever it was dispatched it would bring back a load of immigrant Irish The Irish were
then assumed to be somehow biologically predisposed to become criminals and the term
"Paddy" was a derogatory reference to what was seen as a connection between their
atavism and their ethnicity. Now the Irish who had become American called for "the
Paddy wagon" to bring in people they considered atavistic, incapable of behaving in a
way other than animal istically, and somehow detennined by nature to live lives of crime.
While waiting for the wagon, Kimberly Jensen was compelled to lean up against
one side of the car in which she had been riding, and her companion, the driver, was
ordered to do likewise on the other side. Kimberly leaned against the old car and she let
her head rest on the metal roof, rubbing her pale cheek into the cold tin as if for comfort
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She closed her eyes to blot out the sight of the flashing blue lights that were reflecting
surrealistically, as if in a Spielberg film about arriving alien spacecraft, from the darkened
glass windows of the old tenement buildings that lined the narrow mill-town streets.
"You guys," she whispered to the black and distant heavens above all this. "You
guys ain t got no fuckin right to be doin this."
Jack fired a shot at Kelly, which brought him to the ground
But toiling'round to Davis he received a fatal wound;
A bullet pierced his pround young heart, from the pistol of Fitzroy.
And that is how they captured him, The Wild Colonial Boy!"
Unaware that all of this was going on in the street a few blocks away from the
saloon we went over to the jukebox to plug in more quarters for more Irish music.
Another tune started:
Tis of a brave young highwayman this story I will tell,
His name was Willy Brerman and in Ireland he did dwell,
'Twas in the Killworth Mountains he commenced his wild career,
And many a wealthy noble man before him shook with fear."
We loved the Irish songs popularized in America mosdy by the Clancy Brothers
and Tommy Makem -- songs that celebrated outlaws, highwaymen bandits and the
honorable rebels who belonged to secret societies like the Sinn Fien and the Provisionals.
It was ironic that we did, of course, because we were conservative, conforming, anti-
Marxist, Corrrmuni st-hating Catholic anti-individuahst antiliberals. And, to boot, a lot of
us were policemen, prosecutors, federal agents, probation officers, sheriffs and sheriff s
deputies, lawmakers andjudges.
It was our sworn duty to arrest and punish the very sorts of real-life people that
were memorialized in the ballads we cherished — the outlaws, highwaymen, brigands,
bandits and rebel loyalists to whom we hoisted our beer glasses in admiration after work
when the songs commemorating their service to the Honor Code came on the juke box.
And we did our duty: we arrested and punished outiaws. And then we went to the saloon
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and we drank our drug and, for a quarter for three ballads, we sang a toast to the moxie of
Willy Brennan and to the loyalty of his conspiring wife:
One day upon the highway, as Willy he came down
He met the Mayor of Cashel a mile outside of town
Well, the Mayor he knew his features and he said,
"Young man," said he, "your name is Willy Brennan
you must come along with me"
Well, Brennan s wife was in the town, provisions for to buy,
And when she saw her Willy she began to weep and cry;
"Oh hand to me a tenpenny," and when old Willy spoke,
She handed him a blunderbus from underneath her coat.
Well with this loaded blunderbus the truth I will unfold:
He made the Mayor to tremble and he robbed him of his gold;
A hundred pounds was offered for his apprehension there,
But Brennan, boots and saddle, to the mountain did repair.
Oh it' s Brennan on the moor, Brennan on the moor!
Brave and undaunted was young Brennan on the moor!
Fortuna
There is, of course, a great gap between a good story and a dirty deed. Kimberly
Jensen was not seen as either a female version of a martyred Jack Duggan or a heroic
Willy Brennan She was seen only as an incorrigibaly corrupt and evil person There was
neither glory nor escape for her, or for any of her like. In law enforcement, generally
speaking, things are in the most literal sense perceived only in terms of black and white.
There are "good guys" and there are "bad guys," and those are the exact terms used in
making the distinction "We" are the good guys. "They" are the bad guys. If "we" are
good and "they" are not us, then they must be bad.
And this moral tunnel vision makes it impossible for the law enforcer, in the main,
to detect any irony in the fact that he or she would, in another time and place, have been
among "the band of troopers" who sought to capture Jack Duggan the "plundering son"
and one of their most popular folk heros, the celebrated Wild Colonial Boy. When that
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song is played to its finish, it is the highwayman and robber who time after time evokes
empathy in the heart andm the soul of the Insh-American law enforcer. The same cops
who turn out by the thousands m full dress uniform, after travelling hundreds of miles to
show their solidarity at the funerals of comrades killed in the line of duty, are glad that
this kid, Jack Duggan, a petty thief and bushwhacking robber, has killed a trooper.
Indeed, the fact that he has just murdered a policeman and was intent upon killing
the other two is part of his charm It is the act that enabled his martydom Had he merely
surrendered upon demand he would not have been remembered at all. He would have
been just another common criminal. And yet, paradoxically, by killing a cop, all the Irish-
American law enforcers in the saloon can concur, he distinguished himself as a man of
honor. And Jack Duggan, The Wild Colonial Boy, is among the best known and most
loved of all the outlaw heros in the hundreds of folk ballads sung by heart by millions of
Irish descended Americans around this country, even today. For example, a CBS
network Sixty Minutes segment by correspondent Morley Saffer on University of
Massachusetts president William M. Bulger, filmed while he was still president of the
Massachusetts Senate, begins with a scene from the annual St. Patrick' s Day breakfast
that had, until 1997, been held at South Boston's Bayside Club each year. The opening
scene shows Bulger, as master of ceremonies, leading the packed house in the singing of
The Wild Colonial Boy.
These are the great-grandsons and great-granddaughters of Ireland — a land, as the
saying goes, of happy wars and sad love songs.
I had first encountered Kimberly Jensen a few years before, on my very first day
at work as a probation officer for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. I' d been walking
down a corridor, past a flight of slate stairs that went downward to a set of swinging
doors that opened onto the street. To my shocked surprise, just as I was passing them,
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the doors flew open and smashed against the interior walls with such force that the glass
in one of them, even though reinforced with wire to make it sturdy enough to resist the
attitudes that were likely to come unwillingly through it, cracked in pieces. The cause of
the commotion was that four big cops were trying to wrestle Kimberly Jensen, then a
sixteen year old, into the station house and up to the booking desk She fought against
capture like a wild tigress.
I stood aside, amazed, and watched With one policeman on each wrist and ankle
they dragged her up the stairs and into the hallway like a captured animal. When she was
pulled along past me her eyes caught mine. I gawked at the spectacle. She spit at me. The
spit came out of her in a hiss, and, while aimed at my face, fell well short of its mark and
landed on the crease in the pants of my grey pin-striped suit
One would suppose, I imagine, that I should have been angered But, oddly, I
wasn't I was.. .Well, if I knew what I was then I wouldn't be writing now.
Her crime? This time she was being arrested on her own mother' s complaint to the
court that she had become too difficult to yield to parental supervision The charge was
delinquency: to wit, a stubborn child. 336
Later that afternoon I went to the office of the watch commander, Captain Richard
Smith I told him I thought the police were excessively forceful in the way they handled
such a young girl, particularly because she was not guilty of any offense which, if
committed by an adult, would give law enforcement any warrant to be touching her at all.
If stubbornness was a crime, I suggested to him, there wash t a one of us in the whole
building that wouldn' t be locked up along with her.
"Look," the captain said, making it clear by implication that he wash t much
interested in what I thought about this or anything else, "this is your fust day here. After
336 Such behaviors as stubborness, incorrigibility and habitual truancy were then prosecuted as as juvenile
delinquency offenses. They are now considered non-delinquent "status offenses" and juveniles brought
before thecourt under such circumstances are called Children In Need of Service (CHINS).
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you been around for a while there' s a lot of things you 11 know that you don' t know now.
And one of them things is, you'll know that that kid ain t no goddam good."
Coincidentally, she was assigned to me as my first case as a probation officer. I
read her file, one which was begun four years earlier, when she was a twelve year old
and arrested for the first time for setting fire to a curtain an an apartment building foyer.
The clinical study done on her at that time by the Massachusetts Department of Youth
Services (DYS) said that Kimberly, though not yet in her teens, "had been known to
school authorities for some time as an aggressive, defiant stubborn child and at the
present time they are reluctant to accept her back into school, suggesting she be committed
(to the DYS reform school in Lancaster, Massachusetts).
The report then described the home and neighborhood, noting:
"The home itself is very adequate from a physical
standpoint, however the neighborhood itself could be
considered a high delinquency area." Mother and daughters
(Kim had an older sister) all Lived in the area since birth
"Like her mother and her older sister, Kimberly draws her
friends from the immediate neighborhood and most of them
could be described as delinquent or pre-delinquent. The
mother, a Roman Catholic, never attends church herself
and could not say whether or not her daughters did"
The father was described next
"[He] was bom in Holyoke, Mass, in 1924. (The
exact date was not known by the mother). His formal
education was limited to the sixth grade special class. He
has worked at various unskilled occupations over the years
and presently is employed by a landscaping firm in
Hartford, Conn He married [Kim's mother], a neighbor,
in Holyoke on September 1, 1945, after a short courtship.
At this time [Kim' s mother] had a child [a boy] out of
wedlock. The boy was one year old then and his father had
been a Westover airman [Kim's father] was aware of the
child and his origins but professed to be attached to the
boy and promised the mother that after the marriage he
would adopt him.
"[Kim's mother] said that right after the marriage
her husband' s personality seemed to change. He deeply
resented [the illegitimate boy] and never adopted him He
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began to drink heavily and physically abused him to the
point that he was a 'nervous wreck.' He abused his wife
and his own two daughters to the point that the marriage
broke up completely in 1 950.
"Since the divorce there has been very little contact
if any between the parents. [Kim' s father] has since
remarried and is living in Hartford After a number of
attempts, [Kim' s mother] has succeeded in getting her
former husband to pay support for the two children For
the year of 1961 his total payments amounted to $651.00.
Neither [the sister] nor Kimberly have much recollection of
their father and he has never shown any interest in them"
The DYS report then turned to the step-father
"[He] was born in Holyoke in 1919. (Again his
wife did not know the exact date). Again, [Kim' s mother]
seems to have little knowledge of her husband'
s
background and was not very helpful in giving statistical
information...
"[They] married in Holyoke in December 1959.
This was a civil ceremony as both parties (Catholics) were
previously divorced [The stepfather] had been married
previously but [Kim' s mother] was unable to give any
information about his first marriage except to say his first
wife had obtained the divorce on the grounds of cruel and
abusive treatment
"[Kim' s mother] had gone with her (second)
husband since 1957. She admitted to being quite intimate
with him during courtship but denies that this relationship
was carried on at home in front of her daughters. She also
states she knew that he was an alcoholic prior to the
marriage but 'he had been on the wagon' for five or six
months before they were married For the first few months
after the marriage things went along fine, but when she
went into the hospital for an operation he began drinking.
When he was drunk he would hit the two girls, slap his
wife around or else just pass out on the floor dead drunk.
His language was very poor and he was usually always
maudlin when drunk. It should be noted that [Kim'
s
mother' s] oldest child (the ilhgitimate son) had been
adopted by her sister and her husband around 1951. This
fact spared the boy from further abuse by another
stepfather.
"When he was sober, [the stepfather] enjoyed a
good relationship with Kimberly. [Her mother] states that
he really liked the child and that she in turn would dote on
any attention she got from her stepfather. However, most
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of the time he was intoxicated and was very argumentative
and Somberly and [her sister] were glad when the mother
threwhimout."
Kim'
s
mother, the report is more lengthy, but contains the followinj
^e mothsx quit school after completing the eighthgrade. 'She describes a rather unhappy childhood, stating
that she was never actually abused but feeling that both her
parents were cold, unemotional people with whom it was
difficult to establish a warm relationship. Her father was
strict and rigid. Her mother seemed to be detached and
aloof and never was protective in her relationship. Adding
to this, [Kim's mother] describes herself as very outspoken
and provocative. In an over-reaction to her feelings of
parental rejection and paternal strictness [she] became
involved with a Westover airman when she was eighteen
and found herself pregnant when she was nineteen..
.
"Her father was furious and told her that she had no
choice in the matter because he would not pay for the
hospitalization nor care for the baby. She turned to her
mother for undertstanding but the mother would not
intercede, feeling it was between her and her father. As a
last resort, [she] turned to... the policewoman in Holyoke
and she referred her to Family Services who in turn
referred her to The Guild of the Holy Child, a Catholic
institution for unwed mothers in Westfield."
Her marriage to Kim' s father "was extremely
unstable from the beginning with at least one separation
and numerous slugfests, and perhaps mutual infidelity
before the divorce in 1950. This marrriage resulted in the
births of Kim [and her sister]. After the divorce [Kim's
mother] "started to lead a delinquent and dissipated sort of
existence She moved into an apartment with three other
young women..According to [Kim's mother] the women
threw parties and entertained men The police raided the
apartment claiming it was 'a house of ill repute,' a fact
which [Kim's mother] denies. She was brought to Court
and given a two year sentence in the Massachusetts
Correctional Institution at Framingham The two girls were
placed in Our Lady of Providence Home (an orphanage) in
Holyoke in September 1953 when the mother was
committed [She] served six months and was released on
parole for a year and a half.
"[Kim' s mother] is presently keeping company
with another man known to the worker as 'Billy.'
Towards the end of the workers home interview 'Billy'
came in. He impresses as in his mid-forties and
somewhat seedy looking...
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"It is difficult to assess here [Kim' s mother s]
relationship with her children There is a good deal of
unconscious and even conscious rejection by the mother of
the children On the other hand, she seems to have tried to
provide the children with some maternal affection and
understanding but her rejection seems to outweigh her
positive relation She states that both of the girls are well
behavedm the home but Kimberly is hard to control when
out of the home. This also applies to [the sister].
[Kimberly' s mother] is attracted to men and has an affinity
for the more undesireable types. She seems destined for
one bad marriage after another with little consideration of
what effect this is having on her children"
The writer of the report, then head psychiatric social worker for the DYS facility
in Westfield, concluded
"This home impi esses as definitely matriarchal in
structure. The mother is neurotically attracted to men but is
unable to maintain a relationship with these men after
marriage. There is a background history of rejection both
paternal and maternal, that could prove quite dynamic and
could very possibly answer a lot of questions concerning
[Kimberly' s mother' s] own inability to relate normally with
men and her inability to provide the proper environment
and relationship with her own children While she made a
very good, quite seductive initial impression, [Kim'
s
mother] impresses as an emotionally unstable, very
immature woman with a confirmed if not sophisticated
delinquent nature. Even though she could probably be
considered a primary behaviour disorder it is felt that she
would be amenable to psychiatric treatment if this could be
provided by the court clinic."
The probation file contained a few bits of other information that were not available
to the psychiatric social worker when she made the home visit, but which only seemed to
validate her impressions. For one thing, there were probation accounts of two occasions
when Kim' s mother brought her to a local hospital emergency room once for a fractured
arm and the other for a fracturedjaw. Both injuries had reportedly been inflicted by one
and another of the men who found their way into the mother' s life. But because these
events occured prior to the passage of the mandatory child abuse reporting statute in
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Massachusetts, they had been duly noted only as common events m the chaotic life of an
unfortunate child and had not been prosecuted as crimes.
Also, there was the incident report filed by patrolman George Burns. He said that,
while walking his beat, he noticed a man dangling a child by the hair from a fourth story
window ledge in a Park Street tenement The frantic mother was on the sidewalk,
pleading with the man not to drop the baby. The child was Kimberly
, then about eighteen
months old She was being used as a hostage by her father. The mother had threatened to
leave him and he held the child out the window and said he would let her fall to the
pavement if the mother, already beaten carried through on her threat to leave him.
Patrolman Burns, who later retired at the rank of Captain, was able to employ his
considerable and widely recognized skills at negotiation in order to save the child' s life.
And there was a report from the highly respected Massachusetts Society For The
Prevention of Cruelty to Children (MSPCC). It said a maternal aunt had called the child
protection agency when she went to the apartment and found Kimberly alone in a crib
with a loaded gun The social worker who responded confirmed the situation
Why? How? We'll never know for sure.
Then there was a last incident between Kim and her father. I was in court to hear
the details. Bereft of a place to live, she asked her estranged father, then divorced from
his Hartford wife and back in Holyoke, if, out of desperation, she could temporarily
move in with him. He agreed One night not long thereafter she was in her bed in a room
off the kitchen laying in the dark and trying to go to sleep. Her father was sitting at the
kitchen table with a bottle of whiskey, getting drunk without use of a glass. After a while
he pushed open the door to her room and staggered over and sat on the edge of her bed
He put his hand on her breast. She tried to force it off, but he was too powerful. "Even
drunk," she said, "he was always a strong bastard"
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She told him to leave her alone. But, she testified, his answer was: "You let your
nigger friends do it Ain 1 1 as good as them?"
He tried to force himself on top of her, but only because he was so thoroughly
intoxicated she was able to wnggle free. As she squirmed out of the bed he grabbed her
nightgown, ripping it down the back. She ran for the door and he tried to chase her, but,
drunk as he was, he had a hard time navigating and ran straight into the kitchen table. She
got out the door and ran to the police station barefooted and clutching a torn nightgown
around her front Gasping, she fell to her knees in front of the desk sergeant
"Kim!" he said, bewildered, whipping off the reading glasses he'd been using to
peruse the local evening paper. "What's going on?"
She tried to tell him But before the words would come out she clutched her
stomach, bent over and vomited on the all-purpose, all-weather, indestructible carpet on
the floor in front of the booking desk She cleared her throat, kneeling in her torn
nightgown over the vomit which seemed symbolic of the fact that she had finally thrown
up any glimmer of hope that she might ever be able to trust anyone in her dangerous
world She looked up at the sergeant He gazed down on her from his pulpit of authority.
"My father just tried to rape me," she said
To me, she represented Fortuna, as Machiavelli had described her when he used
the metaphor of the raging river:
"I think it may be true that fortune is the ruler of
half our actions, but that she allows the other half or
thereabouts to be governed by us. I would compare her to
an impetuous river that, when turbulent, inundates the
plains, casts down trees and buildings, removes earth
from this side and places it on the other; every one flees
before it, and everything yields to its fury without being
able to oppose it; and yet, though it is of such a kind,
still when it is quiet, man can make provisions against
it by dykes and banks, so that when it rises it will
either go into a canal or its rush will not be so wild and
dangerous. So it is with fortune, which shows her power
where no measures have been taken to resist her, and
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directs her fury where she knows that no dykes or barriers
have been made to hold her."337
Fortuna, in the guise of Kimberly Jensen, was my first case as an agent of the
Massachusetts criminal justice system As an agent of the state law enforcement structure
sworn to uphold the Constitution, it was my duty to produce and maintain order.
Conversely, as a battered child who was driven by a dynamic life-force that refused to be
quelled, one which was without direction and which was therefore unpredictable and
whimsical in its fury, as capricious to her as to those who had the misfortune to come into
her path of destruction, it was her duty to create chaos. She was impetuous, turbulent,
destructive, furious. She showed her fury most where no dykes, barriers or other
provisions had been made in advance against her.
But I was young, and I saw her as a challenge. I would make such provisions.
Machiavelli advised:
"I certainly think it is better to be impetuous than
cautious, for fortune is a woman, and it is necessary, if
you wish to master her, to conquer her by force; and it can
be seen that she lets herself be overcome by the bold rather
than by those who proceed coldly. And therefore, like a
woman, she is always a friend to the young because they
are less cautious, fiercer, and master her with greater
audacity."
338
So, I would be incautious and impetuous, forceful and bold, but not toward her. I
did not see her as a perpetrator but as a victim I would be fierce toward the system that I
saw as being at fault because it failed to recognize the motive force of her rage. It was a
system that not only created but deliberately sustained an impoverished underclass
compelled to live like animals at the level of mere subsistence in Hobbesian conditions
where survival was a goal and where a fleeting sense of security was a luxury.
Machiavelli, The Prince, page 91.
Machiavelli, The Prince, page 94.
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That was Fortune: the inescapable injustice of inequality made necessary by a
system of consumensm that was driven by every vice the ancient political theorists had
tried to subdue: envy, jealousy, lust, intemperance, cowardice, stupidity, pride, gluttony,
alienation etc. Kimberly Jensen was, by way of distinction not Fortune but Fortune.
she was the one embodied to bring us the message. Fortuna was the messenger of
Fortune. And, it seemed to me, it was the messenger we were trying to kill so as to avoid
the pain of hearing the message.
In the last analysis, the law is compelled to protect the sanctity of material, private
property. That makes law a cold and impersonal system of logic that does not connect
with the wounded heart and soul of people who are more than just articles of matter. The
law and those who administer it efficiently, guarding like Socrates against any sentimental
or emotional sympathy with the irrational things that human creatures are given to do, is a
dry thing that can never satisfy a personal thirst for justice. That was my uask, I decided,
to try to reform the system so that law and justice were not so often at odds with
eachother.
Toward the imperious lords of a criminal justice system designed to favor the
strong over the weak, I would show my fury. Toward Kimberly Jensen, I would be
warm and a source of understanding for, given the circumstances of fate, the conditions
into which she had been born and in which she had to try merely to survive, I regarded it
as a great wonder that she should struggle so hard to be noticed at all. It was a marvel to
me that she was not a catatonic, frozen motionless in space and time for fear of inviting,
by the slightest movement of the will, further abuse. I doubted that I, in the same
circumstances, could have managed to keep alive in my soul enough of a spark of hope to
make any fight at all against the oppressive forces in the threatening and violent world
around me. Aware of the fearsomeness of the life into which she had been born, an
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existence bounded by real scarcity and devoted to the barest essentials of self-
preservation, I could not help but be fascinated at her refusal to be stilled
/ would be the hero! / would be passionate, fierce and audacious. / would do
what the system dared me not to do: / would force it to change. In the process, / would
do what the experts said could not be done: / would tame Fortuna.
Ah, youth What was the Hobbesian state of nature to me but an Eden awaiting
only my transforming touch What was a politically corrupt system of cnminal justice but
a decaying relic of an earlier age when the bosses were in power - a system of a thousand
small injustices and a few very big ones that would soon be set right by my foresight and
my Machiavellian virtu\ What was I confronted with? Nothing more nor less than the
consequences of Original Sin My task was simply to restore civic virtue to a republic
corrupted by time and temptation
Ah, pride. It doth indeed goeth before The Fall.
But I was young then
And so I thought, as Machiavelli had promised, that Fortuna would be my friend
Science
Back then, when she was sixteen and assigned to me as my first client, I refused
to accept Captain Smith's appraisal that she was simply "no goddamn good" It seemed
an awful curse to put on one so young. Against her will, I forced her to see the court
psychiatrist for a diagnostic interview. Against his will, he finally consented to see her.
The two had run across eachother in the courthouse in the past and, each one judging by
the other' s demeanor and appearance, they held eachother in mutual contempt Besides,
the court psychiatrist had told me that he did not much enjoy working with children
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anyway, and Kim told me she resented what she had mistakenly taken to be my inference
that she was "crazy."
But at my insistence a half hour diagnostic interview was scheduled and held
Kim brought a Captain Marvel comic book to read while she sat sullenly andm complete
silence before the desk of the doctor, a proud and arrogant man who conveyed by his
supercilious manner that he thought himself to be the real-life Captain Marvel. For his
part, he peered down at her over the rims of the reading glasses that perched on the tip of
his nose and his face flushed at the insult He told her that he would make her sit there for
the full half hour, regardless of whether she chose to answer his questions or not So, he
said, she might just as well cooperate.
She responded, defiantly, by noisily turning a page to continue her reading.
Thirty minutes later she stormed down the stairs and the psychiatrist poked his
head into my office door. "I'll dictate my report for the record," he said, "but I can tell
you right now what it's going to say. She's a psychopathic personality, anti-social type.
She' s wasted a half hour of my time, and I strongly suggest that you don' t make the
mistake of allowing her to waste any more of yours." Then he marched away, still in a fit
of pique at the Captain Marvel touch.
I found a copy of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) and looked up the
words. As nearly as I could interpret it, the terms "psychopathic and antisocial" are jargon
which translates, in the language of Captain Smith, into "no goddamn good"
The doctor was smug in the certainty of the academic discipline in which he had
been trained He was not a healer offering a diagnosis with compassion and wise
guidance. He was a judge of peoples' conduct and motives, a secular priest of the
religion of behavioural science, a mind reader and a knower of other people' s secrets —
secrets that, while known to him, were not even known to themselves. He knew what
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we did not know about the secret world of our own human minds because he held the
magic key that unlocked the doors of our own private prisons. He saw himself as one of
the gods in the new Pantheon of the world of science.
He knew how we defended ourselves from reality because he knew the
mechanisms by which we unconsciously made appearance our guide. He was a modem-
day shaman\ But in being modem-day, he was by definition divorced from nature.
"Defense mechanisms he said, whenever he was asked to explain what appeared to be
inexplicable human irrationality. The very phrase, defense mechanisms
,
combmed the
images of the nuclear and machine ages. It conjured up memories of President Dwight
Eisenhower's warnings about a military-industrial complex, except the doctor's was a
mihtary-industrial-psychological complex.
He was a prisoner of the present His thinking was locked into the machine age
mentality of the industrial and nuclear ages. He was a modern man, and, as such, had
proudly broken with the pre-modern beliefs of the ancients and the medievals which his
contemporary scientific training had insisted he regard as primitive and unenlightened
He refused to consider, much less appreciate, the ideas of a past, except in-so-far
as they contributed to a pathological present He inisited that we look within ourselves
for the source of evil, but he likewise insisted that, in doing so, we would most likely
find ourselves unable to decipher the hidden meanings of our unconscious motives
without the assistance of expert authority.
This was not a man who could appreciate any tradition - much less the tradition
of honor, which had no comprehension of the psychiatric use of terms like denial . When
the doctor used that word he meant that the defendant was toofearful to confront a
painful past experience and repressed it so as to prevent h/er own rational mind from
admitting it to consciousness. It was an act characteristic of the limits placed on our free
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will and suggestive of the belief that a great deal of our actual conduct was motivated by
unconscious forces, and thus from motives for which we could disclaim responsibility.
No man of honor would swallow that When he acted, the man of honor would
claim, he always did it rationally, consciously and deliberately and infull control of his
own will. To the man of honor, denial was a legal term and not a medical one. It was
what you did when you were arrested in order to live up to the Honor Code and the law
of omerta that governed it. Denial meant: "That's my story and I'm stickin' to it"
No wonder Kimberly Jensen and the court psychiatrist could not exchange even a
single communicative phrase between themselves in a full half hour locked alone together
m a barren government room They spoke a different political language. Her' s was that of
the Nietzschean noble morality. His was that of the Nietzschean slave morality.
This man of science, the court psychiatrist, was a man I concluded, no more
capable of understanding Kimberly Jensen than was police Captain Richard Smith, an
unscientific man of inherited parochial prejudices and learned hatreds.
Forty eight hours later, the psychiatrist was still smarting over his encounter with
Fortuna. I met him on the street outside the City Hall Annex, a dreadfully dreary building
that housed both the police station and the court, along with a few other municipal
regulatory agencies like the building and health inspectors.
The doctor tilted his head backward, to peer at me as if from a distant height
"I don' t think you should play with matches," he counseled me without being
asked to do so. I did not reply because I found his arrogance offensive all the time, and
especially so when it was visited upon a person, as so often it was, without solicitation
But he was too scientifically impervious to the feelings of others to be deterred "But if
you insist on playing with matches," he sneered, "play with small ones.
"
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Well, my great-great Uncle Fred, a life-long farmer from way up m Island Pond,
Vermont, a man with no faith in modern science, tned to comfort me once when I was a
child and was ill and had to go to the doctor. I threw a tantrum, out of fear of getting "a
shot" with a long needle attached to hypodermic syringe. The best Uncle Fred could
manage by way of solace was to advise me that "doctorin am' t always fatal."
But psychiatry might be, I concluded, for Kimberly Jensen would go through the
rest of her life condemned by the secularjudgement of a pnest of science that she lacked
the grace necessary to join the community of the hopeful. She was damned She was
among the unregenerate. She could not be saved
What difference did it make whether the judgement was religious or scientific?
What matter whether it was rendered by clergyman or doctor? What the Calvinists had
done to Hester Prynn in Nathaniel Hawthorne's novel, The Scarlet Letter, the court
psychiatrist had done just as effectively to Kimberly Jensen One would wear the scarlet
"A" for adulteress, a principle offense of her time. The other would wear the typewritten
"psychopathic personality, anti-social type," a principle offense for her time, and it would
be appended to her by official file after official file after official file for the rest of her
natural life - right up to this writing some thirty years later. The inescapable point is that
she had been damned.
Talk all you want about how far we've come from the Salem witch trials. Say
what you will about how we no longer hang Quakers by the neck from scaffolds on
Boston Common Ridicule shamans and totems, alchemists and magicians. Deride the
Crusades and the Inquisitions as the foolhardy acts of misguided people. But, having
done all those things, explain the "scientific" damning of Kimberly Jensen in terms that
set her case apart from any of these others.
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Of course, it is of no concern to a dead scientist - natural, social or behavioural -
anymore than it is to a dead pnest, that the judgements they thought so timeless and
beyond appeal were later discovered to be wrong. It matters only to those who survive
them and have to live with the consequences of those errors the experts made m their
effete pride and trained ignorance. So the court psychiatrist, having died before it was
published, would never suffer any pang of conscience from the conclusion of two of his
more renowned peers that "the so-calledpsychopathic personality ...is no longer
considered a discreet psychiatric entity."
Social and behavioural science jargon again, but, at least, jargon intended to set
right a mistake, even though in a guarded and self-defensives way.
The authors report:
"The term personality disorder is more frequently
used in psychiatry than in psychoanalysis. The best known
example is the so-calledpsychopathic personality. Though
this is no longer considered a discreet psychiatric entity, the
designation is frequendy applied to individuals who are
excitable and impulsive and who exhibit anti-social
behaviour such as lying, cheating and criminali ty, without
feeling any moral inhibition or guilt. They are rebellious,
non-conforming and often aggressive and irresponsible."339
In 1966 these were the traits that sent Kimberly Jensen to reform school. They
are, I suggest, the same traits that send others to the White House, the Senate and the
Congress. I challenge my colleagues in higher education to deny that this same diagnosis
does not apply to a significant number of what we today call "undergraduates" instead of
"deliquenls: to wit, stubborn children, incorrigibles, or habitiaul truants.
"
I ask political theorists if this is not what Machiavelh and Hobbes and othern
modern thinkers considered the "normal" definition of prepolitical humans. I ask those
students of American National Government to refute the claim that the Constitutional
system of checks and balances and the principle of separation of powers were predicated
339 Burness E. Moore, M.D., and Bernard D. Fine, M.D., eds.,Psychoanalytic Terms and Concepts, (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1990), page 142.
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upon the belief that, absent institutional arrangements to prevent them from so domg, our
Presidents and our Justices and our Legislators would behave as psychopathic
personalities, anti-social types.
The Cellblock
When I went to work on the morning following her arrest on the narcotics
charges, I first realized that it was Kim and her boyfriend who had been the cause of all
the sirens the night before. I took the keys to the women s cell block and went to see her.
With the huge ring of big, flat keys in my hand, I checked in with the matron who
suspervised female prisoners then went down a flight of worn slate stairs to the level of
the women's lockup. I opened the big, barred gate, stepped inside and closed it behind
me. That clanging crash of steel on steel, echoing through the vault that held the accused,
always fell on my ear with a dreadful timbre of finality and damnation and retribution I
never got accustomed to that sound There was forever an alarming tone to it that rang
more in my soul than in my eardrum It was the bell of conscience, intoning the phrase
"there but for the Grace of God.."
Then I went down another short flight of iron stairs onto the iron catwalk that ran
along in front of the cells, all of which were small cages with sheets of iron on three
sides, a cement floor below and a barred iron door facing the catwalk Everything was
steel and iron and battleship grey. And depressing as Hell itself.
"Bloody Mary" screamed out at me as I went by her cell. She was, in her own
mind, a prophetess and a street corner evangelist She had a premillenniahst, apocalyptic
view of the world and she was always quoting from The Book of Revelation and from
John They called her "Bloody Mary" because when she preached she wore a white
smock smeared with red ink to signify both the purity of motive and the suffering and
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martyrdom of Christ She demanded to know how I could allow the injustice of her
incarceration to go unchallenged She said it was a sign that I was amongst the
unregenerate and, with the end at hand, I should not only repent but act to free her for
she was, she said, sent by God Himself to spread the warning. She was a messenger.
The police said she was a Disorderly Person and she had to tell it to the judge.
Judy Whalen was in the next cell and for reasons known only to herself she had
taken off her blouse. Judy' s reasons for doing any of the things she did were known only
to herself because she was diagnosed as a paranoid schizophrenic whose sense of reality
did not connect in any meaningful way with anyone else' s. She was obsessed with
conspiracies and she saw them everywhere. Last night it had been the Communists
again She had come into the police station to try to mobilize armed resistance against the
Red menace which, she was convinced, was massing itself on the southern side of the
Connecticut River and preparing to attack. Judging that she was off her medication again,
the police locked her up for her own safety. "Jesus Christ," she implored "You gotta
help me. You gotta do something! I try to tell the cops and they only lock me up again!"
She was, she started to say, beginning to think that the police were secredy in league with
the Communists, but I walked on
Carol Vanderpool, a professional shoplifter known as "Bunny The Booster," sat
in the next cell, idly filing her fingernails with the abrasive strip on a cardboard match
book. She winked seductively at me as I passed, but did not get up.
"Hey, Mike," she called, as an after-thought when I had nearly passed her cell. I
backed up. She was angry about something, she said Bunny had a young child who
lived with her mother (the child' s grandmother) in South Hadley. Bunny had been in
Indianapolis "working." But she' d come home to see her child on his birthday. She'
d
been arrested on an outstanding violation of probation warrant, but that was not her
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concern. What was eating away at her sense of justice, she said, was that she had taken a
bus back home from Indiana and when she arnved at the terminal in Spnngfield and went
to claim her luggage she found that four of her dresses had been stolen en-route.
The problem, she said, was that the bus company claimed it was only liable for
losses up to a maximum of $75.00 and would not compensate her beyond that amount
"Mike," she said, like I was the Supreme Court, "there wasn' t one of them damn dresses
that wasn'
t
worth more than seventy five bucks by itself." All the dresses, like Bunny's
entire wardrobe, were items she had shoplifted, of course. " Shit," she said, "I wouldn'
t
bother stealin' a dress worth less than seventy five dollars."
I told her that her capacity for appraisal, owing as it did to her professional
judgement as a full-time thief, was not the sort of expert qualification a judge might want
to take into account when evaluating her case, but that the proper place to lodge her
complaint would be in Small Claims Court
I then arrived at Kimberly' s cell. She was stretched out on the wooden plank that
hung from the side of the cell wall, suspended by iron chains at its foot and its head She
had been smoking a cigarette and blowing the blue smoke idly into the darkness at the top
of the little tomb. When she saw me she stood up. Provisions had certainly been made
against her fury. Framed by the formidable steel cage, she appeared vulnerable and
helpless. Her blonde hair fell back over her shoulders and down behind the blue denim
shirt Her large brown eyes reminded me of those one sees on a frightened doe behind a
fence in a hectic zoo. It was hard to imagine that she was the same person who last night
had vilified the police, defied the law and wished death to the sergeant' s only son, a boy
who would soon be awarded medals for honor and valor.
We talked briefly about her situation Her bail had been set at a thousand dollars
cash. She asked me to try to get it changed to personal recognizance, or at least to a bond
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"If I go down to York Street," she said, referring the County jail prior to her trial, T 11
freak I'm really strung out, Mike. I mean really strung out They don t give you nothing
down there. They make you go cold turkey. I can' t do that right now."
I said I would talk with the prosecutor about it,
"Where the hell am I gonna go, Mike?," she asked rhetorically, making her case
for a bail reduction to me so that I might repeat it to the prosecutor and the judge. "I take
off, go someplace else, I gotta make a connection and all that I ain' t got time for that I
ain' t going no place. I just don t want to be sick"
Connections. Her claim that she was no danger of becoming a fugitive from
justice was based on the contention that she was too dependent upon her local heroin
dealer to stray far from home.
Connections of one sort or another are everything in this business of crime and
justice, no matter which side you re on
I started back down the catwalk toward the iron stairs that led out of the cellblock
Bloody Mary screamed at me, warning about the peril to my immortal soul if I did not use
the keys in my hand to set her free. Judy Whalen added her lament at the tip-end of her
voice, saying I would have the nation s fall to the Communists on my conscience if I did
not come to her aid And Bunny the Booster, still working on her nails with the makeshift
file, screamed even louder than the others for some peace and quiet
"Shut the fuck up!" Bunny hollered "What is this, for Christ's sake? A jail or a
nut house?"
The Courtroom . For all the rational assumptions of law and the social and
behavioural sciences, things did not go much better in the courtroom later. Along with a
dock full of others, the police had also arrested John Bengston the night before. "What'
s
going on" the prosecutor asked in the hallway outside the courtroom "A full moon, or
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what?" The psychiatrist said there was no scientific validity to the full moon theory of
"lunacy", but when asked his explanantion as to why so much craziness seemed to
happen all at the same time, he saidit was "mere coincidence." The "full moon" theory
seemed just as plausible.
Like Bloody Mary, John Bengston was also a premillennialist, apocalyptic herald
He had been arrested for being a Disturber and Breaker of the Peace. He was trying to
dissuade people from entering department stores the night before, warning them that it
was the Antichrist himself who was filling their heads with a matenalistic preoccupation
with the corrupting desire for this world's passing fancies. His wasn't so much a
message of repentance as it was of reform. We were poor Utile sheep who had lost our
spiritual way, John Bengston argued, and we should be filling up our churches instead of
our marketplaces. We were supposed to be a Redeemer Nation but how, he asked, could
we expect to save others until we first got our own priorities straight?
It was not the message itself that disturbed people, but rather the manner of the
messenger. John Bengston wore an improvised brown tunic designed to look like a
friar's, hitched at the waist with an olive-green, military utility belt in place of a cincture.
From the military belt a huge pair of black, wooden Rosary Beads dangled In place of
sandals he wore cheap shower clogs of the sort you can purchase from bins in low-
budget stores. He carried a tattered old Bible under his left arm
But for some reason he added a flourish that didn' t seem to fit in with the monkish
effect he was trying to create: atop his head he wore a sporty straw hat of the sort you
might see on an older man in the Fenway Park bleachers on a sunny summer afternoon
Out of the front of the hat, bobbing about like an antenna, was a fake daisy at the end of a
long plastic stem I guessed it was John's idea of monastic fashion
"John Bengston," the court clerk called out, reading from the criminal complaint
she held in front of her. No response. "John Bengston," she called out again, louder this
time. There was still no response.
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The court officer, a stocky and militant little would-be Nazi who loved pushing
people around,- went over and grabbed John Bengston by the arm and hoisted him
roughly to his feet
"John Bengston," the clerk read, "you are charged by this complaint with being a
disturber and breaker of the peace. How do you plead? Guilty or Not guilty?"
"My kingdom," John answered with great dignity, "is not of this world"
The clerk looked at the judge, a florid-faced second-generation Irishman with a
bulbous nose and silver hair that made him look much older than he actually was. The
judge, a man exceedingly jealous of his powers and always taken aback at the slightest
hint of insult, was angry that the jurisdiction of his court was being challenged, if even by
a defendant so lacking in credibility.
"Guilty or not guilty?" he growled
"Confetior Deo, omnipotenti, beata Maria semper virginum, beata Michaeli,
archangelum..." John Bengston' s eyes rolled Heaven-ward and he clutched the old Bible
to his breast and began murmuring The Confetior in Latin, then the language of the
Roman Catholic Mass. Any former altar boy, myself included, could do at least fifteen
minutes of passably grammatical Latin from rote memory without understanding a single
word I did not know if this was John's way of pleading guilty, or what. But if he was
confessing, clearly it was not to the presiding justice of the District Court but to a higher
authority. John seemed able to look right through the ceiling onto the face of God
3<,0 Merton Burt, deputy master of the Hampshire County House of Correction, once witnessed this
particular court officer's sadistic treatment of prisoners he was delivering to the jail. The deputy master
phoned to tell me that he would refuse to admit to the House of Correction anyone ever again entrusted to
that officer's care. It was his only way of protecting prisoners from this particular court officer. Because of
the principle ofseparation of powers, he could not tell the sentencing judge how to run his court. But by
virtue ofthe same principle, he could tell him how he was going to run his jail.
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"What'
s
the matter with this guy?" the judge demanded to know, irked at the
minor upset of order in his court I thought the matter to be rather obvious and said so to
the judge. "He's crazy, Your Honor. I think we'll have to pink-paper him" At that time,
a qualified professional had to examine a person who appeared psychotic before the Court
could commit h/her to the state mental institution in Northampton In its infinite wisdom,
the legislature had not left to us the decision as to who was and who wasn t mentally
unbalanced The commitment paper was a shade of pink and hence the reference to
"pink-papering'' a defendant who appeared incapable of forming the mens rea
requirement necessary for committng a criminal act, but who was nonetheless in obvious
need of custodial care.
There was another option open to the judge. He could simply commit the man to
the state hospital for a thirty day period of observation designed to determine his fitness to
stand trial. If doctors at the mental institution determined after a month that he was
restored to sanity he would be returned to the court. If not, they had the authority to
commit him for psychiatric treatment
But by exercising that option the judge would be forgoing the chance to aggravate
the court psychiatrist The judge and the psychiatrist ("hated" is too mild a word) loathed
eachother with an unbridled passion
The judge was of the opinion that the court psychiatrist was what he termed a
"gold-bricker" living quite handsomely at the expense of the taxpayers without
contributing any worthwhile services in exchange for his salary. In the judge' s view, the
court psychiatrist was worthless. He had, the presiding justice claimed, been too
incompetent as an internist to attract and keep a practice of patients willing to trust their
health to his intelligence, so he went back to school and became a psychiatrist, a field in
which he could better mask his lack of ability.
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But, again according to the judge, because he was a failure at that, too, inpnvate
practice, he had paid off some appointing authority to secure a sinecure with the court He
appeared to be contributing something to the criminal justice system, the judge said, but
the real reason for his appointment was simply to rescue him from his own
incompetence at whatever cost to the court in lost ability.
For his part, the psychiatrist said that the judge' s animosity toward him was
rooted in the fact that, to quote the doctor speaking of His Honor: "He' s cuckoo. Down
deep, he knows he's cuckoo and he knows that/ know he's cuckoo. And, what' s more,
he also knows that I'm the only one around here with the expert ability and a license from
the state to certify him as cuckoo. That' s why he tries to make my life so miserable. He
thinks he can force me into resigning. The only real reason he doesn' t want me around
here is because he s afraid of me. He's nuts, he knows he's nuts, he knows that I know
he's nuts, and he's afraid of me." The apparent source of the judge's displeasure, the
doctor said, was a ruse.
It was, of course, considered presumptuous by both of them for the layman to
form his own opinion Reality or appearance, the age-old dilemma confronting natural
and social and behavioural scientists, was laid out in no uncertain terms by each man as
an expert on the motives of the other, and witnesses were expected to choose between the
two. Law and science aside, the bottom line was an issue of personal loyalty. For my
part, I suspected that both men were right, but this sort of divided disloyalty was not the
sort of thing to which one wanted to give a voice.
So, the decision made by the judge regarding the matter of Commonwealth v.
John Bengston was irrational in logical terms but absolutely logical in irrational terms.
"Go tell the doctor I want him to see this guy," the judge ordered me.
When I arrived at the psychiatrist' s office I found his door open and him sitting
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behind his desk reading the New York Times. I conveyed the judge' s wishes. The doctor
lowered his newspaper and checked his calendar. "I have a patient coming in at ten" he
said He looked at his watch and I found myself consulting mine. It was then about 9: 10
a.m. "Tell the judge I'll see his man after that About eleven say."
I returned to the courtroom where the arraignments were proceeding. The judge
leaned close to the side of his bench to hear my report "The doctor says he has a ten
o'clock appointment," I whispered, "but he'll see Bengston right after that About eleven,
he said"
The judge' s blue eyes then met mine and the lids narrowed even as the Hps drew
tight around teeth that were beginning to lock together injaws that were starting to clench.
I had seen all this before. My stomach began to churn as I watched his red face begin to
turn a deeper shade of purple. I knew that, like Bloody Mary and John Bengston I was
going to be made a messenger in an apocalyptic confrontation between two men each of
whom thought the other the embodiment of injustice and evil. The fact that I had
wondered if, indeed, both might not be right did not make me feel any more comfortable
about my position
"You go back," the judge said, as I knew he would, "and you tell that jack-off
doctor that I'm not calling to make an appointment ! I'm giving him an order ! I want this
guy seen and I want him seen right now\"
When I knocked timidly on his doorsill the second time, the court psychiatrist
look up annoyed, as I knew he would be. "The judge wonders if you might be able to see
this guy before you're ten o'clock," I said, exercising whatever skills I had at diplomacy.
The doctor put the newspaper down on the desk and took off his reading glasses,
always a sign that he was about to make a terminal point His eyes narrowed, as had the
judge' s, and he spoke in a carefully timed cadence, tapping his right index finger on the
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desk to mark the beat as he made his point: "Look," he said deliberately, "you go back
and tell the judge that he may run the rest of his little world, but he doesn t run me. You
tell hrrn, I'll see his man at eleven o' clock, or I won t see him at all."
I had no yen to carry this message. I thought I might solve the problem by
offering the doctor the benefit of my own impressions. "Look, Doc," I said, trying to be
both submissive and persuasive, "this guy is really out of it I don't think.."
Of course, that was not the real issue. The real issue was not a desparate man's
dire need for help. The real issue was the quest for power between two agents of the
criminal justice system and anyone with political nostrils could know that just from
sniffing the poisonous scent of paranoia emanating from the two of them
The doctor cut me off, saying: "Look, you want to be the psychiatrist here, you
go to medical school, for starters. Then you do all the other things that are required of a
person before he can be certified to make these clinical decisions. You do all that, then
come back After you do all that we'll talk as colleagues. Until then, you just tell your
boss it' s eleven o' clock or not at all."
He put his reading glasses back on the tip of his nose and picked up his paper. I
was being summarily dismissed
Back in the courtroom the judge was eager to hear my report He leaned way over
the side of the bench and cupped his hand to his ear.
"I'm sorry, Your Honor, buthe said he just can't see the guy until eleven"
The effect this news would have upon the presiding justice was easily calculable
to anyone who had observed him for a period of time. He simply could not tolerate even
the suggestion that others were in any way his equal. He required that long-time friends,
people who had known him as a schoolmate since the first grade, address him formally as
"Judge" or "Your Honor" even in the most informal of circumstances. At the lavish
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parties he frequently gave at his home, he expected all his guests to refer to him
reverentially by the tide of his office, and he required nothing less m chance encounters
on the street with people who had once been nothing more nor less than boyhood chums.
The perpetually red face deepened to a purple so dark and foreboding that it
seemed impossible he would not suffer a stroke right there on the spot. Then the breath
came through the nostrils in heavy, heaving spurts. He breamed like a bull who had been
taunted into a rage. The blood-purple face and the snorting nostrils and the silver hair
were matched against a background of blue velvet tapestry, in front of which hung, by
two barely visible wires, the Great Seal of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
The judge suddenly stood bolt upright behind his ornate oaken bench "Madam
Clerk!" he seethed between teeth locked together to keep his rage within. "Call a recess!"
The bewildered clerk said there would be "a short recess" and the Nazi-like court
officer came bolt-upright to attention and called out: "Everyone rise!" The offendedjudge
stormed off the bench into his chambers, slamming the door behind himself with such
force that it rattled the portraits of earlier justices which lined the wall behind the
prisoner's dock
I exchanged a quick glance with Kim and shook my head No chance any mercy
would be shown today, I tried to tell her.
Suddenly, the door to his chambers flew open and the judge pointed a finger at me
and motioned me to come inside. I went in, terrified, and closed the door behind me. He
was trying to light his pipe, but the exhale of rage from his nostrils kept blowing out the
lighter. He gave it up and used the pipe as a pointer, jabbing it alternately at me and in the
general direction of the court psychiatrist's office. "You go out there," he commanded
"You go out there, this instant, and you tell that worthless son-of-a-bitch that he's fired."
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I began to raise the question of whether the judge had the legal authority to
terminate the doctor, who was employed by the Division of Legal Medicince. But no
more than a word or two had escaped my mouth when I realized, and recovered from the
imprudence of raising any issue about the geometry of the judge' s power at this time.
"You tell him,'' the irate judge continued, "that / run this court, not him. You tell
him I want him out of there today, so I can start using that space for something
worthwhileV He jabbed his pipe toward the door of his chambers to indicate that I should
go forthwith with the message. Naturally, it seemed to me that this was a thing he should
do himself. But, as any probation officer who has survived knows, you never question
the orders of a judge when he or she is on the verge of madness.
I went to the doctor' s office. He had resumed his reading of the Times. I told him
what the judge had said I expected that he would be enraged and would send me back
with an equally vitriolic refusal to surrender his space. But, to my amazement, the court
psychiatrist only smiled and said "Good He can't fire me. I'm willing to be here if
wanted or needed, but until he consents to let me in more time for golf. It' s no skin off
my nose, one way or the other."
Later on, an unrepentant John Bengston went to the state mental hospital in
Northampton for thirty days observation, and a still-defiant Kimberly Jensen went cold
turkey to York Street in lieu of a thousand dollars cash As her probation officer and with
the prosecutor' s assent, I made the pitch for her release without bail. But the judge was
by then in no mood to do favors unless his dignity was restored by defendants willing to
throw themselves passively, dependently and submissively, not upon his mercy, his
capacity for which had fled him, but on his power to instill fear and command deference.
"Tell me who supplied you with the drugs," he demanded as a condition of
Kimberly' s release. It was, in itself, an inappropriate demand because she had entered a
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plea of "not guilty." But a full twenty years would pass before this particular judge would
finally be censured for doing inappropriate things.
Kimberly was not one to show deference or exhibit fear when agents of the law
demanded that she show deference or exhibit fear. She did not answer in words. She just
fixed hirn with that even cold stare of her s that says to anyone who is not blind as a bat:
"Fuck you."
By day's end, the court psychiatrist was evicted and Kimberly was in jail. Which
of us, I wondered, the doctor or myself, was making the mistake of playing with
matches? Or were we both, in our own ways and for our own reasons, lighting a fire that
would not go out until someone was killed
And after that I went to the saloon I still remember the song that was playing
when I walked in -- perhaps because of the irony. It' s a song the American-Irish love
about a prisoner who refused to be cooperative with the authorities and suffered the
consequences. It's a song about a martyr who was despised by law enforcers because of
his negation of their system of values and his loyalty and his sense of obligation to The
Honor Code. The song is called Kevin Barry, and, in part, it goes:
Just before he faced the hangman
in his lonely prison cell,
British soldiers tortured Barry,
Just because he would not tell
All the names of his companions,
Other things they wished to know;
"Turn informer, and we'll free yon"
Kevin Barry answered, "No!"
What, I had to wonder, was a nice guy like me doing in a place like this?
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CHAPTER X
UPROOTEDNESS AND ALIENATION
What I was doing there was, as Machiavelli suggested, half due to fortune and
half due to my own efforts - and those of my father. My father graduated high school
amidst the Great Depression and spent his earliest adult years as a hobo riding freight
trains around the country; eating in soup kitchens and standing in bread lines; listening
disinterestedly to Salvation Army lectures on morality as a price to be paid for a place to
bed down while passing through a city; sleeping in "flop houses" or on park benches or,
on occasions, in jail cells. Once charged with vagrancy in Chicago he was given until
sunset to leave Cook County by a judge who was otherwise unconcerned about his
welfare. "A mean bald-headed old buzzard," was how my father remembered the judge.
He then tried a Catholic seminary with an idea that, with an overriding sense of
compassion for the least fortunate of society and very little competitive spirit beyond
being an avid fan of boxing and baseball (one who always rooted for the fighter or the
team least likely to win), he was more fitted to a life in the priesthood than in industrial
society. But he gave that up after little more than a year for reasons he never explained
Still, he maintained until his death the habit of reciting to himself The Lord' s Prayer each
morning on his way to work: "Our Father, who art in Heaven hallowed be thy name.
Thy kingdom come, thy will be done on earth as it is in Heaven Give us this day our
daily bread and forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive those who trespass against us,
and lead us not into temptation but deliver us from evil..
."
He was himself the son of a talented artist, my grandfather, Roderick, who we all
called Fadir, the Scottish for "Father." Roderick, an immigrant from Glasgow, married to
an auburn-haired woman from County Cork in Ireland, spent his entire life from sun-up
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to sun-down in factories, drawing only at night with his favored instruments, charcoal
and pastel crayons. My father copied his own father s life. He was, in fact, a rather gifted
poet, but one who spent his work days in factories and who wrote only late at night He
never achieved any stature and never published beyond the level of local newspapers.
My father was acutely aware that his temperament, one of compassion and
empathy for the weak and the powerless combined with an inability to act in any way
contrary to the dictates of his powerful conscience, ill-suited him for the combative,
competitive world of free enterprise and the dishonorabale, backstabbing treachery that
bureaucratic organizations of all kinds seem somehow to foster. More than anything else,
my father wanted for me to learn about the need of the powerless for effective patrons
and for self-respect and to become a champion for them But he recognized that I had to
learn something that he was at heart incapable of teaching me: how to be violent in a
world that respected only force. Toward that end, the first gift he bought me when I was
about to enter elementary school was boxing gloves, and he later sent me for lessons in
how to use them to Father John MacDonald, a parish priest who set up a ring in the
rectory basement Father MacDonald was, my father proudly proclaimed to me, "the son
of ' Shino' MacDonald," the most feared man in South Holyoke when my father was
growing up there.
He held up as models of emulation the toughest men in both his memory and in
his daily world and he counseled me to combine his concern for the poor with their
willingness and ability to avenge themselves of any slight to their honor.
For that reason, he arranged for me to work summers, beginning the same week
that I graduated from high school in 1959, in the bull gang of the abrasives factory where
he was the stock clerk The abrasives factory was a small business employing about sixty
men and owned by a local family by the name of Fuller. Dunng the first few years of my
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father's employment, the factory had been under the control of its founder, an old man
who treated his employees so paternalistically that they called him "Pop
"
When he died, control passed to his two sons, Bill and Dick My father respected
both sons, as did all the men who worked for them The Fuller family knew all their
employees by name, and they felt a sense of social responsibility for them When
business was bad the men were kept on even at the expense to the owners in profits. The
menjoked about their relative deprivation, contrasting their circumstances with those of
the factory owners. "It's good to be full," the saying went, "but it's better to be Fuller."
Still, there was no rancor in the joke, and they were grateful for what they knew to be the
sense of obligation the Fullers felt for their basic welfare.
But my father had contempt for the Plant Superintendent, a man named who was a
Williams College classmate of Bill Fuller and who, my father claimed, had been hired at
his own pleading at the outbreak of World War Two only to protect him from the draft,
because the abrasives factory was designated a defense plant and its employees were
immune from conscription. (My father was rejected when he tried to enlist in the Marine
Corps along with several of his co-workers. He was declared a so-called category "Four-
F, because he was nearly blind without the Coke-bottie eyeglasses that he'd worn since
childhood). Harding's cowardice, my father claimed, was highlighted by the fact that he
sought refuge from a planetary war over good and evil even as laborers at the company
were quitting their protected jobs to enlist in the front-line ranks to fight it
The Bull Gang
The bull gang was made up of those men who were least fitted for success in an
industrial or technological society. They were brutishly strong, but lacked intelligence and
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occupational skills. They lived like animals m zoo-like conditions where the instinct for
territoriality was stressed to its limits m the crowded and demeaning conditions of
cramped and fetid workplaces. Violations of invisible boundaries would provoke
spontaneous and viscious fist-fights between intruders and those they had intruded upon,
and the sense of honor amongst these wage slaves was so thinly stretched that even the
most innocuous gesture might be taken as an insult requiring a physical response.
My father was the stock clerk, a low level bureaucratic administratorm the
factory, because of his mental skills. But he seemed to think he was given an office job
out of the Fullers' fear that he could not survive m the more primitive reaches of the
factory. While the men looked up to him as someone who had bettered himself because of
intelligence, he looked up to them for enduring and surviving day in and day out m
dehumanizing circumstances that tried their souls. It was from the menm the bull gang
and not from himself that he brought me for instruction in how tough life can really get,
and how the tough survive it. My father thought "stupid" men of the bull gang were more
"normal" than himself in some way that he wanted me to experience. It was as if time
spent in the bull gang would make me appreciate Dostoevsky's underground man, who,
condemning his own passionless life as a low level civil servant, laments:
"Not only could I not become spiteful. I could not
become anything: neither spiteful nor kind, neither a rascal
nor an honest man, neither a hero nor an insect Now I am
living out my life in my corner, taunting myself with the
spiteful and useless consolation that an intelligent man
cannot seriously become anything, and that only a fool can
become something. Yes, an intelligent man....must and
morally ought to be pre-eminently a characterless creature;
a man of character, an active man, is pre-eminendy a
limited creature. 1,341
On my first day at the factory my father turned me over to Squeaky Linton, the
bull gang boss. He was a towering, broad-shouldered man with huge arms. But his
imposing physical presence was mocked by a quirk in his larynx which made his voice
341 Fyodor Dostoevsky, Notes From Underground, (New York: Meridian Books, 1991), page 5.
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modulate, beyond his control, between a deep bantone and a chirping rasp. Hence the
nickname, "Squeaky."
The boss had summoned himself up to his full height for the introduction playing
the role my father had scripted for him as a mean and unforgiving taskmaster. Only the
trace of a smile he could scarcely repress belied the fact that the man had a heart With his
penchant for the poetic, my father turned me over to Squeaky's custody with great
ceremony and a verbal flourish
"I give you the boy," he said "Give me back the man"
Squeaky's lip curled into a feigned sneer and he jerked his thumb over his
shoulder to indicate a pickup truck parked behind him with its engine running.
"Okay, midget," the big boss squeaked, his trick voice betraying him at the very
moment when he most wanted to sound tyrannical. "Get in the truck!
"
He drove me down along the railroad tracks that lined the back of the factory. He
stopped when his pickup came at a right angle to a big dump truck that had been backed
up to the door of one of the freight cars. A make-shift gangway, fashioned by a few
boards, connected the back of the dump truck to the open door of the freight car. Squeaky
told me to get into the freight car. I grew immediady ill-at-ease inside the railroad car.
Even though its was barely seven-thirty in the morning, the heat inside was already
shJhfying and still rising. It would reach one hundred and twelve degrees by mid-
afternoon It was dark inside, and the visibility was made worse by the thick red dust that
permeated the air, a red haze caused by the men shoveling the corundum oar that filled the
freight car to waist-high level. It reminded me of Hell in there.
When my eyes adjusted to the dim light the sight of the creatures that peopled the
car added to that demonic impression Two of them looked like cutthroat pirates. They
were unshaven and wore bandanas around their heads to soak up sweat Their teeth were
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rotted They were smoking cigarettes that they had rolled themselves and they were
leaning on stone forks, the heavy duty and over-sized pitchforks usedm the bull gang to
shovel the red corundum ore from the floor of the freight car into wheelbarrows, which
were then maneuvered gingerly over the makeshift gangway and emptied into the bed of
the waiting dump truck. The satanic looking men shook my hand when Squeaky
introduced me.
The Simpler Mail
But the third man was different He stood apart from the other two, resting against
the plywood that had been fastened to the inside wall of the freight car, and his
detachment made him seem all the more scary. I was told his name was Angelo. He was
the ugliest man I'd ever seen He was in his sixties, but huge muscles still bulged from
his back and arms, stretching his sweat-soaked jersey tighdy over his back and his
bicepts. He was shaven but even clean-shaven there remained a dark shadow of
whiskers, a black mask that covered his face from the cheekbones to the neckline of his
jersey. Tiny white slits appeared here and there in the dark stubble, little scars that stood
as reminders of so many barroom brawls. Half of one of his eyebrows was missing
and in its place was an unsightiy
,
jagged scar. Angelo, a native of Spain, would later
tell me that he was once a matador and had lost the eyebrow to a horn during a bull fight
in his native land But it was just as likely that the eyebrow had been taken off by the
business end of a broken beer botde in a dispute in some saloon Black hairs grew out of
the top of an expansive nose that was flattened against his face. He had only a few
remaining teeth, arranged in a random jack-o-lantern pattern, and they were stained a
yellowish brown from the cud of chewing tobacco that perpetually bulged out in one
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cheek The bulgmg cheek added to his ugkness by giving his face the dysymetncal,
misshapen appearance of a monster.
But most disconcerting were his eyes. When Squeaky introduced me to him,
Angelo's huge head, pivoting on a thick neck, swung around like a gyro-compass and,
for only a moment, the pale blue eyes bore down on mine. They were the same
impassive, predatory eyes one sees m the aquanum when the shark swims by and
inquires vacantly whether the spectator poses a threat The eyes of Angelo were opaque to
the world beyond them Whatever sentiment there might be m his heart and whatever
wounds there were to his soul, the eyes betrayed nothing. He did not bother to offer his
hand in welcome. The big head with the opaque eyes merely swung away to the other
side, taking up another bearing in the dim and eternal present of this Hell to which the
fates had consigned these men of the bull gang. Then Angelo let fly a long stream of
tobacco juice that spattered against the plywood wall. It was a signal that my interview
was ended
The other two devils took up the task of teaching me the job. It required only
physical strength But although I was an athlete I could not lift the stone fork once I had
jammed it under the pile of corrundum rocks. I was embarassed, and I had to try again,
this time settling for a much more modest share of the great wealth of ore. The two devils
snickered, but Angelo ignored us. When finally I managed to fill the wheelbarrow I was
again shamed by my weakness when I tried to lift it I could not hoist its legs off the
freight car floor. I had to undertake the humiliating task of removing rocks from the
wheelbarrow to make it less heavy. This sight filled the two devils with glee, for each
rock that I threw back on the pile was a counterweight to my pride and a symbol of how
this "college boy" had overestimated his powers.
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But the ultimate humiliation came when I finally managed to lift the wheelbarrow
up and to stagger with it, lurching one way and another, out onto the gangway. I was
unprepared for the instability of the boards, which bounced up and down like a
trampoline under the weight of the wheelbarrow full of heavy rocks. I struggled furiously
for balance, but I might as well have been wrestling a bear. I went over the side and
landed on my back The rocks and the wheelbarrow landed on top of me. Through the
dust I could see the two devils leaning out the door of the freight car, looking at my
predicament and laughing uproariously.
Then, suddenly, one of them disappeared. Angelo had grabbed him by the neck
and yanked him back into the car and out of his way. The other one jumped aside. Angelo
climbed down and loomed over me. He took the wheelbarrow with one had and flung it
aside. Then both of his big hands plunged straight at me. I thought he was going to
strangle me, and in my terror I wondered why my rank incompetence had given him so
much offense. But, instead, he grabbed me by the front of my shirt and hauled me onto
my feet He dusted me off and beckoned me to join him back in the freight car.
Once aboard, he spit a stream of tobacco juice at the feet of one of the two devils,
the brownish yellow venom caroming off the floor and onto the workboots of the man
who had delighted in my shame. Like a ratdesnake, Angelo had hit his mark He glared at
the man, his shark eyes silendy inviting retaliation But the man averted his eyes and
turned away, signalling that Angelo was being given clear precedence over him and his
mate.
342
I was amazed that, in so short a space of time and without speaking a word,
Angelo had so effectively communicated to us all that he had appointed himselfmy
342
Pitt-Riveis points out "Honor is exalted or desecrated through the physical person" and "through
actions related to it" These actions are not merely "symbolic representations ofsome moral state of
affairs...they are what they represent -- the goods themselves." Tolerating any physical affront invokes
dishonor and "cowardice" is the failure to avenge the physical affront, an act which requires "satisfaction"
if the honor of the person challenged is to be maintained or restored. Pitt-Rivers, Honor and Shame, pages
25-27.
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patron, that I was now under his protection and that anyone who failed to respect that
relationship had better be prepared to fight 343
Angelo, the Spaniard, was a perfect example of the Andalusian honor system that
Pitt-Rivers described
"Respect and precedence are paid to those who
claim it and are sufficiently powerful to enforce their claim
Just as possession is said to be 9/ lOths the law, so the de
facto achievement of honor depends upon the ability to
silence anyone who would dispute the title. The reputation
of a dangerous man is liable to assure him precedence over
a virtuous man; he may not be thought privately to be
honorable, but while no one is prepared to question the
matter, he is treated as though he were and granted the
precedence which he claims. On the field of honor mioht
is right" 3"
Dostoevsky seemed to have described these men, or at least this man, Angelo,
when he wrote:
"After all, people who know how to revenge
themselves and to take care of themselves in general, how
do they do it? After all, when they are possessed, let us
suppose, by the feeling of revenge, then for the time there
is nothing else but that feeling in their whole being Such a
man simply rushes straight toward his object like an
infuriated bull with his horns down, and nothing but a wall
will stop him 1,345
Later that summer Squeaky1 s pickup pulled alongside the freight car in which we
were working. The superintendent got out on the passenger's side and, followed by the
bull gang boss, climbed into the freight car. He tried, for no reason other than to satisfy
what was obviously a malicious and sadistic streak in him, to incite Angelo. It was clear
by the way men immediately stationed themselves and by the tension that crackled in the
air that this was not the first time this sort of thing had happened Squeaky, of course,
343 See Pitt-Rivers, Honor and Shame, page 29: "The ultimate vindication of honor lies in physical
violence." When other means fail, "the obligation exists to revert to it"
344
Pitt-Rivers, Honor and Shame, pages 24-25.
Dostoevsky, Notes From Underground, page 9.
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was positioned in such a way as to restrain Angelo if he rose to the bait Harding was
every bit the coward my father had taken him to be, and he was a bully besides. Angelo
had obviously been tormented by him in the past and had learned not to allow himself to
be provoked into physical retaliation He had everything to lose and absolutely nothing to
gain by assaulting the superintendent We all knew that if Angelo struck the
superintendent the bully would immediately call the police to initiate a criminal complaint
and them, doubtlessly, contact his own lawyers to inquire about civil damages.
Conversely, we all knew that Angelo would never think of such a thing for, to him, all
matters of honor are settled personally. In a system of honor, one mark of the coward is
his willingness to go to the law. 346
Angelo turned his back on the superintendent in an effort to ignore his taunts.
When he did, the superintendent lunged at him from behind and shoved the aging man
face first onto the pile of hard, red ore. Squeaky stepped nearer to the outstretched
Angelo, who turned over slowly in the pile, gripping a big piece of corundum rock in his
right hand
"Whoa, there, anrigo!," Squeaky warned. "Watch yourself, now!"
The superintendent stood erect, well-protected by the bull gang boss should
Angelo try to come at him with the rock By the very act of bringing the bull gang boss
along to protect him, the superintendent had advertised his lack of any capacity for honor,
a thing which "cannot be placed in another' s hands for safekeeping. "But the super-
intendent was so removed culturally from any concept of honor he did not understand the
simple difference between being a man of respect and a despised bully. He glared down
at Angelo as if he had done something for which he had a right to feel proud Angelo
forced himself to swallow what little pride life had left him He let the rock slide out of his
316 Hobsbawm, Primitive Rebels, page 3 2.
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hand The superintendent looked at me and smirked He seemed to expect that I would
appreciate his sadistic maltreatment of a creature he obviously considered an inhuman
brute. To my undying shame, I averted my eyes from the superintendent's, and did
nothing to avenge my patron's humiliation By looking away I gave this coward, this
bully protected by his social pedigree and a Williams College degree and a bull gang boss,
precedence over me. I was already on my way to becoming the "hyperconscious" modern
man paralyzed by the fact that, as a prospective bureaucrat m the civil service, I "must and
morally ought to be a preeminendy characterless creature." 347
I was destined to become, in Max Weber's words, a "modem official" who
"always strives and usually enjoys a distinct social esteem as compared with the
governed" only because his "social position is guaranteed by the prescriptive rules of rank
order and, for the political official, by special definitions of the criminal code against
'insults of officials' and 'contempt' of state and church authorities." 3 "8 A far cry from
the world of honor.
Later that night, tortured at my shameful failure to simply rush at the
superintendent with my head down and my horns lowered, I told my father that I did not
want to leave for the University in September but wanted, instead, to remain in the bull
gang to prevent this kind of thing from ever happening again My father would have none
of it "If you want to be in a position to do something for Angelo," he advised me, "go to
As noted earlier, Pitt-Rivers points out that to resort to the courts is merely to advertise publicly that
you have been wronged, that you are vulnerable, that you are too weak to forestall wrongs commited
against you and also too weak to avenge them yourselfwhen they occur. Likewise, the interminable
delays occasioned by the due process requirements of the law give the person who has offended you further
opportunity to humiliate you by taunting you with the fact that you can do nothing yourself in the
interim to restore your lost honor. This is a fact with which Hobsbawm independently concurs.
"Manliness," he says, is "the sole determinant" in a system of honor and it requires that one be self-
sufficient enough at producing respect for himself that " non -cooperation with thecourts" is mandatory.
Pitt-Rivers, Honor and Shame, page 29-30.
548 Gerth and Mills, From Max Weber, page 199.
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college.
- He seemed certain that the University would be able to teach me ways to nght
this sort of wrong.
Without having ever read him, he believed Weber:
"The actual social position of the official is
normally highest where... the following conditions prevail:
a strong demand for administration by trained experts,
where the official predominandy derives from socially or
economically privileged strata because of the social
distribution of power; or where the costliness of the
required training and status conventions are binding upon
him The possession of educational certificates... are
usually linked with the qualification for office."349
And so, come September, off to New York City and to Fordham University I
went But I returned each summer to work in the bull gang. In the summer betweenmy
junior and senior year, and just weeks before my final return to Fordham Angelo was
standing in the doorway of a freight car gazing out at the blue sky and the green meadows
beyond the chain link fence that separated the factory from its pastoral surroundings.
Suddenly he grew excited He began to point up toward the heavens with one hand and
with the other he gestured wildly for me to come andjoin him
"Mira! Mike, venga aqii!"
When I reached the door and looked up I could see that what had thrown Angelo
into such a fit of enthusiasm was the vapor trail a commercial airliner was penciling across
the azure sky some thirty-five thousand feet above us.
"That be you, Mike!," Angelo said, pounding me on the back
It was a symbol to Angelo. The distance between us in the freight car and the
airplane in the sky was the distance between heaven and hell. Angelo was not one of the
elect He was a condemned man who would never escape this place. But I was only in
Purgatory. It delighted him to think that in another few weeks my sentence would be up.
Gerth and Mills, From Max Weber, page 200.
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He wanted to make sure that I never returned here, not even to attempt his rescue. This
was a kind of place that trapped people and never let them go
"That be you, Mike!," he exclaimed, jabbing a pointed finger at the vapor trails
gliding so freely across the unfenced expanse of a limitless sky. "You fly away! Never
come back! Fly over, look down here, spit!"
He splattered tobacco juice on the floor to demonstrate how I should spit on him
and his memory once the University gave me a ticket out of this hell.
"Fly away, Mike! Look down here, spit! Say, 'fooka youse guys'!"
Whatever hopes Angelo had ever had for himself in some long ago time, he now
had only for me.
"Well," Dostoevsky wrote of his like, "such a direct person I regard as the real
normal man, as his tender mother nature wished to see him when she graciously brought
him into being on the earth. I envy such a man until I am green in the face. He is stupid, I
am not disputing that, but perhaps the normal man should be stupid, how do you know?
Perhaps it is very beautiful, in fact'11350
Dostoevsky, Notes From Underground, page 9.
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CHAPTER XI
NEW FRONTIER: HEROES CALLED
Almost coincident with my arrival at Fordham University where, my father
hoped, I would learn something about rescuing a man of honor like Angelo from a racist
bully like the plant superintendent, John F. Kennedy was elected as the first Catholic
President of the United States.
Myself and many others roughly my age heard a new calling, one which was most
decisive in causing us to shift our political loyalties away from our tribal and parochial
pasts and to look to the federal government for a model that might encompass our dual
desire to aid the poor and the powerless and to do itm an idealistically moral, ethical way.
"Let the word go forth from this time and place," said John F. Kennedy in his
innaugural address, "to friend and foe alike, that the torch has been passed to a new
generation of Americans. Let every nation know, whether it wishes us well or ill, that we
shall pay any price, bear any burden meet any hardship, support any friend, oppose any
foe to assure the survival and success of liberty Now the trumpet sounds again, not as
a call to bear arms, though we need arms; not a call to battle, though embattled we are; but
the call to bear the burden of a long twilight struggle, year in and year out..And so, my
fellow Americans, ask not what your country can do for you - ask what you can do for
your country."
Another Calling
This was another version of the premilleniahst rhetoric of an approaching
Armaggedon that had so often been the undertone of American political speech, and more
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than a dozen of us in our Martyrs' Court dormitory at Fordham crowded around an old
television set with a coat hanger and aluminum foil antenna to soak it up. But I heard it as
the the marching music of a Third Great Awakening, and I wanted to fall in step. I
remained glued to Kennedy's every word.
The blending of messages in those couple of phrases alone worked on the
unconscious hopes of many of us who had been raised in Democratic households and
who were then in our late teens and early twenties - those of us who were still dependent
upon our parents but longing to be free; who sought responsibility and wished to be held
accountable for how we discharged it, thinking, paradoxically, that shouldering obligation
was the only avenue to liberation from our elders' control; who had listened to the Irish
folk music and wanted to play our own part as warriors or martyrs in the patriot game;
who were impatient to prove ourselves and win the Oedipal power struggle with
entrenched older men who counseled patience and told us to wait our turns in a seniority
system; who had learned from the clientelist Machiavellianism of our fathers the virtue of
doing whatever necessity required to assure the empowerment of the weak, and who had
heard from our professors of the necessity of using the law and the institutions of a free
society to make men moral.
It was a call, shrewdly worded, to both idealism and practicality -- one that
appealed at once to both the transcendent virtue of the self-sacrificing martyr and the
mdorninatable will of the spirited gladiator. Into one harmonic chord it sounded the the
otherwise dissonant notes of the instinct for power and the capacity for self-
transcendence. The hormonal adolescent rage for independence and the idealistic youthful
vulnerability to the charismatic man on horseback made it impossible for me to avoid hero
worship. Historian William H. Chafe points out:
"For most Americans, the early 1960's evoke an
image of activism and reform The Fifties had been quiet,
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conservative, uninteresting. But the Sixties were different
- or so our collective memory tells us. Full of conflict
protest, and idealism they represented a shifting of oears
tor postwar Amenca, a time when the societv beganto
confront its unsolved ills and to embrace reforms that
would redeem the nation's reputation as a leader in the 'free
world, both at home and abroad
...
"Kennedy appealed especially to the young, oivino
them a sense that anything was possible... with his
legendary love of touch football games, and the repeated
exhortation to the new generation to pick up the 'torch of
the American Revolution,' Kennedy seemed like a tribune
at the head of a legion, his charisma mtrinsically part of the
social idealism and protest that would soon tranform the
nation Or so it appeared." 351
William Bulger recalls the charismatic influence of the young President: "John
Fitzgerald Kennedy visited the Massachusetts House, where he spoke movingly of the
ideals of public service in his famous ' city on a hill' speech Later generations may fmd it
impossible to appreciate the degree to which he kindled optimism and set young men and
women afire with a zeal to bring purity and effectiveness to government In some magical
way that had nothing to do with politics or his personal acts, he became a symbol." 352
All of America had been challenged by Soviet Premier Nikita Kruschchev, who,
apparently th inking himself strong enough to boldly offer insults without paying a price,
had predicted to a people that he considered his inferiors: "We will bury you Your
grandchildren will live under Communism" 353
In response to the danger of an ahen conspiracy, John Kennedy fine-tuned the
apocalyptic rhetoric that had always found an understanding ear in a nation where the
Bible and the Constitution struggled with eachother for prominence as the principle text
351 William H. Chafe, The Unfinished Journey, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986), page 177.
352 William M. Bulger, While The Music Lasts, page 104.
Richard Reeves, President Kennedy: Profile In Power, (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1994), page 37.
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on justice. He struck a Machiavellian note, warning of the penis of letting fortune run its
course unobstructed by vntuous opposition from strong men but at the same time
suggesting that any cnsis implied opportunity as well as danger In September of 1960,
for example, Kennedy said
"To be an American of the next decade will be a
hazardous experience. We will live on the edge of
(janger Freedom and Communism are locked in a
deadly embrace [We] must move forward to meet
Communism [and assure] the preservation of
civilization....The world cannot exist half slave and half
free.
"
354
Months later he was still pounding home the same
warning in his first State of the Union Address (in January,
1961), telling Congress that "each day we draw nearer to
the hour of maximum danger
"The news will be worse before it gets better."
And, he said, in a message especially resonant amongst his
younger listeners, we must prepare "to move outside the
home fortress and..... challenge the enemy in fields of our
own choosine.
"
355
For the young, it is often the case that danger and delight grow on the same stalk
Perhaps that is why Machiavelli felt Fortune favored them And Kennedy's combmed
emphasis on idealistic public service and practical action fused youthful utopianism and
the vigorous adolescent taste for battle. Rhetorically, he united the moral standards of
ancient and medieval political theory with the MachiaveUian, realpolitik concerns of the
modern world. (To underscore this historic opportunity for young Catholics to make
idealistic, communitarian political use of their lives, Fordham' s Jesuits selected as our
1963 Commencement speaker Sargent Shriver, the Kennedy brother-in-law in charge of
the Peace Corps).
John Kennedy took his Machiavelli second-hand, through one of his favorite
books, Presidential Power , written by Columbia University Historian Richard E.
354 Chafe, Unfinished Journey, page 187.
355 Chafe, Unfinished Journey, page 187.
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are
c
Neustadt But he was enthralled with what he read, according to two of his biographers:
"What he found in it was something like a contemporary equivalent of MachiavehY s
advice in The Prince
- a rationale for circumventing bureaucratic routine and using heroic
imagery to enhance his position with the electorate. Great presidents, Neustadt noted,
those who constandy calculate effects and design situations that will result in domesti
political advantage." 356
For example, Neustadt assures his readers:
"Persuasive power amounts to more than charm
or reasoned argument These have their uses for the
President, but these are not the whole of his resources. For
the men he would induce to do what he wants done on their
own responsibility will need or fear some acts by him on
his responsibility The President's advantages are
checked by the advantages of others. Continuing
relationships will pull in both directions. These are
relationships of mutual dependence. A President depends
upon men he would persuade ; he has to reckon with his
need or fear of them They, too, will possess status, or
authority, or both; else they would be of little use to him
Their vantage points confront his own; their powers temper
his. Persuasion is a two-way street" 357
Power, the defining issue of modern political theory, was something the new
President studied in order to employ it effectively. But he would have to use it with or
against men who were experts in its exercise, and who had learned to wield it not by
consulting textbooks but by confronting eachother with secrets and threats and guns.
Within thirty six months, the New Frontier would turn out to be something we could not
have imagined whenhstening to the 1961 innaugural. It would develop into a grand play
that would bring into collision three countervailing forces - the Attorney General, the FBI
Director and the mafia — all of whom thought themselves to be more honorabale than the
356 Peter Collier & David Horowitz, The Kennedys: An American Drama, (New York: Warner Books,
1984), page315.
357 Richard E Neustadt, Presidential Power, (New York: MacMillan Publishing Company, 1960), pages
27-28.
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other. I would learn from my fascination with the subject that living a life faithful to the
code of honor can loll
- and that those who claim distinction under its terms must be
ready to die.
The Brother Within
As a Christmas present in 1960, President-elect John F. Kennedy and his wife,
Jaqueline, gave Robert a leather-bound copy of his ownjust-pubhshed book, The Enemy
Within
.
John Kennedy inscribed it with these words:
"For Bobby - The Brother Within - who made the easy difficult."
Indeed, within The Brother Within there was also something of The Father
Within "Robert Kennedy s introduction to the national legal scene was through his
derivative access as son and brother of Joseph and Jack Kennedy," says Goldfarb, who
adds:
"It was as a hard-line, conservative aristocrat
whose loyalties first and foremost were to the family and to
its use of power that Robert Kennedy entered public life
near the top. Insofar as Kennedy family politics were
concerned, he was very much the inside brother....That he
rmsterrninded the tough campaigns that defeated Adlai
Stevenson and Hubert Humphrey - two darlings of the
Democratic Party, especially its liberal wing - confirmed to
many observers that this young man was ruthless - the
word would recur - and insensitive. One reporter at the
1960 convention told Murray Kempton, 'Whenever you
see Bobby Kennedy in public with his brother, he looks
like he showed up for a rumble. ' " 358
And The Father Within would forever remind him that Joseph was his patron The
father insisted upon the son' s appointment Robert had decided against it, and he was
reluctant to tell his dommeering parent for, as he confided to a friend: "This will kill my
358 Ronald Goldfarb, Perfect Villains, Imperfect Heroes: Robert Kennedy's War Against Organized
Crime, (New York: Random House, 1995), page 5.
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father.
"
- It didn t, because his father would not take no for an answer. Veteran
Washington insider Clark Clifford was asked by the President-elect, as much for his
brother s sake as his own to approach his father to try to persuade him that it would be
bad politically to appoint Robert because of the apperance of nepotism Clifford made his
pitch, and Joseph Kennedy replied
"Bobby is going to be attorney general. All of us
have worked our tails off for Jack, and now that we have
succeeded I am gomg to see to it that Bobby gets the same
chance that we gave to Jack." 360
For all practical purposes, Robert F. Kennedy had not only the capacity for
MacMaveUian rea^o/M but also a sense of personal honor that resembled that of the
very mafiosi who he saw as his and the nation s most worthy opponents. The primacy of
family and the power and respect it brought to itself by the fear it could generate in others
was as much a Kennedy trait as it was Sicilian. And his style in confronting members of
organized crime as chief counsel to the McClellan Committee shows that, like any man of
honor, he wanted to be seen as powerful enough to give insults without suffering them in
return. Goldfarb refers to an article in the January 9, 1961 , issue of The New Republic in
which Yale Law School professor Alexander M. Bickel gave voice to a feeling many
people then older and more experienced than myself had regarding Robert Kennedy:
"Kennedy abused his powers as Rackets
Cornrnittee counsel, Bickel argued, by leading punitive
expeditions and subverting the administration of justice by
using his powers to damage and destroy witnesses. His
questioning was not civil; it was a 'purposeful punishment
by publicity,' Bickel wrote. However loathsome the
witnesses might have been, Bickel argued, and many other
respectable critics agreed, it was an abuse of investigatory
powers to accuse, judge, and condemn people. The
Congressional investigative power was ' a kind of wild
359 Goldfarb, Perfect Villains, page 9.
360 Goldfarb, Perfect Villains, page 7.
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horse in the American Constitutional system,' Bickel said,
and Kennedy abused it Kennedy s campaign to cleanse
unions of corruption took on the glow of demagoguery that
harkened back to his earlier work for Senator Joseph
McCarthy and confirmed fears that Kennedy, too, could
turn out to be an abusive official." 361
"The sordid dishonesty uncovered by the McClellan Committee is a reflection on
all Americans," Robert Kennedy said 362 In this way, he named his Antichrist
"Government," the Attorney General said in 1963, "belongs wherever evil needs an
adversary...."363 He publicly insisted that it was the state that was responsible for serving
as patron to the powerless, claiming: "It is the right of government to protect the weak"
364 And yet, like the man of honor, Kennedy frequendy conflated the government and the
individual. He often stressed the primacy of the personal attributes of the person holding
power, focusing on one's private responsibility and accountability. "If John Kennedy s
life stood for anything," said The Brother Within and The Father Within, "it was for the
fact that an individual can make a difference - that an individual has an obligation and a
responsibility to try to make a difference.. .He believed that one man can make a
difference and that every man should try." Like Bonanno, who said Sicilian mafiosi
prefer to deal with things on a personal level, Kennedy said "When things are done on
too vast a scale, the human iniagination bogs down" 365
Kennedy delivered a speech at Fordham University that conjured up a Jungian
notion of of the shadow phenomenon;
3SI Goldfarb, Perfect Villains, page 13.
362 Goldfarb, Perfect Villains, p. 13.
363 Newsweek Magazine, March 18, 1963, page 8
364 Speech by Robert Kennedy at Seattle World's Fair, August 7, 1962.
365 Douglas Ross, Robert F. Kennedy: Apostle For Change, (New York: Pocket Books, 1968), page 9.
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"But our new closeness has not yet stripped away
the false masks, the illusions of difference which are the
root of all injustice and hate and war. Earthbound man still
clings to the dark and poisoning superstition that his world
is bounded by the nearest hill, his universe ended at the
river shore, his common humanity enclosed in the tight
circle of those who share his views and his town and the
color of his skin.
"And therefore the survival of the human species
itself depends on our ability to strip the last remnants of
that ancient, cruel belief from the civilization of man" 366
The speech hinted that the source of all irrational fear and hatred was the
projection of inner insecurities onto external targets. It was an idea consonant with Robert
Kennedy's belief that La Cosa Nostra, not international Communism was the biggest
threat to the moral fibre of American life. 367
366 Speech by Robert F. Kennedy at Fordham University, June 10, 1967.
367 Connie Zweig and Jeremiah Abrams describe the "shadow" phenomenon this way: "Each of us
contains both a Dr. Jeky 11 and a Mr. Hyde, a more pleasant persona for everyday wear and a hiding,
nighttime self that remains hushed up much of the time. Negative emotions and behaviours -- rage,
jealousy, shame, lying, resentment, lust, greed, suicidal and murderous tendencies -- lie concealed just
beneath the surface, masked by our more proper selves. Known together in psychology as the personal
shadow, it remains untamed, unexplored territory to most of us.. ..we bury in the shadow those qualities
that don't fit our self image The shadow acts like a psychic immune system, defining what is self and
what is non-self..All the feelings and capacities that are rejected by the ego and exiled into theshadow
contribute to the hidden power ofthe dark sideof human nature.. ..We cannot look directly into this
domain. The shadow by nature is difficult to apprehend. It is dangerous, disorderly, and forever in hiding,
as if the light ofconsciousness would steal its very life." Connie Zweig and Jeremiah Abrams,
"Introduction: The Shadow Side ofEveryday Life," in Meeting The Shadow: The Hidden Power ofthe
Dark Side ofHuman Nature, (Zweig and Ab rams, eds., New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1991), pages
xvi-xvii.
Jan ice Hocker Rushing and Thomas S. Frentz adapt the concept of the shadow to the problem ofmodern
political theory: "Operating within the modernist legacy, we are still trying fervently to perfect the god of
modernism — the 'rational, centered subject' and its technological extensions — into our heroic ideal The
problem in this, the madness that upsets the balance, is that we isolate part of ourselves from the whole
of the body/soul (it must be isolated to avoid contamination by lesser elements) and keep perfecting it to
the exclusion of the rest Then, like Narcissus, we worship this part, best (dis)embodied in our machines,
which demands the utter subjection of the rest of the whole.. ..This is a self, in short, no longer capable of
functioning as a hero." Rushing and Frentz, Projecting The Shadow, (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1995), pages 19-17.
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In that same talk, he revealed the Machiavellian side of his world-view, describing
crises produced by fortune as dangerous times that likewise present opportunities for
those with the virtu to perceive what needs be done and who assume responsibility for
doing it:
"The challenge and obstacles of this nation, the
cruelties and dangers of this swifdy changing planet, will
not yield to obsolete dogmas and outworn slogans, the
world cannot be moved by those who cling to a present
which is already dying, who prefer the illusion of security
to the excitement and danger of even the most peaceful
progress. This world demands the qualities of youth, not a
time of life but a state of mind, a temper of the will, a
quality of the imagination, a predominance of courage over
timidity, of the appetite for adventure over the love of ease.
It is a revolutionary world we live in -- and revolutions are
young men's work Thus you, and your young
compatriots everywhere, have had thrust upon you a
greater burden of responsibility than any generation which
has ever lived"368
There is, Kennedy said in that Fordham address, no inherent contradiction
between a belief in ideals and a reliance on the forceful means dictated by the world of
realpolitik Referring to what he called the "danger of expediency," he struck exactly the
right note for a Fordham audience, for the students of the Jesuits, by blending Tomistic
idealism and Machiavellian realism He said
"But if there is one thing President Kennedy stood
for that touched the most profound feelings of young
people across the world, it was the belief that idealism,
high aspirations and deep convictions are not incompatible
with the most practical and efficient of programs — that
there is no basic inconsistency between ideals and realistic
possibilities — no separation between the deepest desires of
the heart and mind and the rational application of human
effort to human problems.
"It is not realistic or hardheaded to solve problems
and take action unguided by ultimate moral aims and
values. It is thoughtiess folly. For it ignores the realities of
1
Ross, Robert F. Kennedy, page 1 0.
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human faith and passion and belief
; forces ultimately more
powerful than all the calculation of economists or generals.
"Of course, to adhere to standards, to idealism to
vision m the face of immediate dangers takes courage and
self-confidence. But we also know that only those who
dare to fail greatly can ever achieve greatly....Few men are
willing to brave the disapproval of their fellows, the
censure of their colleagues, the wrath of their society.
Moral courage is a rarer commodity than bravery in battle
or great intelligence.*'369
Like Machiavelli, too, he warned the Fordham students that luxury corrupts the
capacity for virtue:
"For the fortunate among us, the ...danger is
comfort: the temptation to follow the easy and familiar
paths of personal ambition and financial success so grandly
spread before those who have the privilege of education
But that is not the road history has marked out for us.
There is a Chinese curse which says, 'May you live in
interesting times.' Like it or not we live in interesting
times. They are times of danger and uncertainty; but they
are also more open to the creative energy of men than any
other time in history. Everyone here will dtimately be
judged - will ultimately judge himself - on the effort he
has contributed to building a new world society and the
extent to which his ideals and goals have shaped that
effort" 370
Note again the Machiavellian undertone of a speech exalting morality and
idealism Fortuna has smiled on the audience, but she is a temptress who caresses and
comforts us only to throw us off guard She is uncertain, unpredictable and can invert m
an instant into a dorm'natrix if we don' t remain strong in our resolve to maintain control
over her. She is always confronting us with crises, but we must never forget that in times
of the greatest danger to the old order there is also the greatest opportunity for
estabHshing the new. It all depends upon the ability of the individual man who has the
*" Fordham address, June 10, 1967.
^Fordham address, June 10, 1967.
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virtu, the strength and the foresight to see what must be done and to do it He will be held
accountable personally for his actions, or his failure to act, in the face of necessity.
But one also reads in Kennedy' s rhetonc of heroism the undercurrents that are
symptomatic of the shadow side of the Amencan Dream As Rushing and Frentz, making
reference to the movie Star Wars, point out:
"In America, slaying the enemy is the ritual that
defines our identity, for there has been as yet no feminine
myth of equal longevity or power, no story that compels
our fascination so many different times with so many
different variations....Luke (Skywalker) has botched his
initiation because he has not realized that the enemy is
himself, and so rather than ascending from the cave with a
newfound maturity, he has at best remained a boy, and at
worst committed suicide. Here is the dark side of the
American Dream... the modernist ego eventually
substituted the Thinking Man for the fullness of Spirit In a
glorious outburst of humanism the gods, heretofore the
nexus of human life, were unseated so that Man could
assume center stage.
"Or, to put it another way, modernists were not yet
ready to proclaim God dead, but they did attempt to cage
him -- to lock him up with the sovereign rational subject
So contained, Spirit became the slave of reason ("God is
on our side") and thus lost its ability to check the abuses of
the ego. Imagining that he was God, rather than at one
with God, the modern Thinking Man was guilty of the
classic sin of hubris, or overweening pride, that always
leads the mythic hero or king to overstep his bounds, to
subjugate and destroy all that is not himself In the
modernist era, the tragic result of egoic pride is the
denigration of all that is not the rational man within the
realm of philosophy and all that is not the technologically
progressive in practical life."371
Uncle Sam tried to dissuade me from my hero worship of the Kennedys. They
had a haughty disregard for the tradition of patronage politics and, as reformers, were not
to be trusted, he said. "The trouble with the Kennedys," Uncle Sam explained, "is that
you can' t get 'em on the phone.
"
371 Rushing and Frentz, Projecting the Shadow, pages 2 and 13.
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CHAPTER XII
DISCONNECTEDNESS
When I had journeyed half of our life's way
I found myself within a shadowed forest,
for I had lost the path that does not stray.
Ah, it is hard to speak of what it was,
that savage forest, dense and difficult,
which even in recall renews my fear:
so bitter
—death is hardly more severe.
Dante, The Divine Comedy
It was March of 1981 and I had taken one last, futile gulp from the pint of
Beefeater 's gin in the brown bag on the seat next to me. But still the alcohol failed me. It
no longer had the calming effect that once seemed to allay my more acute fears and restore
my reason I unholstered the .38 caliber Smith & Wesson Chiefs Special and released
the safety. I put the barrel in my mouth. I peered into the blackness of the forest
and...paused
Like a tiny ghost some small white object that seemed to be floating in the dark
woods caught my attention I strained to make it ouL
"NO HUNTING."
The small white sign was nailed to a maple tree and covered with chicken wire to
prevent it from being easily removed by trespassers with shotguns. It was up a small
embankment to my left, on the edge of the black forest that bounded the north side of
what used to be my uncle' s blueberry farm I would not have seen it in the darkness
except that, when I parked my car on the hp of the creek at the roadside, I had not shut off
the headlights. I was more than a mile from the nearest farmhouse and the only
illumination beyond the narrow arc of my headlights came from the moon Snow still
covered the old farm and the woods, and the dirt road had not yet begun to thaw from the
winter. It was the dead season when nothing could grow. The cleared farmland rolled
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gently upward and crested against the darkness. Under the pale moonlight, with its
blanket of late season snow, it looked like a calm white sea surrounded by a foreboding
stillness and a mysterious blackness.
NO HUNTING? Upon recognizing the small white ghost as a sign my first
thought was that its message was inappropnate. Wouldn' t it have been more
comprehensible if it had carried Dante's warning: "ABANDON EVERY HOPE, WHO
ENTER HERE"?
But upon a moment's reflection I realized that I was already there, in the Fifth
Circle of Hell
- angry, wrathful and sullen To arnve, I* d travelled through Limbo, the
First Circle, and through the next three Circles - having become enslaved by lustfulness,
gluttony, envy, pnde, avance and prodigality. 372 I had not come here to hunt, but to end
the hunt So why a sign commanding me to desist from doing that which I had already
resolved to desist from doing? Should there not be a sign counselling me to accept the
consequences of having ventured so long and so far into the ethical forest without a moral
compass? Should not some monster now emerge from behind the sign and say: "Woe to
you, corrupted souls? Forget your hope of ever seeing Heaven I come to lead you to the
other shore, to the eternal dark, to fire and frost."373
I had come to typify Socrates' definition of injustice itself, cited earlier. The three
aspects of my own humanity - reason and spirit and appetite -- were conducting a civil
war within me, each trying in vain to wrest from the other the governing power, each
trying to usurp the authority to which it is properly subject As Plato had figured: "Such
372 The Divine Comedy ofDante Alighieri, Inferno, (transl. by Allen Mandelbaum, New York: Bantam
Books, 1982), Cantos I-VET, pages 12-75.
373 Dante, Inferno, Canto m, lines 84-87.
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anarchy and dissension can only be the product of intemperance, cowardice, ignorance,
and every kind of vice. All these evils together concoct the essence of injustice."374
A dedicated postmodernist might scoff at the notion that this ghosdy message,
nailed to a gnarled old tree, was m fact able to signify anything more than its narrow
meaning to deer hunters. Steinar Kvale would doubdessly disparage my effort to read a
further message into it by calling me one of those "modern meaning hunters" who perplex
themselves by their refusal to "accept things as they are on the surface." Butm so doino
to'
he, too, would be saying the same thing as the sign Stop hunting. Stop trying to "search
(a la Freud or Marx) for Deeper Meanings."375 Thankfully, there was nobody around that
night to say that If life held no more meaning than it seemed to promise for me that night
there would have been no reason not to pull the trigger.
And anyway, I had not come back here to be a deerslayer. What need of a sign
that simply gave the anima l s protection from me? Harmless deer, incapable of attacking
and defenseless except for the ability to run away, were hardly a worthy opponent As an
agent of the Massachusetts criminal justice system I had been drawn into a world, or an
underworld, where the hunted do what the forest animals do not do: an underworld in the
shadows of which the hunted hunt you back. That's a worthy opponent, one who poses
as much danger to you as do you to him
And my failure at the task of confrontation with the quarry that is likewise willing
to make a prey of its hunter was what had left me feeling dishonored, shameless and
devoid of virtue. As for reason and wisdom, I had been outwitted As for courage and
temperance, the botde of Beefeater's gin on the seat next to me spoke volumes.
374
Plato, The Republic, page 138.
375 Steinar Kvale, "Themes ofPostmodern ity," in The Truth About Truth, (ed.by Walter Truett Anderson,
New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1995), pages 23 and 18.
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Heart of Darkness
I was, that night, much more like the bemused character in Joseph Conrad'
s
novel, The Heart ofDarkness - that poor soul lacking insight for whom the essence and
the problem of life was still seen as alien to the self and inscrutably dim and blurred
"...to him the meaning of an episode was not inside like a kernal but outside, enveloping
the tale which brought it out only as a glow brings out a haze, m the likeness of one of
these misty halos that sometimes are made visible by the spectral wumination of
moonshine.
"
Forme, as for Marlow, captain of the Nellie, the vessel that took him into the
heart of darkness, "the forest stood up spectrally in the moonlight, and through dim stir,
through the faint sounds of that lamentable courtyard, the silence of the land went home to
one' s very heart - its mystery, its greatness, the amazing reality of its concealed life."376
Of course the silence went home to one' s heart Anyone familiar with the woods
took no comfort in the quiet, knowing that at any moment it could be shattered by the
shrieks and howls that give voice to the law of self preservation. Nature never sleeps. The
darkness was only cover for the predatory, scavenger animals and birds that prowled
about to prey upon each other in a world where survival is the only goal -- a primitive
world without rules where force alone controls fate. Had I then been better versed in
modern political theory, Thomas Hobbes might well have come to mind as I sat in the
cold, the stillness pregnant with the suspense of precarious existence being threatened by
unsuspecting death Alone and unprotected amongst cunning and violent predators, I
sensed Hobbes' image of the State of Nature:
"Whatsoever therefore is consequent to a time of
Warre, where every man is Enemy to every man; the same
is consequent to the time, wherein men live without other
376 Joseph Conrad, The Heart ofDarkness, (New York: Bantam Books, 1981), pages 6-7, 42.
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security than what their own invention shall furnish them
withall. In such condition there is no place for industry;
because the fruit thereof is uncertain: and consequently no
Culture of the Earth; no Navigation, nor use of the
commodities that may be imported by Sea; no commodious
Building; no Instruments of moving, and removing such
things as require much force; no Knowledge of theface of
the Earth; no account of Time; no Arts; no Letters; no
Society; and which is worst of all, continuall feare, and
danger of violent death; And the life of man solitary,
poore, nasty, brutish, and short" 377
So there was no comfort to be takenm my surroundings. And perhaps that is
what the sign intended to say. Maybe it was telling me that the enemy was within me and
not in the dark underworld where I had alternately been the hunter and the hunted
Perhaps, it might have been suggesting, I was paralyzed by an ambivalence not unique to
myself in postmodern American political society: a longing for a personal sense of
rootedness and community opposed in equal measure by an unshakeable belief in the
impersonally alienating but effective methods of bureaucratic organization further
complicated by the desire for heroic distinction These were incompatible goals, the
signed seemed to say, and the quest for them could only be as fruitless as were the dead
vines in the once
-bountiful blueberry fields out there in the darkness.
Stop hunting for demons in the world around you, it seemed to suggest, and look
for the enemy within the self. Obey first those two ancient dictums of justice, happiness
and the good life -- laws of behaviour so universal that they survived the collpase of the
Temple at Delphi and remain inscribed on the lintel over the doorway of what are
otherwise its ruins: "Know Thyself' and "Nothing To Excess."
In my memory' s now blurry eye it seemed that this farm and the small village in
which it was located had once been as close as one can come to the Lockean paradise
where the free exercise of natural rights to life, liberty, private property and the
entitlement to the fruits of one's own labors were unrestrained except by the
377 Thomas Hobbes, Lewathan, (New York: Penguin Books, 1 980), page 186; part L Chapter 13.
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corresponding laws of nature which impose upon the farmer a common-sensical
inhibition against owning more land than he can make productive or producing more
abundance than he can consume. It was here, memory seemed to suggest, that to know
thyself meant to know one was an interdependent part of the natural order of things, at
one with mineral and plant and animal life. It was here, memory seemed to suggest, that
nature itself and the limits of man' s physical capacity to coax a life
-sustaining surplus
from the scarcity made obvious that never would there be anything too muchm excess.
Perhaps I had returned here for the first time in two decades to give cause for a
reason to die
- to sacrifice myself to nature' s god by way of atonement for having been
guilty of hubris. Like Adam, I had been led by the sm of pride to leave the Garden where
one needed only what one wanted and wanted only what one needed Coming fully and
finally to terms with the fact that one can' t go home again might make suicide rational in
both religious and political terms.
In the religious sense, it was my choice just as it was Adam's: to eat from the tree
of knowledge, to have deliberately sought to learn as much about evil as about good, and
to make myself as smart as God and to master all this wilderness that still lay before me as
mysterious and as unconquered as ever. Although I could not see them in the darkness, I
knew the rusted tools my uncle had long ago laid down had never known another
human' s hand. I had willfully left him on his own here and struck out at the age of
seventeen for New York City, a place I then considered the perfect Gomorrah I had gone
there to attend the university, to make myself smarter than these Granville rubes who
travelled only to fairs and who subscribed only to the Sears and Roebuck catalog.
If there were deities, to paraphrase Nietzsche, I could not stand not be one of
them 378 " I now suffered the humiliation of having defied and angered the gods.
378
"But let me reveal my heart to you entirely, my friends: if there were gods, how could I endure not to
be a god? Hence thereareno gods. Though Idrew this conclusion, not it draws me." Nietzsche, Thus
Spoke Zarathustra, in The Portable Nietzsche, page 198.
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And from a political perspective I might, had I then been better versedm theory,
have learned from Jean-Jacque Rousseau that it was the advanced civilization in which I
thought I would fmd happiness and fulfillment that was, mstead, the source of limitless
desire, installable emulation, seething envy and resentment Rousseau and his anti-
individualist, antiliberal hens, such as Emile Durkheim and Erich Fromm, seemed to
speak to my sense of alienation Wolin notes, for example:
"In more recent times the social utility of religion
has been expressed in a nostalgia for the values of the
Middle Ages. Durkheim.. [has] drawn inspiration from the
mediaevel system of corporations and guilds and pointed
approvingly at the moral solidarity and the restraints on
acquisitiveness that prevailed The late Elton Mayo hoped
that the human relationships which might be developed in
the factory system would provide a substitute for the
'simple religious feeling of mediaeval times'...
"Erich Fromm, one of the most influential of the
neo-Freudian revisionists, has written with approval of the
condition of mediaeval man- although not free, 'neither was
he alone and isolated..Man was rooted in a structuralized
whole, and thus life had a meaning which left no place, and
no need, for doubt'
! 379
Rousseau wrestled with the problem of disconnectedness and alienation from our
true nature, the product of the desires and the envy that civilization creates, phrasing it this
way: "How to find a form of association which will defend the person and goods of each
member with the collective force of all, and under which each individual, while uniting
himself with others, obeys no one but himself, and remains as free as before. " His
paradoxical solution to the paradox he poses is a Social Contract which requires "the total
alienation by each associate of himself and all his rights to the whole community. » 380
Wolin, Politics and Vision, page 367.
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, The Social Contract, (New York: Penguin Books, 1985), page 60.
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Aloneness and Doubt
Similarly, Durkheim insisted that a principle "element of morality consists of the
individual* s attachment to the group" and claims that egoism and the pursuit of distinction
are motives "universally classified among the amoral traits." He argues that "the domain
of the genuinely moral life only begins where the collective life begins - or, in other
words, that we are moral bemgs only to the extent that we are social beings." Had I read
hhn, I might that night have heard as a rebuke to my egoistic, distinction-seeking self and
my former loathing for life in the small community his distaste for "hoary habits of
thinking, which oppose society and the individual as two contrary, and antagonistic
categories, neither of which can expand or develop except at the expense of the other."
Durkeim goes on
"But far from there being some inexpressable kind
of antagonism between the two, far from its being the case
that the individual can identify himself with society only at
the risk of renouncing his own nature in whole or in part,
the fact is that he does not fully realize his own nature,
except on the condition that he is involved in society.. .In
fact, we could not disengage ourselves from society
without cutting ourselves off from ourselves. Between it
and us there is the strongest and most mtimate connection,
since it is a part of our own being, since in a sense it
constitutes what is best in us. Under these conditions, one
can understand how uncertain the life of the self-centered
person, the egoist, is. For he goes contrary to nature. The
egoist lives as though he were a whole, one who has in
himself his raison d'etre, and who is sufficient unto
himself. But this is an impossibility, a contradiction in
terms. In vain do we sever — or attempt to sever — the
bonds that connect us to others. 381
So was my despair occassioned by the fact that the prideful, super-individualist
antiliberal drive within me had been unsuccessful in its effort to suborn the humble, anti-
individualistic need for communal rootedness? According to Durkheim there is no doubt
38
' Emile Durkheim, Moral Education, (transl. by Everett K. Wilson and Herman Schnurer, New York:
Macmillan Publishing Company, 1961), pages 64-69.
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about it To him, the super-individual drive is itself sufficient to explain the loaded
revolver pointed through the roof of my mouth at my own brain Durkheim insists:
"Furthermore, one even can say that the absolute egoist is an unrealizeable abstraction In
order to live a purely egoistic life we would have to strip away our social nature, which is
quite as impossible as escaping our shadows. All we can do is to approximate more or
less this abstractly conceived limit But the more we approach such a limit, the more we
depart from nature - the more abnormal does our life become, which suggests that life
soon becomes unbearable."382
Erich Fromm is of exactly the same mind In his text, Escape From Freedom, he
tries to explain "the powerlessness and insecurity of the isolated individual in modem
society who has become free from all bonds that once gave meaning and security to
life."
383 He employs a metaphor that goes to the heart of the true-believer Christian and
equates the allegory of expulsion from the Garden of Eden with the growth of human
intelligence. An alienating gulf developed between us and our capacity for choice and
beasts who are bound to obey instincts:
"In the animal there is an uninterrupted chain of
reactions starting with a stimulus, like hunger, and ending
with a more or less strictly determined course of action
which does away with the tension created by the stimulus
In man, that chain is interrupted. The stimulus is there but
the kind of satisfaction is 'open' that is he must choose
between different courses of action Instead of
predetermined instinctive action man has to weigh possible
courses of action in his mind; he starts to think
"He changes his role toward nature from that of
purely passive adaptation to an active one: he produces. He
invents tools and, while thus mastering nature, he separates
himself from it more and more. He becomes dimly aware
of himself - or rather of his group — as not being identical
382 Durkheim, Moral Education, page 71
.
383 Erich Fromm, Escape From Freedom, (New York: Avon Books, 1969), page 282.
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with nature. It dawns upon him that this a tragic fate: to be
part of nature, and yet to trasncendk" 384
From this gap between man and beast, Fromm offers a perceptive explanation for
the anti-individuahst antiliberalism of the rehgous Moral Code:
"One particularly telling representation of the
fundamental relations between man and freedom is offered
m the Biblical myth of man' s expulsion from Paradise. The
myth identifies the beginning of human life with an act of
choice, but it puts all the emphasis on the sinfulness of this
first act of freedom and the suffering resulting from it Man
and woman live within the Garden of Eden in complete
harmony with eachother and with nature. There is peace
and no necessity to work; there is no choice, no freedom,
no thinking either.
"Man is forbidden to eat from the tree of knowledge
of good and evil. He acts against God's command, he
breaks with the state of harmony of nature with which he is
a part without transcending it From the standpoint of the
Church which represented authority, this is essentially sin.
From the standpoint of man, however, this is the beginning
of human freedom
"Acting against God's orders means freeing himself
from coeercion, emerging from the unconscious existence
of prehuman life to the level of man. Acting against the
command of authority, committing a sin, is in its positive
human aspect the first act of freedom that is, the first
human act. ..The act of disobedience as an act of freedom
is the beginning of reason" 3' 85
But the capacity to reason and the freedom from the command of instinct that
ensues, humans quickly find, is a mixed blessing.
'To transcend nature, to be alienated from nature and from another human being
leaves man naked and ashamed," Fromm notes. But even more to the issue of
connectedness and separateness, which is central to understanding the mafia tradition in
the United States, is the substitute the clan or tribe provides for subsumption of the
364 Fromm, Escape, page 49.
385Fromm, Escape, pages 49-50.
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individual into nature itself. Man' s subordination into a tribe, clan or religious community
blocks any further attempts at h/her individuation as an entirely free, self-determining
person But this constraining aspect of tribalism has advantages, as Fromm points out:
"This identity with nature, clan, religion gives the
individual security. He belongs to, he is rooted in, a
structurahzed whole in which he has an unquestioned
place. He may suffer from hunger or surpression, but he
does not suffer from the worst of all pains - complete
aloneness and doubt" 386
NO HUNTING, the sign said Was the answer there, all along? Should I never
had been led by hubris and pride to seek to become superior to my tribe, the clan that once
had owned and cultivated these one hundred eighty acres of fresh fruit? Fromm says:
"As long as I struggle between my desire to be
independent and strong and my feeling of insignificance or
powerlessness I am caught in a tormenting conflict. If I
succeed in reducing my individual self to nothing, if I can
overcome the awareness of my separateness as an
individual, I may save myself from this conflict To feel
utterly small and helpless is one way toward this aim
; to be
overwhelmed with pain and agony another; to be overcome
by the effects of intoxication still another. The fantasy of
suicide is the last hope if other means have not succeeded
in bringing relief from the burden of aloneness." 387
Shadows, secrets, underworlds and overmen, like the unimpenetrable depths of
forests and seas and conspiracies and the unconscious mind -- all of these make up the
landscape of the world of the men of honor. 388
And so I sat, gin botde in one hand and a loaded revolver in the other, both
equally fatal to body and soul. I kept staring into the forest, and after a while it seemed
388 Fromm, Escape, page 51.
387 Fromm, Escape, page 174.
388 Carl G. Jung says "The shadow is a moral problem that challenges the whole ego-personality, for no
one can become conscious of the shadow without considerable moral effort. To become conscious of it
involves recognizing the dark aspects of the personality as present and real. This act is the essential
condition for any kind ofself-knowledge, and it therefore, as a rule, meets with considerable resistance."
Jung, "The Shadow," in The Phenomenology of the Self, included in The Portable Jung, (Joseph
Campbell, ed., New York: Penguin Books, 1976), page 145.
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that the black wood had begun staring back at me. I wondered, as had Marlow when he
pondered the "great, expectant, mute" vegetation, asking himself
:
"....whether the stillness on the face of the
immensity looking [at me] was meant as an appeal or as a
menace... Could we handle that dumb thing, or would it
handle us? I felt how big, how confounded big, was that
thing that couldn t talk, and perhaps was deaf as well.
"What was in there?.. .The great wall of vegetation,
an exhuberant and entangled mass of trunks, branches,
leaves, boughs, festoons, motionless in the moonlight!
was like a rioting invasion of soundless life, a rolling wave
of plants, piled up, crested, ready to topple over the creek,
to sweep every little man of us out of his little existence.
And it moved not"389
Of course, my memory was playing tricks. I had never been content with or
wistful for the farmer' s life, rooted as h/she is is in the very soil along with the plants.
There must be, I had been deeply convinced, more to life than this. I had left here as a
seventeen year old because I wanted to be a hero, not a farmhand Although I could not
have said exactly what it was I was seeking, I knew it was something of mythic and epic
proportions. I could have agreed with Toby Johnson, who says:
"[W]hat lures us deeper into the myths is a sense of
the Secret, the sense that the myths lead somewhere, that
there is something we ought to know but we don' t that yet
has the power to save us. This is the primary intuition of
religion It is the call to adventure by which the hero is
transformed on his or her journey. We too can feel the lure
of the Great Secret, and we can look into our lives as
though they were puzzles, labyrinths through which we are
led by signposts toward something wonderful." 390
The sense that there is a great secret, the intense desire to know what it is, and the
utter envy of those who seem to have and to guard knowledge of it is one of the great
driving myths.
Conrad, Heart of Darkness, pages 43 and 49.
390 Toby Johnson, The Myth of the Great Secret: A Search for Spiritual Meaning, (Berkeley, CA:
Celestial Press, 1982), page 83.
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Hunting the American Dream
So a couple of decades before this night I had saddled up and gone off hunting the
source of the Great Secret In part, I suppose, I went out in search of what cnminologists
Steven F. Messner and Richard Rosenfeld call The American Dream 391 If s a dream, they
say, involving "a broad cultural ethos that entails a commitment to the goal of matenal
success, to be pursued by everyone in society, under conditions of open, individual
competition" Although the thought of financial reward was not the motive force that
impelled me from farm toward city, Messner and Rosenfeld imply that none of us escapes
the gravitational pull of materialism altogether:
"The American Dream has both an evaluative and a
cognitive dimension associated with it People are
socialized to accept the desirability of pursuing the goal of
material success under specific conditions, and they are
encouraged to believe that the chances of realizing the
Dream are sufficiendy high to justify a continued
commitment to this cultural goal. These beliefs and
commitments inmany respects define what it means to be
an enculturated member of our society. The ethos refers
quite literally to the American Dream. " 392
But there was much more to what I was seeking than material success. I wanted
glory. "The hunter is an individual in a way that no farmer ever will ever be," philosopher
Joseph Campbell told interviewer Bill Moyers. "Toiling in the fields and waiting for
nature to tell you when you' re going to do it is one thing, but going off on a hunt -- every
hunt is a different hunt from the last one. And the hunters are trained in individual skills
that require very special talents and abilities."
391 The phrase "the American Dream" was coined by histortian James Truslow Adams in 193 1 to describe
a society open to individual achievement
392 Steven F. Messner and Richard Rosenfeld, Crime and the American Dream, (Boston: Wadsworth
Publishing Company, 1997), page 6.
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Hunting, myths, political typologies of man and law versus animal and force,
gender roles of vntue and shame - all of these things swirl about eachother in a study of
organized crime and m a study of honor, as Rushing and Frentz note:
"Several archetypes are relevant to the hunter myth
because they are the psychological equivalents of the hunter
and the hunted Most prominendy, these are the shadow
and the Self, and the anima and animus
. The animus and
anima are the contrasexual pnnciples of the male and the
female psyches, respectively. They appear as feminine and
masculine figures in myths and in men' s and women'
s
dreams, symbolizing the opposite sex charactenstics that
are compensatory to an exclusively masculine or feminine
orientation" 393
The Jungian perspective adopted by those who use the concept of a shadow and
the myth of the hunter heuristically lends itself to a study of the shadowy underworld and
the hunting that continuously goes on within it. It seeks, in a way, to solve the problem of
individuation that destroys the culture of honor by subsuming the mafioso into the
materialistic values of consumer culture. Instead, individuation in the Jungian context
carries a double meaning of "becoming an individual" and simultaneously "becoming
undivided " Rushing and Frentz explain:
"Becoming individuated implies developing beyond
the ego stage, which is merely a way station on the path to
full maturity. The Self is the archetypal guide of the
individuation process, the core of the psyche that wants to
become whole and to remove the ego from its sovereign
throne. Individuation entails a conscious recognition of the
archetypes, beginning with the shadow, a return to the
primordial for the purpose of revitalization by the collective
in order to achieve, paradoxically, a unique personality.
Moreover, as Jung notes, individuation facilitates unity
with others....
'As the individual is not just a single, separate
being, but by his very existence presupposes a collective
relationship, it follows that the process of
Rushing and Frentz, Projecting the Shadow, page 3 5.
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individualization must lead to a more intense and broader
collective relationship and not to isolation'" 394
No proponent of liberal democracy, Socrates had counseled introspection,
convinced that any rational person would recognize that h/she could only be happy living
a moral life m harmony with the rest of a virtuous community, one m which each person
knew and accepted h/her place without bemg corrupted by greed, envy and the other
vices. Augustine, no liberal, had counseled introspection as a necessary antecedent to
confession, convmced that we are all born corrupted by Onginal Sm and that any search
of the conscience would reveal a plethora of shortcomings that begged for forgiveness
and required penance and atonement Hobbes, no democrat on the most liberal of
readings, urged each of us: "Nosce teipsum. Read Thyself," an exercise he said would
"teach us" that "the characters of man's heart, blotted and confounded as they are, with
dissembling, lying, counterfeiting, and erroneous doctrines," make necessary the
sacrifice of peoples' liberty to a "visible power" that will "keep them in awe, and tye them
by feare of punishment to the performance of their Covenants..."395
All of those antiliberal ideas resonated with me, for mine was a tradition of
obedience to a higher power and a higher authority in the cause of living a conforming,
peaceful and virtuous life. But they are ideas that rub like a rasp on the will of the would-
be hero. And they grate against liberal democracy and the promise of distinction held out
to the successful in a laissezfaire system that promises equal opportunity to compete on
the basis of one' s merits in the pursuit of happiness. Unquestioning obedience, a sense
Rushing and Frentz, Projecting the Shadow page 41. See also, Carl G. Jung, "Psychological Types,"
in The Portable Jung, (Joseph Campbell, ed.,New York: Penguin Books, 1976), pages 178-272, in
which hediscusses extraverts and introverts, rational and irrational mindsets. With different emphasis than
Herbert Spencer, Jung also cites the importance ofevolution: "The relation between subject and object,
biologically considered, is always oneof adaptation, since every relation between subject and object
presupposes the modification ofone by the other through reciprocal influence." page 180.
395 Hobbes, Leviathan, pages 82 and 223.
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of knowing and accepting one' s place humbly, jars dissonantly with a society dependent
for its standard of living on unbndled consumensm and the relentless pursuit of a higher
station in the economic, social and political order.
What good would it do for me to look within, to examine my conscience, to read
and to know myself? It could only intensify the conflict between my antihberal roots and
my liberal sympathies and exacerbate my sense of disconnectedness from both traditions.
For I was a reluctant but confirmed liberal who had emerged kicking and screaming from
two traditions which themselves generated conflict and confusion
The first of these, anti
-individual antiliberalism, was imprinted on my soul while I
was still a child It is characteristic of the strain of Roman Catholicism commonm the
1940' s and 50' s when I was baptized and confirmed in the faith. The second, super-
individual antihberalisrn, I learned later, in early adolescence, from the bosses of the
Democratic political machine tradition into which I was acculturated Both the anti-
individual and the super-individual share a common detestation of the liberal, but they
differ from eachother in a significant way.
The anti-individual strain looks to ancient and medieval sources (among others)
for its basic belief system and corresponds to what Connolly calls "the Augustinian
imperative" and "the politics of morality": the conviction that one is subject to order in its
senses both as verb and as noun - to obey orders and to be a part of an ordered universe
subject to a cosmic, divine plan. The super-individual strain, conversely, is more modern
It finds expression in Machiavelh and Nietzsche (among others) and attacks liberalism for
the restraints it attempts to impose on the society' s supermen and heroes. 396 Holmes,
himself a defender of classical liberalism, explains the commonality of the two opposing,
antihberal concepts shared by warrior and martyr alike:
Connolly, The Augustinian Imperative
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"Antiliberals unfailingly adopt a gloomy or
pathogenic' approach to the emergence of the modern
world They present themselves as root-and-branch critics
moreover, assailing liberalism relentlessly and from a
position purportedly uncontammated by liberal ways of
thought They do not urge that liberal societies become
more egalitarian or more democratic (that the poor really
be given 'equal opportunity' for instance), as do many
liberals themselves.
•n c
"°n^ contrary- they ordinarily trace the current
ills of their societies to an infection, sometime in the past
with the theoretical errors of an egahtanan-democratic
philosophy. In this way, they associate their own ruthless
exposes of liberalism' s flaws with a campaign for social
salvation As dismantlers of a defective intellectual
framework, they will not merely controvert the theories of
their liberal enemies. They will also lead the rest of us to
some healthier, profounder, more anchored, or perhaps
more exciting world" 397
NO HUNTING indeed Like so many others of my background, I had been
raised in a religion that required political loyalty to an authority higher than that of the
state. I was bred as an obedient, anti-individual, antiliberal, conforming member of the
community of the faithful of the Roman Catholic Church F d been tutored the first six
years of my life by a mother as devout and undoubting in the faith as was Agustine' s own
mother, Saint Monica, and drilled in the chatechism for the next twelve years by nuns and
for four years after that by Jesuits. I had been obliged by the threat of an eternity in Hell
to never waver in the faith that God, in his mysterious and secretive ways, had infused
the cosmos with a divine order and that my duty was to obey his every command There
was an order to the universe that I would never fully understand in this life, but there
were orders, Commandments, that I must obey if ever I expected to see Heaven and enjoy
the happiness of eternal life.
Yet, at the same time that I was being reared in a religion that that held itself to be
politically superior to the state, I was being indoctrinated with religious fervor into a
Holmes, Anatomy, page 258
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tradition of machine politics in which the boss held himself above the law and to whom
the same sort of loyalty and unquestioning obedience was owed as was due his celestial
alter-ego m the next world Patron-client politics joined the anti-individual subservience of
the Catholic laity, its reverence for order and order-taking, to the equally antihberal but
super-individuaHst culture of machine bosses.
The communitanan anti-mdividual antiliberalism of Catholicism that prepared us
for the supenor political life of the heavenly city joined us to the mfenor politics of the
earthly city as clients of the patrons - the superindividualist antiliberals - who attended
to our mundane needs m the corrupt world our bodies were obliged to inhabit while we
awaited death and, ultimately, resurrection Because of Original Sin, the secular world
was a moral disaster and we depended upon Democratic bosses, grounded as were
ourselves in the inelastic demands of the one true religion, to guide us through the pitfalls
of a public realm which, by definition lacked the power to make us good but which could
bring powers to bear against us and our moral committments.
And, after graduating from Fordham, I had further compounded the confusion by
choosing to forgo antiliberalism altogether and to adopt the values of liberalism I drifted
away from the communitarian anti-individuahsm of the Roman church and I had come to
view the super-individuahsm of machine bosses as corrupt And while it is as impossible
a task to define liberalism as a clearly monolithic idea as it is to attempt to do so for
antiliberalism, I had come to subscribed to what Holmes calls its 'core values' and 'core
norms' cited earlier. Speaking of liberal theorists such as Locke, Montesquieu, Hume,
Beccaria, Smith, Kant, Madison Bentham and John Stuart Mill, Holmes notes that
'incontestable differences' exist between them, but adds:
"They all believed that society can be held together
without the fear of God, for instance, on the basis of
secular norms and a shared interest in the fruits of
cooperation They all affirmed, though in differing ways,
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the moral principle of equality before the law - that no
individual should be allowed to make an exception of
himself. They all asserted, m the teeth of traditional
doctrine, that public disagreement is a creative force
And so forth" 398
NO HUNTING. In my sometimes faddish pursuit of changing beliefs about
justice and the good life, I seemed to embody many of the strains of an entire society in
transition 1 was once an anti-mdividuahst, millenmalist, apocalyptic antiliberal, one who
was also formerly the obedient client of super-individualist, intolerant political patron-
bosses with their narrow views of the public interest, who had of late converted to
liberalism and its bedrock insistence upon freedom of choice, equality of opportunity and
tolerance of conflicting opinions and lifestyles. It did not seem that further introspection
would help. Instead, it then appeared, it would produce only the ancient curse of which
Carlin Barton reminds us: 399
"May he want and never get what he wants;
may he know himself."
18 Holmes, Anatomy, page 188.
"Barton, The Sorrows, page 123.
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CHAPTER XIII
MOBY MAFIA: HUNTING CONSPIRACIES
The obvious methodological problemm the study of secret societies and agencies
is the difficulty of obtaining reliable and verifiable information A second and equally
daunting task is to avoid falling into the murky waters of paranoid thinking.
Edward A. Shils says:
"The exfoliation and intertwinement of the various
patterns of belief that the world is dominated by unseen
circles of conspirators, operating behind our backs, is one
of the characteristic features of modern society. It is radical
m its fundamental distrust of the dominant institutions and
authorities of modem society. It is radical in its rejection of
the ordinary, matter-of-fact, undramatic, unsystematic
outlook of day-to-day politics in the state and in private
institutions. It is radical in its denial, explicity and
implicitly, of the reality of the boundaries among
institutions and the division of labor which helps to
guarantee their autonomy on the more positive side. The
conspiratorial conception of society would eradicate the
pluralism and privacy of institutions on behalf of a more
homogenious society and a more unitary loyalty."'00
The paranoid fear of ahen conspiracy traceable in American history from
Revolutionary days through the nineteenth century and on into our own time is rooted in
projection, Shils says:
"The political paranoiac imagines that the ultimate
seat of conspiratorial evil is almost always outside the
national community. Because it withholds itself from or is
indifferent to complete incorporation into the national
community, it is foreign to the national community. Its
fundamental foreignness is 'demonstrated' by the fact that
the conspiracies are ultimately in the control of nationally or
ethnically alien groups — Englishmen foreign capitalists,
international bankers, Jews, the Papacy, etal" Am
Edward A. Shils, The Torment ofSecrecy, (Chicago: Ivan R. Dee, Inc., 1996, 1956), page 31.
Shils, The Torment, page 3 2.
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Joel Kovel, in a book entitled Red Hunting In The Promised Land
,
says, for
example: "In (FBI Dnector) Hoover we meet the man who brings us into the places where
the black hole is produced out of the ' quiet desperation of every day life - the fears,
frustration resentment and alienation of ordinary people." He adds:
"Archetypal American myths and collective
narratives intertwine at the roots of the various
anticommunisms; but real figures are needed to translate
these legends mto the realities of the day. And this is where
J. Edgar Hoover enters The mystique of the G-Man
became a shield of invincibihty and incorruptibility for
Hoover as he embraced his true calling, to hunt and bring
down the beast of Communism" m
Hoover, then is an example of the postmodern challenge to The Enlightenment's
optimistic rational assumption that we are pnmanly reasonable, pragmatic, tool-making
animals who have survived and progressed this far in history precisely because we are
Homo sapiens and Homofaber. To the contrary, philosopher Sam Keen says:
"We human beings are Homo hostilis
,
the hostile
species, the enemy-making animal. We are driven to
fabricate an enemy as a scapegoat to bear the burden of our
denied enmity. From the unconscious residue of our
hostility, we create a target; from our private demons, we
conjure a public enemy. And, perhaps more than anything
else, the wars we engage in are compulsive rituals, shadow
dramas in which we continually try to kill those parts of
ourselves we deny and despise.""'
All these things are, or may quite readily be, true. The premillennialist,
apocalyptic escatology that is rooted in the nation' s earliest days makes the Antichrist
essential, and this in turnjustifies the projection of the shadow-side of the self onto alien
enemies that we create for reasons that are at once political, religious, psychological and
Joel Kovel, Red Hunting In ThePromised Land
,
(NY: Basic Books, 1994), pages 93 and 223.
la Zweig and Abrams, Shadow, page 198.
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as
economic
-
and not fully answerable to our Enlightenment sense of ourselves
rationally centered egos. And yet, these same condemnations about secrecy and
conspnacy which are usually tendered by liberals because they advance the cause of
enlarged executive government and a corresponding threat to civil liberties, serve the best
interests of the most potent of the antihberals - the patrons, the bosses, the stand-up men,
the men of honor.
For example, in his book, William Bulger derides the 1962 Cnme Commission
that was headed by the WASPish Alfred J. Gardner (who turned cases for prosecution
over to two succeeding Republican Attorneys General, Edward Brooke and Elliot
Richardson) as a "group of self-styled reformers" and says that as long as it existed "no
Democratic politician's career or reputation was safe." Bulger says:
"It was popular wisdom that the Crime
Commission had been formed to explore allegations of
corruption against one or more members of the Executive
Council (often referred to as the governor' s council). The
council, an independent administrative adjunct that dated
from the eighteenth century, was empowered to approve or
disapprove appointments by the governor to the judiciary
and other important positions. But media reports gave the
impression-- with a knowing journalistic nudge in the ribs
— that the Commission was stalking much bigger game
than the Executive Council."
Bulger adds, later in his text: "The torturous wait for the Crime Commission to
report its findings at last came to an end Their range and severity were stunning. In
4<h William M. Bulger, While The Music Lasts: My Life in Politics, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1996), page 105.
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substance, they amounted to a charge that the state Democratic Party was ravaged by
corruption The Republican-dominated Commission sent its findings to the Republican
attorney general, and indictments began to roll. There were 473 of them against 96
defendants!" Bulger calls this a "media Mardi Gras" and a "dirt storm" He says: "When
the dust settled, it became evident that the greatest corruptionhad been on the part of the
Crime Commission itself, which had misused its power and trust to destroy innocent
victims for partisan purposes."^ Indeed, Bulger calls attention to the Machiavellian
dangers of Massachusetts politics when he notes: "Three men, none of them in elective
office, were convicted Aside from that, the 473 indictments against 96 individuals
resulted in a total offour members of the 1 960 Executive Council being jailedfor
briefperiods." (His italics).
But what lesson are we to draw from that fact? The obvious implication in
Bulger's book is that the Crime Commission was merely a political tool to conduct a later
day Salem witch-hunt in order to disempower Democrats through unsubstantiated smears.
But there is the other possibility that the inconsequential results of the Crime
Commission s work is testimony to the very corruption that it claimed to be rampant
throughout the state's political andjudicial systems. That is the suspicion that was raised
in my mind during my own association with one of the Commission' s investigators John
Goss, and James Murphy, a member of the Furcolo administration who served time in
Danbury federal penitentiary on unrelated matters.'06
405
Bulger, While The Music Lasts, page 124. In (act, four members of the Executive Council, House
Speaker Thompson (afterwhom the political science building at the University of IVlassachusetts,
Amherst, is named), former speaker Charles Gibbons (a Republican), the commissioner of public safety, a
former commissioner ofofpublic works, a number of lesser officials and Governor Foster Furcolo were
all indicted as a result of the Commission's investibations.
1,06
Theiraccounts are recorded in my unpublished manuscript, Mourning Wakes The Dawn.
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Indeed, long before it became public knowledge, these two men were able to
identify for me certain corrupt elected and appointed officials - including judges and law
enforcement agents
- with whom I should be wary in my professional dealings. In each
case, years later, their warnings proved to be entirely correct 407 Chief amongst these was
Hampden County District Attorney Matthew J. Ryan.
Bulger spends many pages in his book denouncing former state Senator Alan
Sisitsky of Springfield, detailing the latter' s slow descent from brilliant spokesman for
reform into a pit of depression and delusion As Senate president Bulger finally expelled
Sisitsky from the legislative body "Sisitsky, who had so frenetically sought distinction,
became a historic figure: the first member in the Senate's long history to be named" (To
'be named" personally by the Senate President means the member is being expelled).
Rising to leave, a defiant Sisitsky said "Being thrown out of this Senate is like being
thrown out of a brothel."408
What Bulger's text does not mention is that Sisitsky was one of the only public
figures in Massachusetts, elected or appointed, to have "named" Hampden County
District Attorney Matthew J. Ryan as a protector of mafia interests in western
Massachusetts. In taking credit for having expelled Sisitsky from the Senate, Bulger says
his action was nobly endorsed by Republican Senator John Parker, a Taunton
Republican, who proclaimed "But there comes a time when a stop must be put to
misconduct, whatever its cause..."409
407 Anyone seriously interested in the extent of corruption in Massachusetts politics can look not only at
the 1962 Crime Commission reports, but to the reports of the so-called "Ward Commission" conducted
more than adecade later. John Ward, former president ofAmherst College and hardly a political
hatchetman, said "corruption is a way of life in Massachusetts."
'
, ° 8
Bulger, While The Music Lasts, page 206.
Bulger, While The Music Lasts, page 207.
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That, of course, is a phrase well worth pondering. And in so doing, one wonders
if Senator Parker would have chosen to apply his philosophy with equal enthusiasm to the
misconduct of the politically powerful and dangerous man, district attorney Ryan, as well
as to the impotent and lone reformer Sisitsky, who had devolved from rationality into the
abyss of clinical manic depression. And if he had, would his war on political misconduct
have been as well received and applauded by the then-Senate president?
Ryan continued to prosper politically and enjoyed a warm relationship with both
branches of the state legislature for many years after Sisitsky first called the public's
attention to his corrupt use of the criminal justice process. He had made himself hated,
contrary to Machiavelh' s advice, but not by those who might have been worthy
opponents. He was hated by those he abused, and he abused those who could not harm
him He had indicted Sisitsky' s father years before. And it was my obsession with
Ryan' s mafia associations, the manner in which he used the legal system to reward
powerful crimina l s while punishing powerless ones, and the failure of the political or
judicial estabhshment to do anyllring other than cover up for him that caused me to lose
forever the chance of regaining the close communion I had enjoyed with my own father.
Reprising O'Dwver
Of all the unextinguishable regrets I felt on that night that I sat, gun and bottle in
hand, in the dark Granville woods, one ghost haunted me more than all the others. "I am
thy father' s spirit,'' it seemed to say to me, as had Hamlet' s to him, "doomed for a certain
term to walk the night
Most painful was the memory of how my obsession with the mafia and its effect
on local politics had separated me from close communion with my own father. That
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obsession began with my infatuation with the anti-corruption politics of The New Frontier
and reached its omega in 1969 when I read Mario Puzo' s novel, The Godfather.
Although a work of fiction, it gave formm my mind to the way m which the Amencan
mafia operated and the manner m which it was able to corrupt the political system It made
credible the rumors I had heard, rumors later voiced loudly and publicly by Sisitsky that
had been circulating for many years before I became a probation officer, that Ryan was an
ally of the Cosa Nostra capo in charge of the Springfield branch of New York City'
s
Genovese Family. In substance, the rumors alleged that the district attorney protected
mafiosi and their associates from the criminal justice process in exchange for their
promise to police the streets against narcotics and make it hazardous for drug dealers to
operate in the region
Outsiders thought the claim ridiculous, but for those who worked inside the
system there was evidence to support those rumors. The district attorney appeared to be a
man whose personal power far exceeded the constitutional limits of his public office. He
functioned much like an old political boss in the Democratic party in western
Massachusetts and he was patron to an impressive array of public office-holders ranging
from clerk-typists all the way to up to Superior Court justices. A 69-year-old Springfield
native who had spent a lifetime observing local politics said of the district attorney: "The
Irish in this city love him They worship him. He can do no wrong in their eyes. No
matter what anybody says about him, they still love him They'll always be loyal to him''
A probation officer who was appointed two years after he had left office marveled at the
esteem in which he and his memory were held by courthouse workers. "Who is this
guy," she asked? "People talk about him like he was some kind of god, or something."
He was literally fawned over. Crowds in courthouse corridors would part to let
him pass, like the sea making way for Moses. Heads would actually bow reverently as he
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went by, and, as impenous as Caesar, he accepted the show of deference as his due and
paraded through the subservient throngs without even bothering to acknowledge their
presence. I had on more than one occasion seenjudges stand in his honor when he
entered their courtrooms
- and I did not doubt that they did so because they owed their
appointments to their loyalty to him
Donald Ebbeling, a reporter for the Springfield Union News, had been upbraided
by his editorial superiors when he tried to publish an account of the district attorney'
s
commodious social relationship with Springfield mafia capo Alfonse "Big AT Bruno,
noting that the two men played handball together almost every weekday at the Y.M.C.A.
The account, quashed by the Springfield paper, was published years later m the Boston
Globe and the Boston Herald and the district attorney merely responded that he could
play handball with someone one day and prosecute them the next, if need be.
During my undergraduate years I had been introduced to him three different times
at political gatherings. Two of the introductions were made, on different occasions, by
attorneys anxious to advance me as a prospective political office holder. The third was
made, on still another occasion, by my uncle, the Westfield ward heeler, for the same
purpose. Each time, the district attorney treated us tolerantly but curdy, as might a prince
who is being pestered for an audience by peasants who had done little to deserve his
recognition He seemed not to recall from one time to the next that we had been
introduced before. But the fact that three men on different occasions had thought it
necessary that I be presented to him for his approval gave me a clear sense of the extra-
legal latitudes of this man's personal power.
He was a physically short but very imposing man who radiated an animalistic
sense of territoriality and bullish precedence. He didn' t walk about so much as he
marched, always with a menacing look that warned people to stay out of his way.
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Although born in 1918, he had remained remarkably muscular and fit into his middle and
later years. He had snow white hair that he wore flat across the top and closely cropped
on the sides of his head He had a square face with prominently high cheekbones. The
skin was stretched tightly over his jaws, as if it had been pulled taut like plastic wrap and
pinned back behind his ears. His forehead was narrow, but it sloped out under bushy
white eyebrows to meet the protruding cheekbones at an angle that made his pale blue
eyes appear as narrow slits m a fortress wall. His hps were thin and they never smiled
He was a secretive but explosive man who would erupt in a rage, spewing verbal abuse
on friend and foe alike at the slightest hint of incompetence, disobedience or insult Once,
during a recess in a trial, he punched defense attorney George Nasser m the face just
outside the doors to the courtroom, knocking the lawyer to the floor.
Clearly, he was not a man to be trifled with Nor was he a man who could be
easily understood. When looking into his eyes one had to be careful not to stare, for
staring might be considered an insult, a way of communicating that one did not fear this
district attorney and was prepared to defy him That might make him suspicious, and
retaliatory. Still, in a stolen glimpse one could read very little in his eyes. They were not
windows on a soul so much as spyholes.
I had settled on him as a symbol of the problem that I would build my reputation
by exposing: the existence of a secret society that behaved according to a political theory
best described by Macrnavelli in The Prince - a mafia that functioned like a parallel
government, the leaders of which skillfully manipulated both appearance and reality in
order to amass great power without any moral scruples; a despotic, non-state political
society run by men who had learned "how not to be good," how to imitate animals in their
predatory lust to dominate and exploit the weak; a system that subordinated reason and
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law to self-interest and force, and one that, worst of all, was able to subvert the pnncipl
of democracy only because of the covert complicity of powerful public office holders
The Paranoid Style
Beginning in 1969 I began to share my concerns with my father, and over the
course of the next three years I grew more and more obsessed with the subject and more
and more absorbed with it to the exclusion of virtually everything else. The result was not
the one I had intended Instead of provoking him to share my concerns about the local
mafia and its corrupting influences on the public sector, my intensity and singularity of
purpose caused my father to grow worried about me. I had fallen he was convinced, into
what historian Richard Hofstadter has called "the paranoid style of American politics....
a
style of mind [characterized by] heated exaggeration suspiciousness and conspiratorial
fantasy [and expressed in terms that are] overheated, over-suspicious, over-aggressive,
grandiose and apocalyptic."
A review of Hofstadter' s essay neatly describes the fears I aroused in my father
and helps understand the particularly difficult methodological dangers involved in any
study of the political influence of a secret and conspiratorial society. As Hofstadter points
out, the clinically diagnosed paranoid person and the paranoid style of political discourse
share the common themes of persecution systematized in grandiose conspiracy theories
and a sense of one' s own greatness, but differ in that the individual sees himself as the
target of treachery while the political commentator sees evil conspiracies directed against
the state or the culture or a particular way of life.
But precisely because he does not see himself as the object of intrigue, any student
of secret and conspiratorial political organizations must be acutely aware of the potential
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nrisperceptions of the paranoid style because, as Hofstadter says, the political theorist
affected often appears quite rational and disinterested, patnotic and unselfish, nghteous
and motivated only by a defensible sense of moral indignation Indeed, what can be most
contaminating is not the truth or falsity of the content of the ideas expressedm such a
style, for they usually contain at least some aspects of fact and reality, but rather the way
in which the ideas are believed and advocated The paranoid style, described by
Hofstadter as "an old and recurrent mode of expression in our public life" is subversive
of political discourse because of "the apocalyptic and absolutist framework" in which
ideas are expressed with great hostility.410
By way of example he cites the anti-Masonic movement that occurred in the
United States in the late 1820's and 1 830' s. As a secret society Freemasonry was
believed to constitute "a separate system of loyalty, a separate imperium within the
framework of American and state governments inconsistent with loyalty to them," run by
conspiratorial men who "nullified the enforcement of regular law" by establishing "a
jurisdiction of their own with their own obligations and punishments, liable to
enforcement even by the penalty of death.....The conflict between secrecy and democracy
was felt to be so basic that other, innocent societies, such as Phi Beta Kappa, also came
under attack
"
That description of an early 19th Century movement is eerie in the way it
resembles my claims about the mafia as I relayed them to my father more than
a century later.
The paranoid form of political expression is also transgressive of reasoned
discourse, Hofstadter says, precisely because it is so excessively coherent, far more
coherent in its explanation of politics than would ever be possible in the real political
4,0 Richard Hofetodter, The Paranoid Style ofAmerican Politics, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1966),
pages 3 and 4-40.
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world In its effort to assign deliberate, conspiratonal and evil causes to complex social
and political events it ignores the roles played by incompetence, mistakes, coincidence,
ambiguity and failure. It is, Hofstadter says, a way of persuading which "while not
wholly rational is still wholly rationalistic." Because the political observer given to the
paranoid style believes he is confronting an enemy that is omnipotent, infallibly rational,
omniscient and totally evil, Hofstadter says, the observer seeks to match the adversary's
"imputed total competence with a total competence of his own leaving nothing
unexplained, comprehending all of reality in one over-reaching, too consistent theory."
Readers must be especially wary of such authors, the historian points out, because this
type of political argument "is nothing if not 'scholarly in technique."
At the root of paranoia lies envy and projection of the shadow self, which helps to
explain why we so easily create and exalt the imperious Antichrist as the arch-enemy and
worthy opponent of the person we most want to become - and then grow fascinated
with the image we have manufactured Writing of ancient Rome, Carlin Barton describes
what she calls "the physics of envy," a process that is mediated by love and fear in the
reciprocal relationship between patron and client in the system of honor. She writes:
"Fascination did not make the emperors or the
gods, but it made the emperors and the gods the Romans
saw. No one would yearn for or tolerate a god, or a king or
a soul, that was both immanent and transcendent, manifest
and hidden all and nothing, unless she or he had felt
profoundly this hypnotic loss of self, this melting and
fixing. Envy creates the splendor; curiosity creates the
secret The immoderate reverence and hatred directed at the
generals and emperors and gods of this period can be
explained, in part, by the Roman' s tendency to fascination
The envious one fears and despises those he envies — and
simultaneously exalts them In the 'physics' of envy, the
fascinated one yearns to be separated from himself and
exalts a god/self with no needs, no envy: the totally
4,1
Hofstadter, The Paranaoid Style, pages 6 and 16.
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wondrous, unseeable, unknowable. Like the Stoic soul, it
is both one' s most essential self and the absolute."412
She quotes Melanie Klein;
" destructive impulses, envy and persecutory
anxiety are very strong and....idealization serves mainly
as a defence against persecution but also against
"
envy S trongly exal ting the obj ect and its gifts is an
attempt to diminish envy However, if envy is very
strong, it is likely, sooner or later, to turn against the
primal, idealized object, and against other people who, in
the course of development, come to stand for it"
Desire, emulation, envy, fascination malice and paranoia are inextricably linked.
"Fascination is the product of unsatisfied desire," Barton notes, "of envy and curiosity
working through the medium of the oculus malignus, the evil eye. It arises from an
irreconcilable juxtaposition of power and vulnerability. The monsters were the cause, but
even more the product, of simultaneous abundance and deprivation, the power of
conquest and the powerlessness of being conquered that the Romans of the civil war
period and the establishment of the monarchy experienced simultaneously."413
She adds: "Among the cosmic correctives for inequality that Horace applies to all
distinctions in wealth and power is the paranoia that accompanies them: the suspended
sword ruins the banquets of Sicilian tyrants The master cannot sleep for fear of the
violent malice of his army of slaves." It is envy, Barton says, that brings down the
horrible curse: "May he want and never get what he wants; may he know himself." Envy,
she says, is an "equalizing force. "Envy yearns for the equal opponent; it also creates the
equal opponent, as the condition of honor." Paranoia results, as one projects his own
motives onto the other. Even in flattery danger lurks, for, as Barton notes, "the Roman,
41
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Barton, The Sorrows, page 103.
4,3 Barton, The Sorrows, page 103.
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acutely aware of the phyS1cs of envy, sensed the aggression in every form of
blandishment It was always a poisoned sweet "4U
How much of my obsessiveness with the mafia as a threat was actually the
product of projection and the rationalization of my own envy? Most of it, if not all of it,
my father had concluded I was a law enforcement official wielding some measure of
power on behalf of the community which left it to me to discover and define the enemy of
the public mterest And I was failing in my public responsibility, my father was certain,
because I was failing in my private responsibility: I did not know myself.
And as I sat alone in those woods that night a sober mind might have glimpsed the
fact that I had become utterly disconnected, first from my past and then from my present.
How I yearned to belong, to be connected, to be a man of honor!
But connected to what? And honored by whom?
I was trying to gain freedom and escape from it at one and the same time. I was
trying to be both autonomous and connected, both man and animal, the instrument of both
law and force.
I envied those who seemed able to resolve the conflict of those paradoxes and I
yearned to be more like them And the more I yearned the more I denied my yearning.
The more I longed, the more I condemned the object of my longing,
Although he did not tell me, I would leam later from my mother that my father had
decided that the time had come for him to confront me on what he was convinced was an
irrational obsession that was becoming all-consuming. He proposed to me the idea of a
get-together, hiding his real intention for fear I would rebel, portraying the plan to me as
just a father-son getaway. He chose a spot beloved by us both, Nantucket - the same
place, ironically, from whence Captain Ahab had departed on his mythical, obsessional,
* H Barton, The Sorrows, pages 123 and 127.
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paranoid quest to conquer evil, embodiedm the white whale, the Antichrist,
the beast from the sea.
Since he would be travelling from one part of the state and I from another,
agreed that if, for any reason such as traffic, one did not arnve at Woods Hole in time for
the six o* clock boat on the appointed Friday evening the one who was there would go
over to Nantucket to be joined the following morning by the other. I was prepared to
leave about noon that Friday, in plenty of time to make the three hour tap to Woods Hole,
when an informant called and asked me to meet him He said he had evidence I was
seeking about a link between the mafia and the city government in the municipality where
my court was located I hesitated, but then decided to meet the informant, miss the boat,
andjoin my father the next day.
I was at home about nine o' clock that night when the phone rang. It was Sergeant
Mike Moran from the local police department He said
"I'm afraid I got bad news for you buddy. We got a call a few minutes ago from
the Nantucket police. It seems the old gent dropped dead tonight, getting off the ferry out
on the island"
The death certificate would attribute it to a miocardial infarction Only I would
know that the real cause, precipitated by disappointment in his only son was a broken
heart Patricide of the worst kind
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CONCLUSION
"Only the ghost knows what really took place here today, by God."
Vincent "The Animal" Ferrara 413
The Animal was wrong.
The Boston office of the FBI also knew everything that had taken place on
October 29, 1989, in the basement of the home at 34 Guild Street in Medford,
Massachusetts. It was the first time in history that any law enforcement agency had
actually captured on tape a baptismal ceremony for new mafia members.
The ceremony was held in an effort to restore stability to the New England mafia.
Ever since the death of the legendary boss Raymond L.S. Patnarca (from a heart attack at
the age of 76) on July 11, 1984, the New England mafia has been in turmoil. Patriarca,
the son of Italian immigrants, had begun his career in organized crime as a bootlegger
during Prohibition and grew in power to become one of the most respected mafiosi in
America. From his Providence store-front headquarters he controlled organized crime
throughout eastern New England, commanding the deference even of Boston mafiosi.
Following his funeral, the Providence Journal interviewed residents of the
Federal Hill section of the city over which Patnarca had ruled for half a century. Reporter
Karen Lee Ziner wrote that he was remembered as "the best man in the world, a private,
quiet philanthropist who granted favors without question to those who sought them out in
his Federal Hill storefront...a man who sent baskets of groceries to the poor, gave cash
handouts, looked after friends who were ill...a gentleman who always tipped his hat in
greeting, sent money to the church.. .just an ordinary man who drew respect in the
4,3 Spoken as he locked up die house at 34 Guild Street in Medford, Massachusetts, on October 29, 1989,
after the Patriarca Family baptism of four mafia recruits.
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neighborhood." Anthony Ricei, Jr., then a fifty-six year old resident of 1 1 Vinton Street
on Federal Hill, summed up the general feeling: "He was a good man who helped a lot of
poor people...To me he had a heart of gold...They can say anything they want...but he
was the best man in the world."414
Indeed, a man difficult to replace under the best of circumstances. And following
Patriarca's death New England was not, nor is it now, in the best of circumstances with
respect to mafia stability. Boston mafiosi saw Patriarca's death as their chance to wrest
control of organized crime away from Prov idence, and they expected that the Commission
would appoint one of them to take over Patriarca's position. Gennaro "Jerry" Angiulo,
who had controlled Boston for Patriarca, was an heir apparent to the throne.
But in 1981 the Boston office of the FBI had, remarkably, accomplished still
another great feat in its war against the mafia. It had, against overwhelming odds,
succeeded in placing electronic eavesdropping devices in Angiulo' s headquarters, the
Huntington Realty Development company at 98 Prince Street in Boston's north end. As a
result of conversations recorded through the bug, Angiulo was arrested in 1983 and was
ultimately sentenced in 1986 to forty five years in federal prison.
Aware of his pending difficulties, the Commission overlooked him and in 1985
appointed Patriarca's son, Raymond Joseph (known as "Junior") to replace his father.
Civil war ensued. On June 13 of 1989, the younger Patriarca's underboss, William "The
Wild Guy" Grasso of New Haven, was shot in the back of the head and his body floated
ashore on the banks of the Connecticut River in Wethersfield, Connecticut. In retaliation,
the same day, the leader of of the Boston faction loyal to Patriarca, Francis "Cadillac
Frank" Salemme, Angiulo' s replacement, was shot in the parking lot of the Saugus
International House of Pancakes. He survived. The FBI said at the time that its agents
The Providence Journal, July 13, 1984, page A -3.
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believed the attempt on Salemme's life was orchestrated by three Massachusetts men who
wanted to take control of the New England mafia away from Patnarca and Providence.
The renegade faction was led by former Family consigliere Joseph J.R. Russo, then aged
62, of East Boston, and captains Vincent "The Animal" Ferrara, age 45, of Revere, and
Robert Carozza, age 54, also of East Boston.415
Baptism
The 1989 baptism of four new members was attended by boss Patriarca,
consigliere Russo (restored to the position after Zannino was sent to prison for thirty
years), five Family captains, eleven soldiers and the four inductees. 416 Patriarca opened the
ceremony with a plea for peace:
"We're all here to bring some new members into
our Family and more than that, to start a new beginning.
Put all that's got started behind us. 'Cause they come into
our Family to start a new thing with us. Hopefully, that
they'll leave here with what we had in years past. And
bygones are bygones and a good future for all of us. I'll,
and I'll greet you later.. ..Yeah, I, I have something to say.
Last week I met with Joe (Russo, the man believed to have
led the attempt to murder Patriarca loyalist Salemme), to,
uh, kind of like, uh, resolve a few problems we had, and I
want anybody to speak up 'cause, 'cause I'd kind of like to
resolve this.
4.5 At that time, Raymond "Junior" Patriarca, then 48, was the boss; Grasso, 60, his underboss, and Ilario
M.A. (Larry Baione) Zannino, 60, of Swampscott, the consigliere. The younger Patriarca' s three most
trusted captains were Biago DiGiacomo, 47, of East Boston, Matthew Guglielmetti, 43, of Cranston,
Rhode Island, and Nicholas Bianco, 60, of Barrington, Rhode Island.
4.6 The attendance list, besides Patriarca and Russo: Captains Matthew "Matty" Guglielmetti, Ferrara,
Robert Carozza, Biagio Di Giacomo, Charles Quintina; Soldiers Pasquale Galea, Angelo "Sonny"
Mercurio, Antonio "Spucky " Spagnola, Vincent C. "Dee Dee" Gioacchini, Frederick M. Chiampa,
Alexander "Sonny Boy" Rizzo (then 69, from Revere, and supposedly reared), Pryce L. Quintina, Gaetano
Milano, Dominick Marangelli, Louis R. Failla and Pasquale Galea. The four inductees were: Robert
DeLuca, 45, of Providence, Richard J.E. Floramo, 51, Carmen A. Tortora, 43, and Vincent Federico, 30.
The ceremony took place at Federico' s sister's home. Federico is serving a life sentence for murder and had
to arrange a furlough from prison to attend the baptism. He told prison authorities in writing that he
needed the furlough to permit him to attend to "family business."
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I appointed Joe, not only is he counselor, but hehas the authority to more or less handle the business in
Boston when I leave, more or less like Jerry (Angiulo) did
when he was here. And this way you people go direct and
whatever decisions he goes by, I'll abide by. Completely
More or less for a dual purpose (unintelligible) I hope
we re all in agreement with that and I think he'll do a good
job.'
Each of the recruits is subsequently recorded taking the same oath of loyalty and
obedience in exchange for protection and the advancement of their best interests and those
of their families and friends:
"Io voglio entrare in questa organizzazione per proteggere
la mia famiglia, e per proteggere tutti i miei amici. Io lo
giuro di non svelare questo segreto, e di ubbidire di amore
ed omerta, Giuro." (I want to enter this organization for the
protection of my family, and for the protection of all my
friends. I swear I will not divulge this secret, and I swear
to obey with love and omerta).
But the attempt at harmony was ill-fated. As a direct consequence of the Boston
FBI office's bugging of Angiulo's headquarters in 1981 and of the Medford baptism in
1989, Patriarca, Angiulo and most of the rest of the eastern New England mafia hierarchy
were indicted in 1990 and are now in prison. Frank "Cadillac Frank" Salemme, who was
not at the baptismal ceremony, emerged in 1991 as the new boss of the eastern New
England mafia. And Salemme was known to be a close associate of the Boston Irish
mafia, commonly called the Winter-Hill Gang because of the Somerville neighborhood in
which it originated.
The gang is headed by James J. "Whitey" Bulger, brother of the University of
Massachusetts president. Bulger is assisted by Stephen "The Rifleman" Flemmi, the go-
between who has, until now, maintained a smooth relationship between the Italian and the
Irish groups. (The gang was started by Howie Winter who was sentenced to prison,
4,7 Verbatim from the FBI tape made of the ceremony at 34 Guild Street in Medford, Massachusetts, on
October 29, 1989. For a partial transcript of the tapes see The Ceremony: The Mafia Initiation Tapes,
(New York: Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group, Inc.), 1992.
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levaing Bulger in charge, in 1979. Remmi's nickname derives from his Army days when
he qualified as an expert marksman).
Loyalty: Raising the Cost
At first glance, the apparent demise of the New England mafia seemed little more
than the result of good police work by FBI agents who knew how to use the expanded
law enforcement tools that have been provided to federal agents in the war they began to
conduct on the American mafia in the 1980' s. Those tools include a variety of laws that,
of themselves, show how far the legislature has been willing to go in increasing the
power of the executive to override Constitutional protections in an effort to destroy
organizations viewed as hostile to the federal government. The relevant laws, although
separate from eachother, are employed in combination by federal agents and prosecutors
to make the cost of loyalty to anything other than the Legal Code much more prohibitive
than it ever has been in the past. The laws are:
( 1) Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. This law
permits extensive use of electronic surveillance ("bugs"), wiretaps and telephone taps
(ELSURs and TELSURs in FBI shorthand). It allows for the use of so-called "roving
bugs." This is an important feature because the Fourth Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution, in order to guarantee "the right of the people to be secure in their persons,
houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures," requires that
law enforcement agents can obtain warrants to search only "upon probable cause,
supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched and
the persons or things to be seized." The "roving bug" is authorized when the FBI cannot
comply with this requirement because it does not know "the place to be searched."
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Because it expands the executive's power in this way despite the language of the
Constitution, requests for ELSURs under Title III are only supposed to be granted by a
judge when one of two conditions is present: (a) etther more traditional investigative
techniques have not worked, or (b) more traditional investigative techniques have no
liklihood of working.
(2) Title I of the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970. This law enables U.S.
Attorneys to call special investigative grand juries into session every 18 months and to
keep them sitting for up to 36 months. This enhances the authority of the executive
because investigative grand junes, unlike accusatory grand juries, are formed not only to
review evidence but to conduct a search for evidence. A citizen being questioned by a law
enforcement agent regarding complicity in a crime has the right to refuse to answer - a
right the agent is obliged to inform h/her of under the famous Miranda decision. This
right derives from the Fifth Amendment, which says specifically that no citizen "shall be
compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself." When subpoenaed before
an investigative grand jury, however, one can be compelled to testify in ways h/she
cannot be when being questioned by law enforcers conducting more traditional
investigations. This is so because of the next provision.
(3) Title II of the Organized Crime Control Act of1970. This law enables
prosecutors to offer use immunity to witnesses who appear before investigative grand
junes. Use immunity differs from transactional immunity. The latter provides an absolute
and blanket absolution for any and all crimes committed up to the time testimony is given.
Prosecutors, therefore, are very hesitant to use it. Use immunity, by contrast, provides
only that the witness will not be prosecuted as the direct consequece of the testimony
given. If law enforcers can make the case against h/her through other sources h/she can
still be indicted, prosecuted and punished. Therefore, witnesses called before
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investigative grand juries can be effectively stripped of their right against self-
incrimination and compelled to testify. Refusal to do so, once use immunity has been
granted, constitutes contempt of court and the witness can be jailed for the life of the
grand jury. Since grand juries can be called into session every 18 months and maintained
for three years a witness who refuses to testify can do life on the installment plan.
(4) Title V of the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970. This law provides for
admitting endangered sources to the Witness Protection Program run by the U.S.
Marshall Service. Judges had often been sensitive to the plea of witnesses who claimed
they had to refuse to testify, despite being held in contempt, because their lives or those of
their families would be endangered by talking under a grant of use immunity. Title V
removes that excuse. In combination with Title I and Title II, it erodes the right against
self incrimination.
(5) Title IX of the Organized Crime Control Act of1970. This law is commonly
referred to as the RICO (rhee-co) statute: The Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt
Organization Act. It raises conspiracy to the level of the most serious crime a person can
commit, given the penalties that it prescribes. And conspiracy is an inchoate crime,
previously quite difficult to prove but now the central charge in the federal government's
arsenal against organizations it deems corrupt. The act provides that any enterprise or any
individual belonging to an enterpise with two or more felonies within a ten year period
can be prosecuted under RICO. (The 1994 Violence Prevention and Crime Control Act
added fifty crimes to the list of federal offenses -- all of which had previously been
regarded as state or local issues). The predicate offense, the earlier of the two charges
brought forward to make a RICO case, is usually an offense for whichs the defendant has
already been tried and convicted and punished. This raises the issue of the Fifth
Amendment protection against double jeopardy ("nor shall any person be subject for the
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same offence to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb"), and the Eighth Amendment
guarantee against "excessive fines imposed" and "cruel and unusual punishments
inflicted." It also brings into question the matter of the statute of limitations, which was
intended to augment the Sixth Amendment's assurance that any defendant in a criminal
case shall have "the right to a speedy and public trial," "to be confronted by the witnesses
against him" and "to have compulsory process for obtaining Witnesses in his favor."
RICO allows for prison terms of 20 years and fines of $250,000 per count and
forfeiture of all assets obtained through participation in the enterprise. It also provides for
civil as well as criminal prosecution, stipulating that any award made in a civil suit must
be tripled by the court. This is a most important element because it merges the criminal
and civil law as a technique for combatting the inchoate crime of conspiracy and because
convictions can be obtained in civil court far more easily than in criminal court. A criminal
court jury must find guilt beyond reasonable doubt and its verdict must be unanimous. A
civil court jury can impose treble damages on a defendant if only a majority of its
members find a "preponderance of evidence" suggesting guilt.
Furthermore, although originally intended by Congress as a weapon against
organized crime in general and the American mafia in particular, prosecutors have wide
latitude in how they apply the law and to whom they apply it. The courts have ruled that
RICO can be used against any organization, whether exclusively criminal or legitimate in
purpose,
418
and that financial loss alone is sufficient cause to employ the statute. 419
This array of federal laws is, of itself, an important indicator that political science
should concern itself with the study of organized crime. It is because of its concern with
the American mafia that the national government has moved so far in the direction of
418 See Sedima S.P.R.L. v. Imrex, Inc., 473 U.S. 479 (1985).
4,9 See United States v. Turkette, 452 U.S. 576 (1981).
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expanding the scope of its law enforcing authority, its definition of what constitutes a
federal offense, its elevation of conspiracy as the centerpiece of its arsenal against
organizations it deems corrupt, its willingness to consider guilt by association, and its
decision to enable prosecutors to tread heavily on the Bill of Rights. And all three
branches have to date cooperated in this expansion of executive power: the Congress
passed the laws, the Presidency has directed the "war" and the Judiciary has upheld it.
But even at that, the troubles facing the eastern New England mafia are not
wholly the result of a law enforcement agency prodigiously empowered by a compliant
Congress and given wide rein by passive courts. The Boston office of the FBI has been
forced to reveal that even these new legal weapons are of dubious value in combatting
crime without the active assistance of organized criminals themselves. Compelled by U.S.
District Court Judge Mark L. Wolf, the FBI admitted that its effectiveness against the
Italian syndicate in Massachusetts has been due in the largest measure to a close working
relationship between its agents and the Irish mafia, led by Jimmy "Whitey" Bulger and
Stephen Flemmi, along with four other mafiosi.420 Among the allegations being
investigated are the claims that Bulger and Flemmi were given license by the FBI to
commit any crimes except murder while acting as Bureau informants, and that they were
tipped off by sources inside the FBI when indictments had been returned against them in
order that they might flee before being arrested. (At this writing, Bulger is still a fugitive
from justice).
So one thing we learn is that the federal government has vastly expanded the
scope of its authority, using the American mafia as its reason for so doing, while at the
same time maintaining the long-standing tradition of working harmoniously with
organized criminal groups to achieve its policy objectives.
See The Boston Globe, June 7, 1997, page I.
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All of this results from the clumsy dance conducted throughout this century by
adherents to the Moral Code, the Honor Code and the Legal Code - the anti-individual
antiliberals, the supenndividual antiliberals and the liberals. From this three-partner waltz
we can conclude the following:
(1) The liberal Legal Code has moved a long
distance from its core norms in order to combat the
practitioners of the Honor Code in America.
(2) The Honor Code has suffered more,
perhaps, from its encounter with a culture of materialism
than with a forceful federal government. Among the many
reasons offered for the demise of the mafia tradition in the
United States are the following:
(a) "Americanization" -- the demise of values
such as loyalty and obedience which are difficult to sustain
not only because new federal powers make their cost much
more prohibitive, but also because a consumer culture
based on envy and accumulation replaces communal
obligations with greed and self-centeredness.
(b) An altered American political structure which
has displaced urban machines and made policing more
professional.
(c) The incompetence of new mafia recruits who
never lived the tradition of honor in which their fathers and
grandfathers were reared.
(d) The basic conservatism of the American
mafia which helped cause it to lose power to heroin and
cocaine suppliers. 421
(3) The Moral Code, the anti-individualist
antiliberal reform class, has taken up new causes with the
diminution of both the Communist and the mafia threats.
With the apparent transition from nationalism to globalism,
the United States government is itself a target of the
millennialist, apocalyptic thinking that has existed in
America since the arrival of the Pilgrims. The perceived
decline in morality, in spirituality, is the generic enemy,
and moralists see Communism, organized crime and liberal
consumerism as outgrowths of the same materialistic root.
Even as the Legal Code, federal government, begins to
congratulate itself for its successes against the Honor
Code, the mafia, it finds itself under explosive attack from
the Moral Code.
421 See for example, Peter Reuter, "The Decline of the American Mafia," The Public Interest, Summer.
1995, No. 120, page 89.
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And with the advent of the global village, conspiratorial thinking has begun to
focus on a new Antichrist
- international organized crime. The Russian and Chinese
criminal organizations, along with more than two dozen others, now occupy the attention
of federal law enforcers, and history repeats itself on a grander, global scale.
The Hunter Myth
The hunter myth, the three stages of which are described by Rushing and Frentz,
play themselves out in the story of organized crime:
In its first stage, the hunter is seen as part of a tribe, just as the mafiosi and the
Irish political boss are rooted in reciprocal obligation to members of their clan or tribe.
They hunt the equivalent of wild animals with weapones invested with sacred power,
always on behalf of the community of which they are an obedient and an integral part.
In the second stage, modernity begins to contaminate the myth and metamorphizes
the tribal hunter into the frontier hunter -- one who demands "freedom" from the
constraints of tribal custom and its moral strictures. The frontier hunter lacks the spiritual
restraints imposed on his forebearers and he begins to slaughter indiscriminately. He
cannot reside in the clan society and still maintain a heroic image of himself, so he begins
to disconnect from the bonds of reciprocal obligation. He minimizes his contact with
nature and invents better machines with which to master it.
In the third and final stage, the hunter transforms into a post-modern cyborg.
"Tasting great success in conquering the wilderness, the frontier hero desires to maintain
and extend his control over the earth. Because he is so good at making machines he now
uses his brains more than his brawn, and he minimizes his contact with nature, which can
be uncomfortable and menacing. Thus he creates ever more complex tools to do his
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killing and other work for him. Having banished God as irrelevant to the task at hand, the
hero decides he is God, and, like that now obsolete power, creates beings in his own
image. This time, however, they are more perfect versions of himself - rational,
strategic, and efficient... Unfortunately, however, these new creations have designs of
their own that the hero fails to forsee. At first they demand to be cared for, to be given a
valued and legitimate place in society. Afraid and repulsed at what he has done, the
creator refuses his offsprings' requests. Like their human creator, these technological
beings develop a desire for complete freedom, and so they declare themselves to be God
and set out to hunt and ultimately to eliminate their maker." 422
Politically, the hunter myth and the story of the mafia is the story of American
politics from the medeival through the modern to the postmodern.
"These criminal organizations have formed organic ties and reached worldwide
dimensions," author and journalist Claire Sterling warns. "They are increasingly
militarized, sophisticated, and aggressive. Extremely potent weapons are at their disposal.
There is a present and tangible danger that nuclear, chemical, and bacteriological arms
may be coming into their possession."423
In Russia, author Stephen Handleman says, rampant organized crime and
corruption that emerged in the post-Communist society is referred to as "wild
democracy." It forces us to ask the question, he says, of whether this globalization of
organized crime and corruption is "proof of the moral bankruptcy of capitalism" or merely
"an inevitable feature of transition. " 424
422 Rushing and Frentz, Projecting the Shadow, pages 54-55.
423
Claire Sterling, Thieves' World: The Threat of the New Global Network ofOrganized Crime, (New
York: Simon & Schuster, 1994), page 225.
424 Stephen Handleman, Comrade Criminal: Russia 's New Mafiya, (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1995), page 6.
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And Massachusetts Senator John Kerry, Chairman and ranking Democrat on the
Subcommittee on Terrorism, Narcotics and International Operations, anticipates the
twenty first century and asks: "Will our lives be ones of peace and order, harmony and
dignity? Or will we, our children, and their children pass their days in a dingy, dangerous
world of venality and violence, a low-grade fever of criminality and corruption? Or,
worse yet, will we slide into 'global ungovernability,' what the poet William Butler Yeats
called 'mere anarchy'? For that, he said, it was enough for the best to lack all conviction."
And then the Senator reminds us of our moral duty and destiny as a Redeemer nation:
"The most serious task of all, however, remains
ours alone...we must never forget that what is at stake here
is nothing less than the fate of civilization....by the force of
history itself [Americans] have been granted the task,
challenge, and responsibility of defeating all those who
would gladly sell a world of law and liberty for the riches
of hell."425
on an
The dance continues: Moral Code, Honor Code and Legal Code embrace
international stage. Liberalism, anti-individual antiliberalism and superindividual
antiliberalism continue their waltz. Mafia justice, citizen virtue, democracy and the
dangerous man — the music lasts.
NO HUNTING. The headline that finally confirmed that I was not the delusional
paranoid that my father had taken me to be came twenty years to late to afford me any
sense of moral vindication. Nor did it give me the sense of satisfaction that I would have
guessed it might. By the time he was exposed, I had come to see my chosen arch-enemy
in a much more complex light. The headline said:
'Mobster Killed Man to gain DA's favor'
425
Senator John Kerry, The New War: The Web ofCrime That Threatens America 's Security, (New
York: Simon & Schuster, 1997), page 194.
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The story began:
a a >r
"Mob informants nave alleaed that ten years ago
Adolfo "Big Al" Bruno - the reputed number two man in
the Springfield mafia - told them he didn't fear prosecution
in Hampden County because he'd killed a man to curry
favor with then-distnct attorney Matthew J. Ryan."426
Many years before Ryan decided against running for reelection al ter 32 years aa
district attorney (a decision mandated by revelations in the Boston press, the Valley
Advocate and WGGB-Channel 40, detailing his long association with the mafia and his
success in protecting its members from the criminal justice process), Kimberly Jensen had
taught me something about tolerance. She had, at last, begun to behave in precisely the
way I had always counseled her to behave. She stopped using drugs, began to dress well,
and she grew very mature, self-possessed and confident. No thanks to my efforts at
rehabilitation, however. Because of her capacity for omerta and her unfailing resistance to
the law, she had, she informed me, been chosen to work as a bank pick-up person for a
mafia-sponsored numbers operation. Merely to drive between two cities not more than
twenty miles apart she was being paid $100 per day. The condition of her employment,
she said, was that her behaviour conform to certain standards of honorable conduct.
The mafia had achieved what I had failed to accomplish as an agent of the criminal
justice system. And Kimberly wanted, she said, to thank me for my past concerns and to
let me know that if ever she could be of assistance to me I should not hesitate to let her
know for she felt herself to be in my debt. Ironic.
One evening not long after my father's death I sat alone in my office - a typically
depressing government room with a worn linoleum floor, a buzzing flourescent light,
pea-green walls of cracked plaster, furnished wif.h a scarred metal desk with a rubber
fender around its top and uncomfortable wooden chairs. I listened disconsolately to the
sounds from outside - the incessant sirens, the church bells that seemed to make misery
426
Boston Herald, September 10, 1992, page 1.
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mark time, and the children playing amid the trash and amongst the rats ,n the alley three
floors below. The grey granite wall of the City Hall aeross the street was growing darker
and more somber as the summer sun began to go down behind the old textile and paper-
making factories.
Principal Clerk Mary Fitzgerald knocked on my open door. I looked up to see her
strong face and penetrating pale blue eyes framed by a crown of snow white hair. She
tried to hide her concern for me by saying that she was merely stopping by to tell me that
all the others had left for the day and that she had locked up the main office and was
departing, too. I thanked her absently, and she paused. Then, hesitantly, she jammed her
hand into the pocket of her trench coat and withdrew a folded piece of typing paper. She
came forward and laid it on my desk.
"I came across this last night," she said. "It made me think of you."
Then she said goodnight and she left.
I always carried that piece of paper in my wallet, until it became so tattered that it
was illegible. That night, parked in the Granville woods in front of the sign that
commanded NO HUNTING, I put down the revolver and fished the paper out of my
wallet. I put on the dome light and read the passage from William Faulkner's 1950 Nobel
acceptance speech that Mary Fitzgerald had copied to buoy my spirits. It said:
"Our tragedy today is a general and universal
physical fear so long sustained by now that we can even
bear it. There are no longer problems of the
spirit.. .Because of this the young man or woman writing
today has forgotten the problems of the human heart in
conflict with itself, which alone can make good writing
because only that is worth writing about, worth the agony
and the sweat.. .He must learn them again. He must teach
himself that the basest of all things is to be afraid; and
teaching himself that, forget it forever, leaving no room in
his workshop for anything but the old verities and truths of
the heart, the old universal truths lacking which any story
is ephemeral and doomed -- love and honor and pity and
pride and compassion and sacrifice.
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he releams these things he will write asthough he stood and watched the end of man. I decline to
accept the end of man. I believe that man will endure he
will prevail. He is immortal, not because he alone amon*
creatures has an inexhaustible voice, but because he has a
soul, a spirit capable of compassion and sacrifice and
endurance. The poet's, the writer's dutv is to write about
these things. It is his privilege to help man endure by lifting
,
his heart by reminding him of the courage and honor andhope and pride and compassion and pitv and sacrifice
which have been the glory of the past..."
I emptied the revolver of its cartridges by firing into the sign. I began to find my
way out of those woods. The path has led me to this place. It is only a beginning on a
journey toward the discharge of the duty of which Faulkner spoke. "If only it were all so
simple," as Dostoevsky said. "If only there were evil people somewhere insidiously
committing evil deeds, and it were necessary only to separate them from the rest of us and
destroy them. But the line dividing good and evil cuts through the heart of every human
being. And who is willing to destroy a piece of his own heart?"
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